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Abstract 

A sense-based lexical knowledgebase is a core foundation for language engineering. 
Two important criteria must be satisfied when constructing a knowledgebase: 
linguistic felicity and data cohesion. In this paper, we discuss how data cohesion of 
the sense information collected using the Sinica Sense Management System (SSMS) 
can be achieved. SSMS manages both lexical entries and word senses, and has been 
designed and implemented by the Chinese Wordnet Team at Academia Sinica. 
SSMS contains all the basic information that can be merged with the future 
Chinese Wordnet. In addition to senses and meaning facets, SSMS also includes 
the following information: POS, example sentences, corresponding English 
synset(s) from Princeton WordNet, and lexical semantic relations, such as 
synonym/antonym and hypernym/hyponym. Moreover, the overarching structure of 
the system is managed by using a sense serial number, and an inter-entry structure 
is established by means of cross-references among synsets and homographs. SSMS 
is not only a versatile development tool and management system for a sense-based 
lexical knowledgebase. It can also serve as the database backend for both Chinese 
Wordnet and any sense-based applications for Chinese language processing. 
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1. Background and Motivation 

A sense-based lexical knowledgebase is a core foundation for language engineering. WordNet 
and Euro WordNet are two well-known examples. Two important criteria must be satisfied 
when constructing a knowledgebase: linguistic felicity and data cohesion. Huang et al. 
discussed how linguistic felicity can be achieved when building a comprehensive inventory of 
Chinese senses from corpus data [Huang et al. 2003]. They introduced five criteria as well as 
operational guidelines for sense distinction. In this paper, we will discuss how data cohesion 
of the sense information collected using the Sinica Sense Management System (SSMS) can be 
achieved. 

2. Introduction to the Content of the SSMS 

The structure of a lexical semantic web can provide not only materials for linguistic research 
but also an infrastructure for NLP and other applications. Two main tasks are involved in 
constructing a Wordnet. One is distinguishing synsets which are clustered according to word 
senses, and the other one is collecting the semantic relations connecting the synsets. A 
wordnet is formed by taking these synsets as the nodes and then connecting each node by 
using the semantic relations. Of the two tasks, constructing the synsets is the most 
fundamental work. Constructing a synset involves classifying a series of synonyms that carry 
one specified lexical concept. A polysemous word is assigned more than one synset in order to 
show the variety of word senses. Analyzing and distinguishing word senses are two crucial 
steps when constructing a Wordnet. In order to lay a solid theoretical foundation of the current 
work, we developed a series of principles for analyzing Chinese word senses [Huang et al. 
2003]. These principles not only satisfy the conditions of felicity and cohesion but also serve 
as guidelines for distinguishing and analyzing large numbers of Chinese word senses. Based 
on the word-sense identification criteria, the linguistic knowledge can be consistently 
described, and we can easily map the linguistic knowledge to ontologies or transform it into 
formal representations. 

The SSMS system is designed to store and manage word sense data generated in the 
analysis stage. SSMS manages both lexical entries and word senses. This system has been 
designed and implemented by the Chinese Wordnet Team at Academia Sinica. It contains all 
the basic information that can be merged with the future Chinese Wordnet. SSMS is 
meaning-driven. Each sense of a lemma is identified specifically and given a separate entry. 
When further differentiation at the meaning facet level is called for, each facet of a sense is 
also described in a full entry [Ahrens et al. 1998]. In addition to senses and meaning facets, 
this system also includes the following information: POS, example sentences, corresponding 
English synset(s) from Princeton WordNet, and lexical semantic relations, such as 
synonym/antonym and hypernym/hyponym. Moreover, the overarching structure of the 
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system is managed using a sense serial number, and the inter-entry structure is established by 
means of cross-references among synsets and homographs. 

Currently, the Chinese Wordnet Team is focusing on analyzing middle-frequency words 
in the Sinica Corpus. Our reason for choosing middle-frequency words as our target ones is 
that with only three to five senses of a word, we can investigate the senses and meaning facets 
of each word deeply and accurately, while avoiding the simple situation of one sense for 
low-frequency words and the complicated situation of numerous senses for high-frequent 
words. So far, nearly 3,000 more lemmas have been analyzed, and close to 4,000 senses have 
been identified. These data are presented in a technical report that is updated yearly [Huang et 
al. 2005]. In the near future, these results will be used as a basis for Natural Language 
Processing or E-learning applications. 

3. Design Principle of SSMS 

A sense-based lexical knowledgebase with data cohesion must meet three requirements: 
unique identification of senses, trackability of senses, and consistent sense definitions. SSMS 
uses four tools to satisfy these requirements. 

3.1 Unique Serial Number 
Each sense or meaning facet is identified by a unique serial number in SSMS. In Princeton 
WordNet [Fellbaum 1998], each synset is given a unique offset number. However, the offset 
number does not have a logical structure. Hence, although it guarantees unique identification, 
it is not easily trackable. An alternative approach is to set up a base ontology and assign senses 
to an ontological node with a unique ID. However, this is not feasible since we cannot 
pre-designate all the possible conceptual and semantic relations. In addition, if a decision is 
made to encode only certain higher level nodes, the random assignment problem will occur 
because of the coarse granularity inherent to an upper ontology. In our system, the unique 
serial number of each sense is composed of three segments: sequential information indicating 
when the lemma was processed, the lemma form, and the sense classification code for each 
lemma (including the meaning facet level). Take “bao4 zhi3 (newspaper)” as an example: 
“bao4 zhi3” has two senses as well as two meaning facets for the first sense. The lexical entry 
of “bao4 zhi3” is as follows: 
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Example 3-1: The result of sense distinction for “bao4 zhi3 (newspaper)” 

  bao4 zhi3  ԁԜԪԏˇ 

ဲᆠ 1ΚμဲټΔNaνਐཚנठΔᖄᄅፊΕ༼ڤٺࠎಛஒऱנठΖ 

ʳ ᆠ૿ 1ΚਐעढΔ֠ࠡਐփ୲ຝٝΖδnewspaper, 03039218Nε 

ʳ ʳ  ፋ၉Ƕޑ܄ࢤТ൳ЯࠅޑᓎཱུଯǴтฦޑѡǺᏃᆅдрӧൔરᓐచٯ

ʳ ᆠ૿ 2ΚਐཚנठΔᖄᄅፊΕ༼ڤٺࠎಛஒऱ്ߪءΖδnewspaper, 04738466Nε 

ʳ ʳ  ԾᇟǶقԾۈ൩໒ࡕպηϐޑᜐيΠڗǴΑൔરǴѳᎎӧय़פѡǺдٯ

ဲᆠ 2ΚμဲټΔNaνਐཚנठΔᖄᄅፊΕ༼ڤٺࠎಛஒנठऱิ៣Ζδnewspaper, 
06009637Nε 

!  ᓐచཥᆪǶޑ႖ϺܭϣஒтฦޑѡǺൔરჹдՉೖٯ

The four-level unique serial number shown below contains four segments of the unique 
serial number for the first meaning facet of the first sense of “bao4 zhi3”. Note that the lemma 
form ID “0018” can be replaced by the actual lemma form “” or “bao4 zhi3” for 
processing purposes: 

 “bao4 zhi3 (newspaper)” 

 Lemma processing year   03- 

 Lemma form ID     -0018- 

 The first sense         -01- 

 The first meaning facet          -01 

 

There are four advantages to managing the sense database with unique serial numbers. 
First, the sequential number not only gives a unique code for each lemma; it also enables a 
project manager to track work progress more easily. Second, including the lemma in the serial 
number helps human users to quickly identify the relevant senses. It also facilitates 
man-machine interaction, such as keyword search for senses. Third, it also provides a logical 
structure for the sense serial number, since each lemma represents a small number of possible 
senses. Lastly, four digits are reserved to identify senses and meaning facets belonging to each 
lemma. The first two digits are reserved for senses and the last two for meaning facets. These 
four digits also allow the minimal amount of space needed to identify exact sense in the 
database. For instance, when stipulating a synonym, we can identify it as word0200, which 
refers to the second sense of a certain lemma. There is no need to repeat the complete sense 
serial number. The sense serial number enables unique identification and also assists 
trackability. 
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3.2 Cross-Reference Device 
SSMS automatically prompts all possible cross-references. When a lemma is called up for 
analysis, all existing records that contain this lemma are prompted. These include either 
lexical semantic relations, such as synonyms and hyponyms, sense definitions that contains 
this lemma, or explanatory notes that contain this lemma. In addition to offering rich semantic 
association information, this feature allows sense relations to be clearly defined, and 
inconsistencies to be detected. In addition, any anomaly in a definition or expression format 
can also be discovered. This process also helps us to narrow our focus to a set of control 
vocabulary for sense definitions. This feature also improves both the trackability of senses and 
the consistency of sense definitions. For example, if we enter the term “you2 mu4 (nomadic)” 
in a query, SSMS will automatically prompt two possible relevant references, “man3 
(Manchu)” and “meng2 gu3 (Mongol),” both of which refer to areas where nomads live. 

3.3 Concurrent Access to the Lexical Knowledgebase and Corpus 
In addition, SSMS enables parallel and concurrent access to the lexical knowledgebase and 
corpus. When a lemma is chosen in the system, all tagged examples of that lemma from the 
Sinica Corpus are retrieved. This allows closer examination of how the senses are used and 
distributed. It also enables automatic selection of corpus example sentences. In turn, when 
sense classification is completed, SSMS allows all the corpus sentences to be sense-tagged 
and returned to be merged with the original corpus. In other words, a sense-tagged corpus is 
being processed in parallel. This feature allows each lexical sense to be traced to its actual 
uses in the corpus. It also allows linguists to examine the data supporting each sense 
classification. For example, if we enter the term “you2 mu4 (nomadic)” in a query, 9 tagged 
examples of the lemma from the Sinica Corpus will be retrieved, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Tagged examples of the lemma “you2 mu4 (nomadic)”from Sinica corpus 
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3.4 Linking to the Sinica BOW 
Lastly, SSMS is also linked to the bilingual wordnet information at Sinica BOW. Candidate 
English synset correspondences, including offset numbers, are shown after a Chinese lemma is 
chosen. This aids cross-lingual trackability and consistency. 

4. The Implementation of SSMS 

The implementation of SSMS can be divided into three stages as shown in Figure 2. In the 
lemma analysis stage, based on the criteria and operational guidelines proposed by [Huang 
2003], we distinguished senses and meaning facets for each word. At the same time, the Sinica 
Corpus and Wordnet were referred to for POS, examples, and English translations. Then with 
the help of dictionary resources or word mapping done by the system, we determined the word 
relations. The second stage involved two steps. First, we designed the schema of the sense 
management system database for storing analysis results obtained in the first stage. Then, for 
the purpose of database management, we developed an interface to help the Chinese Wordnet 
Team accessing and revising the database. We employed the DELPHI tool to design our 
system interface. Through the interface, the data in the database can also be exported in 
lexicon documents. The last stage of this system implementation is the application stage. The 
aim of our project is to build Chinese Wordnet web sites for user querying. The development 
languages for these web pages are HTML and ASP. The web pages in these web sites will be 
viewed through web servers. Through the Internet, people will be able to retrieve data from 
our sense management database system everywhere, at anytime. The flow of the Sinica Sense 
Management System is displayed in the following chart. There note that when the initial goals 
of all three stages are met, work on the first stage will continue to expend the database. 

 
Figure 2. The flow chart of the Sinica Sense Management System 
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We represent the overall framework of SSMS diagrammatically in Figure 3. As the 
diagram indicates, the Chinese Wordnet Team uses SSMS to access the database and 
electronic documents as Lexicon reports. Moreover, users on the Internet can browse 
HTML/ASP pages to query the database through web servers. 

 
Figure 3. The overall structure of SSMS 

4.1 The Schema of the SSMS Database in Class Diagrams 
In the section, we will discuss the schema of the SSMS Database. The Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) [Booch et al.1999; Oestereich 1999] is a graphical notation that provides a 
conceptual foundation for assembling a system out of components from 4+1 views and nine 
diagrams. Each view is a projection into the organization and structure of the system, focusing 
on a particular aspect of that system. 

We employ the class diagram notations in UML to provide a static view of application 
concepts in terms of classes and their relationships including generalization and association. 
Therefore, we will only provide some details about class diagrams in the following. 

Class diagrams [Booch et al.1999; Oestereich 1999; Mullar 1999] commonly contain the 
following features: 
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1. A class diagram shows a set of classes and their relationships. For example, the class diagram 
of the Suppliers-and-Parts database is shown in Figure 4. The terms in italics in Figure 4 
indicate concepts concerning class diagrams. 

 

Figure 4. A class diagram for the Suppliers-and- Parts Database 

2. A class is a description of a set of objects that share the same attributes, operations, 
relationships, and semantics. A class mainly contains three important parts: its name, attributes, 
and operations. We will explain these terms in the following: 

(a) Class name: every class must have a name to distinguish it from other classes. For example, 
Suppliers and Parts are class names. 

(b)  Attribute: an attribute represents some property that is shared by all objects of that class. A 
class may have any number of attributes or no attributes at all. For example, in Figure 4, 
the class Suppliers has some attributes, such as sno, sname, city. 

(c) Operation: an operation is the implementation of a service that can be requested from any 
object of the class in order to influence behavior. A class may have any number of 
operations or no operations at all. For example, in Figure 4, the class Suppliers has one 
operation: add(). 

3. There are three kinds of relationships between classes: 

(a) Association: an association is a structural relationship that specifies objects of one thing to 
be connected to objects of another. For example, in Figure 4, a line drawn between the 
involved classes (Suppliers and Parts) represents an association named supply. 
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(b) Aggregation: an aggregation is a “whole/part” relationship, in which one class represents a 
larger thing (the “whole” class), which consists of smaller things (the “parts” class). 
Moreover, an aggregation represents a “has-a” relationship, which means that an object of 
the “whole” class has objects of the “part” class. To represent an aggregation, an empty 
diamond will be drawn at the “whole” class end of the line linking two classes. 

(c) Inheritance: An inheritance relationship can be regarded as a generalization (or 
specialization), which is a taxonomic relationship between a general (super class) and a 
special (subclass) element, where the special element adds properties to the general one and 
behaves in a way that is compatible with it. Therefore, it is sometimes called an 
“is-a-kind-of” relationship. An inheritance relation is represented by means of a large empty 
arrow pointing from the subclass to the super class. For example, in Figure 4, Domestic 
and Foreign suppliers (two subclasses) together are a kind of supplier (the super class). 

Based on the need for SSMS content and design principle, Figure 5 shows the schema of 
SSMS database using the concepts of class diagrams. 

 
Figure 5. The schema of the Sinica Sense database 

4.2 The Function of SSMS 
In this section, we will discuss the interface marking for SSMS. Our task orientation is to 
design a clear and easy interface because we are trying to provide a helpful tool that the 
members of the Chinese Wordnet team will be able to easily use to access their analyzed 
records and query words, and compare senses with senses. 
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The development language for the SSMS interface is DELPHI 7.0. Based on the need for 
program execution, the architecture of SSMS is shown in Figure 6. The SSMS has different 
functions, and these functions have been represented in different sub-windows of 
main-windows interface and with inter-linked ASP pages. Sense management and sense 
visualization are two major functions in SSMS. With the Sense management function, the 
Chinese Wordnet term can insert, update, and delete datas including lexical entries, word 
senses, meaning facets, POS, example sentences, English synset(s), and lexical semantic 
relations. The sense visualization function is the SSMS interface and can be divided into two 
parts: sense query and lexicon report. The main interface of SSMS is shown in Figure 7. The 
SSMS interface provides a user-friendly interface for operation and maintenance. With the 
sense query function, users can enter a serial number or a lexical entry for sense querying 
using the SSMS interface. Figure 8 shows the system view of the query sense function. 
Various information about individual words can be shown in the working window, include 
synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, and variants. Through the clear presentation, lexical 
semantic relations can be understood and compared. Another function, the lexicon report, uses 
the development software Crystal Report9 to produce electronic documents as shown as 
Figure 9. 

 
Figure 6. The class diagram of an SSMS function description 
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Figure 7. The main interface of SSMS 

 

Figure 8. The system view of the query sense function 
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Figure 9. The format of a lexicon report 

5. Results and Discussion 

There is no question that semantic knowledge is needed to solve many problems in natural 
language processing. Building a sense-based lexical knowledgebase will be a subjective 
process, and the quality of this lexical knowledgebase will be highly dependent on the criteria 
which it must satisfy. In this paper, we introduced five criteria as well as operational 
guidelines for sense distinction and described how the Sinica Sense Management System can 
be used to manage both lexical entries and word senses. 

More than 10 members of Chinese Wordnet Team were involved in the project. When we 
began this work, middle-frequency words were selected as the main terms to be analyzed. 
There are 2,018 middle-frequency words in Sinica Corpus. To date, 3,344 lemmas have been 
analyzed, and 5,914 senses have been identified. Among these records, the word “xia4” 
includes 42 senses and is the most complex term analyzed so far. 

While more work needs to be done to improve the quality of this sense-based lexical 
knowledgebase, the goal of refining the procedure for word sense distinction needs to be 
accomplished at the same time. We believe that is a well-designed sense-based knowledgebase 
that it will serve as an important tool in Chinese knowledge processing applications. 
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From Frame to Subframe:  

Collocational Asymmetry in  

Mandarin Verbs of Conversation 

Mei-Chun Liu  and Chun Edison Chang+ 

Abstract 

This paper examines the collocational patterns of Mandarin verbs of conversation 
and proposes that a finer classification scheme than the flat structure of ‘frames’ [cf. 
Fillmore and Atkins 1992; Baker et al. 2003] is needed to capture the semantic 
granularity of verb types. The notion of a ‘subframe’ is introduced and utilized to 
explain the syntactic-semantic interdependencies among different groups of verbs 
in the Conversation Frame. The paper aims to provide detailed linguistic 
motivations for distinguishing subframes within a frame as a semantic anchor for 
further defining near-synonym sets. 

Keywords: Mandarin Verbs of Conversation, Semantic Frame, Subframe, 
Collocational Association 

1. Introduction1 

As the importance of lexical semantic research has grown with the need to represent human 
knowledge, various lexically-based information networks have been proposed. This includes 
the comprehensive work on differentiating word senses and sense relations in WordNet 
[Miller et al. 1990], the ontological hierarchy in SUMO [Niles and Pease 2003], and the more 
linguistically-motivated model of FrameNet [Baker et al. 2003]. While all these databases 
provide valuable information regarding word senses, the first two are constructed in a more 
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intuitive and pre-theoretical manner without detailing the linguistic evidence for sense 
distinctions. FrameNet, on the other hand, is based on the theory of Frame Semantics 
[Fillmore and Atkins 1992] and attempts to define meaning within a set of shared knowledge 
or background information, that is, a frame. However, as pointed out by Liu and Wu [2003], if 
meaning is anchored in the notion of a ‘frame’, then we need independent motivations for 
postulating different frames. What seems to be lacking in the current framework is a cognitive 
linguistic explanation as to how individual ‘frames’ are distinguished and interrelated. To 
answer this question, we will show that within a frame, a more elaborate classification system 
is needed to account for the variety of verb behaviors. The notion of a ‘subframe’ is 
introduced and utilized to capture the syntactic-semantic interdependencies observed in corpus 
data2. 

2. Defining the Conversation Frame 

Compared with the other communication frames3, the conversation frame is unique in that it 
profiles the property of reciprocality or two-way communication. Mandarin verbs in the 
conversation frame encode reciprocal communicative events, where participants are involved 
as Interlocutors, such as tan ᓫ ‘talk’, taolun ಘᓵ ‘discuss’, xietiao  ,’ᓳ ‘negotiate࠰
chaojia ܰਮ ‘quarrel’, xianliao ၵเ ‘chat’, etc4. These conversation events highlight a 
particular subpart of the communication schema with its core being frame elements, as 
proposed in Liu and Wu’s conceptual schema for the conversation frame [2003]. We can 
further characterize the conversation frame as follows: 

 

(1) The conversation frame: 

a) Cognitive Schema (grayed and bolded area): 

b) Domain: communication;  

c) Definition: a two-way communicative process between Interlocutors (Intl1, Intl2, or   
Intls) via a certain Medium, on a given Topic;  

d) Semantic profile: reciprocality between Interlocuters;  

e) Core frame elements (FEs): Intl1/Intl2 or Intls, Medium, Topic;  

                                                 
2 A preliminary model of the Mandarin VerbNet (http://140.114.75.18/verbnet/webform1.aspx/) has 

been constructed by researchers from National Chiao Tung University and National Tsing Hua 
University. 

3 For details, please see [Liu et al. 2004], where the communication domain is divided into 14 frames 
and provides conceptual motivations for the cognitive bases of individual frames. 

4 The lemmas discussed in this paper are high-frequency words of the conversation frame used in 
Taiwan. 
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f) Basic syntactic patterns: הଚ[Intls]૿ኙ૿[Medium]ᓫਙए[Topic]. 

 .ᓫਙए[Topic][Intl2]הፖ/ᇿ/ࡉ[Intl1]ݺ                      

 

Encoding                    Decoding  

       ----Noise-----               -----Noise----- 

   

   

 

By specifying its cognitive schema, definitional description, semantic profile, a distinct 
set of frame elements, and the basic syntactic patterns, the conversation frame can be uniquely 
defined and proved to be well-motivated in relation to other communication frames. However, 
given the diverse range of lemmas included in the frame, there is a fundamental question to be 
answered: within the conversation frame, are there semantic subtypes that need to be captured? 
This paper aims to show that corpus-based analyses of verb behavior render clear evidence for 
further distinguishing ‘subframes’5. 

3. Motivations for Distinguishing Subframes 

As mentioned above, verbs of conversation share a set of core frame elements: Interlocutor 1, 
Interlocutor 2 (or combined as Interlocutors), Topic, and Medium. However, a wide range of 
verbs are found in the conversation frame, such as tan/tanlunᓫ/ᓫᓵ ‘converse, talk’, ಘᓵ/
ၦ ‘discuss’, xietiao/goutong࠰ᓳ/ᄮຏ ‘negotiate’, chao/chaojiaܰ/ܰਮ ‘quarrel’, and 
lia/liaotianเ/เ֚ ‘chat’. One inevitably wonders how these verbs differ from each other. 
Although sharing the same basic pattern, these lemmas differ obviously in terms of manner, 
register, and purpose. Consider (2): 

 

                                                 
5 Although Fillmore et al. [2005] put the label ‘subframe’ under the description of frames in the new   

version of FrameNet (http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet), they did not explicitly discuss how to 
distinguish subframes, that is, what the linguistic motivations for distinguishing and defining subframes 
are. 

Intl1 Intl 2 

Understanding Sign/Signal Message 

Topic 

Medium 

Motivation  
(Internal Cause) 
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 ऱრᆠΖسᓫ/ಘᓵ/ᄮຏ/ܰ/เ Գ ڇଚה (2)

 

The five verbs in (2) may share the same topic, but encode distinct types of 
conversational events. We would like to know: what exactly are the distinctions in their 
lexical meanings and what grammatical correlations can be found to such lexical semantic 
distinctions? In the following, a detailed discussion regarding the coding of their core frame 
elements (FEs) and the various collocational associations will be given to capture the 
grammatical motivations for distinguishing subframes. 

3.1 Realization and Profiling of Core Frame Elements 
As mentioned before, a frame is distinguished according to syntactically expressed core frame 
elements (FEs). Subgroups of a frame may be further distinguished based on frequent 
foregrounding or backgrounding of certain frame elements observed in the corpus data. 
Among the core frame elements of the conversation frame, Intl1/Intl2, Intls, Medium, and 
Topic, the first two are commonly shared by all conversation verbs, but Medium is most 
frequently found with the ‘converse’ verbs, tan/tanlun ᓫ/ᓫᓵ (4.3%) but not common with 
other verbs (less than 1.2%): 

 

(3) Օ୮[Interlocutors]૿ኙ૿[Medium_Means]ᓫ[Conversation-Converse]Δױऴ൷
ञ࠷ૡΖ 

 

Although Topic is a default FE for conversation events, only the ‘discuss’ verbs occur 
most frequently with a topic (73%) and allow a Topic to be preposed, as in (4): 

 

(4) ႚऱࠃ[Topic]܃ଚ[Interlocutors]٦ಘᓵ[Conversation-Discuss]Ζ 

 

In addition, Topic tends to be absent in a chatting event. In the Sinica Corpus, Topic is 
simply not found with the verbs liaotianเ֚ and xianliaoၵเ ‘chat’ (0%). The suppression 
of Topic indicates that Topic may not be important in ‘chat’ events and, thus, tends to be 
backgrounded: 

 

(5) ள۩װ़ֻ…ࠐڃඨהΔࠟԳ[Interlocutors]༉ၵเ[Conversation-Chat]ದࠐΖ 
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Another interesting observation regarding the coding of Topic is that it may overlap with 
the marking of Cause; the ‘quarrel’ verbs tend to take a Topic-Cause as one important role: 

 

  ᙒ/ტൣ[Topic_Cause]ܰਮ[Conversation-Quarrel]Ζڂ/ଚ ה (6)

 

The overt marking of Topic-Cause with the marker wei/yinwei ‘because of’ (6% with 
chaojia/zhenglun ܰਮ/ञᓵ) seems to indicate that the ‘quarrel’ events, coding a highly 
marked manner of communication, require an explanation for their occurrence. The overt 
Cause in the above examples also fulfills the role of Topic, since what is being argued about 
has to do with the cause of the argument. 

Finally, a unique pattern is observed regarding the coding of interlocutors: with the 
‘negotiate’ verbs, xietiao/goutong࠰ᓳ/ᄮຏ, there may be a third participant, Interlocutor 3, 
since a negotiating event is often conducted between Interlocutor 2 and Interlocutor 3 with a 
Mediator, Interlocutor 1. Syntactically, Intl2 and Intl3 may be foregrounded as the Direct 
Object, as exemplified below: 

 

(7) խࣟᖏञᡨ࿇Δઊ[Interlocutor_1]բ࠰ᓳ[Conversation-Negotiate]
[Interlocutor_2]ࡉᥳ[Interlocutor_3]Δګݙቃཚխࣟࠎई྇֟ழऱٺႈ 
 ᚨൻਜΖڂ

 

The additional participant, Interlocutor 3, is only found in the ‘negotiate’ events (3.1%) but 
completely absent with other verbs. Although most verbs only take the Topic as the direct 
object, the ‘negotiate’ verbs may encode Interlocutor 2 (or with Interlocutor 3) as the direct 
object without adding the associative marker han/yu/gen ࡉ /ፖ /ᇿ  ‘and’, as further 
exemplified below: 

 

(8) a. [ച۩ఽ]Intl1բ࠰ᓳ [ઌᣂۯ]Intl2 Δ    b. [ה]ط Intl1ຂᄮຏ [ீֱ] Intl2Ζ 

 

This observation suggests that with the ‘negotiate’ verbs, the co-participant, i.e., 
Interlocutor2 (or/and Interlocutor 3) may be viewed as the undergoer or the affected target of 
the event, which is a unique pattern that sets the ‘negotiate’ verbs apart from other 
conversation verbs. 

The distribution of core frame elements across different conversation verb types is 
summarized in the following table: 
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 (9) Distribution of Core Frame Elements among Conversation Verbs: 
FEs 

Verbs      Intls Intl1/Intl2 Intl3 Intl2/Int
l3 as DO Topic Topic as 

Cause Medium 

Converse 
ᓫ/ᓫᓵ 

40% 
(441/1103)

14 % 
(156/1103) 

0% 
(0/1103)

0% 
(0/1103)

17.3% 
(191/1103)

0% 
(0/1103) 

4.3% 
(47/1103) 

Discuss 
ಘᓵ/ၦ 

62% 
(129/208)

29% 
(60/208) 

0% 
(0/208) 

0% 
(0/208) 

73% 
(152/208) 

0% 
(0/208) 

0% 
(0/208) 

Negotiate 
 ᓳ/ᄮຏ࠰

15 % 
(74/485)

29.5% 
(143/485) 

3.1% 
(15/485)

7% 
 (33/485)

16.7% 
(81/485) 

0% 
(0/485) 

0.9% 
(4/485) 

Quarrel 
ܰਮ/ञᓵ 

48% 
(101/211) 

11.4% 
(24/211) 

0% 
(0/211) 

0% 
(0/211) 

10.4% 
(22/211) 

6%  
(13/211) 

0% 
(0/211) 

Chat 
เ֚/ၵเ 

38% 
(66/174) 

46 % 
(81/174) 

0% 
(0/174) 

0% 
(0/174) 

0% 
(0/174) 

0% 
(0/174) 

1.1%  
(2/174) 

It is clear from the table that each verb type displays a distinct pattern in coding the core 
frame elements through either the foregrounding or backgrounding of certain participant roles. 

3.2 Lexical Collocations and Grammatical Functions 
Besides the realization of core frame elements, conversation verbs also differ in terms of 
lexical collocation and grammatical function. Looking closely at their collocational 
associations in the Sinica Corpus, we found that there are asymmetrical distributions in four 
respects: 1) V+V pattern: some verbs may occur with a preceding light verb, such as jinxing 
ၞ۩ ‘proceed’ or dachengሒګ ‘achieve’; 2) metonymic subject: the subject of some, but 
not all, verbs of conversation may be inanimate entities taking the role of Interlocutor based 
on the principle of metonymy; 3) V+ Complement pattern: some verbs take a postverbal 
complement or adverbial adjunct denoting ‘result evaluation’, such as chenggong פګ 
‘successful’ or shibai ؈ඓ ‘failing’; 4) in terms of the distribution of grammatical functions, 
conversation verbs exhibit different frequencies of nominalization. Based on the above four 
criteria, verbs of conversation can be further divided into 5 subgroups with a corresponding 
set of unique behaviors. We will address the syntactic-semantic interdependencies manifested 
by each association pattern in the following sections. 

3.2.1 V+V Pattern: with Light Verbs Jinxing ၞ۩ or Dacheng ሒګ 
The use of the light verb jinxingၞ۩ ‘proceed’ entails a formal register and encodes a 
procedural process or atelic event, according to Huang et al. [1995]6. It tends to occur with an 
activity verb that is compatible with the formal register and involves a durative process, as 
shown in (10):  

                                                 
6 Huang et al. [1995] claimed that jinxing ‘to proceed’ takes a processed type argument, which denotes 

the process of an event. In other words, the verb jinxing implies a non-punctual and non-telic event. 
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(10) a. ઔߒ՛ิ [Intls]ಾኙՑছᆜ܂ᄐၸհઌᣂၞࠃ۩ಘᓵ
[Conversation-Discuss] Ζ 

b. *ၞ۩ ᓫᓵ/ܰਮ/เ֚Ζ 

 

Below is the distributional tendency of jingxing in the Sinica Corpus: 

 

(11) Distribution with jingxing ၞ۩ ‘proceed’ 

V2  
V1 

taolun 
ಘᓵ 

goutong 
ᄮຏ 

Other Verb Types 
 tanlun/chaojia/liaotianᓫᓵ/ܰਮ/เ֚ 

Jingxingၞ۩ 4% (3/83) 11% (25/231) 0% 

Another verb, dacheng ሒګ ‘achieve’, is also found with some conversation verbs; it 
requires a formal register but encodes a telic event. Denoting goal-orientation, dachengሒګ is 
compatible with activity verbs entailing a semantic endpoint with an incremental theme, and it 
occurs mostly with the nominalized forms of ‘negotiate’ verbs, such as goutong/xietiao/xieyi
ᄮຏ/࠰ᓳ/࠰ᤜ, as in (12-13): 

 

(12) a. ᠨֱ່৵ሒ࠰ګᤜ[conversation-negotiate]Ζ 
b. *ሒګ ᓫ/ᓫᓵ/ಘᓵ/ܰਮ/ञᓵ/เ֚/ၵเΖ  

 

Additional examples are found with goutongᄮຏ and xietiao࠰ᓳ at the Kimo website: 

 

(13) a. ၄ઌᅝ९ऱழၴࠐሒګᄮຏ[conversation-negotiate] (yahoo 2005/07/01)Ζ 

b. ࣟैֱٺሒ࠰ګᓳ[conversation-negotiate]            (yahoo 2005/06/13)Ζ 

             

(14) Distribution with dacheng ሒګ 

V2  
V1 

xieyi  
 ᤜ࠰

Other Verb Types 
tanlun/taolun/chaojia/liaotianᓫᓵ/ಘᓵ/ܰਮ/เ֚ 

Dachengሒ0 (36/154) %23 ګ% 

 The co-occurrence with the preceding verb jinxing ၞ۩ ‘proceed’ or dacheng ሒګ
‘achieve’ serves to distinguish a conversation event in terms of its pragmatic mode (formal vs. 
informal) and event type (telic vs. atelic). 
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3.2.2 Use of an Inanimate Subject 
Interlocutors in conversation events are, by default, human participants. However, unlike the 
‘chat’ verbs, other verbs may all take inanimate subjects (place or institute names) as 
Interlocutors via metonymic extension from institute/building to human organization: 

 

(15) a. ࠇקࡉק [Intl1 and Intl2] ᓫ/ᓫᓵ/ಘᓵ/ᄮຏ ԱৰՆΖ 
    b. ࠇקࡉק *เ֚/*ၵเ ԱৰՆΖ 

 

Metonymy tends to be associated with verbs that are formal in register and also require 
an official or non-personal topic (e.g., public affairs). The Sinica Corpus shows that verbs 
ecoding informal events, such as the ‘chat’ verbs, seldom occur with metonymic non-human 
subjects: 

 

(16) Distribution with inanimate subjects 

V   
Subj. type 

tanlun 
ᓫᓵ 

taolun 
ಘᓵ 

goutong 
ᄮຏ 

Other Verbs 
 Liaotian/xianliao เ֚/ၵเ 

Inanimate 
Subject 

3% 
(8/262) 

6% 
(5/83) 

9% 
(21/231) 0% 

3.2.3 Postverbal Complement with Result Evaluation 
Among the conversation verbs, only the ‘negotiate’ verbs (e.g., xietiao ࠰ᓳ and goutongᄮຏ) 
may collocate with result-evaluating complements, such as chenggong פګ ‘successfully’ 
and shibai؈ඓ ‘failingly’, as shown below with examples and percentage rates for the Sinica 
Corpus: 

 

(17) a. ഏຝࠟࡉᨚೃբॣ࠰ޡᓳפګΖ  

b. ࠰ڇᓳ؈ඓ৵Δֽֆึਤ֚ؒඵΖ 

 

(18) Distribution of result evaluating complements 

V
Result Comp. 

xietiao  
 ᓳ࠰

Other Verb Types 
tanlun/taolun/chaojia/liaotianᓫᓵ/ಘᓵ/ܰਮ/เ֚ 

chenggong/shibai
 ඓ 4 % (3/66) 0%؈/פګ

Additional data obtained from the internet show that the verb goutongᄮຏ behaves in the 
same way: 
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 (19) a. ᤻ቸՈᙟၲ״ܛಖृᄎΔൎᓳڶॾ֨ᄮຏפګ    (yahoo 2005/03/20)Ζ 

b. ᠨֱᄮຏ؈ඓΔګؾ֘ڼڂռ      (yahoo 2005/03/17)Ζ 

 

The co-occurrence with effect-evaluating complements indicates that the two-way 
communicative events with xietiao ‘negotiate’ or goutong ‘communicate’ involve a 
solution-seeking process, which is semantically bounded and may be evaluated as to whether 
the solution has been achieved. 

3.2.4 Frequency of Nominalization 
With regard to grammatical functions, some groups of verbs tend to be nominalized more 
frequently than the others. Comparing high-frequency verbs and their distributions over 
grammatical functions, we see clear skewing in nominal uses based on the Sinica Corpus: 

 

(20) Distribution of predicate vs. nominal uses 

V
Function 

tanlun  
ᓫᓵ 

taolun  
ಘᓵ 

goutong 
ᄮຏ 

chaojia 
ܰਮ 

liaotian  
เ֚ 

Predicate 77% 
(202/262) 

52% 
(83/161) 

55% 
(231/419) 

76% 
(123/162) 

94% 
(134/142) 

Nominalization 23% 
(60/262) 

48% 
(78/161) 

45% 
(188/419) 

24% 
(39/162) 

6% 
(8/142) 

Nominalization serves to mark activities as event nominals that may be referred to as 
quantifiable entities and nominalization is also highly correlated with written texts that are 
formal in register. 

The following table summaries the collocational patterns discussed above: 

 

(21) Distribution of collocational variations 

         Collocational Variation 
Subtype 

ၞ۩+V ሒګ+V V+Result 
 [Nom+] [ඓ؈/פګ]

Converse  ᓫ/ᓫᓵ No No No Low 

Discuss ಘᓵ/ၦ Yes No No High (withಘᓵ) 

Negotiate ࠰ᓳ/ᄮຏ Yes Yes Yes High 

Quarrelܰਮ/ञᓵ No No No Mid 

Chatเ֚/ၵเ No No No Low 
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The syntactic patterns of coding frame elements and collocational variations discussed 
above provide crucial evidence and support for categorizing conversation verbs into 
syntactically motivated subgroups, termed ‘subframes’. The division of subframes serves to 
provide the semantic ground for further distinguishing near-synonyms, as one important layer 
in the hierarchical structure of frame-based semantic classification. 

4. Subframes: A Semantic Anchor for Near-synonyms 

4.1 Defining Conversation Subframes 
As mentioned above, the asymmetrical distributions of conversation verbs over different 
collocational associations clearly suggest that verbs can be further divided into subtypes. 
These subtypes may be viewed as different subframes as they further characterize the semantic 
distinctions within a frame. Each subframe displays unique patterns of its basic structure 
(Basic Patterns) and collocational skewings (Collocational Associations) that manifest its 
unique semantic properties. 

The table shown below recaptures all the crucial syntactic distinctions for the 5 
subframes: 

 

 (22) Collocational patterns associated with conversation subframes 

      CP 
Subframe 

Intl2 as 
DO 

Inanimate 
Subj. 

Topic as 
Cause 

Absence 
of Topic ၞ۩+V ሒګ+V 

V-R 
 /פګ
 ඓ؈

[+Nom] 

1.Converse  
ᓫ/ᓫᓵ No Yes No No No No No Low 

2.Discuss 
ಘᓵ/ၦ No Yes No No Yes No No High 

3.Negotiate 
 ᓳ/ᄮຏ Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes High࠰

4. Quarrel 
ܰਮ/ञᓵ No Yes Yes No No No No Mid 

5. Chat 
เ֚/ၵเ No No No Yes No No No Low 

Based on the above syntactic behaviors, we attempt to differentiate and define five 
subframes within the conversation frame, each with a clear definition, a set of foregrounded or 
backgrounded FEs, a unique set of semantic features, and representative lemmas. 
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(23) Conversation Subframes: definition, FEs, semantic attributes and lemmas 

a) Subframe 1_Converse 

Definition: Interlocutors exchange ideas on a given Topic, via a Medium (including a means 
or language) -- the most generic subtype of conversation; 

FEs: (the default set) Interlocutors, Topic, Medium; 

Semantic attributes: [event type: process], [register: unmarked], [manner: unmarked], 
[purpose: underspecified]; 

Lemmas: tan/tanlun/jiaotan/jiaoliu ᓫ/ᓫᓵ/ٌᓫ/ٌੌ, etc. 

b) Subframe 2_Discuss 

Definition: Interlocutors exchange opinions on a given Topic to establish pros and cons in a 
serious manner; 

Foregrounded FE: Topic; 

Semantic attributes: [event type: procedural process], [register: formal], [manner: serious], 
[purpose: establish pros and cons]; 

Lemmas: taolun/shangliang/ 

shangtao/shangtan ಘᓵ/ၦ/ಘ/ᓫ, etc. 

c) Subframe 3_Negotiate 

Definition: Interlocutors confer and negotiate on a certain Topic-Purpose (Topic may overlap 
with Purpose) in order to reach a consensus or settlement; 

Foregrounded FE: Topic-Purpose; 

Semantic attributes: [event type: procedural process], [register: formal], [manner: serious], 
[purpose: achieve consensus]; 

Lemmas: xietiao/xieyi/goutong/xieshang ࠰ᓳ/࠰ᤜ/ᄮຏ/࠰, etc. 

d) Subframe 4_Qarrel 

Definition: Interlocutors dispute actively or vehemently exchange different opinions on a 
certain Topic-Cause in a heated manner; 

Foregrounded FE: Topic-Cause; 

Semantic attributes: [event type: process], [register: underspecified], [manner: 
marked_disagreeable], [purpose: pertaining to the Cause]; 

Lemmas: chaojia/zhenglun/zhengcha/zhengzhi ܰਮ/ञᓵ/ञܰ/ञച, etc. 

e) Subframe 5_Chat 

Definition: Interlocutors engage in an informal verbal activity in a rather casual and 
entertaining manner; 
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Backgrounded FE: Topic; 

Semantic attributes: [event type: process], [register: informal], [manner: casual], [purpose: 
underspecified]; 

Lemmas: xianliao/liaotain/xiantan/tantian ၵเ/เ֚/ၵᓫ/ᓫ֚, etc. 

The five subframes as defined above may serve as semantic anchors for further exploring 
near-synonym sets, such asٌᓫ jiaotan vs. ٌੌ jiaoliu ‘converse, exchange’; taolunಘᓵ
vs. shangliang ၦ ‘discuss, talk about’; or xietiao࠰ᓳ vs. goutongᄮຏ ‘negotiate’, etc. 
It is at the level of subframes that we may find the most relevant information for fine-tuning 
lexical distinctions among near-synonyms (For further discussion, see [Liu et al. 2004]). 

4.2 Semantic Inheritance 
The layered structure of frame-based classification entails semantic inheritance from top to 
bottom in a hierarchical structure. At the subframe level, multiple inheritances may happen; 
i.e., a given subframe may inherit features from two or more different frames. For example, as 
mentioned above, verbs belonging to the ‘Quarrel’-subframe highlight Topic-Cause for the 
marked Manner. This is a result of multiple inheritance. The ‘quarrel’ verbs inherit the 
element Topic from the Conversation frame, and the element Cause from the 
Hostile_encounter Frame, where a Cause is normally specified. 

5. Conclusion: Frame-based Hierarchy of Verbal Information 

To fully represent the semantic relations among verbs, a multi-layered classificational 
structure is needed, which helps to manifest different levels of semantic generalization. In this 
paper, the syntactically well-motivated level of subframes is proposed, rendering a 5-layered 
hierarchical structure of lexical semantic representation: Domain > Frame > Subframe > 
Near-synonym sets > Lemma. This model is also adopted in building the lexical network of 
Mandarin VerbNet [Liu et al. 2004]. With the proposal of subframes within the theoretical 
constructs of frame semantics, verb meanings may be defined with finer semantic distinctions 
that are syntactically motivated. The next task is to show that further fine-grained lexical 
distinctions are needed to differentiate near-synonyms within each subframe. The postulation 
of subframes is a necessary refinement of the frame-based approach to lexical semantics. With 
its detailed lexical information, subframes provide the most relevant semantic anchor for 
further disambiguating near-synonyms as well as individual lemmas. 
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Feature Representations and Logical  

Compatibility between Temporal Adverbs and Aspects 

Shih-Min Li , Su-Chu Lin  and Keh-Jiann Chen  

Abstract 

In this paper, we propose clear-cut definitions of distinct temporal adverbs and 
provide descriptive features for each class of temporal adverbs. By measuring time 
points in temporal axis, we revise and reclassify the temporal adverbs listed in [Lu 
and Ma 1999] into four classes of semantic roles, namely, time, frequency, duration, 
and time manner. The descriptive features enable us to distinguish temporal 
relations and predict logical compatibility between temporal adverbs and aspects. 

Keywords: Temporal Adverbs, Aspects, Temporal Schema, Speaking Time, 
Reference Time, Event Time 

1. Introduction 

There are about 130 temporal adverbs in Mandarin Chinese. Lu and Ma [1999] classified 
temporal adverbs into two groups, speaking-time related adverbs (abbr: ST-related adverbs, 
ழழၴ೫ழழၴ೫ဲ) and reference-time related adverbs (abbr: RT-related adverbs, լ
ဲ). The ST-related adverbs consist of 27 temporal adverbs, which are subdivided into three 
subclasses. In the class of RT-related adverbs, 104 temporal adverbs are listed and subdivided 
into 18 subclasses. In Lu and Ma’s definition, ST-related adverbs modify events that happen at 
specific time points; RT-related adverbs modify events that have happened in the past or will 
happen in the future. However, the subdivisions are vague, and the definition is 
incomprehensible. For example, cengjing མᆖ, ceng མ, yeyi ᄐբ and yejing ᄐᆖ are 
grouped into two different subclasses of ST-related adverbs. The former two are grouped into 
the same subclass, which includes actions or situations that happened or existed before the 
speaking time. The later two are grouped into the same subclass, which includes actions or 
situations have been completed or have occurred. In fact, it is difficult to differentiate between 
actions or situations that have ‘happened’ or have ‘completed’, especially when the situation 
type is an achievement situation with SHORTLY-PRECEDE(t1,t2) or NEARLY-EQUAL 
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(t1,t2).1 Moreover, temporal adverbs may not have the same syntactic behaviour even though 
they are classified into the same subclass. For instance, the ST-related adverbs cong ൕ, 
conglai ൕࠐ, zhijin ۟վ, xianglai ࠐٻ, sulai ైࠐ, lilai ᖵࠐ, su ై, and yixiang ԫٻ 
are grouped into the same subclass. When they co-occur with the aspect markers le Ա, guo 
መ, and zhe ထ, however, cong, conglai, and zhijin are incompatible with le and zhe; in 
addition, xianglai, sulai, lilai, su, and yixiang are incompatible with le and guo. The reason for 
the difference in the compatibility of temporal adverbs with aspects will be discussed in the 
following. 

 In this paper, based on the application of Smith’s proposal for temporal location, we 
suggest more clear-cut definitions and provide descriptive features for each subclass of temporal 
adverbs. The descriptive features help us to define temporal relations and to predict the 
compatibility between temporal adverbs and aspect markers. 

2. Literature Review and Methodology 

To make clear-cut differentiations, time points in the temporal axis and the notion of temporal 
location proposed by [Smith 1991] will be used here to redefine the temporal relations of the 
temporal adverbs treated in [Lu and Ma 1999]. We will use the data in the Academia Sinica 
Balanced Corpus (Sinica Corpus) to analyze Mandarin Chinese temporal adverbs. 

 Smith [1991] discussed aspectual systems in language. She mentioned that the temporal 
information in a sentence is located in the time when the situation occurs. Adverbials further 
specify temporal location. Time is represented as a straight line stretching in both directions 
from Speech Time. The linear representation is presented in (1): 

 

(1) Time Line [Smith 1991] 

ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ -------------------------- Speech Time -------------------------- 

            Past        ʳ ʳ ʳ Present      Future 

 

 

                                                 
1 The terms SHORTLY-PRECEDE(t1,t2) and NEARLY-EQUAL(t1,t2) were mentioned by Yang and    

Bateman [2002]. The predicate SHORTLY-PRECEDE(t1,t2) indicates that time point t1 only shortly 
precedes time point t2. The predicated NEARLY-EQUAL(t1,t2) indicates that time point t1 lies close to 
time point t2. Applying the terms to the explanation of achievements, we can treat t1 as Yang and 
Bateman’s ti, the event initial time, and as Smith’s [1991] I, initial points, and regard t2 as Yang and 
Bateman’s tf, the event finishing time, and as Smith’s F, final points. Yang and Bateman’s expression 
for the predicates used to express temporal relations are revised of assertions in [Allen 1984]. 
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Following Reichenbach [1947], to temporally locate all types of sentences, three times are 
required: Speech Time, Reference Time, and Situation Time. Speech Time (ST) is the center of 
the temporal system. Reference Time (RT) is the temporal standpoint of a sentence, and, in 
complex sentences, it is a secondary orientation point. Situation Time (SitT) is the time of the 
event or state, identified as the interval [I]. To show the temporal location of these three times, 
Smith [1991] gives example 2a and its time line 2b. In 2b, time 2 is Reference Time, while time 
3 is Situation Time: 

 

 (2)  a. Mary said last Tuesday that she was leaving in 3 days. 

b.    …..time 2………..….time 3….………………… time 1 

               last Tuesday      + 3 days      Speech Time 

          Mayr said      Mary leave 

 

Mandarin Chinese does not have the grammatical category of tense, so temporal location is 
expressed directly by adverbials and indirectly through the use of an aspectual viewpoint. 
Temporal adverbials function as locating adverbials, which are classified as deictic, anaphoric, 
or referential, according to the type of orientation they take [Smith 1991]. Furthermore, Smith 
illustrates each situation type and viewpoint type with temporal schemata. Below are the 
temporal schemata of the Mandarin Chinese aspectual markers le, guo, and zhe, which are 
represented by symbols I, F, F+1, …. and /:2 

 

(3) Temporal schema for the –le perfective [Smith 1991]3 

ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ I ʳ ʳ F 

ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ / ʳ ʳ / (RVC) 

 

(4) The Mandarin –guo perfective viewpoint [Smith 1991] 

ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ I ….F F+1 

ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ /  ʳ  / 

 

 

                                                 
2 I and F indicate initial and final points. F+1 indicates a stage distinct from the final stage. The dots   

indicate internal stages and the slashes indicate the interval process. 
3 RVC is an abbreviation of Resultative Verb Complements. 
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(5) The –zhe viewpoint [Smith 1991] 

 ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ I….…. 

      ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ////State 

 

 Klein [1994] points out five temporal features and notes TT, TU and TSit. TT, topic time, 
is the time span to which the speaker’s claim on the occasion is confined. TU is the time of 
utterance, which is the time at which the utterance is made. TSit is the time of the situation, 
which is the time at which the situation occurs. 

 In addition to Smith’s and Klein’s terminology, we can apply the event modules in the 
MARVS framework proposed by Huang et al. [2000] to analyze the temporal relations of 
temporal adverbs. Event modules are the basic building blocks of the event contour. Five event 
modules stand alone or in combination; they are Boundary, Punctuality, Process, State, and 
Stage. The event module Boundary is defined as an event module that can be identified with a 
temporal point and must be regarded as a whole (including a complete Event). It is adopted in 
this paper to define the Boundary Point. 

 Yang and Bateman further discussed the semantic temporal relations of an aspect system 
and proposed principled semantic conditions for aspect combination. In their opinion, the 
Chinese aspect system is actually composed of both aspect morphemes (-le, -zhe, -guo4, etc.) 
and aspect adverbials. The Chinese aspect system has, basically, seventeen simple primary 
aspect forms. These simple primary aspect forms belong to perfective, imperfective, or 
future-existing subsystem, according to the semantic properties of individual cases. Some simple 
primary aspect forms can combine to form an aspect of secondary type if their temporal 
attributes are in harmony. The temporal relation of the combination is represented graphically by 
time points ti, tf, tr, and ts

4. 

 In this paper, we adopt the terms proposed in the research described above to clarify the 
temporal relation of each subclass of temporal adverbs listed in [Lu and Ma 1999]. We use the 
notations ST, RT, ET, BP, Start, and End to define temporal relations. Each, respectively, 
denotes the speaking time, reference time, event time, boundary point, start point of the event, 
and end point of the event. The symbols <, Љ, and =, respectively, indicates priority, inclusion 
and overlap in temporal location. For instances, the temporal features for le, guo, and zhe are 
defined as follows in our system and they are compatible with the temporal schemata proposed 
in [Smith 1991]. 

 

                                                 
4 As the second footnote mentions, ti is the event initial time, and tf is the event finishing time. The  

symbols tr and ts are the reference time and speaking time, respectively. 
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le: BPЉST, which means that the prominent boundary point of the referred event precedes the 
speaking time; 

guo: End<ST, which means that the end point of the referred event precedes the speaking time; 

zhe: ET=RT, which means that the referred event time overlaps with the speaking time. 

3. Temporal Relations and Compatibility between Temporal Adverbs and 
Aspects 

Temporal adverbs were classified by Lu and Ma into two classes, ST-related adverbs and 
RT-related adverbs, according to the time point of the situation referred to. ST-related adverbs 
establish constraints between event time (ET) and speaking time (ST), but RT-related adverbs 
establish constraints between ET and reference time (RT). For example, the ST-related adverb 
cengjing only denotes events or situations that happen or exist before ST. To be precise, the 
end points of events occur prior to ST. or example, the sentence wo shangci cengjing jieshao 
guo ݺՂڻམᆖտฯመ ‘I have introduced it last time’ is grammatical; however, *wo 
xiaci/mingtien cengjing jieshao guo ݺ *Հڻ/֚ࣔ མᆖտฯመ ‘*I have introduced it next 
time/tomorrow’ is ungrammatical. The RT-related adverb yijing բᆖ is used to refer to 
events that happen or exist before either a certain specific time, an event, or ST. For instance, 
the sentences shang libaiwu wo yijing chuguo le Ղ៖ਈնݺբᆖנഏԱ ‘I had gone abroad 
last Friday’ and xia libaiwu wo yijing chuguo le Հ៖ਈնݺբᆖנഏԱ ‘I have gone 
abroad next Friday’ are both grammatical even though xia libaiwu is a future specific time. 

 Lu and Ma divided ST-related adverbs into three subclasses and RT-related adverbs into 
eighteen subclasses. Three subclasses of ST-related adverbs were subdivided into nine 
sub-subclasses. Eighteen subclasses of RT-related adverbs were subdivided into thirty 
sub-subclasses. Checking Sinica Corpus, we find that some of the RT-related adverbs in Lu and 
Ma’s classification behave like ST-related adverbs. Some temporal adverbs denote the order of 
events and establish constraints only between two ETs. Some temporal adverbs refer to habitual 
situations, which are not related to temporal relations. Therefore, our classification of temporal 
adverbs is somewhat different from Lu and Ma’s. In this paper, temporal adverbs are divided 
into four classes according to temporal relations. More detailed subclasses will be introduced in 
the following sections. 

3.1 Temporal Relations and Compatibility between ST-related  
Adverbs and Aspects 

In our classification, ST-related adverbs are classified into eleven subclasses. Each subclass is 
characterized and represented by its temporal features and is assigned one semantic type: Time, 
Duration, or Frequency. Table 1 shows the temporal features of each subclass. 
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Table 1. Temporal relation and semantic role of each subclass of ST-related adverbs 
Temporal Adverbs Temporal Relation Semantic Role 
cengjingམᆖ, cengམ End<ST time 
yeyiᄐբ, yejingᄐᆖ EndЉST time 
zhongyuึ, bijingฅຶ, daodiࠩ EndЉST time 
xianxing٣۩ Start<ST time 
zaoriֲڰ, jizao֗ڰ, chenzao၍ڰ ST<Start time 
zhongjiangึല, zhongjiuึՆ, zhongguiึូ,  
zonggu᜔ូ, bijiangؘല, chizaoᙈڰ, zaowanڰඡ 

ST<BP time 

zhongjiuึߒ EndЉST time 
congൕ, conglaiൕࠐ, zhijin۟վ, xianglaiࠐٻ,  
sulaiైࠐ, lilaiᖵࠐ, suై, yixiangԫٻ 

Start<ST duration 

zhanᑉ, zhanqieᑉ, guqieࡤ, quanqieᦞ, qie ET=ST duration 
yongyuanة, yongة, shizhongึࡨ, zhiऴ ET=ST duration 
yiduԫ৫ BP<ST frequency 

For instance, cengjing and ceng are grouped into the same subclass of ST-related adverbs.  
Since they denote actions or situations that happened or existed before ST, the end points of 
the situations precede ST. Thus, the temporal relation of cengjing and ceng is defined as 
End<ST. 

 Temporal features not only clearly indicate the relations among these ST-related adverbs 
but also predict and verify the correctness of the co-occurrences of temporal adverbs and 
aspectual markers, including le, guo, and zhe, by unifying their temporal features. The temporal 
features of le, guo, and zhe are BPЉST, End<ST, and ET=RT, respectively. If the corpus data 
shows that a given sentence is grammatical after the combination step, its combination of 
temporal relation will be in harmony; otherwise, there may be something wrong with the 
temporal relations or some other essential factors may cause incompatibility. On the other hand, 
we assume that by detecting harmony in the combination of temporal relations between temporal 
adverbs and aspects, we can predicate whether a given temporal adverb is compatible with le, 
guo, and zhe. Here, we will use an example with cengjing and ceng. The corpus data in the 
Sinica Corpus show the following combinations of cengjing with le, guo, and zhe: 

 

 (6)  ceng jing co-occurs with le, guo, and zhe 

       a.  ݺଚऱຏॾམᆖԱڔৰՕऱݶᑗ 

           women de tongxin cengjing gei ta henda de kuaile 

           She had been very happy while we wrote letters each other. 
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       b. ݺଚམᆖ༼መ 

          women cengjing ti guo 

          we had mentioned before 

 

       c. མᆖ༼ထ՛ץာ 

          cengjing ti zhe xiao baofu 

          ever carried little backpack 

 

The combination of cengjing with le, guo, and zhe is grammatical, so we conclude that the 
temporal relation of cengjing is correct and assign the semantic role of time to the subclass of 
cengjing and ceng. On the other hand, from the observation of the temporal relations of le, guo, 
zhe, and cengjing, the temporal relation of cengjing is compatible with that of le, guo, and zhe, 
respectively. Thus, before checking the data in the Sinica Corpus, we can predict the that 
co-occurrence of cengjing with le, guo, and zhe, respectively is grammatical. The grammatical 
sentences in (6) prove that our hypothesis and prediction are correct. 

 Temporal adverbs classified into the same subclass with the same temporal relation may 
not have the same syntactic behaviours. For instance, cong, conglai, zhijin, xianglai, sulai, lilai, 
su, and yixiang are grouped into the same subclass and assigned the semantic role of duration.  
The temporal relation of these temporal adverbs is defined as Start<ST. We find, however, that 
cong, conglai, and zhijin are incompatible with le and zhe; in addition, xianglai, sulai, lilai, su, 
and yixiang are incompatible with le and guo. Although this subclass of ST-related adverbs has 
the above temporal relation, their compatibility with aspectual markers is somewhat different.  
The Sinica Corpus sentences shown below reveal that cong, conglai, and zhijin are usually found 
in negative sentences. The feature [+NEG] brings about the different syntactic behaviours: 

 

 መس࿇ൕࠃቝຍٙړ  (7) 

      hoaxing zhejian shicong mei fasheng guo 

      It seems this thing hasn’t happened before. 

 

(8) ൕࠐլᄎಲᝩ 

       conglai buhui taobi 

       never evade 
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(9) ۟վנآࡎسהڇխ 

       zhijin shangwei chuxian zai ta shengming zhong 

       haven’t appeared in his life 

 

 Temporal adverbs usually co-occur with aspects. The compatibility of temporal adverbs 
with aspect markers can verify the correctness of temporal relations. Therefore, we focus on not 
only temporal feature representations of temporal adverbs and aspects but also the co-relations 
between temporal adverbs and aspects. Table 2 is the reversion of Table 1 and it shows the 
compatibility of temporal adverbs with aspects. The asterisks indicate a lack of grammaticality. 

Table 2. Temporal relations and compatibility between ST-related adverbs and aspects 
Semantic 

Role 
Temporal Adverbs Temporal 

Relation 
Compatibility with le, 
 guo, and zhe 

time cengjingམᆖ, cengམ End<ST le   guo   zhe 

time yeyiᄐբ, yejingᄐᆖ EndЉST le   guo   zhe 

time zhongyuึ, bijingฅຶ,  
daodiࠩ 

EndЉST le   guo   zhe 

time xianxing٣۩ Start<ST le   guo   *zhe 

time zaoriֲڰ, jizao֗ڰ,  
chenzao၍ڰ 

ST<Start *le   *guo   *zhe 

time zhongjiangึല, zhongjiuึՆ, 
zhongguiึូ , zonggu᜔ូ , 
bijiang ؘ ല , chizao ᙈ ڰ , 
zaowanڰඡ 

ST<BP *le   *guo   *zhe 

time zhongjiu ึߒ EndЉST le   guo   zhe 

duration congൕ (+NEG), conglaiൕࠐ
(+NEG), zhijin ۟ վ (+NEG), 
xianglaiࠐٻ, sulaiైࠐ,  
lilaiᖵࠐ, suై, yixiangԫٻ 

Start<ST +NEG: *le   guo *zhe 
others:  *le   *guo   zhe 

duration zhanᑉ, zhanqieᑉ, guqieࡤ
 qie ,quanqieᦞ ,

ET=ST le   *guo   zhe 

duration yongyuan ة  , yong ة , 
shizhongึࡨ, zhiऴ 

ET=ST le   *guo   zhe 

frequency yiduԫ৫ BP<ST le   guo   *zhe 
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3.2 Temporal Relations and Compatibility between RT-related  
Adverbs and Aspects 

Having adopted the corpus-based approach and analyzed the time points along the temporal 
axis, we show in Table 3 the sub-classification of RT-related adverbs. 

Table 3. Temporal relations and Compatibility between RT-related Adverbs and Aspects 
Semantic 

Role 
Temporal Adverbs Temporal 

Relation 
Compatibility with le, 
guo, and zhe 

time yijingբᆖ, yiբ, zaoyiڰբ, zaojiu
 ༉, douຟڰ

BP<RT le   guo   zhe 

time gangଶ, ganggangଶଶ, caiթ BPЉRT le   guo   zhe 
time xian٣, yuxianቃ٣, shixian٣ࠃ BPЉRT le   guo   zhe 
time jijiangܛല, jiangyaoല, jiuyao

༉, kuaiݶ, xingjiang۩ല 
ST<RT<Start *le   *guo   *zhe 

time likeࠥم , lijiܛم , jikeࠥܛ , 
mashang ್ Ղ , ganjin ᎔ ጹ , 
gankuai ᎔ ݶ , ganmang ᎔ ڦ , 
lianmangຑڦ, jimang৺ڦ, jiu༉, 
bianঁ, dangjiᅝܛ 

RTЉStart le   *guo   zhe 

time dunshiቅழ, dengshi࿆ழ, shashi
ᙢழ, lishiمழ, yixia(zi)ԫՀ() 

RTЉStart le   *guo   zhe 

time turan(jian)ડྥ(ၴ), zouranᨏྥ, 
mengran(jian)ෳྥ(ၴ), mengdiෳ
 چmodiᦂ ,چ

RTЉStart le   *guo   zhe 

duration zheng إ, zhengzaiڇإ, zaiڇ ET=RT *le   *guo   zhe 
duration hai ᝫ , haishi ᝫ ਢ , reng ս , 

rengranսྥ, rengjiuս៱, yiran
ྥࠉ , yijiuࠉ៱ , zhaojiuᅃ៱ , 
zhaoyangᅃᑌ, zhaochangᅃൄ 

BPЉRT le   guo   zhe 

 The RT-related adverb yijing represents actions or situations that finish, happen or exist 
before a certain specific time, another action, or a situation. The BP of a situation denoted by 
yijing must precede RT; therefore, its temporal relation is BP<RT. The Sinica Corpus data point 
yijing is compatible with aspect markers. 

  

(10)  ϔᅮᏆ㍧ᠧ⸈њ㋔䣘 

        yiding yijing dapo le jilu 

        have certainly broken the record 
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(11)  Ꮖ㍧ৗ䘢仃 

yijing chiguo fan 

have had a meal 

 

(12)  㲛Ꮖ㍧㨫Ҫњ 

she yijing yao zhe ta le 

A snake has bitten him. 

 

 We find that the combinations of temporal relations of some classes and those of aspect 
markers contradict the corpus data. The temporal adverbs classified in subclasses with like, 
dunshi, and turan(jian) indicate situations or events that happen immediately after ST or another 
situation. Their temporal relation is defined as RTЉStart. The corpus data show that these 
RT-related adverbs are incompatible with guo; however, their temporal relation RTЉStart is 
compatible with guo. Sentence (13) shows the temporal relation of like between RT and ST: 

 

 ԱሽᇩڃࠥمԫᦫࠩஒΔה  (13) 

       ta yi tingdao xiaoxi like hui le dianhua 

       He immediately called back when he got the news. 

 

In sentence (13), RT is ta yi tingdao xiaoxi, and ST is the present. The temporal relation of 
like in sentence 13 is defined as RTЉStart<ST, which is compatible with the aspect markers 
le, guo, and zhe. However, the corpus data show that guo is not compatible with like. The 
temporal relation RTЉStart focuses on the start points of events, while the aspect marker guo 
focuses on subsequent stages following the end points of events. On one hand, an event can be 
viewed as a whole or as consisting of different parts. When it is viewed as a whole, the 
temporal relation is defined by BP. When it is viewed as consisting of different parts, its 
temporal relation is defined by either the start point or end point. Since Start is the focus of the 
temporal relation RTЉStart, the aspect marker guo indicating End is incompatible with it. 
Thus, RT-related adverbs that are assigned to the same subclasses as like, dunshi, and 
turan(jian) are actually incompatible with guo even though their temporal relations seems to 
be compatible. On the other hadn, the main feature of –guo is that it indicates a discontinuity 
with the present or other Reference Time [Smith 1991]. The subsequent stage cannot be 
considered part of the event and is separate from the situation, so the temporal relation of guo 
is not compatible with the temporal relation RTЉStart. Thus, guo is incompatible with the 
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temporal adverbs classified into subclasses with like, dunshi, and turan(jian). 

3.3 Temporal Relations and Compatibility between ET-related  
Adverbs and Aspects 

In Lu and Ma’s classification, some temporal adverbs are neither ST-related adverbs nor 
RT-related ones. These temporal adverbs establish constraints between two ETs, and denote 
the order, sequence, or succession of two situations. Thus, we classify these temporal adverbs 
into another class: ET-related adverbs. Table 4 lists the ET-related adverbs and their feature 
representations and co-relations with aspects. 
Table 4. Temporal relations and compatibility between ET-related adverbs and aspects 

Semantic 
Role Temporal Adverbs 

Temporal 
Relation 

Compatibility with le, 
guo, and zhe 

time xianhou٣৵,xiangjyiઌᤉ ET1ЉET2 le   guo   zhe 

time tongshiٵழ ET1=ET2 le   guo   zhe 
duration ranhouྥ৵, erhouۖ৵,  

suihouᙟ৵, suijiᙟܛ, congciൕڼ
ET1ЉET2 le   *guo   zhe 

Since these temporal adverbs refer to the successive of events, their temporal relations have no 
relation with ST and RT. These temporal adverbs only concern the sequence of events in time. 

3.4 Feature Representations and Compatibility between other Temporal 
Adverbs and Aspects 

Some temporal adverbs mark habitual situations or the temporal manner of situations.  
Habitual situations represent that situations go on without focusing on any time points in the 
time axis. Temporal adverbs denoting the manner of situations are not related to temporal 
relations. Consequently, these temporal adverbs are classified into another subclass shown in 
Table 5. 

Table 5. Feature representations and compatibility between other temporal adverbs 
and aspects 

Semantic 
Role 

Temporal Adverbs Features Compatibility with le, 
guo, and zhe 

frequency changchangൄൄ,changൄ, shichangழൄ, 
wangwang , shishiழழ , shikeழࠥ , 
bushiլழ , meimeiޢޢ , lao۔ , zong᜔ , 
yizhiԫऴ 

high frequency
*experience 

le   *guo   zhe 

frequency ouerዿ, ouerۖ, jianhuoၴࢨ, youshiڶ
ழ 

low frequency
*experience 

le   *guo   zhe 

time 
manner 

jianዬ, jianjianዬዬ, jianciዬڻ, zhujianດ
ዬ, rijianֲዬ, rijianֲߠ, zhubuດޡ 

slow 
stage change 
*experience 

le   *guo   zhe 
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time 
manner 

suishiᙟழ preparatory *le   *guo   zhe 

time 
manner 

anshiਊழ, anqiਊཚ preparatory 
regular 

*le   *guo   *zhe 

4. Conclusion 

In sections 3-1 to 3-4, we classified the temporal adverbs listed by Lu and Ma into four main 
classes. The subclasses in each main class are somewhat different from Lu and Ma’s although 
the majority are similar. Lu and Ma’s two-class classification of temporal adverbs is vague, so 
we adopt four more detailed classes. The corpus data in the Sinica Corpus verify the 
correctness of our temporal relations. In addition, the co-relations of temporal relations 
between temporal adverbs and the aspect markers le, guo, and zhe help us to predict the 
co-occurrences of temporal adverbs with aspect markers. The feature representations of 
temporal relations are also helpful for assigning semantic roles to temporal adverbs in the 
Sinica Treebank. 

 In future work, if necessary or for other reasons, the subclasses of temporal adverbs may 
be subdivided into sub-subclasses. Furthermore, certain classes of temporal adverbs can 
co-occur grammatically, while certain classes cannot. 

 

 װᠦ۩མ٣ה  (14) 

       ta ceng xianxing liqu 

       He had left in advance. 

 

 װᠦֲڰམה*  (15) 

        ta ceng zaori liqu 

        He had left soon. 

 

In sentence (14), the temporal adverb xianxing co-occurs grammatically with ceng; however, 
in sentence (15), zaori cannot co-occur grammatically with ceng. Temporal relations or other 
linguistic factors causing such differences in compatibility are worth investigating. In addition, 
the RT-related adverbs may be temporal points, temporal durations, or event times, as in ‘ta yi 
tingdao xiaoxi’ in sentence (13). The reference of RT-related adverbs may be further 
investigated. 
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Temporal Adverbs and Aspects 
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ॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢઔࡉߒՠ܂ૠ1 

Study on the Machine Tractable  

Thesaurus Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese 

Functional Words for Information Processing and 

Design Information Terms for Dictionary Entries 

ຫᆢߐ  

Qunxiu Chen 

ኴ   

ਔဲץॾஒऱवᢝᇷᄭऱ৬ΔवᢝߢഏᖂृຟԼ։ૹီٺছΔؾ

ნᖂवᢝΕऄᖂवᢝΕᆠᖂवᢝΕشᖂवᢝԯ۟ൄᢝֱ૿ऱवᢝΔு֨

ംᠲਢᆠᖂवᢝΖڇᆠᖂवᢝխΔဲნऱᆠवᢝਢ່ഗ່ءૹऱᆠ

वᢝΖڇመװऱ ࠏऱᣊΰኙዧኔဲխृ܂ٽࡉଚ堚ဎՕᖂݺխΔڣ10
ઔࠀΔߒอΕ٤૿ऱઔߓαऱဲნᆠवᢝၞ۩Աဲټ୲ဲΕݮΚ೯ဲΕڕ

፹נϘזዧ૪೯ဲᖲᕴဲࠢϙΕϘזዧ૪ݮ୲ဲᖲᕴဲࠢϙΕ

ϘזዧဲټᑒᣂএߓอϙࡉϘזዧᆠ։ᣊဲࠢϙΖ܀ਢዧဠဲऱ

ဲნᆠवᢝऱઔߒܑਢ૿ٻॾஒشऱဠဲऱဲნᆠवᢝऱઔ۟ߒ

վᝫਢԫଡ़ػរΖ֮ءଈ٣ಘᓵԱዧဠဲઔߒኙዧॾஒऱრᆠΖዧ

ਢمΕဲ։࣫ীߢΔՕڍᑇዧဲნߪءլ౨ࣔ᧩چ।ሒऄრ

ᆠΔऄ֫ᔾဠဲࡉݧΔउဠဲኙ।قኪΕΕழኪ᧯ᎎΕ౨

ᣋൣኪΕᣂএΕ࿓৫ΕᒤΕ֧Եኙွᆠࡉᒧີዌڶᣂऱ܂

ΔڻထܑૹऱრᆠΖࠡڶኙዧॾஒߒዧဠဲဲნᆠઔڼڂΔش

ዧऱڇΔਢߒዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢऱ൶ઔזشտฯԱԫଡॾஒ֮ء
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ᆠᐋ૿Ղઔߒዧဠဲऱ։ᣊऱԲԼԫધऱ।ሒᣊΔٍ ԫଡॾஒߒઔܛ

ଚݺΔ࣠ګऱߒઔޡଚॣݺԱق୶֮ءอΖྥ৵Δߓقዧൣኪ।זش

ലဠဲᆠᣊॣޡ։ኪᒤᡱΕழኪ᧯ᎎᒤᡱΕᒤᡱΕ౨ᣋൣኪᒤᡱΕ्

ᒤᡱהᒤᡱΕΰαᣂএᒤᡱΕ࿓৫ᒤᡱΕᒤᒤᡱΕኙွᒤᡱΕࠡܡ

ԼՕᒤᡱΔޢଡՕᒤᡱᖕဠဲ।ሒऱრᆠլ٦ۖٵ։ૉեխᒤᡱࡉ՛ᒤ

ᡱΖ٦հ৵Δנ༽֮ءॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢՠ܂ऱॾஒႈऱ

ૠუΖ່৵Δᓵ֮ᝫଠᤜ৬مזዧᆠवᢝؓΖ 

ᣂڗΚॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢΕॾஒشזዧൣኪ।

ᒤᡱΕܡอΕኪᒤᡱΕழኪ᧯ᎎᒤᡱΕᒤᡱΕ౨ᣋൣኪᒤᡱΕ्ߓق

ΰαᣂএᒤᡱΕ࿓৫ᒤᡱΕᒤᒤᡱΕኙွᒤᡱΕࠡהᒤᡱΕՠ܂Εॾ

ஒႈΕזዧᆠवᢝؓ 

Abstract 

At present, worldwide scholars from different countries attach great importance to 
the knowledge resource construction of language information processing. 
Knowledge includes the aspects of lexicology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics and 
even general knowledge. The knowledge of semantics is the core, of which the 
most basic and most important one is the semantic knowledge of vocabulary. 
During the last 10 years, scholars of Tsinghua University and Cooperators have 
conducted systematic and complete studies on lexical semantic knowledge of the 
main categories of Chinese content words (including verb, adjective, noun, etc), 
and developed and studied “the Machine Tractable Dictionary of Contemporary 
Chinese Predicate Verbs”, “the Machine Tractable Dictionary of Contemporary 
Chinese Predicate Adjectives”, “the System of Relations of Slots Centering on 
Nouns for Contemporary Chinese”, and “the Thesaurus Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese for Information Processing”. However, research on lexical 
semantic knowledge for information processing in particular of Chinese functional 
words has so far been limited. Firstly, this paper discusses the value of functional 
words in Chinese Information Processing. Chinese is a language whose typology 
involves isolated language and root-word-based analytical language. The vast 
majority of Chinese words can not themselves clearly express grammatical sense. 
Chinese syntactical methods mainly depend on the use of functional words and 
word order. In addition it is important that Chinese functional words express 
meaning of sentences and structures of texts, e.g. voice, tense & acpect, mood, 
modality, positive and negative, relation of sentences, degree, range, draw into 
object, etc. Therefore, the study of lexical semantics of Chinese functional words is 
great importance to Chinese Information Processing. Secondly, this paper 
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introduces our research on the Machine Tractable Thesaurus Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese Functional Words. The results of our initial research are 
presented. The Chinese functional words are divided into ten main-level categories, 
e.g. Voice Category, Tense & Aspect Category, Mood Category, Modality 
Category, Positive and Negative Category, Relation Category of Sentences, Degree 
Category, Range Category, Object Category, Other Category, etc. Each of 
main-level category is divided into a number of middle-level categories or 
minor-level category once and again according to expressing different meaning. 
This paper also presents some ideas of designing information terms for dictionary 
entries. Finally, we proposes the conception of constructing a base platform for the 
Contemporary Chinese Semantic Knowledge Bank. 

Keywords: The Machine Tractable Thesaurus Dictionary of Contemporary 
Chinese Functional Words, The Modality Representation System of Chinese 
Sentences for Information Processing, Voice Category, Tense & Aspect Category, 
Mood Category, Modality Category, Positive and Negative Category, Relation 
Category of Sentences, Degree Category, Range Category, Object Category, Other 
Category, Dictionary Entries, Information Terms 

1. ছߢ 

խ֮ॾஒऱઔၞࡉߒ୶ΔࠉᘸՊዧૠጩߢᖂऱဲნᖂΕऄᖂΕᆠᖂΕش

ᖂऱઔၞࡉߒ୶Δு֨ംᠲਢᆠᖂΖᆠᖂਢᣄ৫່ՕΕದޡለඡऱԫଡᜳஇᛩᆏΖ

ڼڂΔऄ։࣫ኙऱಥֺ՛ΔߢΔਢᆠী֏᧢މՊዧط

ᆠ։࣫ኙዧᖲᕴᇞ֠ૹΖؾছΔ۞ྥߢᇞΕዧॾஒՊԫଡᣂழ

ཚΔ࠷ڇૹՕડధऱছ࡙Δ່ૹ່ܺᣄऱਢᆠᖂऱઔࡉߒડధΖ 

ԫଡ۞ྥਢެ܂ᔆၦࡉᖲᕴဲࠢऱᑓނऱറ୮ڍ။ࠐᖂΔ။ߢૠጩڇ 
ࡉኪ᧢֏Δዧऱૠጩᖲ۞೯։࣫ݮطᎅΔࠐඓऱᣂΖኙዧګอߓߢ

ઌኙܑऱߢܺᣄڍΔ֠ࠡᏁૹီߢवᢝܑਢᆠवᢝऱ৬Ζؾ

ছխ֮ॾஒᏆऱߢवᢝڶԫࠄΔਢኔဲऱဲऄဲࠢΕኔဲऱᆠဲࠢΕ

ऄঞࡉறΔ܀ਢ۟վᝫڶԫଡߓอऱዧဠဲဲࠢΖഏփ؆૿ٻԳऱဠဲ

ऱઔߒՈլ֟Δٻ૿܀ᖲᕴ۞೯ऱဠဲઔߒথլڍΔڶऱᇩՈਢሿཋऱଡܑऱΔ

ऱټထڕࠏΖߒอઔߓڶء EDRΕWordNetΕFrameNetΕMindNet ຟਢᄗဲࠢΔ
ຟڶ೯ဲΕݮ୲ဲΕဲټኔဲऱᄗΔຟߓڶอچઔߒဠဲऱ।ሒ᧯ߓΖዧဠ

ဲऱᆠवᢝऱઔߒܑਢ૿ٻॾஒشऱဠဲऱဲნᆠवᢝऱઔߒՈ۟վᝫਢԫ

ଡ़ػរΖ 

 堚ဎՕᖂԫऴૹီࡉીԺխ֮ॾஒᏆऱഗ៕ઔߒΔڇխ֮ॾஒഗ៕ᇷ
ᄭ৬ֱ૿բᆖ࠷Աԫ࣠ګࠄΖڇመװऱ ऱᣊΰ೯ଚኙዧኔဲխݺխΔڣ10
ဲΕݮ୲ဲΕဲټαऱဲნᆠवᢝၞ۩ԱߓอΕ٤૿ऱઔߒΔࠀઔ፹נזዧ૪
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೯ဲᖲᕴဲࠢΕזዧ૪ݮ୲ဲᖲᕴဲࠢΕזዧဲټᑒᣂএߓอࡉזዧ

ᆠ։ᣊဲࠢΖ܀ਢኙזዧဠဲऱᆠवᢝܑਢ૿ٻॾஒشऱዧဠဲऱဲ

ნᆠवᢝԫऴਢݺଚԼ։ᣂࣹۖᝫګݙڶऱ֨ᣋΖ 

 ዧਢمΕဲ։࣫ীߢΔՕڍᑇዧဲნߪءլ౨ࣔ᧩چ।ሒऄრᆠΔ
ऄ֫ᔾဠဲࡉݧΖዧ㠪ऱဠဲဲق᧩אױፖΕׂፖׂ֗א

ፖհၴऱᣂএΔګิ៣ऱ౧ΖٵழΔဠဲኙ।ሒኪΕழኪ᧯ᎎΕΕ

౨ᣋൣኪΕ्ܡΕᣂএΕ࿓৫ΕᒤΕ֧Եኙွᆠࡉᒧີዌڶᣂ

ऱش܂ΔਢᒧີवᢝऱࠐᄭΖڼڂዧဠဲဲნᆠઔߒኙխ֮ॾஒڶထܑ

ૹऱრᆠΖԲԼࠐڣڍΔխ֮ॾஒൕڗ࿇୶ࠩဲၞۖ࿇୶ࠩຍଡ

ᐋ૿Δૉ࠷ᄅऱડధΔؘႊၞԵᒧີᐋ૿Ζڂԫঞᐋ૿უ܂ԵΔ

ؘႊࠉᔾᒧີऱवᢝΔլྥऱᇩΔৰڍऄࣴᆠΕᆠࣴᆠΕਐጠΕᅃᚨംᠲྤऄ

ᇞެΖԲঞխ֮ॾஒऱԫࠄᚨشᏆΰڕࠏᖲᕴΕ۞೯֮ኴΕ۞೯ംߓอऱ

ᄭ֮։࣫ࡉᒧີګسαᏁኙᒧີڶנயऱ։࣫Ζڼڂኙዧဠဲߓ܂อ٤૿ऱઔߒ

լႛਢڶრᆠऱۖਢ૰֊ᏁऱΖ܀ਢዧဠဲऱଡࢤৰൎΔሎشᒤৰᐖΔሎش᙮

৫ԾΔڶऱԫဲڍᣊଫڍᆠΔۖዧဠဲᚨشৰᨋઊွৰᣤૹΔڼڂዧ

ऱဠဲܑਢॾஒشဠဲဲࠢઔڶࠠߒৰՕᣄ৫Ζ 

2. ॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢΰዧൣኪ।ߓقอαऱॣޡઔߒ 

ऱဠဲߒଚઔݺΖߒઔޡॣࡉዧऱဠဲԱՕၦऱᓳઔΕ։࣫זଚኙݺΔࠐڍڣࠟ

೯ဲΕტᑜဲΕᚵᜢဲܗΕဲܗΕဲܗΕዌဲܗਔտဲΕ೫ဲΕຑဲΕழኪץ

ဲᣊΖݺଚኙዧဠဲऱઔߡߒ৫ΔլႛൕဠဲऱڤݮΕऄߡش܂৫։࣫Δۖᝫൕ

ဠဲࢬ।قऱᆠߡ৫ࡉߡش৫։࣫ΔؾऱڇՊઔߒԫଡॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠ

ᣊ।ሒΔਢڇዧऱᆠᐋ૿Ղઔߒዧဠဲऱ։ᣊऱԲԼધऱ।ሒᣊΔٍܛઔߒԫ

ଡॾஒشזዧൣኪ।ߓقอΖᆖመॣޡઔߒΔݺଚലዧဠဲᆠᣊ։

ኪᒤᡱΕழኪ᧯ᎎᒤᡱΕᒤᡱΕ౨ᣋൣኪᒤᡱΕ्ܡᒤᡱΕΰαᣂএᒤᡱΕ

࿓৫ᒤᡱΕᒤᒤᡱΕኙွᒤᡱΕࠡהᒤᡱԼՕᒤᡱΔޢଡՕᒤᡱᖕဠဲ।ሒऱრᆠ

լ٦ٵ։ૉեխᒤᡱࡉ՛ᒤᡱΖՀ૿ലဠဲᆠᣊऱՕΕխΕ՛ᒤᡱ։ᣊڕقࠏՀΚ 

 

1  ኪᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृᙇᖗ᧯ᝫਢᙇᖗড়᧯܂ᇩᠲΖ 

 ೯ኪ  1.1

1.2  ೯ኪ 

 طኪᑑΚΕᨃΕݮኪ/ݮ     

 ኪݰࠌ  1.3

 ೯ဲΙݰࠌΕඒΞϙΕᣠΕࠌኪᑑΚ೯ဲϘᨃΕᓮΕݮኪ/ݮ     
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2  ழኪ᧯ᎎᒤᡱΚਐڂᎅᇩृլٵऱᨠኘរۖ।ሒऱٙࠃऱழၴၞ࿓ၗՂࢬऱၸ
ࢨፖழၴྤᣂۖፖ೯ၦڶᣂऱሎ೯णኪൣࡉᎎ 

2.1  ழኪᒤᡱ 

 2.1.1  ڇழ 

 2.1.2  መװழ 

 2.1.3  ലࠐழ 

2.2  ᧯ᎎᒤᡱ 

 2.2.1  ቃཚ᧯ ਮᑑΚല V 

ലܛਮᑑΚ ᧯ࡨܛ  2.2.2  V 

 ΙVದΙVၲΙVՂΙࠐਮᑑΚVದ ᧯ࡨၲ  2.2.3 

 ԱΙದ૨ዚΙᤜᓵၲԱΙᤜᓵՂԱΙࠐΚᖏञؚದڕࠏ

 2.2.4  ଶࡨ᧯ ਮᑑΚଶ VದࠐΙଶଶၲࡨ 

 ΙࠐΚᖏञଶؚದڕࠏ

2.2.5  ၞ۩᧯ ਮᑑΚVထΙإ VထΰࡋαΙڇإ VထΙڇ VထΙV1ထ V2Ι 
V1ထ V1ထ V2ΙVထ NΙVထរࠝΜVထ! 

شూထᎅΙᎅထᎅထୈԱΙᛥՂထ૨ڔΙ॰ၲထΙࡋܫᐊထإהΚڕࠏ

 !ᦫထ܃!ቹΙᦫထរࠝچ

 2.2.6  ᤉᥛ᧯ ਮᑑΚVՀװΙVՀࠐΙ 

 ԱΖࠐΙᖏՓଚഒՀװขՀسΚຍጟࣳᕴᝫڕࠏ

ਮᑑΚVԱ ᧯ګݙ  2.2.7  1ΙVመ 2(Ա 1)Ι 

 Ζװመ堩༉پΚڕࠏ

 2.2.8  ࣠ګݙ᧯ ਮᑑΚVړΙVݙΙVګΙVՂΙVՂࠐΙVࠩΙVထ(zháo)Ι 

V۰ΙVൾΙVՀΙVՀࠐΙVװΚVԱ 3(lou)Ι 

ᑅԳΙࠩތထᑅԳΙތ۰ᑅԳΙތ૨ᇘΙݙ૨ᇘΙઠՂ૨ᇘΙઠړΚઠڕࠏ

ๅՀ૨ᇘΙๅԱ 3૨ᇘΙๅװ૨ᇘΙๅൾ૨ᇘΙ 

 2.2.9  ଶᖵ᧯ ਮᑑΚVΞࠐထΙ 

 ထΖࠐଶթؚዓΚࣾኙڕࠏ

 2.2.10  ᆖᖵ᧯ ਮᑑΚVመ 1Ιམᆖ Vመ 1Ιམ Vመ 1Ι 

 Κച۩መೠኘٚ೭Ιڕࠏ

 2.2.11  ᇢၦ᧯ ਮᑑΚVVΙVVΞΙVԱ 1VΙ 

 ଥଥΙࠐהଥଥΙᨃ܌ࡖނΚڕࠏ

 2.2.12  ՛ၦ᧯ ਮᑑΚVԫ VΙVԫՀΙVԱ 1ԫ VΙVԱ 1ԫՀΙ 
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 ᄷਣᓳԫᓳΙނΚ࿑პڕࠏ

 2.2.13  ֘༚᧯ ਮᑑΚVࠐ VװΙVመࠐ VመװΙ 

 ΙװଆመࠐՂଆመ֚ڇΙװၒࠐΚၒڕࠏ

 ࿇᧯ ਮᑑΚV1V1V2V2Ιڍ  2.2.14 

 ΚᎅᎅూూΙ᠊᠊ሂሂΙڕࠏ

 2.2.15  բྥ᧯ ਮᑑΚբᆖ VΙբ VΙڰբ VΙ(ਢ)N Vऱ NΙ 

 Κਢ۫Ղऱ߫ΙբᆖؚΙڕࠏ

ڶਮᑑΚ ᧯ྥآ  2.2.16  VΙ VΙآ VΙ 

 ΙސၞآዓΙᑅԳؚהΚڕࠏ

 2.2.17  ᆖൄ᧯ ਮᑑΚᆖൄ VΙൄ VΙழൄ VΙ 

  ΚᆖൄᤵឫᑅԳΙڕࠏ

2.2.18  ዬၞ᧯ ਮᑑΚዬዬΰ।ق࿓৫ࢨᑇၦऱዬ᧢ᏺ྇α 

2.1.19  ᛳழ᧯ ਮᑑΚྥΔྥ 

2.2.20  ԫ᧯ ਮᑑΚ(ྤ) 

 ΚՂছᒵΙᨠኘᑅൣΙڕࠏ    

 

3  ᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृ।ٌقᎾრቹऱΖ 

 ౨פ  3.1

 3.1.1  ຫ૪  ึᑑរΚΖ 

 3.1.2  ጊം  ึᑑរΚΛ 

 3.1.3  ֘ᇤ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑ+ึᑑរΚ{ಡ|ᣄሐ|۶ቫ|լګ|լ۩}+Λ 

 3.1.4  ઙࠌ  ึᑑរΚΰܣα+{Ζ| ! } 

 3.1.5  ტᑜ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑ+ึᑑរΚ 

 !+ΰ{Ա|}α+{Ꮦ|ట||ܑڍ|ڍ|֜}

 3.1.6  ᒔᎁ  ਮᑑΚ({ᅝྥ|۞ྥ})+(ਢ)Ξ+ऱΙ 

 3.1.7  ॺᒔᎁ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚܣ 

3.2  ൣტ 

 3.2.1  ᇟฆ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ{ຶ|ຶྥ|ྥ} 

 3.2.2  ற  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ{࣠ྥ|࣠ట|ཊൣ} 

 3.2.3  Ꮖஔ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ{ᣄࢡ|ࢡլ|ཊൣ|ᕹ|ࠐ} 

 3.2.4  ቘଔ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ{|ۖ|ړ|ઊ} 
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 3.2.5  إ֘ࢤ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ{ࢤ|១ట|֘إ|ೣೣ|ೣլ} 

 3.2.6  լየ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚչᏖΙ৻ᏖΙ 

 3.2.7  ಳߒ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚຶߒΙࠩΙ 

 ΙΙ्ኪᑑΚԫݮኪ/ݮ  ᘭࢭ्  3.2.8 

 ኪᑑΚ༉Ιݮኪ/ݮ  ൎഒެף  3.2.9 

 

4  ౨ᣋൣኪᒤᡱΚਐڂᎅᇩृڶࡐऱᨠរ֧ۖ࿇ऱေᏝΕܫᎂኪ৫ࡉൎ௺࿓৫Ζ 

4.1  ေᏝী౨ᣋൣኪ 

 4.1.1  Ϙ౨ϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ౨Ι౨ജΙ౨Ιթ౨Ι 

 4.1.2  ϘϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚΙუΙ 

 4.1.3  ϘᄎϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚᄎΙؘྥΙؘΙլᄎΙԫΙ 

 4.1.4  ϘཊϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚཊΙ 

 4.1.5  Ϙױ౨ϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚױ౨Ιլױ౨Ι 

 4.1.6  ϘՈϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚՈΙࢨΙՕᄗΙՕપΙתڍΙլԫ 

 Ι

 4.1.7  ϘऄϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚऄΙྤऄΙ 

 4.1.8  Ϙ्ϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ्ΙᣋრΙൣᣋΙᑗრΙᣋΙ֣լΙუΙ 

 4.1.9  ϘאױϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚאױΙױΙ 

 4.1.10  ϘᄷໂϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚᄷໂΙቃໂΙؚጩΙૠΙ 

 4.1.11  ϘϙᣊေᏝ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚΙլΙϘԫϙΙϘϙΙ 

 ᎂী౨ᣋൣኪܫ  4.2

 4.2.1  Ϙܑϙᣊܫᎂ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚܑΙ֎ΙᆄᆄլΙ 

 4.2.2  Ϙϙᣊܫᎂ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚΙ 

 4.2.3  Ϙᚨᇠϙᣊܫᎂ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚᚨΙᚨᇠΙᚨᅝΙᇠΙլᇠΙլᚨΙ 

 4.2.4  Ϙڶϙᣊܫᎂ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚڶΙ 

 4.2.5  Ϙؘႊϙᣊܫᎂ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚؘႊΙԫΙ೭ؘΙ 

 4.2.6  Ϙشլထϙᣊܫᎂ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚشլထΙլؘΙྤΙ 

 4.2.7  Ϙϙᣊܫᎂ  ݮኪ/ݮኪᑑΚΙ 

 

 ኪ৫Ζܡࢨऱ्ٙࠃᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृኙܡ्  5

5.1  ٤ᒌ्ݮ  ኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ٤ΙຟΙຏຏΙ٤ຝΙออΙ 
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5.2  ٤ᒌݮ  ܡኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ٤լΙ٤ΙຟլΙຟΙ 

5.3  ຝ։्ݮ  ኪ/ݮኪᑑΚࠀॺΞຟΙؘآຟΙ 

5.4  ຝ։ݮ  ܡኪ/ݮኪᑑΚ 

5.5  ഒެݮ  ܡኪ/ݮኪᑑΚออլΙຏຏլΙ 

5.6  ᠨૹݮ  ܡኪ/ݮኪᑑΚآቫլױΙآቫڶΙؘآլਢΙ 

5.7  լݮ  ኪ/ݮኪᑑΚլ AΙլ Aΰ֘ᆠαΙࠏΚլՂլՀΙլֱլႽΙլڽ 

լΙ 

 

6  ᣂএᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृشڇᓤ।ሒൣࠃழኙၴٙࠃ(։ၴ)ऱᆠΕழၴΕ᧤ᙀՂऱᣂ
 Ζऱᎁߓ

 ٨ऱΖࠀრᆠՂਢؓඈڇ։ٺ٨ᣂএΚࠀ  6.1

 ழΞΙ֗ΙٵழΞΙΞٵΞ܀ΚਝΞԾΞΙԾΞԾΞΙլڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ    

 ٣৵ઌᤉᣂএΖڶ։ၴࠠٺ൷ᣂএΚࢭ  6.2

 ΞϙΔϘԫΞ༉ΞϙΙϘਝۖϙΙٿΞΔྥڻϘଈ٣ΞΔࠡشழڶ    

6.3  ᎠၞᣂএΚ૿ٿ։ऱრ৸ֺছ૿։ၞޓԫᐋΖ 

ழΞΙΞٵΞ܀ΞΙլࠀΞΙΞࠀΞ܀ΞΙլΞۖ܀Κլڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

ΞՈΞΙΞ܀Ξ۟ΞΙΞ۟ΞΙլ܀Ξ֠ࠡΞΙΞ֠ࠡΞΙլ܀ழΞΙլٵ

ՈΞΙլ܀ΞᝫΞΙլ܀ΞޓΞΙլ܀ΞԾΞΙլ܀Ξ១ऴΞΙլ܀Ξ֘ۖΞΙ

լ܀ΞຶྥΞΙΞ۶उΞΙլ܀ΞຑΞՈΞΙլ܀ΞਝࠌΞՈΞΙլ܀Ξ༉

ਢΞՈΞΙլ܀ΞୌࢢΞՈΞΙլ܀ΞۖΞ۟ΞΙլ܀ΞۖΞ១ऴΞΙլ

լᎅΞΔՈլᎅΞΔΞՈΞΔ۟ΞՈΞΙࢢΞୌ܀Ξ֠ࠡΞΙլΞۖ܀

ᎅᎅΞΙΞᝫΞΙ 

6.4  ᙇᖗᣂএΚ։ڶၴᙇᖗᣂএΖ 

ΞΙृࢨΞΙΞΔृࢨΞृࢨΚਢΞᝫਢΞΙլਢΞ༉ਢΞΙڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

ፖࠡΞլڕΞΙፖࠡΞኑױΞΙլਢΞۖਢΞΙֹኑΙ 

 ΖމࢬڶᣂএΚ։ၴრ৸Ղމ  6.5

ΞΙឈྥΞױਢΞΙឈྥΞױΞΙΞ܀ਢΞΙΞ܀ΚឈྥΞڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

ᝫΞΙΞΔឈྥΞΙΞথΞΙΞױ(থ)ΞΙΞᝫΞΙΞ༉ΞΙΞഄᗑΞΙᕣጥΞ
ᝫਢΞΙ 

 ࣠ऱᣂএΖࡉڂڶᣂএΚ։ၴࠠ࣠ڂ  6.6

ΞΔਢאࢬΞΙհאࢬΞΙΞΔڂΞΙΞΔאࢬΞΔڂΚڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

ΞΙΞΔՊਢΞΙΞΔԫঞΞΔԲۖڂΞΙΞΔڼڂΞΔΞΙΞΔڂΞΙڂ

ঞΞΙطՊΞΔڼڂΞΙਝྥΞΔ(༉)ΞΙΞΔ֘إΞΙΞΔ࣠ΞΙࠩΙ 
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 չᏖԿᒌᑌΖڶ၇լࠩလΔإᙄΔ֘ړᝫڣᣄڂΚڕࠏ

6.7  ᣂএΚ։ڶၴࡉ࣠ऱᣂএΖ 

ΞΔڕΙܣΞܣΞΙਢΞ༉ΞΙΞ࣠ڕΞΔঞΞΙΞΔ࣠ڕΚڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

ڕΞΙآ߷ΞΔ߷ᏖΞΙૉਢΞΔ࣠ڕΞΙآ߷ΞΔ࣠ڕΞ༉ΞΙڕΞΙآ߷

࣠ΞΔ༉ΞΙ(࣠ڕ)ΞऱᇩΔΞ༉ΞΙլྥऱᇩΔΞΙΞ༉ΞΙᆄԫΞΔ߷ΞΙΞ
ԫΞΔ(߷)ΞΙ 

ሐᐚඓᡏΔᎅࣔࠫᢐګΔ٣ၞԳढ࿇୶ܣΚ٧ԫ֏Δ߷ູਢᄎ࿇౬ऱΖ/լጥڕࠏ
ᐗऱਙए৸უՠ܂լԺΙጥܣΔݫլړԾਢኙ٣ၞԳढऱᓸᝏݲ݊ࡉΖ 

6.8  යٙᣂএΚ։ڶၴࠠයٙࡉ࣠ऱᣂএΖ 

Ξթ(౨)ΞΙլጥΞՈΞΙլጥΞຟΞΙྤᓵΞԫڶΚڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ
ΞΙΞ༉ΞΙΞ(༉)ԫ(౨)ΞΙೈॺΞթΞΙೈॺΞܡঞΞΙΞԫΞ
༉ΞΙ 

 ༉যቬΖ࠺ᄿߠԫፊڔ/ঞຍᤢլԱΖܡΔװהΚೈॺڕࠏ

6.9  ᨃޡᣂএΚԫଡ։ኙԫଡ։।قಯᨃԫޡΖ 

ΞՈΞΙྥΞຟΞΙΞࠌܛΞΔࠌܛΞՈᝫΞΙΞΔࠌܛΚڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

ঞΞΔ܀ΞΙΞਢΞΔ༉ਢΞΙ 

 ՊᎅዧᇩԳऱ֨Ζٽஎլ܀Δߎ؏Δ༉ਢ֜၆ԱΖ/؏ঞړਢړΚڕࠏ

 ऱऱᣂএΖؾࡉ೯۩قऱᣂএΚছ৵։։ܑ।ؾ  6.10

ΞΙΞΔঁאΞΙΞΔړΚԱΞΙΞΔऱਢΞΙΞΔՈڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

 ΞΙ܍אΞΙΞΔ܍

ړޓঁאᏆΔءړΖ/ᖂ܃కࠐՖࠝ܂ᅝ܃ނᨃՕაړΔՈࠐរڰΚ⅄լڕࠏ
 ᆬ႖Ζڦᜯழ֫܍Δړ٣ᄷໂࠃ/೭ΖࣚاԳچ

6.11  ࿇୶ᣂএΚ։ၴ।ق࿓৫ᙟထයٙऱ࿇୶ۖ࿇୶Ζԫรԫଡ։යٙΔ
 ᙟයٙऱ࿇୶ۖ࿇୶ऱ࿓৫Ζقऱ։।૿ٿ

 Κ။Ξ။ΞΙყΞყΞΙڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ 

 Ζ။ਢഒݳრࡎऱהΚᛩቼ။ਢᜱેΔڕࠏ

6.12  ֺᚵᣂএΚ।قփ୲ᎅٿݙრྫآጐΔԾֺᚵհΔࢨਢຶآࠌհრွݮ֏Δ
 Ζ֏ࢤհრຶآࠌਢࢨ

 Ι༉ွΙွΙွړΚڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

Աথਢधఁ᧢ऱΔࠐუભԳΔભԳ֤سΔ༉ွࠐᚕൕ९ཡՂሂದהΚڕࠏ

ᚕהᏒլॵ᧯Ζ/ஊᣝ๎৽৽൭൭ړچ༓֚Δွ߆ଅ࠴ՂԱ֚Δ़ڇխ
ထ֯Ζ 

6.13   ᇭᤩΚٿਢऴ൷ᇞᤩছأਬଡګ։ऱΖ 
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 ছԫأԫຟףאױϘΚϙᇆΔࢨਢ৵ףϘᎅਢϙհᣊऱဲΖ 

ऱݺ/Λࡋاຆؑৄ܂መᡖጊΚຍᑌऱԳ୮౨լ౨ጠڶՈམิ܂Κᅝழऱՠڕࠏ
ᎅଈشΔլټऱᄅࠇᑗΖ/তݶԫದழტࠩৰڇݺԫរΔᎅਢᇿݺფ֖ࣛߊ
ංխ՞ສΖ 

6.14  ழٵᣂএ(۴ᙟᣂএ)Κ।ڇقਬٙٵࠃழ۴ࢨᙟထ࿇سਬٙࠃऱᣂএΖ 

ΚԫᢰΞԫᢰΞΙᢰΞᢰΞΙԫ૿Ξԫ૿ΞΙຑΞΞΙᙟΞڶऱᣂᜤဲشൄ

ᙟΞΙ 

پԫሁՂຑୈᒼΖ/᜔ࠝਢᢰሽီᢰڔ/ΖذԫᢰႲထߨԫᢰהΚڕࠏ
堩Ζ 

 

7 ࿓৫ᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृኙ࿓৫Օ՛Ε࿓৫܅Ε࿓৫ऱᎁኪ৫Ζ 

ΚৰΙԼ։ΙԼԲ։ΙઌᅝΙ֜ΙᄕࠡΙᆄ։ΙྤֺΔΖڶ༟࿀ऱ࿓৫قΔ।ڕࠏ

ԾڕΔ।قլየ࿓৫ऱڶΚৰΙॺൄΙՕΙᄕΔΖ 

 

8 ᒤᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृኙढ᧯ᑇၦ֟ڍΕழၴࡉࢬऱᒤՕ՛ऱᎁኪ৫Ζ 

ΙתΚออΙ٤ຟΙྤԫΙྤԫլΙຟΙՕຟΙՕڶຝ։ऱࢨ᧯ᖞ᧯Ε٤قΔ।ڕࠏ

Օ᧯ΙתڍΙႛႛΙΙթլመΙ൫ᗑΙೈԱΙೈװΙೈၲΔΖ।قࢬऱᒤ

Օ՛ڶΚΙࠩΙྤլΙՕڍΙΙ֜ՅΙႛΔΖ।قழၴऱᒤՕ՛ڶΚ

ழழΙழழࠥࠥΙழൄΙڶழΙዿΔΖ 

 

9 ᇡ䈵ᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृኙ௫֗ऱଡ᧯ΕழၴΕچរΕࠉᖕऱ֧ԵΖ 

9.1 ֧ၞኙွᒤᡱΚਐᎅᇩृኙ֧ၞኙွऱ।قΖ 

ϙΕޱϙΕϘٻϙΕϘཙϙΕϘطϘϙΕϘՊϙΕϘኙϙΕϘϙΕϘطΔڕࠏ     
ϘޱထϙΕϘ࡞ϙΕϘ࡞ထϙΕϘᅝထϙ֧ၞऱԳࢨढኙွΖ 

 ऱᒤᡱΖطᆖࢨٻװᄭΕࠐរऱچழၴΕقᒤᡱΚ।طᆖٻװᄭࠐ 9.2

ϙΕϘؚൕϙΕϘൕؚϙΕϘᆖϙΕٻϙΕϘطϙΕϘ۞ࠐΔϘؚϙΕϘൕϙΕϘڕࠏ   
Ϙ࡞ϙΕϘཛϙΖ 

 ᖇ៶ऱᒤᡱΖࡉᖕࠉऱࠃᎅᇩΕقᖕᖇ៶ᒤᡱΚ।ࠉ 9.3

 ΔϘᖕϙΕϘᖕϙΕϘᖇϙΕϘᖇ៶ϙΖڕࠏ    

 ऱኙွΖؾऱࠃࢨᎅᇩقऱᒤᡱΚ।ؾ 9.4

 ΔϘϙΕϘԱϙΖڕࠏ    

 

ᒤᡱΚլ᥆Պהࠡ 10 1~9ᒤᡱऱࠡהᒤᡱΖ 
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ϙΕܣϙΕϘෙෙᡥᡥϙΕϘ㫖ᅝϙΕϘቲቲϙΕϘࡇΔွϘϙΕϘେڕࠏ    
Ϙܣ♟ϙຍᑌऱွᜢ Δဲᝫڶ।ׂࢤဲټࢨဲټ٨ࠀقऱϘࡉϙΕϘፖϙΕϘᇿϙΕ

Ϙ֗ϙΕϘ֗אϙΖ 

3. ॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢ।قॾஒႈؾૠ 

ኙՊᖲᕴဲࠢࠐᎅΔࢬ।قऱॾஒႈؾऱ່مૹΖݺଚऱॾஒشזዧဠ

ဲᆠᣊဲࠢΰזዧൣኪ।ߓقอαॾஒ।قႈؾمঞਢဠဲऱऄڤݮΕऄ

რᆠΕᆠრᆠΕششऄઌٽΔཚඨՕ୮༼່ࠎ壄ᒔݙᖞࡉาᒯऱॾஒΖݺଚऱ

ՠ܂խኙޢԫଡဠဲ༴૪ॾஒႈڶؾΚဲݮΕଃΕဲᣊΕᆠႈᑇؾΕᆠႈݧᇆΕᤩ

ᆠΕൣኪᒤᡱΰץਔՕᒤᡱΕխᒤᡱΕ՛ᒤᡱαΕ।قრᆠΕ।قრᆠऱᒤᡱଖΕݮኪ/
ݮኪᑑΕਮᑑΕൄشऱ२ᆠ/ٵᆠᣂᜤဲΕࠏΕໂုΖՠ܂ᑌڕڤՀΚ 

 

ဲයݧᇆʳ ʳ ፹ृ܂ ʳ ՠ܂ᇆ ʳ

ʳݮဲ ʳ ଃ ʳ ဲᣊ ʳ ᆠႈᑇؾ ʳ ᆠႈݧᇆʳʳ

ᤩᆠʳ ʳ

ൣኪᒤᡱʳ Օᒤᡱ ʳ խᒤᡱ ʳ ՛ᒤᡱ ʳ

।قრᆠʳ ʳ

।قრᆠऱᒤᡱଖ ʳ

ኪᑑݮኪ˂ݮ ʳ

ʳ
ਮᑑʳ

ʳ

ᆠᣂᜤဲٵ˂ऱ२ᆠشൄ ʳ

ʳ
ʳࠏ

ʳ

ໂုʳ ʳ

 

 ࠡխϘଃϙჄᐊऱਢᇠဠဲڇᇠᒤᡱՀऱଃᦰᐊΔჄᐊऱଃؘႊᜢᓳΔش
1Ε2Ε3Ε4Ε5 ։ܑ।قዧऱᜢࡉ᎘ᜢΖϘဲᣊϙჄᐊऱਢᇠဠဲڇᇠଃࡉᇠᒤ
ᡱՀऱဲᣊΖϘᆠႈᑇؾϙਐऱਢᇠဠဲڇᇠଃᇠဲᣊՀڶ٥ऱᆠႈᑇؾΔϘᆠႈݧ

ᇆϙਐऱਢᇠဠဲڇᇠଃᇠဲᣊᇠᆠႈᑇؾՀऱร༓ଡᆠႈΖϘൣኪᒤᡱϙჄᐊऱਢ

ᇠဠဲڇᇠଃᇠဲᣊᇠᆠႈݧᇆՀ᥆ՊչᏖՕᒤᡱΕչᏖխᒤᡱΕչᏖ՛ᒤᡱΖϘ।

Պᙃ࣫ܗڶႈჄᐊڼਔ᧯ΖץऱऄრᆠΕᆠრᆠΔقრᆠϙჄᐊऱਢᇠဠဲ।ق

ᇠဠဲᇠᆠႈፖᇠဠဲࠡהᆠႈऱܑΖϘ।قრᆠऱᒤᡱଖϙ।قऱਢϘ࿓ڤᒤ
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ᡱϙΕϘᒤᒤᡱϙᒤᡱऱ᥆ࢤଖΖڕࠏΔ।ق࿓৫ᒤᡱऱ೫ဲڶϘৰΕԼ։ΕԼ։Ε

ԼԲ։Εᆄ։ΕᄕΕઌᅝΕΕྤֺϙΔჄᐊ࿓৫ᒤଖழϘԼ։ϙԫဲჄᐊϘ10ϙΔ
ϘৰϙჄᐊଖϘ10ϙΖϘԼԲ։ϙჄᐊϘ12ϙΕᆄ։ჄᐊϘ10000ϙΖϘઌᅝϙჄᐊ
Ϙ8ϙΕϘϙჄᐊϘ9ϙΔϘᄕϙჄᐊϘ1000ϙΔϘྤֺϙჄᐊϘ+ ϙΖຍᑌലࠐᖲ
ᕴᇞழאױኙ،ଚၞ۩ֺለࡉૠጩΖϘਮᑑϙჄᐊऱਢᇠဠဲشࠌڇᛩቼխאױ

ټᆠᣂᜤဲϙٵ/ऱ२ᆠشΖϘൄشࠌऱဲჸࢤਮΔፖչᏖᣊဲڤጟᑓ֟ڍ
৸ᆠਢჄᐊፖհٵᆠࢨઌ२რᆠऱᣂᜤဲࢨፖհګኙشࠌΕছ৵ࡅᚨऱᣂᜤဲΖϘ

ΖϘໂုϙࠏऄऱటኔشጟٺᇆᇠᒤᡱՀऱݧϙჄᐊऱਢᇠଃᇠဲᣊᇠᆠႈࠏ

խױჄᐊאڇՂٺॾஒႈխץآਔऱॾஒփ୲ؘ܂ࢨऱᎅࣔΖ 

4. זዧᆠवᢝؓ৬ऱዌუ 

ၞڇإࠀዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢϙჄᐊᒤΔזشϘॾஒޏଥࡉᒳᐊڇإଚݺছؾ

۩ဲࠢՠ܂ऱᇢჄᐊኔ᧭ΖॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢऱጥຌٙߓอՈॣޡ

ૠࡉኔԱΔᄷໂڇᇢჄᐊኔ᧭ၞٿ۩ՠ܂ऱڤإჄᐊࡉᙕԵீኙΔאཚᕣݶዌ৬

ຍଡዧဠဲᆠᣊဲࠢΰٍܛॾஒشזዧൣኪ।ߓقอαΖٵழΔݺଚՈ

୲ဲᖲᕴဲࠢϙΕݮዧ૪זዧ૪೯ဲᖲᕴဲࠢϙΕϘזኙբዌ৬ऱϘڇإ

ϘזዧဲټᑒᣂএߓอϙΕϘॾஒشזዧᆠ։ᣊᖲᕴဲࠢϙଡኔဲ

ऱᆠဲࠢၞ۩ᖞٽႃࡉګᖲᕴᖂפ౨ऱઔߒΖৱϘॾஒشזዧဠဲᆠᣊဲ

ࠢϙዌ৬৵ΔݺଚᄷໂലຍնଡኔဲΕဠဲऱᆠဲࠢᖞٽႃګԫଡזዧᆠवᢝ

ؓΔױؓڼխ֮ॾஒ༼ࠎ᠆༄Ε٤૿Εױᔾऱᆠवᢝ֭ΰץਔဲნ

ᆠवᢝࡉᆠवᢝαΔױזዧߢᖂΕᆠᖂઔߒΕኙ؆ዧඒᖂΕխ՛ᖂ

֮ඒᖂૠጩᖲ᎖ܗඒᖂ༼ڶࠎԺऱՠࠠࡉᇷᄭΖؾছݺଚၞڇإ۩זዧ૪೯ဲ

ᖲᕴဲࠢΕזዧ૪ݮ୲ဲᖲᕴဲࠢڇዧॾஒֱ૿ᚨشऱ൶ΔՈڇإઔߒ

 ຌٙΖشඒᖂֱ૿ऱᚨܗ᎖ኙ؆ዧඒᖂڇᆠဲࠢࠄૠຍࡉ
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An Unsupervised Approach to Chinese Word Sense 

Disambiguation Based on Hownet1 

Hao Chen , Tingting He , Donghong Ji  and Changqin Quan  

Abstract 

The research on word sense disambiguation (WSD) has great theoretical and 
practical significance in many fields of natural language processing (NLP). This 
paper presents an unsupervised approach to Chinese word sense disambiguation 
based on Hownet (an electronic Chinese lexical resource). In our approach, 
contexts that include ambiguous words are converted into vectors by means of a 
second-order context method, and these context vectors are then clustered by the 
k-means clustering algorithm. Lastly, the ambiguous words can be disambiguated 
after a similarity calculation process is completed. Our experiments involved 
extraction of terms, and an 82.62% average accuracy rate was achieved. 

Keywords: Word Sense Disambiguation, Hownet,Second-Order Context,  
K-Means Clustering 

1. Introduction 

Ambiguous words are widely used in various kinds of natural languages and are distributed 
widely. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) has long been studied as an important problem in 
natural language processing (NLP), and the research on WSD has great theoretical and 
practical significance in many areas of NLP. 

Much work has been done on WSD. In [Lu et al. 2002], the author presented an 
unsupervised approach to WSD based on a vector space model. This method defines the 
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matrix of a word and calculates the importance of the context to depict the word, so that the 
precision position of the word in vector space can be located. However, a lot of information 
provided by the word sequence in the context is ignored by tf.idf. method. Li Juan-zi used 
Cilin(Chinese dictionary) to get semantic vectors, using a machine-readable method [Li 1999]. 
There are three drawbacks when using Cilin as a lexical knowledge base: (1) Semantic vectors 
are hard to determine accurately because of the coarse classification of word senses. (2) There 
are not enough words; Cilin only contains sixty thousand. (3) Cilin is based on the semantic 
frame of a hierarchical tree, with which it is hard to express the semantic relativity, especially 
the domain relativity between words. Yet such information plays rather important role in the 
WSD processing. 

This paper presents an unsupervised approach to WSD based on Hownet. Compared with 
the above works, the main characteristics of ours are as follows: 

(1) The synonymous set provided by Hownet can express word senses more concretely. 

(2) Contexts that include ambiguous words are converted into vectors by means of   
second-order contexts, so that more information about word senses in contexts can be provided.  

(3) Features are selected based on the extraction of terms. 

Section 2 describes our method. In section 2.1, we introduce some related information 
about Hownet. Section 2.2 describes the method for establishing second-order contexts and 
the method for clustering these context vectors by means of the k-means algorithm. Section 
2.3 describes the method for calculating the similarity between context vectors. In section 3, 
we describe experiments that we conducted using our method. We compare our method with 
other similar methods and find that we were able to obtain better results. In section 4, we 
conclude our work and offer some suggestions for further improvement. 

2. An Unsupervised Approach to WSD Based on Hownet 

With the rich lexical resources of Hownet, we firstly convert contexts that include ambiguous 
words into context vectors; then, the definitions (DEFs) of ambiguous words in Hownet can be 
determined by calculating the similarity between these context vectors. The whole process is 
completed automatically, so a sense-labeled corpus is not needed. 

2.1 Hownet and WSD 
Hownet [Dong and Dong 2000], which describes concepts in Chinese and English, is a 
knowledge database that determines the relationships between concepts or the attributions of 
concepts. In our method, we focus on the knowledge dictionary. 
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2.1.1 The Record Mode of the Knowledge Dictionary  
The knowledge dictionary is the fundamental document in Hownet. In this document, a record 
contains a concept of a word and its description. Each record is made up of 4 parts .In each 
part, the part on the left side of “=” contains the name of the data and the part on the right side 
contains the value of the data. Their alignment is as follows: 

 

W_C= Chinese Word; 

W_E= English Word; 

E _X= Example of the word; 

G_C= Part of speech in Chinese; 

DEF= Definition. 

 

2.1.2 An Example of Ambiguous Word in Hownet: 
One sense of “ࣿ(Gu)”: 

No =032339;�

W_C=ࣿ(Gu); 

G_C=v; 

W_E= sell; 

DEF=sell, commercial; 

 

The other sense of “ࣿ(Gu)”: 

No=032340; 

W_C=ࣿ(Gu); 

G_C=v; 

W_E= buy; 

DEF=buy, commercial. 

 

2.1.3 Word Senses of Ambiguous Words 
Several different W_C in Hownet correspond to the same DEF; in other words, each word 
sense has a synonymous set. Table 1 gives examples that show the numbers of synonyms of 
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ambiguous words in Hownet. 

Table 1. The numbers of synonyms of ambiguous words in Hownet 
Ambiguous  

Word DEF The number of 
synonyms 

Total 
number 

A value|㺉ࢤଖ,kind|㮕ী,ordinary|ཏ,desired|1 ߜ 

A value|㺉ࢤଖ,physique|,strong|㺞,desired|38 ߜ ൈ 

attribute|㺉ࢤ,physique|,&Animal Human|㣅ढ 8 

47 

result|伬࣠,#succeed|פګ,desired|29 ߜ 
ທ༉ 

cultivate|ഛ䤧 24 
53 

Perhaps the words in a set of synonyms are also ambiguous words. We can solve this 
problem using the following method: for each word in the set of synonyms, we collect its 
contexts and cluster these contexts by means of the k-means algorithm (section 2.2). Each 
word has several categories. We select one category with the smallest distance from the others, 
and the contexts in that category are the contexts that we want. Finally, we synthesize the 
contexts as the context set of the ambiguous word. 

2.2 K-Means Clustering Based on Second-Order Contexts 
The k-means clustering approach presented by [MacQueen 1967], is an important method for 
data mining and knowledge discovery, and it has the characteristics of simplicity and fast 
convergence. 

When the k-means clustering algorithm is used, the first problem is translating the 
content of the document into a form that can be processed mathematically. Here, we convert 
contexts that include ambiguous words into vectors by means of second-order contexts. Our 
method is as follows: 

(1) We Extract terms from the contexts that include ambiguous words by the method that 
offered in [Pantel and Lin 2001]. 

(2) A parameter called “m” represents the number of calculated occurrences. We then select 
terms with high “m” values as features. This step is based on our assumption that there is at least 
one feature in each context. If the context contains several features, we calculate the sum of the 
vectors of the features. 

In the following, we will take ൈΰhealthαas an example. We select the features whose 
numbers of occurrences are above 8 from 445 texts. Table 2 presents the co-occurrence 
frequency of two features in 445 texts; and Table 3 presents the vectors of 5 contexts in Table 
2. 
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Table 2. The co-occurrence frequency of two features  

feature/m 

contexti 

|feature 

但

/11 

ຒݶ

/11 

䦡୶

/13 

Գڣ۔

/9 

س

ڤֱ

/9 

壄壀

/8 

֨

/10 

ඒߛ

/16 

ߪ

/8 

ඒ㣣

/9 

䢓ࠃ

/10 

C1但 \ 7 7 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 5 

C1ݶຒ 7 \ 7 0 2 1 2 0 1 0 5 

C1䦡୶ 7 7 \ 1 3 1 0 2 3 2 6 

C2ڣ۔Գ 1 0 1 \ 5 3 2 1 4 5 0 

C2سֱ0 3 3 2 1 1 \ 5 3 2 1  ڤ 

C3壄壀 1 1 1 3 1 \ 2 0 3 2 1 

C3֨ 2 2 0 2 1 2 \ 4 2 4 2 

C3ඒ5 6 0 \ 4 0 2 1 2 0 0 ߛ 

C4ߪ 1 1 3 4 3 3 2 0 \ 3 4 

C4ඒ㣣 0 0 2 5 3 2 4 6 3 \ 6 

C5ࠃ䢓 5 5 6 0 0 1 2 5 4 6 \ 

Table 3. Vectors of contexts  

Feature 

Contexti 
但 ݶຒ 䦡୶

 ڣ۔

Գ 

س

ڤֱ
壄壀 ֨ ඒߛ  䢓ࠃ  ඒ㣣ߪ

C1 14 14 14 2 6 3 4 3 5 2 16 

C2 2 2 4 5 5 4 3 3 7 8 0 

C3 3 3 3 6 4 2 6 4 5 12 8 

C4 1 1 5 9 6 5 6 6 3 3 10 

C5 5 5 6 0 0 1 2 5 4 6 0 

Then we perform clustering using the Novel K-means algorithm [Li et al. 2002]. 
K-means adopts the iterative way to renew. In each iteration, the value of the objective 
function decreases. When the smallest value of the objective function is related, the best 
clustering result can be obtained. During k-means clustering, determining k is always a key 
problem .If the ambiguous word has n word senses in Hownet, we can define k as being equal 
to n. But if the contexts we extract from the corpus do not contain n word senses, we can using 
the following method to get k: for each k, we cluster separately from 2 to n. Take kЈ3 as an 
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example, to each category of the three, we can get the highest score between the category and 
the word sense in Hownet. Then we can take the average score of the 3 highest scores as the 
final score. Lastly, we can determine k when its corresponding score is the highest. In the 
example discussed in section 2.2, we find 5 contexts in which “health” occurs .We determine 
that kЈ3 when the highest average score is obtained, in other words, we can get the best result 
by 3 categories .The results are as follows: ΰC1αΔΰC2ΔC4ΔC5αΔΰC3α. 

2.3 A Way to Calculate the Similarity between Two Vectors 
The similarity between two context vectors can be calculated using the ‘cosine’ formula, 
which is show below: 

          1
2

2 2

1 1

( , )
ij

ij

t
qj d

j
t t

qj d
j j

w w
sim Q D

w w
   .                        (1) 

The formula makes good use of the vector space model, which can formalize the content 
of the context into a spot and convert it into a vector. This is because documents can be 
defined in real number space, models can be identified, many algorithms in other realms can 
be applied, and the calculability and maneuverability of documents in NLP has greatly 
improved. 

3. Experiment and Results 

3.1 Experiment Based on Hownet 
The steps in the algorithm are as follows: 

(1) Select some contexts containing ambiguous words (W) from a corpus; 

(2) Cluster these contexts into several categories using the k-means clustering algorithm; 

(3) Find the word sense (wi) of W (w1, w2, wn) in Hownet and compose the synonym set 
for each word sense (wi). We then extract some contexts containing synonyms from the corpus 
and finally, convert the contexts into second-order contexts. Each word sense is replaced by a 
vector, which is constructed by means of second-order contexts based on its synonyms set.  

(4) Calculate the similarity between the categories in (2) for word sense; the similarity of 
the word sense with the largest value is the correct one. 

Experimental data are shown in Table 4. Concerning the experiment, several points must 
be noted: 

(1) The training data in our experiment came from a modern Chinese corpus. 
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(2) The extraction of contexts takes the sentence as a unit, and a context that lacks features 
is removed. 

(3) Hownet, 2000 version, by Dong Zheng-Dong was adopted in our experiment. 

(4) Our experiment does not have the difference between open test and close test because 
of the unsupervised approach. 
Table 4. Experimental data and results ( Hownet ) 

Number of contexts Number of experimental contexts   Accuracy (%) Ambiguous 
words Word 

sense 
Number of 
synonyms All contexts Correct contexts  Average 

(%) 
S1 3 

S2 61 
 றޗ

(cai 'liao) 
S3 7 

65 51 78.46 

S1 33 
 (gai)ޏ

S2 44 
72 60 83.33 

S1 20 

S2 47 

S3 0 
 ।ז

(dai biao) 

S4 6 

84 68 80.95 

S1 8 

S2 38 ൈ 
(jian’kang) 

S3 1 

50 40 80.00 

S1 27 অ

(bao’chi) S2 51 
66 56 84.48 

S1 24 ؚᩥ 
(da qi) S2 13 

46 40 86.95 

S1 21 ਘ

(gua’cai) S2 22 
55 47 85.45 

S1 2 

S2 37 
।䶂 

(biao’xian) 
S3 24 

75 61 81.33 

82.62 
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3.2 Discussion 
We have compared our results with results reported in the literature [Lu et al. 2002]; [Li 1999]. 
The results in [Lu et al. 2002] are listed in Table 5 (excerpted from reference [Lu et al. 2002] 
page 1086) along with the word senses of ambiguous words from the <Modern Chinese 
Lexicon>, 1996 edition. Figure1 shows the accuracy of 5 ambiguous words; the results [Li 
1999] are listed in Table 6 (excerpted from [Li 1999] page 76), and the word sense of 
ambiguous words came from Cilin, a Chinese thesaurus. 
     Table 5. Results of experiments in reported in [Lu et al. 2002] 

Polysemous words Number of senses Accuracy (%) 

 றΰcai’liaoα 4 72.83ޗ

 3 78.71 (gai)ޏ

।䶂(biao’xian) 3 90.39 

䦡।(fa’biao) 2 89.11 

ൈ(jian’kang) 2 75.07 

             Figure1. Accuracy of 5 words based on Hownet 
Table 6. Results of experiments reported in [Li 1999] 

Polysemous words  Sense ID  Accuracy  (%) 
ற(cai’liao) Dk17/ba06/al03ޗ 81.7 
 ih02/hg18/hj66 70.6 (gai)ޏ
।䶂(biao’xian) Jd06/di20/hj59 68.9 
䦡।(fa’biao) Hc11/hi14/jd03 73.4 
ൈ(jian’kang) ed43/eb37 70.1 

�

��

��

��

��

��

��

��

��

��

���

ᴤ᭭ ᬍ 㸼⦄ ֱᅜ ᒋع ֱㅵ

Ѡ䰊Ϟϟ᭛

䞣ぎ䯈

Ambiguous words, type of ambiguity, accuracy. 
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Notice: we did not select “Publish” as an ambiguous word in our experiment because 
several word senses of “Publish” in Hownet are very close to each other. 

Compared with the results reported in [Lu et al. 2002], we obtained good results for 
some of the ambiguous words. What is more, for the selected 5 words, the average accuracy 
improved. Compared with the results reported in [Li 1999], the accuracy achieved was greatly 
improved. 

4. Conclusion 

Cognitive linguists believe that the similarity of contexts has a great influence on the process 
of differentiating diverse semantemes [Miller and Charles 1991]. This paper adopted this 
assumption that the similarity of contexts determines the similarity of semantemes of the 
words. The experiments proved that our approach is feasible. However, there are still some 
shortcomings: 

(1) The selection of features. The features that we select must provide as much information 
for word sense disambiguation as possible and, at the same time, should contain as little noise as 
possible. This is important for clustering. 

(2) The accuracy of clustering. The clustering of k-means clustering has some drawbacks in 
that it is sensitive to the center of the cluster and it is difficult to get a superior overall solution of 
overall situation. Thus the accuracy we achieved was influenced by the accuracy of clustering. 

(3) Expanding the scope of ambiguous words. It is difficulty to evaluate the overall results 
of our approach, so many people are concerned about the issue. The applicability of our 
approach should be further tested in large-scale experiments and with other languages. 
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Word Sense Disambiguation Based on  

Syntactic Construction 

ᓐભཕ  

Mei-Chih Tsai 

ኴ 

ࡉᆠဲߒอૠΔઔ܉։ڤΔຏመறࠏᆠᙃᢝڍ೯ဲψಬωऱא֮ء

ڍΔٵऱլڤഗ៕ᇷᄭΖᖕჸࠎ༽ᆠဲဲᆠᙃᢝڍऱኙᚨᣂএΔၴڤ

ᆠဲψಬωױ֊։ᎠಬΕᢤಬΕಬ۩ΕឰಬଡᆠႈΔಬΕංಬࠟႈঞ։

ܑូԵಬ۩ᆠΕᎠಬᆠΔ܂ᆠ૿Ζ࣠ᢞࣔΔڤჸಛஒᒔኔ౨ജဲڇ

ᆠᙃᢝመ࿓խದԫش܂Ζ 

ᣂဲΚڍᆠဲΕဲᆠᙃᢝΕறΕᆠ૿ 

Abstract 

This paper explores the correlation between lexical semantics and syntactic 
construction, with particular attention paid to delimiting the lexical semantic 
distinctions between the multiple senses of the polysemous verb song4 �‘to send�’. 
Different types of syntactic constructions are first categorized according to the 
distribution of arguments, such as direct objects, indirect objects, and locatives. 
Four senses and two meaning facets are then identified and formulated. 

Keywords: Polysemy, Word Sense Disambiguation, Corpus, Meaning Facet 
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1. ဲᆠࣴፖ۞ྥߢ 

۞ྥߢխཏሙڍڇژᆠွΔܛԫဲڶࠠݮᑇଡլڼ܀ٵઌᣂऱრᆠΔڕဎ೯

ဲψಬωΔאױψಬωॾΔψಬω៖Δψಬωড়ΔՈאױψಬωࡎΖᖕ[Li and Huang 1999]
ऱอૠΔπٵᆠဲဲࣥρ2گᙕऱ ᆠဲપڍᅝխΔဲؾ52716 7800ଡΔ۾ 14.8%Ιۖπ
၌መޓᙕऱگࢬᆠဲဲࠢρ3ଥૡठڍዧז 8150ΖڶࠌܛᑇᖕอૠΔڍ܀ᆠဲխԫ
լ᙮ဲΔՂ૪ڍᆠ೯ဲψಬωঁਢ4Ζ 

ኙߢۖृشࠌߢΔڍᆠဲဲᆠլᣄᇞΔڕࠏဎԳՓאױශլ၄Ժچ։ᙃՀ٨

նψಬωऱဲᆠΚ(1a)ᎠಬΔ(1b)ᢤಬΔ(1c)ຩಬΔ(1d)ឰಬΔ(1e)ංಬΖ 

 

(1)  a. ࠐנۼ֫ނΔהᝫᄎ܃۰ތऱ֫ᏯᇙಬΖ 

b. क़ՈאױಬΖ 

c. ່৵ڔୈԱΔՈլܑԳಬΔԫଡԳڃ୮װԱΖ 

d. ނ܃ᅗऱࡎಬԱΖ 

    e. ߦੴ؍ࣟނऱ՛ץᅖ೬৸૿ছԫಬΖ 

 

֘ᨠ۞ྥߢΔڍᆠဲऱဲᆠᙃᢝΔՈ༉ਢࢬᘯऱဲᆠࣴ(Word Sense Disambigu- 
ation)Δথਢᇷಛឯ࠷۞೯֏ᄕૹऱᛩᆏΔሽᆰሖࠩڍᆠဲΔؘႊᖕՂՀ֮۞೯ඈೈ
ࣴᆠΔթ౨إᒔ։࣫ΕᇞᦰறΖ 

אזڣΖԶѽૻڶཚဲᆠࣴٛᘸറԳᐷᐊঞΔ၄ழֲΔ౨ऱဲႈᄕڰ

૾ΔဲࠢګဲᆠࣴऱࠉᖕΔሽᆰᖕဲࠢխऱဲᆠᇞᤩ۞೯࠷ᙃᢝဲᆠऱಛ

ஒΖဲࠢᇞࣴऄᆵኔԱဲᆠ۞೯ܒࡉ࠷ࢼᦰऱΔڕ܀[Li and Huang 1999]ࢬ૪Δԫ؟
ՂՀ֮ฆဲࠢऱᆠΔࣴய࣠ঁՕؚڬމΔ[Lam et al. 1997]شܓπזዧဲࠢρ5

ऱဲᆠᇞᤩࡉπဲࣥρऱᆠᣊזᒘڍᆠኔဲΔဲᆠᙃᢝႛ 45.5%Ζᦸဲࠢྤऄ
ቃྒྷױ౨נऱቼΔՈྤऄ༼ڶࢬࠎऱิٽᐛΔشܓሽᆰ۞೯࠷Օၦิٽवᢝऱ

றᇞࣴऄ෫ขسΔޕ]ڕ௩ ༽ᆠဲᙃᢝڍறΔٽऱഗ៕Ղࠢဲڇ[1999
 52.13%Ι[Chen et al. 1999]ٵᑌ៶طறᇞެ۞೯૿ࢬᜯऱࣴᆠڍࡉᆠംᠲΔ
ய౨Ոߠ༼ࣙΖ 

ᕣጥԫဲڍᆠઌᅝཏሙΔڇ܀ኔᎾխದش܂ऱՕڶڍԫଡΖᎁवߢᖂ୮

[Choueka et al. 1983]ኔ᧭ᢞࣔΔԳᣊႛᖇՂՀ֮խԫଡ֟ࢨᑇ༓ଡګ։༉౨։ᙃڍᆠဲ
                                                 
 Հ១ጠπဲࣥρΖא 2
 ᆠဲဲࠢρΖڍՀ១ጠπא 3
4 ψಬωڇπዧֽؓဲნፖዧڗ్Օጼρխ٨ဲ్ظΔشࠌ᙮ࠇקڇߢᖂೃᒳπז
ዧ᙮ဲࠢρխ 279Δۖڇխ؇ઔߒೃᒳπխ֮૿᙮ဲࠢρխՈ 406Ζߠ[Dew 
1999]Δ153Ζ 

 Հ១ጠπዧρΖא 5
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ऱဲᆠΔ[Tabossi et al. 1993]ጠհᗑڶᐛ(characteristic feature)Δڕ portऱࠟଡᆠႈ
ψΰ٤ڜऱαཽωࡉψΰદαᆿရωΔီױቼխנ safeࢨ redܒΖڼڂೈԱ
ڼڕၦΖەऱऄಛஒԵٝګലჸޡՕীறհ؆Δඡ२ऱࣴฃၞԫࡉࠢဲ

ԫࠐΔဲࢤઌٵऱڍᆠဲאױᆖֺطለჸٝګऱऄפ౨ࡉრᣊীΔሒဲګᆠᙃᢝΔ

༡׆]ڕ 2002]ᙃܑဎټ ψဲᙄֆωऱࠟጟრᆠΔ[Chuang 2003]ሶ೯ဲ setࡉဎ
೯ဲψឭωऱڍૹრᆠΖ[Ahrens et al. 2003] ၞԫشܓޡ MARVS6ᑓิ᥆ࢤ೯ဲრ

।ሒᑓڤΔ༼ڍנᆠဲဲᆠ(sense)ፖᆠ૿(meaning facet)ऱᙃᢝᑑᄷΖ 

ଖࣹრऱਢΔࠠဲڶᆠᙃᢝפ౨ऱؘآٝګጹᔣᣂဲנΔ(1)ࠏڕխψಬωڍ
ݠΔჼ༈ᣂဲছ൷ٝګΔڶ(1d)ჸऱψࡎωࡉ(1e)ऱψԫωࠠڶᙃᆠش܂Δࠡ
ᣂဲছڇᛀᒤওૻߠױࣴΖאߩω֗ψܑԳωլאױऱψᇙωΕψנԿה

৵ऱጹᔣٝګΔլྤ܀ऄ٤૿֍೬شࠌቼΔՈྤऄܧլٵቼၴऱઌᣂࢤΔڕՀ٨

ࠟঞࠏΔԫঞ೯ဲ৵൷ၦဲψଡωΔԫঞ৵൷೯ᎎဲܗψԱωΔຍࠄಛஒਝྤऄܑ

ဲᆠΔՈྤൕवࠟঞڤઌٵΖ 

 

(2)   a. ಬଡ E-MailݺଚΖ  

b. ݺऱՕᖂٵᖂܴΔ༉ಬԱԫଡࣟ۫ݺΖ 

 

ωΔྤऄהψဲזࡉ৵൷տဲψωאױ೯ဲق᧩౨ᆖመቼᛀΔࠏΔՀ٨ٵ

༿ၴڤऱઌᣂࢤΔՈྤൕֺለլڤٵऱشࠌ᙮Ζ 

 

(3)   a. ڶԫ֚Δԫଡ֖ࣛಬהԫޔធक़Ζ 

b. ݺუಬהԫᑌࣟ۫Ζ 

 

 [Vu et al. 1998] ᆖኔ᧭࿇ΔຘመቼխऱዌಛஒΔࣴᆠᙃᢝய࣠ࠋޓΖಾኙᅝ
վዧறऱૠΔ[႓ո 2003]ਐࠟנႈဲᆠઔߒऱ᙭ΚԫΕԫறႛ౨༉
ᣂဲऱቼၞ۩ᢅ٨ΕඈࡉݧอૠΔ։࣫ូڶᘸԳԺດᛀီΙԲΕՕীறڶ

Ζᇞެءګߒᨠऱઔױ೯᎗ՂᆄΔ၄ࠐᛀದࠏش᙮܀ऄΔشࡉ᙮ဲᆠ܅ܓ

հሐױەഏլࠐቅՕᖂ৬ᆜऱ WASPS ጻీ7ࠎ༽ࢬऱဲნై༴(word sketch)פ౨Δ
ჸٝګլ٨ဲᣊಛஒΔۖਢਊऄפ౨։ᣊΖא֮ءဎ೯ ψဲಬωऱڍᆠᙃᢝࠏΔ

୶قڶࣴऄऱய౨ፖওૻΔط٦ীנ࿇Δ൶ဲߒᆠፖၴڤऱࡅᚨᣂএΔ᧯ဲ

ნై༴פ౨ऱૹࢤΖ 

                                                 
ܛ 6 The Module-Attribute Representation of Verbal SemanticsᐊΖ 
7 ጻܿΚhttp:// wasps.itri.bton.ac.uk/ 
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2. ڶݡऄऱய౨ፖওૻ 

2.1 ဲ ࠢဲᆠႈؾլ 
ጵᨠဲࠢᤩᆠයࠏΔψಬωऱဲᆠႈ٨ᜰլԫΖπዧՕဲࠢρگᙕԼයΔπဲࣥρΕ

πזዧԶဲۍρ8ࡉπዧρگԿය9Δπڍᆠဲဲࠢρگය10Ζ֘ᨠشࠌኔउΔխ

؇ઔߒೃזዧற11ᢅ٨ऱ 1334ঞࠏشխΔנᎠಬΕᢤಬΕಬ۩ΕឰಬΕಬΕ
ංಬքጟဲᆠΔڶπዧՕဲࠢρ٤ᑇᦖਔΖ 

2.2 ဲ ࠢऄಛஒլ٤ 
πԶဲۍρಾኙψಬωऱԿଡᆠႈψᎠಬΕᢤಬΕಬ۩ω12ດႈ༼ࠏࠎΔ٣৵տฯ೯

ဲ৵൷ऴ൷ᎏ DOΕၴ൷ᎏ IOΔտဲψΕωΔဲܗψԱωΔ࣠ᇖ RC ֗
ᇖٻ DCԮጟشऄΔᇡߠՀ।Κ 

। 1:πזዧԶဲۍρڍᆠဲψಬω৵൷ٝګ 
 ۩ᆠႈ Ꭰಬ ᢤಬ ಬ     ڤ
ಬЀDO  -  
ಬЀIO -  - 
ಬЀ   - 
ಬЀ  - - 
ಬЀԱ    
ಬЀRC    
ಬЀDC    

൷ᎏၴڶ։ګऱش܂ᙃᆠڶ࿇Δࠠאױ։ፖဲᆠၴऱኙᚨᣂএګ೯ဲ৵ჸط

 IOࡉտဲψωࠟጟΔᢤಬᆠࡉᎠಬᆠڶΖԫ؟ჸګ։ऄפ౨ઌٵΔၞאױ
ԫޡ։࣫რ᥆ࢤΖՂ।᧩قᎠಬᆠࡉᢤಬᆠჸګ։ࠟڶሼٵΚรԫΔຟאױ൷ψω

٦ IOΔ܀ᎠಬᆠᇿڶࢬᦞฝྤᣂΔჸऱ IOਢฝؾۯᑑΔڕ(4a)ऱψఽωΔۖ
ᢤಬᆠ௫֗ڶࢬᦞฝΔאࢬჸऱਢ൷ृ࠹Δڕ(4b)ऱψ՛ဎωΙรԲΔࠟृຟאױ
 RCΔ܀Ꭰಬᆠჸऱਢ೯ဲΔڕ(5a)ऱψߨωΔᢤಬᆠঞჸݮ୲ဲΔڕ(5b)ऱψڍωΖ
Ꭰಬᆠࡉಬ۩ᆠ৵൷ٝګՈࠟڶሼٵΚଈ٣Δࠟृຟאױ DOΔ܀Ꭰಬᆠჸྤس
ᎏΔಬ۩ᆠঞჸسڶᎏΔֺለ(6a-b)ऱψຄΕהωΙࠡڻΔࠟृຟאױ DCΔ܀
(7a-b)طψނωנऱ DOψຍॾΕݺωՈܧྤسΕسڶኙֺΖ 

                                                 
 ρΖဲۍՀ១ጠπԶא 8
 ᎠಬᆠΕᢤಬᆠΕಬ۩ᆠΖܛ 9
10 ೈᎠಬΕᢤಬΕಬ۩Կঞᆠႈհ؆Δᏺ٨ឰಬᆠΖ 
 Հ១ጠխઔೃறΔጻܿΚhttp://www.sinica.edu.tw/~tibe/2-words/modern-words/Ζא 11
12 ᆠႈټጠࠢဲٺյנڶԵΔπԶဲۍρ܂ψሎಬ/ႚಬΕᢤಬΕಬܑωΔπዧρ܂ψಬ۩/ಬ
ܑΕᙁಬ/ᎠಬΕ塷ᢤωΔπဲࣥρ܂ψᎠಬΕᢤಬΕಬܑωΔޣᓵ૪ֱঁΔ֮ءอጠψᎠಬΕ
ᢤಬΕಬ۩ωΖ 
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(4)   a. ֮ٙಬఽΖ   b. ᙓݺಬ՛ဎԱΖ 

 

(5)  a. ނ՛ࠝಬߨΖ        b. ಬڍԱΖ 

 

(6)  a. ಬຄՂ॰Ζ    b. ಬהՂ߫־Ζ 

 

(7)  a. ނຍॾಬࠩה୮ᇙΖ  b. ݺނהԫऴಬࠩԱ୮Ζ 

 

 ဲࠢᖕဲᆠ༼ࠏࠎΔطᒧ༏ૻࠫΔԫྤऄگᙕڶࢬઌᣂᆠႈشࡉऄΔ౨
ᖗ٨ᜰΖ٣ڕছࠏ(1d-e)ܧऱឰಬᆠࡉංಬᆠΔπԶဲۍρπዧρπဲࣥρᅝז
ဲࠢଟآᒳ٨13Ζۖࠏ(5a)(8a)᧩قᎠಬᆠאױჸ᥆Գᎏψ՛ࠝΕהωΔ(9b)ঞ᧩ق
ᢤಬᆠאױ৵൷೯ဲψݙω܂࣠ᇖΔፖՂ૪ូψᎠಬᆠჸྤسᎏΔᢤಬᆠჸ

ݮ୲ဲᇖωլጐઌฤΖ 

 

(8)   a. ߷ԫ֚ΔݺཙߊԱૠ࿓߫ಬװڃהΖ 

b. ಬݙ៖ढ৵Δ൷ထၞ۩ऱਢኂਣթᢌ।ዝΖ  

 

ሽᆰᙃᢝဲᆠᏁ֘ٻᖙ܂ΔጤᘸࠏشႪႃิٽಛஒΔ៶אਐᎁဲᆠΔࠢဲ࣠ڕᒳ٨

ᆠႈመࢨመ១Δشऄᜰࠏլ٤ΔലᐙᙃᢝګயΖறᐖऑ༼ࠎటኔࠏشΔױإᚦ

ᇖဲࠢऱլߩΖ 

3. றڤ։܉อૠ 

3.1 றᛀ 
ຘመխ؇ઔߒೃזዧؓᘝறࠎ༽ࢬऱᒵՂᛀפ౨ΔᙁԵᣂဲψಬω࠷ױ

675ঞࠏشΖ܀ഗ։ဲᑑᄷΔψಬω৵൷տဲ֗৵൷ᇖီڍဲګٽΔլղ֊։14Δ

࠷౨ψಬωჼ༈אΔ֗ࢬऄᏁଡܑჼ༈Ζ15ᐙشΕಬՂΕಬࠩωψಬΕಬڕ

ψಬԱװנωຍጟࠏشΔψಬװנΕಬנωঞᏁᙁԵլٵᣂဲթބࠩΖ16 

ΕಬՂω।ԫᆠႈΔψಬဲګٽᆠᙃᢝΛᛀီՂ૪ଡဲܗڶܡਢဲٽ

                                                 
 ຟլ֗ࠏֺנංಬᆠࠟृࡉዧؓᘝறऱᛀ࣠ᨠհΔឰಬᆠזೃߒխ؇ઔא 13
 Հᆏ।ԲΖߠ։հԫΔۍ  
14 ߠ[ဲ՛ิ 1996]Δ 24-26Δ18-20Ζ 
15 ֟ᑇڕψಬω৵൷տဲψطωΔ৵൷ᇖψݙΕᙑΕૹΕԫរࠝω֊։Ζ 
ࠏش։Δছृ֊ࠏشຝ։ڶս܀Δဲګٽ։ဲᑑᄷ᥆ࠉψಬࠩΕಬ۟ωΔڕה 16 163ঞٽΔ6 
  ঞ։Ι৵ृࠏش 7ঞٽΔ23ঞ։Ζ։ဲԳტ։ࣴߠױԫཌΖ 
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ᎠಬΔ(9)ࠏߠΔࠡ܀ኔਢտဲψωΕٻᇖψՂωჸᎠಬᆠΖψಬΕಬࠩω
ঞ᥆ڍᆠΔছृقࢬ(10)ڕΔױଫ।ᎠಬΕᢤಬΔ৵ृقࢬ(11)ڕΔױଫ।ᎠಬΕಬ۩Ζ 

 

(9)   a. ۔Գ୮ಬԫଡֱچΖ 

    b. ຫזᗼ९ॺൄᘋ൷࠹ΔࠀಬՂԫଡ՛દץΖ 

 

   (10)  a.  ނૠಬਙᐉΖ 

     b.  ٧ޕམהނऱՖࠝಬۂ壀ࡠ܂Ζ 

 

   (11)  a. ݺଚຑ࡙הނಬࠩ᠔ೃΖ 

     b. ׀ᘣނড়ԳಬࠩছᨚΖ 

 

 լՕΖܗᆠဲဲᆠᙃᢝᚥڍኙဲٽवױڼط

 נᆠႈٺ 3.2
ᆖڻڍطᙁԵ೯տΕ೯ᇖဲګٽᛀΔ17 659ঞࠏشΔፖဲ᜔ףࠏشΔૠ 1334ঞΔ
 ՀΚڕ।٨܅ࠏਊֺ܉ᆠႈ։ٺ

। 2:ψಬωٺᆠႈנ᙮ 
᙮   ᆠႈ Ꭰಬ ᢤಬ ಬ۩ ಬ ឰಬ ංಬ 

1334 
100% 

637 
47.75% 

522 
39.13% 

124 
9.3% 

37 
2.78% 

9 
0.67% 

5 
0.37% 

٤ຝࠏشԫנ٥քଡᆠႈΔ։ࠏֺ܉ฆᣬΖছࠟଡᆠႈψᎠಬΕᢤಬωנٽ

ૠ 86.88%ΔףՂඈټรԿऱಬ۩ᆠբሒ 96.18%ΔࠡהψಬΕឰಬΕංಬωԿଡᆠ
ႈנ᜔ףլ֗ 5%ΔྤࢡԫဲࠢگছԿଡᆠႈΖ 

 ܉։ڤᆠႈٺ 3.3
Δறխԫ٥܉։ڤᆠႈऱٺᆠဲψಬωڍᣂএΔᨠኘٽ։ऱิګᆏᖕ೯ဲ৵൷ء

 ΖڤݮԲԼնጟዌנ

A. ڤڶ٥ 

ԲԼնጟ৵൷ዌխΔԼጟլٵᆠႈڶ٥ࢬΔנࠉ٨܅।ڕՀΚ18 

                                                 
17 ೯տڕဲګٽψಬΕಬωΔ೯ᇖڕဲګٽψಬࠩΕಬ۟ΕಬሒΕಬࣂΕಬࠐΕಬװΕಬၞΕ
ಬڃΕಬՂΕಬנΕಬԵΕಬՀΕಬ१ΕಬՂࠐΕಬՂװΕಬװנΕಬװڃΕಬࠐڃΕಬၞװωΖ 

18 ।փؐ᥏ګڤ։זᇆ।ᇖΔVP।೯ဲิΔL।ࢬΖ 
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। 3:ψಬωٺᆠႈڤٵ٥ 71.74% 
᙮      ڤ Ꭰಬ ᢤಬ ಬ۩ ಬ ឰಬ ංಬ ᜔ૠ 
ಬ+C 33.96% 0.68% 0.68% 0.38% 0.22% 0.07% 35.99% 
ಬ+DO 2.2% 13.1% 0.82% - 0.37% - 16.49% 
ಬ+DO+VP 0.68% 0.9% 5.4% 1.43% - - 8.41% 
ಬ 1.35% 1.95% 0.68% - 0.07% 0.3% 4.35% 
ಬ+DO+ࠩ L 0.75% - 1.13% - - - 1.88% 
ಬ+ IO+VP 0.3% 1.35% - - - - 1.65% 
ಬ+DO+ IO 0.07% 1.43% - - - - 1.50% 
ಬ+VP - - 0.22% 0.52% - - 0.74% 
ಬ+DO+ࠩ L+VP - - 0.07% 0.45% - - 0.51% 
ಬ+DO+ IO+VP 0.15% 0.07% - - - - 0.22% 

᜔ૠ 39.46% 19.48% 9% 3% 0.66% 0.37% 71.74% 

Լጟڤխႛ೯ဲ৵൷ᇖψಬЀCωڶࢬᆠႈڶ٥Δ(12)ࠏߠΙࠡڻ೯ဲأ
ऱڤΔقࢬ(1)ࠏڕΔנᆠႈڍሒնଡΔشࠌ܀լ֗ψಬЀDOωࡉψಬЀDOЀVPω
ࠟጟנଡᆠႈऱڤΖ 

 

(12)  a. ݺৰᘋچਈᦰԱف՟ՖՓಬࠐऱᇷறΖ 

b. ֠ࠡݺଚᎁᢝլՆΔಬૹԱ֜ାડΔ֜᎘ԱԾრᆠΖ 

c. ڍԳຟઐඨڇᄣأ౨ಬߨᔽሎΖ 

d. ဎଚழᘋലࡠ՛ಬڃ୮ၢΔᨃ౨൷ݙ࠹ᖞऱխഏඒߛΔ 

e. լਢՕػᡈ᎔ࠐඑהΔױ౨ಬൾԫයࡎΖ 

f. ᤕཏಮಮᒫᒫऱಬנԫԸΔࠨړإխڇߚᆮՂਫຌհΔ 

 

Ղ૪ڤឈྥױ।ڍૹᆠႈΔנ܀᙮ऱওૻԫଡᆠႈΔڕψಬЀCω
Օڍᑇ।ᎠಬΔψಬЀDOω।ᢤಬΔψಬЀDOЀVPω।ಬ۩Ζࠡהքጟڤຟנࠟ
ଡᆠႈΔشࠌଟլ၌መ᜔ၦ 2%Ζ 

B. ᗑڤڶ 

ψಬω৵൷ګ։ԲԼնጟิٽᅝխΔڶԼնጟԫᆠႈറ᥆ڤΔࠡխԮጟ।ᎠಬᆠΔ

քጟ।ᢤಬᆠΔࠟጟ।ಬ۩ᆠΔ।ڕ٨ՀΚ 

। 4:ψಬωٺᆠႈڤ 28.26% 
Ꭰಬ ش᙮ ᢤಬ ش᙮ ಬ۩ ش᙮ 

ಬ+L+VP 3.45% ಬ+ IO 10.49% ಬ+DO+C 0.22% 
ಬ+ L+VP 2.5% ಬ+IO+DO 5.7% ಬಬ 0.07% 
ಬ+ L 1.35% ಬ+IO 1.8%   
ಬ+L 0.9% ಬ+ IO+DO 1.35%   
ಬ+ L+DO 0.07% ಬ+IO+VP 0.15%   
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ಬ+ط IO+VP      0.07% ಬ+ղ IO       0.07%   
ಬ+DO+ࠩ L+ IO 0.07%     

᜔ૠ 8.41%  19.56%  0.29% 

ᎠಬᆠԮጟᗑڤڶխքጟܶࢬ LΔഄԫ൷ IOऱڤঞطψطωנΙᢤಬᆠքጟᗑ
ઃܶڤڶ IOΖψಬΕឰಬΕංಬωԿଡᆠႈڶറ᥆ڤΖ 

C. شڤ᙮ඈݧ 

। 5.1:ψಬωٺᆠႈڤඈݧ 
ඈڤ  ݧ ႚಬ 637  % ᢤಬ 522   % ಬ۩ 124    % 

ԫ ಬ+C            70.9 ಬ+DO 33.5 ಬ+DO+VP  58 
Բ ಬ+L+VP  7.2 ಬ+ IO  26.8 ಬ+DO+ࠩ L  12 
Կ ಬ+ L+VP  5.2 ಬ+IO+DO  14.6 ಬ+DO  9 
 ಬ+DO          4.6 ಬ 5 ಬ  7.3 
ն ಬ              2.8 ಬ+IO  4.6 ಬ+C  7.3 
ք ಬ+ L  2.8 ಬ+DO+ IO  3.6 ಬ+DO+C  2.4 
Ԯ ಬ+L  1.9 ಬ+ IO+DO  3.45 ಬ+VP 2.4 
Զ ಬ+DO+ࠩ L     1.6 ಬ+ IO+VP  3.45 ಬಬ  0.8 
 ಬ+DO+VP       1.4 ಬ+DO+VP 2.3 ಬ+DO+ࠩ L+VP  0.8 
Լ ಬ+ IO+VP      0.6 ಬ+C 1.7   
Լԫ ಬ+DO+ IO    0.2 ಬ+DO+ IO+VP 0.4   
ԼԲ ಬ+DO+ IO+VP  0.2 ಬ+IO+VP  0.4   
ԼԿ ಬ+DO+ࠩL+ IO 0.2 ಬЀղ IO  0.2   
Լ ಬ+ط IO+VP  0.2     
Լն ಬ+ L+DO  0.2     

 
। 5.2:ψಬωٺᆠႈڤඈݧ 
ඈڤ  ݧ ಬ 37 % ឰಬ 9     % ංಬ 5      % 

ԫ ಬ+DO+VP       51.4 ಬ+DO 55.6 ಬ  80 
Բ ಬ+VP      18.9 ಬ+C 33.3 ಬ+C 20 
Կ ಬ+DO+ࠩ L+VP 16.2 ಬ  11.1   
 ಬ+C 13.5     

4. ψಬωڍૹဲᆠᙃᢝ 

 រڤᆠႈٺ 4.1
A. Ꭰಬᆠ 

ψಬωऱڍૹᆠႈᅝխΔᎠಬᆠࢬჸऱڍ່ڤᑌΔԼնጟڤᅝխԾא৵൷ᇖش

ऄ່ડנΔشࠌሒ 70%Ζࠟጟൄڤߠຟਢ৵൷ψΰαLЀVPωΔฆڇ
ૠ၌መٽऄشՂԿጟאΖנωտဲψطܡਢࢬ 80%Ζᎏऱ։܉ଖࣹრΔऴᎏࠌ
൷ψࠩאױΔՈנᗑאױለၴᎏ᙮Δش LΕVPࢨ IOΔၴᎏঞԫ৵൷ VPΔ
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२נڤΖ۟ຑ೯ࠏشᗑڶ 15%ΔᣂဲࡉรԲ೯ဲิհၴױ༺Եฝ೯ড়᧯Δ
ωΔψਙ(14a)ڕΔृ࠹ωΔ൷ݝਙاψᎬ۩Εᗼ(13b-c)ڕΔࢬᑑؾψঁᅝωΔ(13a)ڕ
פڤωΔᢞࣔࠟृطψګψωྤऄངق᧩(15)ࠏψᤞໂ᜔ຝωΖ(14b)ڕृΔެࢨ
౨լٵΔรԲଡ೯ဲψωፖެྤᣂΔլᔞٽψಬطϹωڤΖ 

 

(13)  a. ᖂீլீ؆塊ᨚಬঁᅝၞீႼΖ 

b. ࠟڇၜ৵ᖂீᛧव࣠Δթ౨ಬᎬ۩ᐉுΖ 

c. ټڇڰԼ֚ছܛಬᗼاਙݝᐉு 

 

(14)  a. ނૠಬਙᐉΖ 

b. ᅝࠃԳಬطᤞໂ᜔ຝࠉऄᣤᙄΖ 

 

(15)  a. ል֖ᓐዧضڇࡗᇙࢸԱԫނ፡્ಬԳΖ 

b.*ል֖ᓐዧضڇࡗᇙࢸԱԫނ፡્ಬطԳΖ 

 

B. ᢤಬᆠ 

ჸᢤಬᆠऱԼԿጟڤᅝխΔא৵൷ऴᎏ່ൄߠΔ۾ 33%Δၴᎏ հΔࠟृڻ30.9%
၏լՕΖᠨᎏٵรԿۯΔሒ 17.7%ΖছԿጟشऄ᜔ףದࠐ၌መ 80%ΖٺᣊڤᅝխΔ
ψωၴࡉᎏऱჸଖᨫؾΚၴᎏᗑנऱൣउՀΔψωऱֺࠏ 26.4%
լψω4.5%Ιၴ࣠ڕ܀ᎏ৵٦൷ऴᎏΔլऱֺࠏ 14.3%ֺ֘ۖ ᙮Ζ۟ޓ3.4%
ຑ೯شऄլڕᎠಬᆠ࿇ሒΔڶ 6.5%Ζ 

 

(16)  a. ᑷൣऱاฒಬࠟᒣ౻๘ᐣംΖ 

b. ݺࠐڃԫຝ۵ᆖΔ༉ಬ܃ધܣΖ 

 

C. ಬ۩ᆠ 

ჸಬ۩ᆠऱጟڤᅝխΔຑ೯شऄઌᅝ࿇ሒΔנሒ 61%Δא৵൷ψDOЀVPω
່ཏሙ(17a)Δ۾ 58%ΖࠡڻਢψDOЀࠩ Lω12%Δ৵൷ DO ۾ 9%Δ٨ټรԿΖאՂԿ
ጟٽڤૠ၌መ 80%Ζಬ۩ᆠאױጹ൷รԲ೯ဲิ(17b)Δྤ܀ऄ༺Ե೯܂൷ृ࠹Δຍԫ
រፖᎠಬᆠΕᢤಬᆠլٵΔֺለ(14a)Ε(16b)Ζ 

 

(17)  a. ڶԫଡ֖ࣛಬהՂଆᖲΖ 

b. ณააߨ؆ٻΔ५ີྤߢԫऴಬՀᑔΖ 
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D. ಬᆠ 

ჸಬᆠऱጟڤᅝխΔຑ೯شऄԫࣤᗑߐΔشࠌ၌መ 85%Δشऄא൷ψDOЀ
VPωՕ(18a)ΔנመתΔՈאױጹ൷೯ဲิ(18b)Ζឈྥಬᆠऱشऄಬ۩ᆠຟڶΔ
ᗑࢨΔנ۞ᗑאױಬ۩ᆠᝫ܀ DOΖ 

 

(18)  a. ؾছಬఎᖂנسഏఎᖂᝫਢᏁΖ 

b. լ܀ຍᑌΔᝫڶ౨Ժല୪ԫଡଡಬנഏఎᖂΖ 

4.2 ဲ ᆠ։࣫ 
ᖕڤ։܉Δ֠ࠡਢ।ܧࢬऱڤΔאױᒔمψᎠಬΕᢤಬΕಬ۩ωԿଡ

ᆠႈΔဲნრઃ௫֗೯ृࠃ܂(Agent)Δڂ೯ۖ܂ขۯسฝऱড়᧯(Theme)Δ֗אฝ೯
ृ࠹ᑑ൷ؾΔᢤಬᆠऱ(Location)ࢬᑑؾᎠಬᆠऱڇᑑ(Goal)ΖԿृၴऱฆؾ
(Receipient)Δಬ۩ऱড়᧯᥆Գ(Human)Ζ 

 

ಬ Ꭰಬᆠ <Agent, Theme, Goal>  

       Ю 

        [location] 

ᢤಬᆠ <Agent, Theme, Goal> 

       Ю 

[receipient] 

ಬ۩ᆠ <Agent, Theme, Goal> 

         Ю 

[human] 

 

Ꭰಬᆠᖕؾᑑऱ᥆ࢤΔ壆ؾڕऱچ(Destination)Εᖲᣂ(Organization)ٻֱࢨ(Direction)Δ
ߠՀࠏش٨Δ։ψႚಬΕಬٌΕංಬωԿᐋᆠ૿Ζ 

 

(19)  a. ܦᐚ၆٣նਐԫތԫ༉ՑᇙಬΖ 

b. ڶԫልഡආႃ⦿ف৵ಬ๕ཎઝઔߒΖ 

c. ؐ֫ٻছԫಬΔ៲۪ڇխऱԻଈբࠨԱװנΖ 

ಬ   Ꭰಬᆠ <Agent, Theme, Goal>  

       Ю 

        [location] 
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    Goal [destination] Ш ᆠ૿ԫΚႚಬ 

    Goal [organization] Ш ᆠ૿ԲΚಬٌ 

    Goal [direction]  Ш ᆠ૿ԿΚංಬ 

 

ಬ۩ᆠᖕؾᑑऱ᥆ࢤΔ壆נڕ࿇چ(Departure)Εؾऱࢨچ೯(Activity)Δ։ψຩಬΕ
ᥨಬΕಬωԿᐋᆠ૿ΖࠡխຩಬᆠྤऄၞԵ೯ΔᥨಬᆠאױΔߠՀࠏ٨Δ

ಬᆠঞقࢬ(18)ࠏڕΔԫ৵൷ VPΖ 

 

   (20)  a. टटᘣ۞ಬݺଚࠩ߫ీΖ 

b.* ݺଚटटᘣ۞ಬࠩ߫ీΖ 

c. ᠨᠨࣖଙچڇΔඑᥨ߫ಬࠩ᠔ೃΖ 

ಬ   ಬ۩ᆠ <Agent, Theme, Goal> 

         Ю 

[human] 

    Goal [departure]  Ш ᆠ૿ԫΚຩಬ 

    Goal [destination] Ш ᆠ૿ԲΚᥨಬ 

    Goal [activity]  Ш ᆠ૿ԿΚಬ 

 

ឰಬᆠྤऄڕᎠಬᆠࡉᢤಬᆠ৵൷ؾᑑګ։ΔقࢬࠏڕᏁছᆜΔՈլۿಬ۩ᆠႛჸ᥆

ԳᎏΔီᗑمᆠႈΖ 

 

 ΖࡎಬԱڼរݺ  (21)   

ಬ ឰಬᆠ <Agent, Theme, Goal > 

          Ю 

         [life] 

 

ٵ٥ڶᆠႈΔᖑم٨ᗑृڤڶቤ։ဲᆠΔᖑڤჸऱࢬՂᖕဲႈא

։ᎠಬΕ֊ױᆠဲψಬωڍอૠΔڤઌᣂطᆠ૿ΖᆖٵԫᆠႈՀऱլٵঞ٨ृڤ

ᢤಬΕಬ۩ΕឰಬଡᆠႈΔಬΕංಬࠟႈঞ։ܑូԵಬ۩ᆠΕᎠಬᆠΔ܂ᆠ૿Ζ

࣠ᢞࣔΔڤჸಛஒᒔኔ౨ജဲڇᆠᙃᢝመ࿓խದԫش܂Ζ۟ຍጟڤאء

ΔᝫᏁՕᑓشயᚨڶᣊՈ౨ဲהኙࠡܡᆠ೯ဲΔਢڍהࠡشᔞܡऱဲᆠᙃᢝऄਢۯ

ຒף։࣫ழயΔڤ౨ಛஒΔؘ౨Օ༏༼פऄࠎ༽౨ڕᢞΖࠡၴற᧭ࡉኘەچ

৬ဲګᆠڤኙᚨवᢝΔءൎ֏۞ྥߢխऱဲᆠࣴᇷᄭΖ 
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֮ە 
խഏषઝೃࠢဲࢬߢᒳᙀᒳΔπזዧဲࠢρ᧯ڗठΔଉཽΚ೭ٱ⾙Δ2001Ζ 
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A Construction-Bsed Approach to  

Chinese Lexical Semantics 

༡ ׆  

Hui Wang 

ኴ  

ፖᄅ৸ሁߡԫጟᄅီאΔ൶ࠏዧࠠ᧯ኔٽऄᓵહནՀΔڤዌڇ֮ء

ዌٵऱլဲشܓ։ךՀΰup-downαΔٻΖԫֱ૿ΔൕՂߒᆠઔဲ۩ၞࠐ
խऱ।ࠐᨠኘဲᆠऱาპܑΔڇᖞ᧯ዌխਉൺဲᆠᐛΕ༴૪ဲᆠऱ։

ऱᎁᢝΔࢤ৳រፖ೯ኪ᧢ฆΔԺቹຏመՕၦऱპᨠ։࣫ΕֺለΔࠩ܉

Օᑓऱዧဲᆠิٽ։࣫൶נԫයሁΔٵழဲڇᆠᓵՂڶԫࠄᄅ࿇

୶Ζԫֱ૿ঞൕՀٻՂΰdown-upαΔଗᦹဲᆠߓอऱ։ֱ࣫ऄΔ༴૪ࡉ
ᇞᤩऄዌհၴڇژऱٺጟᆠᣂএΔڍڕᆠΕٵᆠΕ֘ᆠΕݮٵွΖ

ຍאڇছऱዧઔߒխՈਢڶऱΔଖԵ൶Ζ 

ᣂڗΚዌڤऄΔڤݮ-რᆠᣂএΔዌᆠΔဲᆠ 

Abstract 

This paper, set within the theoretical framework of Construction Grammar, aims to 
pave the way for a comprehensive investigation of the behavior of Chinese lexical 
meaning with a focus on word sense and structure sense. Taking a top-down view, 
we discuss observed nuances in the meaning based on different syntax distributions, 
and describe the related semantic features, distributions and observed dynamic 
change. In addition, taking a bottom-up view, we use the analytical methods of the 
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semantic system and also describe and explain many kinds of semantic relations 
between different structures, such as polysemy, synonymy, antonym, and 
homonymy. 

Keywords: Construction Grammar, Form-Meaning, Structure sense, Lexical Sense 

1. ዌڤऄᓵ 

່२ԼࠐڣڍΔഏᎾߢᖂ။ࠐ။ڍऱᖂृၲࡨආشዌڤऄΰConstruction 
GrammarΔCGαᓵၞ۩ߢ։࣫ΖᇠᓵऱᨠរױᄗਔΚ 

ΰ1αߢऱഗءۯਢڤݮ-რᆠٽ᧯——ዌڤΰconstructionsα 

ዌڤΔءਢႚอऄխऱԫଡΔ۞ AristotleழࠐאזΔԫऴਢߢઔߒऱ
ढٙΖڇΔCGᓵኙࠡૹᄅ܂ԱᆠΔࠐشਐጠߢխٺጟપঋګऱ“ڤݮ-რᆠ”
ٽ᧯ΔڕైΕဲګٽΕګΕክشࡐתࡉΔՈץਔჸڤፖڤΖ

ٚ۶ߢ।ሒڤΔ،ऱڤݮΕრᆠشࢨऄլ౨ൕࠡิګګ։הࠡࢨዌڤխංवנ

 ऱᒤΖ”ڤΔ༉ຟ᥆Պ“ዌࠐ

ΰ2αዌڶࠠߪءڤᗑمՊࠡิګګ։——ဲნհ؆ऱრᆠ 

ዌڤऄᎁΔᖞ᧯რᆠՕՊຝ։հࡉΔრᆠլ౨ᖕิګऱဲნრᆠ

ංवࠐנΔऄዌߪءՈ।قਬጟᗑمऱრᆠΖֺڕΔᠨᎏዌ“Subj  [V Obj1 
Obj2]”( He gave her a cake; He baked her a muffin.) ।ڶ“قრᢝچղ”(intended transfer 
or giving)ΖCG ᓵᝫၞԫޡਐנΔ༉ቝဲნխڍڇژᆠဲٵࡉᆠဲԫᑌΔऄዌਝ
 ᆠऱΖٵڶᆠαΔՈعឆ֧ࡉᆠءഗڶᆠऱΰڍڶ

ऄዌՂऱٚ۶ฆΔຟऴ൷֘ਠԱࢬ।ሒऱრᆠլٵΖᏁਐנऱਢΔ“რᆠ”
ڂփ୲ΖشฆߢរΕᇩᠲΕ᧯ଅΕֱྡྷܶץழٵਔᆠᇷಛΔՈץຍ㠪ਝڇ

،ଚࡉڤݮߢऱᣂএຟਢપঋګऱΔਢऄዌڶࠠࢬߪءऱ।ሒפ౨Ζ 

ΰ3αዌڤऄऱؾऱਢ٤૿༴૪ࠃߢኔΰfull range of factsα 

ٿထৰՕऱ։ࣴΔڇژऄհၴګس——ᓵੌऄፖᅝছऱڤຍԫរՂΔዌڇ
ृฃլڤݮٵհၴऱᆠฆΔᎁڤݮߢਢᗑمՊᆠࢨᇩפ౨ۖᗑڇژمऱ

ق༿אױ༉ߒऱઔڤݮߢอΔኙ“ு֨ऄ”խ߷ԫຝ։១ΕঞΕཏሙऱߓ۞
ਢႃޓᑷរߒছઔؾᘯऱ“ᢰᒴऄ”ΖࢬऄঞܑൎᓳᆠΔॺൄૹီڤᔆΖዌءߢ
խဲڇნᆠࡉլൄشᑑಖڤՂΔᎁኙຍࠄࢬڤ।ሒऱ᠆༄ᆠ/شॾஒऱ
ઔߒലܗڶՊ༿قߢཏሙ৳Δൕۖ٤૿ᇞᤩٺጟߢွΖ 

᜔ऱࠐᎅΔዌڤऄਝڶԫጟၲऱୃߢᖂᨠΔԾࠠڶԫᣤऱഗՊٽԫሎጩ

ऱڤݮ।ֱقऄΔނ്ऄፖဲნΕᆠΕشΕᣉ৳܂ԫଡᖞ᧯ࠐ։࣫Δຍྤጊ

ਢᅝছऱߢઔߒࠐԱԫጟᄅऱီມࡉᄅऱֱऄΖشܓ،Δݺଚࠐאױᇞᤩԫ٣ࠄ

ছլړᇞᤩΕ٣ࢨছუլࠩװᇞᤩऱߢွ[Goldberg 1995, 2002, 2003]Ζ 

२ࠐڣΔዌڤऄբᆖၲ֧ࡨದዧߢᖂऱֲ墿ᣂࣹΖKathleen Ahrens [1995]Ε
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Chao-ran Chen, Chu-Ren Huang, and Kathleen Ahrens [1995]Ε႓ո[1999]Ε്  ,1999]ۂ܄
2000]Εާ୮䀳[1999, 2000]ΕᏥկॹ[2001]Εිޕᙩ[2001]ΕຬᏠࣔ[2002,2004]ലᇠ
ᓵֱऄፖዧኔᎾጹയٽದࠐΔኙዧԫࠄၞڤ۩൶Δլႛڶ墿Պዧߢ

ᖂऱᓵ৬ΔՈޓԵچ࿇ൺࡉᇞᤩԱዧ㠪ڶࡐऱࠃኔࡉ৳Ζ 

ࢤ।זΔࠩߠվᝫৰ֟۟࣠ګऄᓵၞ۩ዧဲᆠ։࣫ऱڤዌشᙊᖌऱਢΔሎ܀

ऄৰՕຝ։ਢൕڤո[1999]ΖኔᎾՂΔዌ႓ڶ܂ Fillmoreऱਮᆠᖂ(frame 
semantics)ࡉᎁवᆠᖂ[Lakoff 1987]࿇୶ࠐנऱΔܑൎᓳᆠΖFillmore, Kay and 
Connor[1988]۟ࣔᒔ༼ނچנዌڤऄऱઔߒૹ֨ڇኙဲნᆠऱઔߒՂΖڇ֮ء
ຍԫֱ૿ԫޡॣࠄ൶Ζ 

2. ዌᆠፖဲᆠ 

ਊᅃڶऱဲნᆠᖂᓵΔऄ।ਢ೯ဲऱދ୴࣠ΖֺڕΔgiveਢԿᏝ೯ဲΔ
ޣխ༉ڇ 3ଡᓵցۥߡፖհ٥Κղृ(ࢨਜࠃ), ൷ृ࠹, ղऱढ᧯(ࠃ࠹ࢨ)Ζ 

 

ΰ1αHe gave her a cake.  

 ԫჇᗶΖڔה        

 

 ΚڕᠨᎏխΔڇנאױழॺԿᏝ೯ဲՈڶଚवሐΔݺਢΔױ

 

ΰ2αHe sneezed the napkin off the table. 

 ோՀ᤺ԱΖࠩܬ塊դނᏴᚖؚה        

 

( 3αShe baked him a cake. 

 ԱԫଡᗶΖྠ௷הڔ       

 

ΰ�αխऱࠏ sneeze ਢଡࠢীऱլ֗ढ೯ဲΔࠏΰ�αխऱ bake Ոլ౨ၴ൷ࠐء
ᎏΖԱᇞᤩຍࠟଡऱٽऄࢤΔ༉լլ೯ဲᏺףᠰ؆ऱᆠႈΚsneeze ।
ࠌX CAUSE Y to MOVE Z by sneezing”ΰXຏመؚᏴᚖ“ق Yฝ೯ࠩ ZαΙbake।ق“X 
INTENDS TO CAUSE Y to HAVE Z by baking”ΰX ຏመ௷ྠऱ۩ڶრᢝࠌچ Yᖑڶ
ZαΖ 

ΔsneezeΔbakeࠐԫڼڕ ຟګԱܶࣴڶᆠऱ೯ဲΚഗءᆠ֗ࠡڇՂ૪ڤխขسऱ
ᜯழ೯ኪᆠΖຍᑌ᧩ྥᣄחאԳॾࣚΔլႛፖݺଚऱტઌሔΔՈᣄאᇞᤩຍᑌऱ

ွΚຍشࠄऄנڇऱڤխΖ 
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ઌֺհՀΔዌڤऄኙຍጟွऱঞٽףޓΖ،ᎁᖞ᧯რᆠՕՊࠡิګګ

։რᆠऱ១ઌףΔऄዌڶࠠߪءਬጟᗑمՊဲᆠհ؆ऱრᆠΖֺڕΔႚᎠΕીࠌ

ฝۯΕ࣠ᆠຟਢᠨᎏዌڶࠠߪءऱዌᆠΔᇠዌڤխڶޣ 3 ଡᓵցΚਜࠃΕ࠹
ΖຍᑌΔ༉լؘृ࠹൷ࡉࠃ sneezeΕbakeറ॰مԫଡႛႛᔞشՊᇠዌऱဲᆠ
ԱΖ 

ຍጟ։࣫ݺଚৰՕऱඔ࿇Κᚨૹီዌᆠፖဲᆠऱ։Δլ౨ނዌᆠൎဲࠩף

ᆠՂΖ 

ՊۿऱዧဲࠢᤩᆠΔᣊڶࠐຍԫᑑᄷش࣠ڕ sneezeΔbakeऱᤩᆠᙑᎄᝫటլ
֟ΔՀ૿ݺଚࠠٽ᧯ኔၞࠐࠏ۩։࣫Ζ 

ዧխΔ“ဲټޝ٠+ڶ N”ࠠڶԫጟऱዌᆠΖኙڼΔπזዧԶဲۍρΰᏺ
ૡءα܂ԱࣔᒔऱᎅࣔΚ 

 

μڶνķ ।قᏆڶΔࠠڶΖb)ဲټࠄڶᇿϘڶϙٽΔΞڶ࿓৫ऱრ৸Ζ 

 Дᆖ᧭Ζݺֺ܃ધԱΨຍଡԳДᖂംΨڣਢДױה           

 

ᢟནਞ[2000]ၞԫޡਐנ“࿓৫”ऱრ৸ਢΚլႛᏆࢬဲټڶ।قऱ߷ጟࠃढΔࢬ
Ꮖڶऱ߷ጟࠃढᑇၦՕΕᔆړΖڕࠏΚ 

 

ຍଡԳڶᖂംЈຍଡԳऱᖂംՕ 

 ધՕԱڣધԱЈڣڶ

 ڍ᧭ᆖ᧭Јᆖڶ

 ڍᙰࠝڣᙰࠝЈڣڶ

 ړԳᒴࠝЈԳᒴࠝڶ

 

ኙՊຍጟွΔπזዧဲࠢρΰ2002ᏺᇖءαথᙑᎄނچຍጟዌᆠᅝ܂೯ဲ
 ԫଡᆠႈΚمറ॰ڼࠀऱဲᆠΔ”ڶ“

 

���μڶνĻ।ڍقΔՕΚДᖂംΨДᆖ᧭ΨДڣધԱΖ 

 

᧩ྥΔ“ڶ”ऱ“।قՕΕڍ”ऱრᆠႛႛᔞشՊ“ڶЀဲټޝ٠ N”ຍଡዌڤΔ
ᠦၲԱຍଡዌΔ“ڶ”༉ڶᇠᆠΔڕΚ 
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 ԫԭរࠝᖂംڶ

 ۫ࣚࠟڶ

 Աԫ്ோڶ

 

 ΚڕऱဲᆠխΔဲټᣂڶຍጟᖞ᧯ዌᆠូԵނαᝫءዧဲࠢρΰଥૡזழΔπڶ

 

 μڣᙰࠝνĸڣڍऱழၴΚהიຍԫ۩ΔڶДԱʳ
ʳ

ᙰࠝ”ຍଡዌขڣЀڶ“ऱ”ਢڣڍ“ᙰࠝ”ऱრ৸Δࠡխڣ“ऱழၴ”᧩ྥլਢڣڍ“
 ᎅΚאױᝫڂᙰࠝ”༉ਢ“ழၴ”ऱრ৸Δڣ“ऱΖࠡኔس

 

 ᙰࠝլΖڣ

 ᙰࠝլ९Ζڣ

 

ᣊۿऱࠏᝫڶլ֟ΔڕΚ 

 

���μଅ৫νભړऱᜰַৎኪΚڶДΨДᒿᒿΖʳ

ʳ

ᕣጥ“ଅ৫”شڍڇՊړऱֱ૿Δ܀ഗءՂᝫਢଡխဲࢤΖڂ،ࡉאױ“ᔆ”ࢨ
“ᜰַ”ኙᜰΔᝫאױᎅ“ଅ৫ֶࠋ”Ζ“ଅ৫”ࠀߪءլܶڶ“ભړऱ”რ৸Δ“ભړऱ”ਢ“ڶ
Ѐଅ৫”ຍଡዌᓿղऱΖ 

 

���μԳᒴࠝνᇿԳઌऱᣂএΰڶழਐړߜऱᣂএαΚДΨڶДΨДլᙑΖʳ

ʳ

“Գᒴࠝ”ڶ“ڇڶԳᒴࠝ”խթਐ“ړߜऱᣂএ”Δ“ړߜऱ”ՈਢዌࠐऱΖڂ
 ऱԳᒴࠝৰ”Ζה“ᎅאױଚՈᝫݺ

ᑌٵլԫΖࠏ᧯ԱπዧρᤩᆠګᆠΔᝫທဲࡉ։ዌᆠچᤚ۞ڶڂΔ؆ڼ

ऱွΔڶऱᏺףԱᆠႈΔڶऱԾڶΔᨠᙟრࢤለՕΖֺڕΚנאױڶ“ڇЀޝ٠
 ԫଡറ॰ऱᆠႈΚمቝڶঞဲټࠄڶຍଡዌխऱ”ဲټ

 

μֲνĸழၴΰਐ֚ᑇαΚߨהԱࠄڶДԱΖʳ

ʳ
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Ա”Ζ૿ߠֲڶহଚ“ڕ९ழၴΕழၴ९”ऱრ৸Δֺړڶ“ق।אױ”Ոֲڶ“
ဲࠢխڶࠀ“ֲ”ᏺףԫଡᆠႈ“֚ڍऱழၴ”ΖᣊۿऱൣउᝫڶΚ 

 

μᖂംνĸवᢝΙᖂᢝΚڶДΖ 

μڣધνΰԳऱαڣΖ 

μᆖ᧭νķطኔᔌࠐऱवᢝݾࢨ౨Κהኙ൷࣠ᖫڶ᠆༄ऱДΖ 

μሎνķࡎሎΖ 

μᙒν  ĺᙒತΚڶДڶႨΖ 

μณ٠νĸᨠኘᦹܑࠃढऱ౨ԺΙณԺΚຍᔖ߫ਗړΔ܃టڶДΖ 

 

ਢဲნრᆠΖዌᆠࠄਢዌრᆠΔୌࠄ։࣫ဲᆠழΔࣹრ։ୌڇଚݺΔڼڂ

ਢဲऱᜯழߢᆠऱขسຜஉհԫΔࠄ߷ڶ܀ឭๅԱዌऱრᆠΔթ౨ਢဲᆠΔ

 墿ऱΖڶᗑऱᆠႈΖຍኙ༼ဲࠢᤩᆠऱᔆၦՈਢॺൄمխࠢဲڇ

3. ೯ኪᆠፖဲᆠ 

ဲᆠኙড়ᨠࠃढऱ֘ਠਢွࢼऱᄗਔΖشᄗਔऱΕᑇၦૻڶऱဲװ।ሒࠠ᧯ऱΕྤૻ

ऱࠃढΔԱᇞެຍଡؿએΔޓᄷᒔچ।ሒ৸უΔԳଚ༉ڶრᢝچലဲᆠᨋ᧢ຏشࠌΔ

।ሒאױऱዌխথਬԫଡࠩشࠌਬႈრᆠΔڶࠐءጟጟ᧢ฆΖԫଡဲسհขࠌ

ਬԫႈრᆠΔຍ༉ਢݺଚຏൄࢬᎅऱ“೯ኪᆠ”ΰՈጠ“ᜯழᆠ”Ε“ߢᆠ”αΖ 

ऱ༉ਢဲᆠխຍጟقᆠ”Δլ֟༿ဴ֮ڂ“ಝ”Εسࠃงխऱ“ᙟ֮ᤩᆠ”Ε“ᒴࣹזײ
ᜯழขسऱ೯ኪᆠΔࠡխൄߠऱԫጟဲᆠ᧢ฆ༉ਢ“ဲᣊش”֧ದऱΖڕΚ 

 

ΰ4α֛ࢬᘯۚۖڽسΖΰπؐႚ·ᝊֆԲԼԲڣρα 

 

ΰ5αቫܩড়ݺΖΰπᖏഏ·Ꮨρα 

 

ဲټΰ�αխऱ“ড়”ਢࠏ९ۚ”Ι……ࠌ“ऄΔᆠش೯ࠌऱဲټΰ�αխऱ“ۚ”ਢࠏ
ऱਢრ೯شऄΔᆠ“א……ড়”Ζ 

ຍጟဲᣊشွլႛזײڇዧխᆖൄאױሖࠩΔזዧխՈսڇژΖڕΚ 

 

ΰ6α۔ਖΔ༉ਢሎԱ܃Ζΰᕙ߰πᢐρα 

 

ΰ7αയയऱԳᆢᖼԱ़Ζΰڜ׆ᖋπ٨߫ึڻءរρα 
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ᆜՂΔᜯۯխऱᘯڤՊՊ“SVO”ط”ΰ�αխऱ“ᖼࠏΰ�αխऱ“ሎ”Εࠏ
ழޏ᧢ԱဲࢤΔٵழ֧ದრᆠऱ᧢֏Ζ 

ຍጟွ᧩قԱԳଚٌߢᎾխऱᨋࢤΔࢬ܀ขسऱဲᆠؘႊڇऱዌڤխ

թ౨ᚨشΔᠦၲԱՂ૪ऄۯᆜΔ༉լڇژ٦ΖڼڂΔլ౨ނ،ଚߪءဲ܂ऱრᆠΔ

ဲࠢ㠪ՈլᚨނຍطࠄՊᜯழขسऱ೯ኪᆠᗑऱᆠႈΖՀ૿Δᨃݺଚߡီڼط

 ွΖ᧯ࠠࠄዧխऱԫࠐ

।ױقၦ֏ऱΰmeasurableα᥆ࢤଖऱ֘ᆠဲֱࠟڇ։܉ՂਢլؓᘝऱΔ।ق࿓৫
ऱࢨ‘ᗨᄕ’რᆠऱԫֱऱဲᆠᒤץאױਔᄕრᆠԫֱऱΔઌᅝՊᖞଡᄗᒤΖ
ኙՊຍጟွΔৰڍᖂृຟբᆖࣹრࠩԱΔ႓ഏᛜΕفᄦཕ[1993]ऱ༴૪ޓਢॺൄาᒯΚ
’լڍڶ՛്‘Δംڕֺ……ԫֱऱٚ೭ΔᖜԱࢭᆠᣂএऱԫኙဲऱࠡխԫֱ֘ڶ“
ᓵਢڍ܅ڍຟംࠩԱΔຍழऱ‘’༉᥊ԵԱ‘܅’ऱᆠΖ।قၦՕऱΕڍऱאױ᥊Ե।
ၦ՛ऱΕ֟ऱᆠΔ֘መࠐ༉լ۩Ա”Ζ 

Ղ૪༴ᐊፖᨠኘྤጊਢৰᄷᒔऱΔ֘܀ᆠݮ୲ဲհၴչᏖᄎڇژຍጟဲᆠฆΛ

࿓৫قᘯ।ࢬΔٵᒤլ܉ՊԲृऱ։ڇڂଚᎁΔࠡݺᓫࠩΖڶߒছऱઔא

ऱࢨ‘ᗨᄕ’რᆠԫֱऱဲᆠኔᎾՂਢဲᆠףߪءՂዌᆠΖڂΔ،ଚၞچط۞אױ
Ե।۷قၦֺࢨለऱዌڶ“ڤ+ᑇၦ NP+ Adj”Δۖ।ق࿓৫܅ऱࢨ‘ᄕ’რᆠԫֱऱݮ
୲ဲঞլאױΔᇢֺለΚ 

 

ΰ8αa.ຍ്ோۏࠟڶ९Ζ b. *ຍ്ோۏࠟڶΖ 

 

ΰ9αa.ຍයູڶԿְૹΖ b. *ຍයູڶԿְ᎘Ζ 

 

ΰ10αa.ຍՑմڶԼۏΖ b. *ຍՑմڶԼۏΖ 

 

ΰ11αa. ՛ୂୂהڶޕΖ b. *՛ୂୂהڶޕᅶΖ 

 

ΰ12αa. ຍଡ៖ഘڶնଡඒՕΖ b. *ຍଡ៖ഘڶնଡඒ՛Ζ 

 

ଖΔ“९ΕૹΕΕΕࢤऱ᥆᧯ࠠقԱᑇၦ।ڶڂਢإऱዌխΔࠄຍڇ
Օ”ဲթ౨ط᥆ࢤଖ༼֒Ղᐋऱ᥆ࢤΔ։ܑᇞᤩ“९৫”Ε“ૹၦ”Ε“৫”Ε “৫”Ε
“Օ՛”Ζ࣠ڕԫ؟ᠦၲᑇၦΔຍဲࠄՈ༉౨।ࠡقڶऱ᥆ࢤଖრᆠΔۖլ౨ז
।᥆ࢤΔൕۖװ؈Ա।ق“ᖞଡᄗᒤ”ऱრᆠΖڕΚ 

 

ΰ13αຍ്ோ९Ζ 
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ΰ14αຍයູૹΖ 

 

ΰ15αຍՑմΖ 

 

ΰ16α՛ޕΖ 

 

ΰ17αຍଡ៖ഘՕΖ 

 

ᖞଡᄗᒤ”ऱრᆠΔኔᎾՂਢ“ق।ࢬ୲ဲݮᗨᄕრᆠऱࢨΔ࿓৫ऱߠױڼط
ᑇၦ+ڶ“ڇ، NP+ Adj”ዌխᜯழᛧऱ೯ኪᆠΔլᚨݮ܂୲ဲߪءऱဲᆠΔڕΚ 

 

μνķ़ၴࢨழၴऱ၏ᠦ९ΰᇿϖ२ϗઌኙαΚᐖڠᠦࠇקৰДΨณ٠ДΖ 

μษνķΰයणढαᖩଳ૿ለՕΰᇿϖาϗઌኙαΚДΨຍལᖫৰДΖ 

μᑷνĸᄵ৫Ιტᤚᄵ৫ΰᇿϖܐϗઌኙαΚДֽΨ၍ДؚᥳΨԿ֚ٗৰДΖ 

μᖺνķ᧯ࢨ᧯խܶࢬऱਬጟګ։ڍΙᆈയΰᇿϖϗઌኙαΚДᕠΨДಁΖ 

μ࿏νķ ढ᧯փຝऱิ៣ጹയΔ࠹؆Ժٿش܂լ୲ݮ᧢ޏणΰᇿϖຌϗઌኙαΚ
ഒДΨДֵΨДᅁΖ 

 

୲ဲऱᇞᤩ༉ᣄݮऱᒳᤊृኙຍᣊٵΔլߪء։೯ኪᆠፖဲᆠچᤚ۞ڶՊط܀

مᆠΔဲ܂೯ኪᆠᎄނழ༉ڶαխءዧဲࠢρΰଥૡזΔπࢤऱᙟრԫڶࠠ܍

ԫଡറ॰ऱᆠႈΔڕΚ 

 

μ९νĸ९৫Κতࠇ९ۂՕᖯႨႂΔᥳሁᖯ٤Д҃҄҄ѿۏΖ 

μᐈνĸᐈ৫ΚݺଚഏऱДਢ९ऱԿ։հԲΨຍයࣾڶԫߺДΖ 

μνĸ৫Κ߷ལᖫࠟڶՁДΨோ९֡ΔᐈԿ֡ΔДԲ֡նΖ 

μૹνķૹၦΙ։ၦΚຍයູڶ༓ְДΛ  

μদνĸদ৫ΚՀԱԲ՚ДऱຳΖ 

μνĸ৫Κຍ㠪ऱֽࣾڶԿ֡ДΨຍၴৢᐈԫՁΔДԫՁΖ 

μՕνĸՕ՛Κ߷ၴৢڶຍၴࠟଡДΨ܃ऱڍڇДԱΛ  

μݶνĸຒ৫Κຍጟڇ߫ਹईሁՂ౨ၒڍДΛ  

 

ຍጟছ৵ؿએऱऄΔ᧩ྥլܓՊᦰृ༳༽إᒔऱဲᆠΖ 
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ᅝྥΔဲᆠࡉ೯ኪᆠՈࠀլਢኲྥኙمΕශྤᣂএऱΖࠃኔՂΔ“ߢڍᆠਢڇ
ᆠ”[ฤॹߢګ࿇୶אױයٙՀԫڇᆠߢࠄԫڶऱΖࠐנ࿇سᆠऱഗ៕Ղߢ
1996]ΖڕࠏΔ“ٿ॰”ԫဲਐ“ࢪࢨೃ૿ٿऱ॰”ΔֺࠐشٿፘኤऱຜஉΔຍଡრ
ᆠࠐٿᐖऑᚨشΔषᄎࢬ൷࠹Δ౨ڇլٵऱٽૹᓤנΔګߢᆠΖ 

 

μٿ॰ν ķࢪࢨೃ৵૿ऱ॰Ζ 

ĸֺຏᘜऱΕፘኤऱຜஉΚߨДΨၲДΖ 

 

ԱګอΔ࿇୶ߓԵဲᆠၞאױչᏖൣउՀڇऱᜯழ೯ኪᆠΔسխขڤዌڇ

ᄅऱဲᆠΔؾছᝫᝫڶԫଡࣔᒔऱܒឰᑑᄷΔᏁၞԫޡઔߒΖ 

נૹᓤڕΔ૿ֱڍᐞࠩৰەԱᄅऱဲᆠΔګ᧢ܡឰԫଡ೯ኪᆠਢܒଚᎁΔݺ

ऱ᙮Εߢषቸ൷࠹ऱᐖऑࢤΖࠡ܀խԫଡլီױऱైڂঞਢᇠᆠਢܡឭๅ

ԱਬଡዌΔۖࠠڶԫଡઌኙᗑمऱ։ၴ़܉Ζࠄ߷ڶឭๅԱዌऱრᆠΔ

թ౨ਢဲᆠΖ 

4. Ꮭ։࣫ 

ڕᖂᓵΰߢੌছऱؾᖕࠉ GB, LFG,ᆠࢨۥߡᠲցᓵαΔᘯဲڇխՊ
ு֨ૹऱۯچΔࠡփڇऱᓵցޣΰᏝαެԱᇖߩऱᑇၦ֗ጟᣊΖԫᏝ೯ဲڇ

խڶԫଡᇖߩፖհ٥Δߨ“ڕΰ՛ᣝߨԱα”ΙԲᏝ೯ဲࠟڶଡᇖߩΔڕ“ᐊΰ՛
ᖂسᐊ֮܂α”ΙԿᏝ೯ဲڶԿଡᇖߩΔڕ“ΰ՛ޕڔԫଡᤔ࣠α”Ζ 

༽Δߒᖂ୮ኙຍԫംᠲၞ۩ԱԵऱઔߢڍΛࡋᘯဲऱᏝਢᖕչᏖࠩ܀

ऱᓵֱऄΖᢅཎᖂृॳཏ٨ઌ[1974]ᎁΔᏝਢԫጟᆠွΔਢൕဲٵԱլנ
ნრᆠխऴ൷֧נऱΖֺڕΔኙ“”ຍԫൣནࠐᎅΔؘլױ֟ऱᏝਢնଡΚࢭृΔ
֟ࠡխਬԫᏝΔ“”ຍԫڕΖױृΔ८ΔཚΖຍնႈԫլנऱࣟ۫Δࢬ
ൣནᄎ᧢ԫൣནΖڕΔ֟“ཚ”ຍԫᏝΔ“”༉ᄎ᧢ګ“၇”Ζ܀ԫֱ૿Δה
ٽፖຍଡဲဲࠄऄՂઌᣂऱԫނᆠᏝᄗழԾᎅΔԫଡဲऱᆠᏝਢڇ

ದࠐऱᏝរΖڇॳཏ٨ઌऱᓵխΔᆠᏝऱኔᔆਢଡڶᎅ堚ᄑऱംᠲ[֧
۞Κພۙᄒ 1999]Ζ 

ΔᎅࠩٽऱิဲהଚᤚΔᏝ᧩ྥਢፖऄᣂএઌᜤᢀऱွΔ೯ဲፖࠡݺ

ؘႊڇխኔΖֺڕΔՀࠏ٨խऱ“”Ε“پ”ਢ༓ᏝࡋΛ 

 

ΰ18αa്ԿΖ             b്ԿޕԫᙰΖ  

 

ΰ19αa پהԱԫଡᤔ࣠Ζ     b پהԱ՛ޕԫଡᤔ࣠Ζ  
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ኙڼΔ്ഏᖆ[2002]ᎁΔΰ18aα㠪ऱ“”ڶԫଡᓵցΰࢨᎅ“Ꮭګ։”αΔ܀
Δΰ19aαנᠨᎏዌխΖຬᏠࣔ[2002]ՈਐڇנאױڼڂԿଡᓵցΔڶΰ18bα㠪ঞڇ
㠪ऱ“پ”ΔࠠࠟڶଡᓵցΚਜࠃ࠹ࡉࠃΙۖڇΰ19bα㠪ঞࠠڶ 3ଡᓵցΚਜࠃΕࡉࠃ࠹
ፖࠃΔאױڼڂࠟଡᎏΖຍՈ༉ਢᎅΔ“”طԫᏝݮ୲ဲ᧢ګԱԿᏝݮ୲ဲΙ“پ”
 ԱԿᏝ೯ဲΖګ᧢ԲᏝ೯ဲط

᧩ྥΔຍ㠪ڇژԫጟᣤૹऱ༛ᛩᓵᢞΚଈ٣Δᖕ೯ဲڇխፖ nଡګဲټ։٥
ᎅ،ࠠڶ nଡᓵցΔਢ nᏝ೯ဲΙྥ৵ԾᎅΔᇠ೯ဲڇխհאࢬޣፖ nଡဲټ
،ऱᏝᑇڂ։٥Δਢګ nΖ 

ኙڼΔዌڤऄ༼נԱ؆ԫጟᇞᤩΚb ࠏխऱ 3ଡᓵցਢऴ൷طᠨᎏڤऱᖞ᧯
ዌრᆠࢬࠐऱΔፖᘯဲߪءऱᆠᐛࡉᓵցྤޣᣂΔڼڂΔᘯဲڇՂ૪խࠀ

ԱຍԫរΔ“೯ဲऱᏝᨠנᒔਐࣔ[2000]ۂ܄ᘯऱᓵցΰ“Ꮭᑇ”α᧢֏Ζ്ࢬس࿇آ
 Ζ”ޣլਢ೯ဲऱۖޣऱڤऱਢڍޓᆠֱ૿ਢԺլൕ֨ऱΔᓵցዌڤق༿ڇ

ຍጟᇞᤩլႛᝩ܍Ա༛ᛩᓵᢞࡉᙟრࢤΔᎅԫଡݮ୲ဲΰڕ“”αਢԫᏝݮ୲ဲΔ
ԫࠝԾګԱԿᏝݮ୲ဲΙۖၞԫޡਐנԱ೯ኪᓵցऱڇژයٙ——ڇڶऱ
ዌڤΰֺڕ“೯ဲЀ1ټЀ2ټ”ᠨᎏڤαխΔຍጟൣउթױڶ౨נΖ 

5. ဲᆠઔֱߒऄڇऄ։࣫խऱᚨش 

“ᆠࡉऄ”լႛਢዌڤऄऱு֨ΔՈਢࠡהזߢᖂᓵٵ٥ࢬᣂࣹऱઔߒᓰ
ᠲΖຍਢڇຍࠄഗءംᠲऱֱऄՂऱլٵΔ୶قԱዌڤऄፖࠡהᓵऱءᔆฆΖ 

ዌڤऄଈࣔڻᒔ༼נΔైΕဲΕክشΕת౨ขऱჸڤ֗אຟਢપঋ

ऱΔ،ଚٵᔆՂਢઌءऄዌऱࡉຑᥛอऱࠟጤΔဲნ܂Ζ᧯ٽრᆠ”-ڤݮ“ऱګ
հၴڶᣤऱૻΔຟਢאਬጟڤݮ।ሒԱԳᣊᎁवኙኔऱ֘ਠΖဲ֘ਠԱԳᣊᎁ

ᢝऱഗءᄗΔᓵցዌঞ֘ਠԱઌᣂऱ೯ኪནΚਬԳႚᎠਬढਬԳΔਬढી

 Ζ᧢ޏᆜऱۯࢨᆖᖵԱणኪࠃΔਬࠃणኪΔਬԳᆖᖵਬ᧢ޏࢨਬढฝ೯ࠌ

ຍጟᎁᢝחԳۘؾԫᄅΔݺࠌଚၞԫޡංᓵΔਝྥዌڤऱრᆠፖဲᆠऱګݮຟᇿ

ԫଡاගऱᎁवֱڶڤᣂΔ߷ᏖΔऄዌፖဲნհၴᚨᇠࠠڶԫऱࢤ٥ΔֺڕΔຟ

ΖߒՊऄઔشאױွΖຍՈ༉ਢᎅΔဲᆠ։ֱ࣫ऄՈݮٵࡉᆠΕ֘ᆠٵᆠΕڍڇژ

Հ૿Δݺଚٽԫڍࠄᆠࠟݮٵࡉଡֱ૿ऱኔאףࠏᎅࣔΖ 

 ᆠွڍ 5.1
ፖဲნխڍڇژᆠဲԫᑌΔऄዌՈאױਢڍᆠऱΔشܛઌٵऱڤݮ।ڼقլ܀ٵ

യ֊ઌᣂऱԫิრᆠΖֺڕΔᠨᎏዌΰSubj V Obj1 Obj2αऱഗءᆠਢ“ڶრऱ
ղࢤฝΰtransfer or givingαΔڕՂ֮խऱࠏΰ1αΖڼطΔᝫࠐנع֧אױԫהࠡࠄઌ
ᣂऱრᆠΚ 
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ΰ20αa. Liza guaranteed Zach a book. 

               Liza অᢞ Zach ԫءΖ 

b. Liza refused Zach a book. 

               Liza ࢴ Zach ԫءΖ 

c. Liza cost Zach his job. 

               Liza ࠌ Zach װ؈Աՠ܂Ζ 

 

(20a) ।قԫ؟යٙየߩΔ༉ᄎ࿇س transferΔZach ലᄎࠩԫءΙ (20b) ।ق transfer 
ലլ٦࿇س, Liza ࠌ Zachլ౨ࠩԫءΙ (20c) ।قղΰgivingαऱ֘ᆠᣂএΔ
אױਢ Cry me a river Ոࠌܛ܀Ζ܂Աՠװ؈  Zachࠌ ଷኆΰtaking awayαΔLizaܛ
ຏመឆ।ق givingΖ 

ፖऱᠨᎏዌ।ሒऱ“ղ”ᆠլٵΔዧऱᠨᎏዌឈྥՈਢ।ڶ“قრᢝࠌچ
ড়᧯ऱڶࢬᦞ࿇سฝ”Δ܀ฝऱֱٻঞਢڍᑌऱΔਝאױਢ“ղ”ᆠΔՈאױਢ“࠷
”ᆠΔ۟Բृઃױ[്ഏᖆ 2001; ຬᏠࣔ 2002]ΖڕΚ 

 

ΰ21αݺהԫءΖ 

 

ΰ22αݺஞהԫءΖ 

 

ΰ23αݺଗהԫءΖ 

 

ൕຍଡߡ৫ࠐᎅΔዧऱᠨᎏዌਢڍᆠऱΔऱრᆠطᘯ೯ဲߪءऱဲ

ᆠᐛެΖֺڕΔࠏΰ21αխऱ೯ဲਢ“ղ”ᣊऱΔᖞଡऱრᆠ।قढ᧯ൕ“ݺ”
”ݺ“ࠩ”ה“ढ᧯ൕق”ᣊऱΔᖞଡऱრᆠ।࠷“ΰ22αխऱ೯ဲਢࠏऱฝΙ”ה“ࠩ
ऱฝΙࠏΰ23αխऱ೯ဲ“ଗ”ᠨٻऱΔ༉ऴ൷ᖄીԱऱࣴᆠΔਝױ౨ਢ“ݺଗה
ԫء”ΔՈױ౨ਢ“ݺൕה߷ࠝଗԫء”Ζ 

 ڤዌݮٵ 5.2
ፖڍᆠွઌᣂऱঞਢݮٵΔٵܛԫଡዌڤ।ྤڼقᣂऱԫิრᆠΖ 

ຬᏠࣔ[2004]༼נԫଡംᠲΚչᏖᐋڻዌທࡉऄዌᣂএઌٵऱٵᑌऱဲᣊݧ
٨౨ٺګݮ۞।قլٵϘڤრᆠϙऱլڤٵΛ 

אױᎅΔϘ՞Ղਮထ੧ϙਝڕऄխऱ֘ਠΖֺڇွݮٵਢإଚᎁΔࠡኔຍݺ

।ڇژقΔ।ᙩኪΰრ৸ਢϘ՞Ղڶ੧ϙαΔԾאױ।ق೯Δ।೯ኪΰრ৸ਢϘ՞Ղ

ழٵΔڤݮऱࠢীژՊ ϘNPL+V+ထ+NPϙዌਢڇ༉ڂਮ੧ϙαΔࠡڇԳڶإ
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Ծױ౨ਢ SVOݧխऱᘯຝ։ΰणխዌαΖ 

ᣊۿऱൣउᝫڶৰڍΔڕዧխऱϘN+NϙዌΔਝאױ।قជ᥆ᣂএΔՈאױ।
ϙΔڬጟრ৸ΔԫਢઌᅝՊϘՕ۪ՂऱࠟڶϙΔڬΔϘՕ۪ڼڂᣊ᥆ᣂএΔࢨᔆࢤق

ԫጟঞ༉՛ΙڬՑՂऱڕऱ՛ΫΫڶऱՕΔڶຝ։ΔଡࠝګᖲऱิڶਢՕ۪ڬ

ઌᅝՊϘՕ۪ՂറشऱڬϙΔଡࠝຟਢՕՕऱ[ຬᏠࣔ 2004]Ζ 

6.  

ᖂृऱᣂࣹΖڍ။ࠐᖂ။ߢഏᎾڇऄբڤᖂᓵΔዌߢᄅᘋऱԫጟࠐڣ२܂

،ආشԫጟၲऱୃߢᖂᨠΔଈࣔڻᒔ༼ဲނנნΕऄΕᆠΔ۟܂شԫଡ

ᖞ᧯ࠐ։࣫ΔਝڶԫᣤऱഗՊٽԫપޔऱڤݮ༴૪ߓอΔԾኙٺጟߢွᎁव-
ᆠഗ៕ၞ۩ᇞᤩΖࠡડנಥਢડధԱొዌ։࣫ऱૻݝΔࠌߢխऱڤݮ-რᆠᣂ
এࠩৰړऱᎅࣔΔࠀಳނޣ༴ᐊࡉᇞᤩٽದࠐΖ 

Δԫֱ૿ൕߒᆠઔဲ۩ၞࠐፖᄅ৸ሁߡᄅီאຍጟᓵહནՀΔ൶ထڇਢإ֮ء

ՂٻՀΔڇᖞ᧯ዌխਉൺဲᆠᐛΕᓵցΰᏝαޣΔ༴૪ဲᆠऱ։܉৳ፖ೯

ኪ᧢ฆΔԫֱ૿ঞൕՀٻՂΔଗᦹဲᆠߓอऱ։ֱ࣫ऄΔ༴૪ࡉᇞᤩऄዌհၴ

խߒছऱዧဲᆠઔאွΖຍਢݮٵᆠΕ֘ᆠΕٵᆠΕڍڕጟᆠᣂএΔٺऱڇژ

 ऱԵ൶ΖޡऱΔᏁၞԫڶࢬ
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זዧխऱڤݮ೯ဲ1 

Dummy Verbs in Contemporary Chinese 

ՓΕڹᖂᔴΕᐝࣔ  

Shiwen Yu, Xuefeng Zhu and Huiming Duan 

ኴ 

זዧխץਔϘאףϙΕϘၞ۩ϙڇփऱԫᣊ೯ဲϘڤݮ೯ဲϙΖء

ΔֺٿϘၞ۩ϙऱဲნᆠհࡉϙאף១૪ԱϘڇ֮ ለᇡาچಘᓵԱ،ଚऱ

ऄ᥆ࢤΔᝫၞԫޡ൶ಘԱ،ଚ܂ऄګ։ࡉᆠۥߡऱᑑಖऱפ౨Ζ 

ᣂڤݮ :ڗ೯ဲΕဲნᆠΕऄ᥆ࢤΕᆠۥߡ 

Abstract 

In contemporary Chinese, there is a subclass of verbs called Dummy Verbs. After 
briefly introducing the lexical meanings of two typical dummy verb, ‘Jiayi’ and 
‘Jinxing’, this paper discusses the grammatical attributes of ‘Jiayi’ and ‘Jinxing’ in 
detail and further explores their functions as markers of syntactic constituents and 
semantic roles. 

Keywords : Dummy Verb, Lexical Meaning, Grammatical Attribute, Semantic 
Role 
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ࠢραگᙕԱૉեϘڤݮ೯ဲΰDummy Verb, DVαϙΖڇઌᣂᓵထխΔտฯԱ DVऱᄗ
֗ࠡऄ᥆ࢤ[Փ 2003]ΖڇπऄॾஒဲࠢρխฃԱ DV ऱࢤΔല
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DV ᖂ୮ऱߢԺቹნႃ֮ءΖڗࢤᑌऱऄ᥆ٵૠԱۖڂ೯ဲၦᏘᨠΔהࠡࡉ
ઔ࣠ګߒΔડڤݮנ೯ဲ܂ऄګ։ࡉᆠۥߡऱᑑಖऱפ౨Δຍᑌऱवᢝኙߢॾ

ஒऱ۞೯ਢԼ։ڶᏝଖऱΖ 

ᖕृࢬवΔ່נ༽ڰዧڤݮ೯ဲᄗऱਢ࠸ܨྉس٣[࠸ܨྉ 1980]ڹࡉᐚዺ٣
ݮᣂڶԱࠩބԾٿ೯ဲϙϘဠ֏೯ဲϙΖࠡڤݮԾጠϘسᐚዺ٣ڹΖ[ᐚዺ 1985ڹ]س
೯ဲऱᓵ֮ڤ 6ᒧΔೈ[્ႚ1999 ۂ]௫֗ॾஒ؆Δ[ޕ 1995; ֻݛᣋ 1997; ᙝ
٘ล 1998; ޕ㵶᜴ 2003;ຫة๙ 2003]ຟ᥆ՊءઔࢨߒඒᖂઔߒऱᒤᡱΖ 

ਐᖄՀઔ፹ऱΖߓऱऄᓵسᐚዺ٣ڹڇॾஒऱπऄॾஒဲࠢρਢٻ૿

Պسᐚዺ٣ڹऱᓵഗ៕Ոਢ֮ء ࿇।ऱᓵڣ1985 π֮ז૿ዧ㠪ऱဠ֏೯ဲټࡉ

೯ဲρΖᇠ֮٨ᜰऱڤݮ೯ဲڶϘၞ۩ΕאףΕղΕאΕղאΕ܂ϙΖאױല٣ڹ

٨ᜰऱس DV։ 3ิΚ ϘאףΕղΕאΕղאϙΔ  Ϙၞ۩ϙΔ  Ϙ܂ϙΖ 

೯ဲΚڤݮಘᓵ؆Δᝫૹរಘᓵࠟଡ່ࠢীऱࢤԫ۩ၞࢤ೯ဲऱ٥ڤݮೈኙ֮ء

ร ิխऱϘאףϙࡉร ิऱϘၞ۩ϙΖ֮ءլಘᓵϘ܂ϙΖ؆Δπऄॾஒဲࠢρ

ലϘڶϙΰࠡ࠷Ϙ।ق࿇נࢨسϙऱᆠႈΔਐϘૹڶᏺףϙխऱϘڶϙα٨Եڤݮ

೯ဲਢܡᅝΔՈլಘᓵΖ 

 ೯ဲऱဲნᆠڤݮ .2

᧩ऱဲნრᆠբᆖࣔࠐ೯ဲࠄԫଡอԫऱᎅऄΚϘຍڶ೯ဲऱဲᆠڤݮኙسᐚዺ٣ڹ

 ڶࠏऱנس٣ڹլᐙऱრ৸Ζϙڢൾװଚ،ނ㠪ࠄਬڇڼڂஇ֏ԱΔچ

 

ᣂՊؿએऱࢤംᠲᚨᅝထૹچΰאףαઔߒΖ 

 ழၴΰၞ۩αᓳΖڣଚक़Աᖞᖞԫה

ኙՊຍጟჾᡏֆढऱ۩ᚨᅝΰאαޅေΖ 

ࠟഏਙലආ࣠࠷ឰൻਜፖஎࢠᆠΰ܂αञΖ 

 

խऱࠄຍנԾਐس٣ڹ DV ᝫאױյངΖޏϘၞ۩ઔߒϙΕϘ܂ᓳϙΕϘղ
ေϙΕϘၞ۩ञϙΔრ৸լ᧢ΖຍՈਢޅאေϙΕϘղޅ DV ဲნრᆠஇ֏ऱ।
Ζ܀Ϙஇ֏ϙլՊڶΖԵԱᇞ DVऱဲნრᆠᝫਢشڶऱΖ 

Ϙאףϙਢ່ࠢীऱ DVΔՈਢ࠸ܨྉڇس٣πזዧԶဲۍρխഄԫࣔᒔਐנ
ऱ DVΖಖڇᖂጩழΔ۔ஃൎᓳԱϘଊϙፖϘଊאϙΕϘೈϙፖϘೈאϙऱܑΔ
Ϙ3*4ϙᦰ܂Ϙ3ଊא 4ϙΔլ౨ᎅϘ3ଊ 4ϙΙϘ8Ί4ϙ ᦰ܂Ϙ8ೈא 4ϙΔլ౨ᎅ
Ϙ8ೈ 4ϙΖᅝழಖ۰ԱΔڢլᇞΖڇवሐϘ3ଊא 4ϙאױᇞᤩϘش 4ଊ 3ϙΙϘ8
ೈא 4ϙ ༉ਢϘش 4ೈ 8ϙΖጩխլشϘאףϙࡉϘ྇אϙΖϘאףϙشൄֲڇխ
ϙ٨ԱࠟଡᆠႈΖࠡԫϘ।אףዧဲࠢρኙϘזऄΖπشࡉრᆠऱګঋԱપڶ

ዧဲࠢρ[؆ઔष 1988]ΔזՂϙΔπףཙངϘאױයٙϙΔࢨڂऱޡԫၞق
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،ऱኙऱဲਢ in addition ࢨ moreoverΔኔᎾՂ،ऱဲࢤਢຑ Δဲլ᥆Պ DVᒤᡱΖ
ࠡԲϘ।۶ڕقኙৱࢨছ૿ࢬ༼ࠩऱࠃढϙΔፖπזዧԶဲۍρऱᤩᆠϘ।ق

ኙਬԫࠃढਜףਬጟ೯܂ϙഗءԫᑌΔຍਢ DV ऱრᆠشࡉऄΖᏁࣹრࠩΔຍ㠪Ϙਜ
  ढαΖࠃऱွࢼढΰᑇՈਢԫጟࠃΔۖլਢ܂ऱϙ ਢ೯ף

Ϙၞ۩ϙਢԫଡࠢীऱ DVΖπזዧဲࠢρऱϘၞ۩ϙࠟڶଡᆠႈΖࠡԲਢ
ϘছၞϙΔլਢ DV ऱრ৸ΖࠡԫਢϘൕࠃΰਬጟ೯αϙΔإਢ DV ऱრ৸Ζ܀Ϙൕ
ऱԫଡઌᚨऱנϙΔൕࠟଡᆠႈխᙇࠃΖ٦ϘൕشൄޓᚩΕޓլֺϘၞ۩ϙڢϙࠃ

ᤩᆠਢϘࠩߪދΰࠃᄐխװαϙΔ൷ထϘߪދϙΔᤩᆠਢϘנߪԺϙΔ່ٿϘ

 ԺϙנలഏϙΔϘࡎسࡉաऱ٤ຝ壄Ժ۞ނϙ ऱᤩᆠਢϘߪԺϙΖϘנϘࡉϙߪ
ऱᤩᆠਢϘஞנԺၦϙΔ۟ڼᤩᆠشࠌԱൄشऱဲΔრ৸ۿՈࣔػԱΔؓٵ܀ழ

ϘၞϙطᐞΔϘၞ۩ϙ᧩ྥਢە৫ߡൕዌဲ࣠ڕऱϘၞ۩ϙԾઌ၏Ζشࠌࡉᇞࢬ

ٻ೯ဲრᆠΔᖗࠡઌᣂऱᆠႈΔϘၞϙϘڶϘ۩ϙຟࡉΔϘၞϙဲٽऱᓤګϘ۩ϙዌࡉ

ছฝ೯ϙΔϘ۩ϙϘ।ၞق۩ਬႈ೯ϙΔྤᓵ೯ဲϘၞ۩ϙਢᜤٽዌᝫਢೣإ

ዌΔϘ۩ϙ᜔ਢՊխ ΰ֨headαۯچΔՊਢנԱ༛ᛩᆠΚԾشϘၞ۩ϙᇞᤩϘ۩ϙΖ
ຍᑌࠐΔٻ૿شܓԳऱဲࠢխኙဲᆠऱᇞᤩΔૠጩᖲਢլױ౨ϘᇞϙဲऱᆠऱΖ

ՕᄗԳՈլਢຏመဲࠢᇞϘၞ۩ϙຍᑌऱဲऱრᆠࡉᖂᄎ،ऱشऄऱΖ 

ᕣጥڤݮ೯ဲऱრᆠբᆖஇ֏Δ܀։ࠡլٵᆠႈΰsenseαսྥਢଖ൶ߒऱംᠲΖ
ᎏऱဲऱ܂֗אᎏऱൣउࢬ೯ဲڤݮᑑࣹऱறխᓳءՕᑓഗڇ

ᆠΔױ౨ᄎ࿇ڤݮ೯ဲऱլٵᆠႈشࡉऄΖڇൕࠃຍᑌऱઔߒऱයٙբᆖࠠໂΔլ

መսྥᏁދԵ壄ԺࡉழၴΖ֮ءຍᑌऱઔߒ࣠ΔఎՀԱᙊᖌΖ૿ٻዧॾஒ

ऱԫဲࠄნᆠवᢝ[ᇀࣟ 2001; ຫᆢ׆ ;2001 ߐ༡ 2003; Պسۂ 2003]
ՈܶץԱϘאףϙΕϘၞ۩ϙڤݮ೯ဲΖطՊᚨشऱኔᔌΔृڇᝫլ౨נ

ᒔ֊ऱေᏝΖ૿ٻϘ۞ྥߢᇞϙऱڤݮ೯ဲऱဲᆠ।ሒ֗ࠡڤݮ֏ᝫڶৰڍՠ܂

Ζਢ։ᆠႈΕՈਢᛀ᧭Ϙᇞϙऱ֫հԫΔร 4 ᆏ௫֗ࠩϘၞ۩ϙऱ
ऄΖ  

 ࢤ೯ဲऱऄ᥆ڤݮ .3

ዧऄᖂৰڰ༉ࣹრࠩऄࡉᆠؘႊٽΖຬᏠࣔس٣ਐנΚϘऄઔאױߒൕ

ᖕΙࠉრᆠՂऱࠩބᓵᏁࢬԵ֫Δڤݮൕ࣠ڕਢ܀ൕᆠԵ֫ΔאױԵ֫ΔՈڤݮ

ዧࠃՂऱ।Ζϙ[ຬᏠࣔ 2003]Ո༉ਢᎅΔൕڤݮࠩބ࣠ᏁࢬൕრᆠԵ֫Δ࣠ڕ
ءઔߒऱᖂृਢऄᆠڢૹऱΖ۞ྥߢऱึᄕؾᑑਢኔ۞ྥߢऱᖲᕴ

ᇞΔᅝྥՈؘႊऄᆠڢૹΖլመΔڇ۞ྥߢᇞ່ึኔհছΔᨃ۞ྥߢ

ݾڇॾஒᚨشᏆ࿇ཀش܂ΔृᎁΔൕऄڤݮԵ֫լႛֺለ୲Εֺ

ለኔΔۖऄڤݮઔאױߒᆠᇞઔߒؘړऱᔮቾΖڼڂΔृፖࠃٵଚ

ኙᆠឈྥՈࢬڶ௫៊Δ܀ԫऴނዧऄ։࣫ΰץਔֱऄፖवᢝֱࠟ૿α܂່ૹ

ऱഗ៕ઔދۖߒԵԱᑷൣࡉ壄ԺΖ 

πזዧऄॾஒဲࠢρਢዧ۞೯։࣫ࣚګسࡉ೭ऱሽဲࠢΔ،ኙՊ೯ဲ
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ऱऄ᥆ڶࢤઌᅝᇡาऱ༴૪[Փ 2003]Ζאױৰ୲چൕ೯ဲխᛀڶࢬנऱ
DV ֗ࠡ٤ຝ᥆ࢤଖΖլመΔᇠဲࠢਊဲᣊم᥆ڗࢤΔ೯ဲٍྥΔەڶڢᐞ DV
ऱൣउΖڼڂΔኙڤݮ೯ဲऱ༴૪ᝫਢլജך։ΕլജᗾയऱΖ 

Հ։ൣउಘᓵא DVऱऄפ౨֗ࠡٺጟऄ᥆ࢤΖ࠸ܨྉس٣ಘᓵԱϘאףϙ
ऱᎏऱൣउ࠹ࡉ೫ဲଥ堸ऱൣउΖ֮ءՈൕຍ㠪ၲࡨΖ 

 ೯ဲऱᎏڤݮ 3.1
ףΔϘΰנਐ[ྉ 1980࠸ܨ]سྉ٣࠸ܨ೯ဲऱ່ૹऱᐛ༉ਢ،ᎏऱൣउΖڤݮ
ऱᎏࢬΔϘဠ֏೯ဲנਐ[ᐚዺ 1985ڹ]سᐚዺ٣ڹαؘ㡧ଃᆏ೯ဲᎏϙΖא
౨ਢ।ق೯܂ऱ㡧ଃᆏဲϙΖ 

ԫଡאױᢰٿլ֗ढ೯ဲऱΚϘ֗ढ೯ဲࡉਢຍᑌ։ዧ֗ढ೯ဲسྉ٣࠸ܨ

।࠹ࢭق೯܂ऱࠃढऱဲټΔጠᎏΖլ֗ढ೯ဲլ౨ຍᑌऱဲټΖϙ 

πऄॾஒဲࠢρᎁϘ౨టᎏऱᘯဲਢ֗ढ೯ဲϙΔᤉࢭԱس٣ڹऱᆠΔ

ፖس٣ܨऱᆠઌ୲ΖᏁࣹრΚΰ1αዧऱ֗ढ೯ဲאױటᎏΔլՊᎅڇ
խԫᎏΖร ิϘאףϙ DV ؘႊᎏΔຍԫរլٵՊԫऱ֗ढ೯ဲΔڇ
խؘႊᎏऱ֗ढ೯ဲאױϘ⊺ᎏ೯ဲϙΖΰ2αᎏլԫਢဲټΔຍԫរ
।૿Ղኙس٣ܨऱᆠࢬڶឩ୶Δڢ܀լፖس٣ܨऱᨠᓢડΔڂس٣ܨբᆖਐנϘף

։אױϙؘ೯ဲᎏΖటᎏא 3ᣊΔܛ ဲࢤऱΔ ᘯဲࢤऱΔ ᘯဲࢤऱΖ 

 ऱΖࢤऱΔ֟ᑇਢဲࢤ೯ဲؘႊऱᎏՕຝ։ຟਢᘯဲڤݮ

լ౨٦ڕរΔࠄऱԫڶԱװ؈ϙΕϘၞ۩ϙᎏऱ㡧ଃᆏ֗ढ೯ဲאףϘ܂

խΖऱࢤဲך౨ឩΔՈךຍᑌऱᎏឩ࣠ڕ೫ဲଥ堸Δլ౨٦ᎏΔ࠹

ຍᑌऱᎏ༉ਢϘᘯဲࢤᎏϙΖ౨ജᖜٚϘᘯဲࢤᎏϙऱ㡧ଃᆏ೯ဲਢ೯ဲऱ

ԫଡᣊΔܛϘټ೯ဲϙΖ֮ءૹរಘᓵڤݮ೯ဲऱϘᘯဲࢤᎏϙΔլϘټ೯

ဲϙڍ၄ᕠΖ 

ᝮᓮϙխऱϘᝮᓮϙՈਢ࠹ᎏϙΖቝϘ൷ࢤ೯ဲթ౨Ϙᘯဲڤݮڶॺڢ

ϘᘯဲࢤᎏϙΔ᥆Պټ೯ဲΔ܀Ϙ൷࠹ϙڢլਢڤݮ೯ဲΖԫֱ૿ΔϘࢴᝮᓮϙ 
խऱϘᝮᓮϙԾլਢϘᘯဲࢤᎏϙΔڂ،ೈԱאױឩךဲࢤऱխΔՈ

 ଅঋክऱԳϙΖچլ༇ૹᅝࠄ߷ᝮᓮࢴϘڕऱ૪ᎏዌΔࢤᘯဲךឩאױ

ϘאףϙࡉϘၞ۩ϙᎏऱൣउՈࢬڶլٵΖϘאףϙ౨ᘯဲࢤᎏΖ

Ϙၞ۩ϙऱᎏऱޓڤݮ᠆༄ΖڍᑇਢᘯဲࢤऱΔڼழϘၞ۩ϙऱဲნრᆠஇ֏ԱΙ

ڼϘၞ۩ᖏञϙΕϘၞ۩֫ϙΕϘၞ۩૿ᇢϙΔڕဲᎏΔאױԫֱ૿ΔՈ

ழϘၞ۩ϙޓڶኔڇऱဲნრᆠΔլ౨װൾΔ౨ജཙངϘၞ۩ϙऱՈᚨᇠਢࠡڶהኔᎾ

რᆠऱ೯ဲΔڕϘ࿇೯ᖏञϙΕϘਜ۩֫ϙࢨϘ֫ϙΕϘ૿ᇢϙΖ്࣠ڕ

ΖլመΔᅝࣹױቫլآᎏऱϘၞ۩ϙ։ၲΔՈࢤᘯဲٵဲᎏऱϘၞ۩ϙނ

რࠩךᅝϘၞ۩ϙᎏऱ߷ဲټࠄՈਢ।ق೯܂ऱΔፖ܂ᘯဲࢤᎏऱټ೯ဲڇ

ᆠᒤᡱՂਢઌۿऱΔނຍࠟጟൣउٵԫଡϘၞ۩ϙऱࠟጟլٵ᥆ࢤՈਢאױऱΖ 
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ਢլאױᎏՈࢤϘၞ۩ϙऱᘯဲ܀Ղਢ֗ढऱΔء೯ဲഗټᎏऱࢤᄷᘯဲ܂

֗ढ೯ဲΔڕϘၞ۩܂ٽϙΕϘၞ۩រټϙΖᅝϘၞ۩ϙڶኔڇრᆠΔࠡאױࠃ࠹ছᆜΔ

ຍᑌϘၞ۩ϙڇխՈאױլᎏΔڕϘᖏञၞڇإ۩ϙΕϘ֫ၞ۩ৰႉܓϙΖ 

 ೫ဲଥ堸ऱൣउ࠹೯ဲڤݮ 3.2
ףϖشլ౨૿ٿ೫ဲΔؘႊਢ㡧ଃᆏऱΙଃᆏ೫ဲشڕϗছ૿אףΚϘϖנਐس٣ܨ

ଃش࣠ڕრϙΖངᇩᎅΔࣹףڍѨߒઔףΚϘլڶࠏϗΖϙףϖش౨ϗΔא

ᆏ೫ဲଥ堸ϖאףϗΔ߷Ꮦ㡧ଃᆏऱϖאףϗᚨᇠ྇ϖףϗΖڇس٣ڹࡉس٣ܨ

૪ဲऱऄࢤழΔࣹრࠩဲऱଃᆏᑇؾΖڇऱπऄॾஒဲࠢρڶᣂଃ

ᆏΕᣉ৳ऱॾஒΔਢଡᖌΖ 

πऄॾஒဲࠢρمԱ೯ဲਢ࠹ױܡϘլϙΕϘϙΕϘৰϙ೫ဲଥ堸ऱ᥆ࢤ

Ζڗ DV ऱຍࠄ᥆ڗࢤऱଖΚϘאףϙࡉϘၞ۩ϙլ౨࠹Ϙৰϙଥ堸Δ࠹אױ
ϘլϙΕϘϙଥ堸Ζ 

ൕ 1998 ڍϙΕϘאףϙΕϘৰאףϙΕϘאףρխᛀϘլֲاπԳڣ٤ڣ
ԱࠩބϙΖאף ٿᐞϙΕϘەאףભഏլ౨լڼ։࣫ϙΕϘኙאףϙΚϘլאףϘլࠏ10
ኘϙΕϘຍەࡉ։࣫אףտϙΕϘլ౨լ֧אףᣠᖄϙΕϘլ౨լאףᢝհՓլլڶࠐ

ጟणउڕլޏאףϙΕϘ࣠ڕ܀լࣹאףრϙΕϘڕլאףᖞቅϙΕϘڍԳլ܀լ

אױ೫ဲϘլϙଥ堸ऱ࠹ϙאףᚨᇠຟਢϘࠄሗࠫᖞϙΖຍאףլڕϙΕϘַࠫאף

൷࠹ऱشऄΖլመΔߢᖂ୮ຏൄല࠹Ϙլϙଥ堸ૻຫ૪ۖܡࢤඈೈܡࢤ

ΰࠃࢨኪܡࢤαΖ࠸ܨྉس٣ᎅϘאףϙছլ࠹Ϙլϙଥ堸Δᚨᇠਐऱਢຫ૪ܡࢤΖ

Ղ૪ࠏױ౨Օຝ։ຟ᥆ՊܡࢤΖאױڼطᏆஔΔ೫ဲϘլϙऱᆠਢԼ։ᓤ

ᠧऱΖᄷᒔܒϘլϙऱᆠΔᏁឩ୶ࠩޓՕऱቼΔᏁޓڇԵऱᐋڻՂઔߒΖ  

ڇ ϘࠩބϙΔՈאףڍϙΕϘאףϘৰࠩބρறխᒔኔֲاπԳڣ1998
 ࠏԱࠩބՕऱᒤփ༉ޓڇ܀ϙΖאף

 

။Հ။ွ՛Δױਢאף֜֜۔չᏖޅေΖʻנˍ֚ׄᔅႚʼʳ

ʳ

ቝՀ૿ऱ 

 

ΛطՊ९ཚኙՂཾֽՒঅאףૹီΔאࢬທګ२ڣՀཾ᙮࿇ੋⰊ߀୭Ζ 

 

Ոᚨᇠਢీ۰ऱΖڂլਢൕటኔ֮ءխᛀࠐנऱΔਚڇছ૿ףԱംᇆΖ૿ٻ

ዌګ৳༴૪ऱπऄॾஒဲࠢρᣂՊϘאףϙ࠹אױϘլϙΕϘϙଥ堸ऱ༴૪

ױܡϙਢאףኙϘڇΔڍฅຶլࠏՊطउΖൣشࠌՂ֘ਠԱဲऱڻለऱᐋڇ

ᣄϙྤߢΔڶߢϘڶᖂߢऱΖൄإ٤ݙऄΔਢٵլڇژϙଥ堸ΔϘࢨϘլϙ࠹
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ᓵ֗Բᙇԫীऱऄ [ 2003Փ]ሐऱΖڶϙऱ٥ᢝΔਢৰمլԼΔऄլࠏϘࡉ
᥆ࢤଖऱჄᐊழΔམಖՀԱृ܂ऱ֨ΚϘڇᒔϖԲᙇԫϗী᥆ࢤଖழΔԫᎅࠐΔ

ᎅϖױϗለঅᙠΔլ୲ᏍଙΙᎅϖܡϗঞڶԫଅᙠΔࠩބԫଡ֘ࠏ༉ࠌϖܡϗऱ

ࢤဲऱ᥆ࠌΔթڇژऱଖࢤଶڶՊطਢإᎅΔࠐኙՊૠጩᖲ܀ᓵీլ۰ᆬΖم

ଖঁՊشܓΖϙࠐٿΔڇϘဲऱᄗऄ᥆ࢤ༴૪ϙઔߒխΔृ༼נԱᒔϘܡױϙ

ଖऱֺለઝᖂऱΕၦऱܒᄷঞ[Փ 2001]ΖլመΔഗՊอૠऱ࣠Ոᄎࠩ࠹
றᑓऱࠫપΖ 

 ౨פ೯ဲऱऄᑑڤݮ 3.3
זዧऱኔဲቤ։ဲࡉᘯဲࠟՕᣊΖઌᚨऱΔՈאױቤ։ဲࢤऱࡉᘯဲ

ऱࠟՕᣊΖDVࢤ ਢխᘯګࢤ։ऱᑑհԫΖ।ق೯܂ऱࢨဲټဲࢤΔࠏ
ףଚছ૿،ڇ܀ᘯऱΖ܂Ε۩ਙ։ϙਢլ౨ߒϘᖏञΕ֫Εဲნᆠऱઔڕ

Ղ DVዌګ૪ᎏዌངګᘯဲګࢤ։Δ༉܂אױᘯԱΖ 

 

ਬچࠄᝫၞڇ۩ᖏञΖ 

Ա༼ᖲᕴऱᔆΔݺଚؘႊၞ۩ဲნᆠऱઔߒΖ 

 ጥຝ॰ኙሔ֘ધ৳ृղ۩ਙ։Ζ

 

㡧ଃᆏऱټ೯ဲឈྥאױᗑ܂مᘯΔ܀ਢᅝ،ٵছ૿ऱܶտဲࢨ೯ဲऱዌ

೯ဲ٣ᓤᠧ֏ΔຍழՈؘႊټΔছ૿ऱዌઌٵழΔԱࢤՕऱᘯဲޓګٽ

Ղף DVΖ 

 

ʽʳ ᇷறᖞΖʳࠄຍނଚ܃

ᖞΖʳאףᇷறࠄຍނଚ܃

ʽʳ ᎁᙑᎄᛀಘΖʳࢭᆢฒٻ९ޘ

ᎁᙑᎄၞ۩ᛀಘΖʳࢭᆢฒٻ९ޘ

ʳ

܂։Ζګᘯऱणխዌऱխ֨܂ऱΔਢࢤᖞϙਢᘯဲאףຍጟൣउՀΔϘڇ

ᘯխ֨ګ։ऱຑ೯ዌϘࢭᎁᙑᎄၞ۩ᛀಘϙऱԫຝ։ᅝྥՈਢᘯဲࢤऱΖDV ፖ
ࢨΰ܂ऱΔຏൄࢤ՛αխ᜔ਢᘯဲࢨΰڇऱ૪ᎏዌګ։ዌګࢤऱဲࢬ

՛αऱᘯΰࠡࢨխ֨ګ։αΖ 

ΔDVޡԫၞޓ ᝫਢࠡٿऱټ೯ဲऱࠃ࠹ऱছᆜᑑΰຍբ௫֗ᆠΕشംᠲΔ
ലڇ 4.1խᓵ૪αΖ 

ᎁᢝࠩ DVਢዧऄऱૹᑑΔڇڤݮᑑಖऱዧխΔኙ։࣫ࡉᇞ
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ৰڶᚥܗΔᚨᅝךאף։شܓΖ 

 ࢤऄ᥆ה೯ဲऱࠡڤݮ 3.4
DVऱࢤ٥ৰڍΔᅝྥլิٵऱ DVՈڶլٵऱࢤΔޢଡ DVຟڶ۞աऱଡࢤΖઔဲߒ
ऱऄ᥆ࢤ༉ਢດޡԵٵޣچᙃฆΖ 

ʳ ڶ DVຟਢ⊺ထဲΖ 

ʳ ڶࢬ DV լଫ᥆ࠡဲהᣊΖڇ೯ဲփຝΔՈ۞ګԫଡᣊΔፖࠡהᣊΰլ֗ढ೯
ဲΕߓ೯ဲΕܗ೯ဲΕٻ೯ဲΕଫ೯ဲΕᠦٽ೯ဲΕټ೯ဲαຟٌڶႃΖ 

ʳ ڶࢬ DVຟլ౨ᗑ܂ΕᘯΕᇖࡉणΔۖ ร ิՈլ౨ᗑ܂ᎏΰϘၞ  
۩ϙܗ܂אױ೯ဲऱᎏαΖ  

ʳ ڶࢬ DV ຟլ࠹࿓৫೫ဲଥ堸ΔਝץਔଃᆏऱϘৰϙΔՈץਔ㡧ଃᆏऱϘॺൄϙ
Ζร ิ DVຟլ౨࠹Ϙڇϙଥ堸ΔೈϘאףϙ؆ΔՈլ౨࠹Ϙڇإϙଥ堸Ζ 

ʳ ร ิ DV ຟլ౨طழၦဲࡉ೯ၦဲዌګऱᎏΙೈϘղϙױϘԱΕመϙ
؆Δຟլ౨ဲܗϘထΕԱΕመϙΖ 

ʳ ڶࢬ DVຟڶϘAABBϙΕϘABABϙऱݮኪ᧢֏Ζ 

ጵՂࢬ૪ΔDVਢ೯ဲխᏅࠠۥऱԫଡᣊΖ 

4. ၞԫޡઔߒऱᓰᠲ 

 ംᠲشࡉ೯ဲऱᆠڤݮ 4.1
ছ૿բᆖᓫࠩΔאױᖕڤݮ೯ဲࢬᎏऱൣउ܂֗אᎏऱဲऱᆠΔ࿇ݮ

 ऄΖشࡉᆠႈٵ೯ဲऱլڤ

٦ᨠኘאՀࠏΚ 

 

Ł  ݺଚᚨᅝך։شܓຍޅᣪ၆ऱᇷᄭΖ /  ຍޅᣪ၆ऱᇷᄭݺଚᚨᅝך։شܓΖ 

ł  ݺଚᚨᅝނຍޅᣪ၆ऱᇷᄭךאף։ΰऱαشܓΖ  

Ń  ኙՊຍޅᣪ၆ऱᇷᄭݺଚᚨᅝךאף։ΰऱαشܓΖ 

ń  ຍޅᣪ၆ऱᇷᄭݺଚᚨᅝךאף։ΰऱαشܓΖ 

Ņ  ຍޅᇷᄭৰᣪ၆Δݺଚᚨᅝךאף։ΰऱαشܓΖ 

 

ൕऄᆠߡ৫ەᐞΔ(1)խऱဲټϘຍޅᣪ၆ऱᇷᄭϙΰNPαਢ೯ဲϘشܓϙΰvα
ऱࠃ࠹Δ(2)-(5)ऱऄڤݮឈྥፖ(1)լٵΔ܀ᆠᣂএথլ᧢ΔNPսྥਢ vऱࠃ࠹Δլ
መຍழ vټא೯ဲ vnऱנٝߪΔطՊ܂ DVᎏऱټ೯ဲ vn૿ٿլ౨ࠃ࠹ᎏΔ
ऱࠃ࠹܂ NPছᆜԱΖ(2)ڇխΔբڶտဲϘނϙ܂ࠃ࠹ছᆜऱᑑΔDVϘאףϙ
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ϙऱᑑΔࠃਢϘፖຏൄϘኙՊϙ܀տဲϘኙՊϙΔڶխΔឈ(3)ڇ౨Ζפᖜऄࢭ
ڶڇ܀ DVऱխՈࢭᖜԱࠃ࠹ऱᑑΖ(4)ڇխΔDVګԱ vnऱছᆜࠃ࠹ऱႛڶᑑΖ
قԫଡᆠՂ।ڶᑑԱՂ֮ڇژխΔDVऱ(5)ڇ vnऱࠃ࠹ऱڤݮߢΔլՈނ،
 Ζࠃ࠹ᐖᆠऱছᆜ܂

᜔հΔ࣠ڕլش DVΔ೯ဲ vΰࠏխऱϘشܓϙαਢྤᑑऱΔࠡאױࠃ࠹ছᆜΔ
ՈٿאױᆜΖش࣠ڕԱ DVΔټ೯ဲ vnԫڶছᆜऱࠃ࠹ΔਢڶᑑऱΖ 

[્ႚ1999 ۂ]ᓵ૪Ϙၞ۩ϙऱᆠዌΔ௫֗ࠩԱऄᆠᒤᡱΔ܀ಘᓵԱץ
ܶϘၞ۩ϙऱ༓ጟ១֏ऱীΖኔᎾՂΔటኔ֮ءխܶץϘၞ۩ϙऱऄڤݮ᠆༄

 ΖڍΕᓤᠧڍ

۟Պᐊ֮ີृࢨᎅᇩչᏖழଢආࠃ࠹شছᆜڤݮΔঞਢ࠹شऱࠫપΚխୌࠄ

ॾஒਢբवऱΔ܂ᇩᠲΰtopicαΔୌګࠄ։ԾਢᣂࣹऱྡྷរΰfocusαΖ 

4.2 ߢॾஒխऱڤݮ೯ဲ 
אױፖመៀαխΔՈ࠷༽ᛀΕॾஒ֮ڕอΰߓॾஒߢᐋ։࣫ऱشᚨڇ

㡧ଃᆏऱނ DV܂ဠဲΔ٨Եೖဲش।ΰstop listαΖڇ܀Ꮑၞ۩ᐋ։࣫אࠩ
ऱऄዌࢨᆠਮऱᚨߓشอΰڕᖲᕴαխΔኙ DV ༉ղך։ऱᣂࣹΖ
Ղش౨࣠ڕխΔ܂ᑑࣹΕဲᆠࣴΰWSDαՠࢤဲڇ DVऱऄᆠॾஒΔאױ༼
۞೯։࣫ऱ壄৫ΖࠇקڇՕᖂڶऱߢवᢝΰזዧऄॾஒဲࠢΔזዧ

ᆠဲࠢΔխ֮ᄗဲࠢα[Փ2003 ]ኙ DVऱ༴૪ຟਢլജך։ऱΖԱᚦᇖຍଡ
լߩΔृଠᤜ৬ϘᐖᆠဠဲवᢝϙΔނڢ DVՈጩ܂ᐖᆠဠဲ[Փ 2002]Ζ 

ܶץߒΔԵઔࠏዧࠩऱא DVऱীऱ৳ਢڶᏝଖऱΖ[્ႚ
 Κࠏԫଡڶ[1999 ۂ

 

 Ζޏ۩ኙഏᛜٞᄐၞڇإഏݺ

 

[્ႚ1999 ۂ]ᎁΔϘຍᑌऱΔګழΔϖၞ۩ϗ༉ڶထᆵϙΖڇנ
5ጟ֮Κ 

 

1. We are carrying on reforms on the state-owned enterprises in our country. 

2. We are making reforms on the state-owned enterprises in our country. 

3. The reforms on the state-owned enterprises are being carried out in our country. 

4. We are reforming the state-owned enterprises in our country.  

5. The state-owned enterprises are being reformed in our country. 

 



 

 

                            זዧխऱڤݮ೯ဲ                        ˈ˄ˊ 

ᚨᇠᎅΔຍ 5 ጟ֮ഗءՂຟႚሒԱ֮ऱრ৸Ζൕছ૿ऱಘᓵΔאױᛵᇞࠩϘݺഏإ
ނشආאࢬܑऱΖዧհڶഏᛜٞᄐϙਢޏڇإഏݺϘٵϙޏ۩ኙഏᛜٞᄐၞڇ

Ϙޏϙऱאףࠃ࠹ছᆜऱীΔৰױ౨ਢطՊᇠࠃ࠹ਢբवॾஒΔۖϘޏϙթਢء

ऱྡྷរΖዧԾشԱϘၞ۩ϙΔലټ೯ဲϘޏϙ܂،ऱᘯဲࢤᎏΔլႛ᧩

รڇΖࢤϙऱመ࿓ޏਠԱϘ֘ΕᣤΔۖڤإ 1,2,3 ֮խΔՈشࠌ carry on ࢨ
makeല೯ဲϘreformϙဲټ֏ΔፖϘၞ۩ϙઌᅝΖڼڂΔຏൄڇዧழΔϘၞ
۩ϙڢॺڶထᆵΖኔᎾՂΔઌᅝՊϘၞ۩ϙऱဲڢլ֟Δ۟֟ڶΚcarry on,  carry 
out,  undertake,  undergo,  conduct,  engage,  make,  hold,  commit,  have, Ζԫ
ਢڂڍΔԲਢဲټፖຍᣊ೯ဲൄࡐڶऱჸΔڕΚ hold discussion, make 
investigation ΔຍᑌΔխऱຍᣊ೯ဲ༉լቝዧխऱϘၞ۩ϙ߷Ꮦ֧ԳࣹؾΖ 

5. ፖી 

ृឈྥ९ཚڇૠጩߢᖂᏆౙ܂Δ܀࿇।ऱᓵ֮Օڍᑇຟਢ᥆Պߢՠ࿓ࢨ۞ྥ

ߢݾֱ૿ऱΖ፞ࢭรնዧဲნߢᖂઔಘᄎΰCLSW5, 2004ڣ 6ִ 14ֲ۟
16ֲΔᄅࡕףαิ ៣ृᘸ८ᙍ໑Փࣟୣࡉព໑ՓऱฐൣᝮᓮΔࠎ༽ݺޣԫଡᝮܫΖ

ፖאլٵΔृຍڻᙇᖗڤݮ೯ဲຍଡᠲؾቫᇢၞ۩პᨠऄઔߒΔឈྥ،Ոਢጵ

Ζ࣠ګऱړ࠷౨ױΔլ֜פᖂߢᑑࣚ೭ऱΔথ۞वؾवᢝऱ᜔ߢীٽ

լመԾუΔਝݫΔլ༉ࠩᕙఄ॰ছݫࠐΔאࢬթ݇ᜬലຍᒧ֮ີ٣༼ٌ࿓ࡡڤ

ᄎေᐉΔᝫڶړࢴΖݦඨຍᒧܫ౨ߢॾஒઔࡉߒءߢઔߒऱٌੌ

נԫរಥΖ 

ृམ༉ڤݮ೯ဲऱംᠲޣඒՊ׆ນ㝿ඒΔڦۍڇהխ༼ࠎԱࠏϘݺഏإ

ϙऱޏ۩ኙഏᛜٞᄐၞڇ 5 ጟ֮ΖᏥႆ໑ՓΕਹᖠᙩΕ׆एඕΕ༙ഏੴٵᖂՈ࠰
ճ॑໑ՓΕ୪໑ܦΖຬᏠࣔඒΕᇯᓡࣟ໑ՓΕࠏࠎ༽Ε֮ەႃگृ܂ܗ

ՓΕܨᖂൎ໑ՓΕ്֏ᅗ۔ஃΕᘳ၂ዊٵᖂኙॣᒚ༼נԱଥޏრࢨߠᇖךᇷறΖॣᒚ

ऱټေᐉृՈղԱᣪ၆ऱ৬ᤜΖृ܂ኙאՂۯٺऱ࡚ીאᇨᐱऱრΖ 

ᐜඒ್ڇהਢءᓵထΖԫءԹ୯ඒऱࠟࠩگΔٿᄎᤜհٌ༽֮ࢿലڇृ܂

ਐᖄՀګݙऱ໑Փᓵ֮Ϙဠᆠ೯ဲᓵϙΔԫءਢ ڣ2004 נठषנᙉኑஃᒤՕᖂط3ִ
ठऱറထπזዧဠᆠ೯ဲઔߒρΰ37ᆄڗα[Թ୯ 2004]Ζڇ࣠ڕ༼ٌհছࠩگຍ
ᎁᢝࠩԹ୯ඒݺΔٿᓵထհءᥦԱຍࠟੌڇΖլመΔؾᙇᠲ౨ᄎױᓵထΔृءࠟ

ऱઔߒ᥆ՊזዧऄਮՀऱءઔߒΔ֮ۖءฅຶਢ૿ٻॾஒऱΔא༈

ࢷشऱᚨߒઔءऱΔՈၴ़ԫڶᑑऱ൶ᝫਢؾᑑಖڤݮᏁऱࢬ೯։࣫۞ޣ

୶ԱᡲΖृึࡨᎁΔԱٻᖲᕴᇞऱؾᑑছၞΔ૿ٻॾஒऱߢઔߒԫ

ൕءߢઔߒऱ࣠ګխگܮᛜ塄Ζإਢءထٻߢᖂ୮ᖂऱᣋඨΔृڣޢஂנ

ԫ৫ऱ CLSW ދ֮ࢿটലڶթृ܂ᑌऱᣋඨΔٵထࣄ٨ᄎᤜΔᒔኔᛧ墿ସΖߓ

IJCLCLP Special Issue of CLSW5 Ζ 
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֮ە 
ຫᆢߐΔϘזዧ૪೯ဲᖲᕴဲࠢऱឩࡉךᑒᣂএઔߒϙΔπڗ֮ߢᚨشρΔ4Δ

2001, pp. 98-104. 
ຫة๙ΔϘDVऱᒤΕڻᣊ֗ᐛϙΔவၺᖂעΔ3Δ2003, pp. 92-94. 
Թ୯Δπזዧဠᆠ೯ဲઔߒρΔխഏՕຑΚᙉኑஃᒤՕᖂנठषΔ2004ڣ 3ִ.   
ᇀࣟΔᇀൎΔϘ૿ٻॾஒऱဲნᆠઔߒխऱૉեംᠲϙΔπڗ֮ߢᚨشρΔ3Δ

2001Δpp. 27-33. 
  .ᖂೃᖂρΔ4Δ1995Δpp. 68-71ߛϗᣊဠ֏೯ဲऱᎏϙΔπᄅᡲඒא+ΔౘΔϘϖVޕ
 .ᖂೃᖂΔ20(1)Δ2003, pp. 11-16ߛඒڠ౨ϙᤕפشϗऱאף㵶᜴ΔϘϖޕ
ຬᏠࣔΔπזዧऄઔߒඒ࿓ρΔࠇקΚࠇקՕᖂנठषΔ2003ڣ 8ִΔpp. 161-162. 
ڣ塢Δ1Δ1980ٱΚ೭ࠇקρΔဲۍዧԶזྉΔπ࠸ܨ 5ִ. 
ᣋΔϘᇩݛֻ DVڤݮࡉ֏೯ဲϙΔπ໔չஃᒤᖂೃᖂρΔ4Δ1997. 
્ႚۂΔϘϖၞ۩ϗऱᆠዌϙΔߠ႓⓻Δᇀࣟᒳπૠጩߢᖂ֮ႃρΔק

 .ठषΔ1999, pp. 51-57נΚ堚ဎՕᖂࠇ
؆ઔषΔπזዧဲࠢρΔࠇקΚ؆ඒᖂፖઔנߒठषΔ1Δ1988ڣ 11ִ. 
ፖૠߢΚπዧࡕףዧᆠဲࠢᎅࣔϙΔᄅזΔϘ༡ΔᇯᓡࣟΔՓ׆

ጩᖂρΔ13(2), 2003Δpp. 159-176. 
ᙝ٘ลΔϘᎅϖٿᥛ೯ဲࢤᎏ೯ဲϗϙΔࣾקஃᒤՕᖂᖂΰ۞ྥઝᖂठαΔ32(2)Δ

1998, pp. 91-93. 
ՊسۂΔᏥཆΔՓΔϘխ֮ᄗဲࠢᎅࣔϙΔᄅࡕףΚπዧߢፖૠጩᖂρΔ

13(2), 2003Δpp. 177-194. 
ՓΔϘࠇקՕᖂߢवᢝᄗउϙΔᄅࡕףΚπዧߢፖૠጩᖂρΔ13(2)Δ2003

ڣ 6ִΔpp. 119-120. 
ՓΔᐝࣔΔڹᖂᔴΔϘዧဲऱᄗऄ᥆ࢤ༴૪ϙΔπڗ֮ߢᚨشρΔ3Δ2001, 

pp. 21-26. 
ՓΔڹᖂᔴΔᏥႆΔϘזዧᐖᆠဠဲवᢝऱ৬ϙΔรԲ्ൂዧߢ

ᖂႽோᄎᤜΰᄅࡕףαΔ2002ڣ 11ִ 27ֲΔᄅࡕףΚπዧߢፖૠጩᖂρΔ
13(1)Δ2003ڣ 3ִΔpp. 89-98. 

ՓΔπזዧऄॾஒဲࠢᇡᇞΰร 2 ठαρΔࠇקΚ堚ဎՕᖂנठषΔ2003
ڣ 2ִ. 

խഏषᄎઝᖂೃߢઔࠢဲࢬߒᒳᙀᒳΔπזዧဲࠢΰଥૡठαρΔࠇקΚ೭

ڣ塢Δ1983ٱ 1ִ. 
ഏᎾዧඒᖂಘᓵᄎ೯ဲΫΫรԫټࡉ૿ዧ㠪ऱဠ֏೯ဲזᐚዺΔϘڹ

 .ՕᖂᖂΰୃषठαρΔ5Δ1985ࠇקϙΔπ܂
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A Synchronous Corpus-Based Study on the  

Usage and Perception of Judgement Terms in the 

Pan-Chinese Context 

Oi Yee Kwong  and Benjamin K. Tsou  

Abstract 

This paper reports on a synchronous corpus-based study of the everyday usage of a 
set of Chinese judgement terms. An earlier study on Hong Kong data found that 
these terms were more polysemous than their English counterparts within the legal 
domain, and were even more fuzzily used in general news reportage. The current 
study further compares their usage in general texts from other Chinese speech 
communities (Beijing, Taiwan, and Singapore) to explore the regional differences 
in lexicalisation and perception of the relevant legal concepts. Corpus data revealed 
the distinctiveness of the Singapore data, and that the contrasting frequency 
distributions of the terms and senses could be a result of the varied focus in 
reportage or the use of alternative expressions for the same concepts in individual 
communities. The analysis will contribute to the construction and enrichment of 
Pan-Chinese lexico-semantic resources, which will be useful for many natural 
language processing applications, such as machine translation. 

Keywords: Synchronous Corpus-Based Study, Legal Concept and Terminology, 
Regional Differences, Pan-Chinese Lexico-Semantic Resources 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we report on a synchronous corpus-based study on a set of semantically related 
legal terms, and propose a Pan-Chinese lexico-semantic resource for the legal domain, such as 
one in the form of a thesaurus, to differentiate the usage and perception of closely related legal 
concepts and terminology across various Chinese speech communities. 

The situation with language and law is a very interesting one in Hong Kong. As pointed 
out by Tsou and Kwong [2003], the legal system in Hong Kong has operated through English 
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solely for more than 150 years. Following the implementation of legal bilingualism in the 90’s, 
Hong Kong became the first community that follows the Common Law system which at the 
same time allows the use of both English and Chinese in court proceedings. In contrast to the 
many precisely lexicalised legal concepts in English, given its long and established tradition in 
Common Law, the use of their Chinese equivalents is apparently more fuzzy, as is evident 
from the lack of one-to-one correspondence of legal terms between English and Chinese.  
This difference in the cross-lingual lexicalisation of legal concepts between English and 
Chinese has thus become a substantial linguistic hurdle in the implementation of legal 
bilingualism, and is directly related to whether both languages could eventually be used in 
balanced and proper ways to the same effect in the legal domain. The apparent fuzziness with 
Chinese legal terms is nevertheless peculiar in the Hong Kong context, but not in other places 
where Chinese is also used as the official language in the legal domain, such as in Mainland 
China. A possible reason is that preciseness is somehow diluted upon translation. In English, 
for instance, a “verdict” and a “sentence” are sufficiently distinguished, despite their semantic 
relatedness (as both are related to the results of a trial). However, when expressed in, or more 
often translated into, Chinese, the preciseness is somehow weakened. On the one hand, the 
expression or translation in Chinese might have to take into account the corresponding 
syntactic constraints and stylistic differences in the two languages in order to sound natural, 
hence the variation in expressing the same concept in different contexts. On the other hand, 
the translation could sometimes be affected by usages in other places. For example, although 
“contract” is mostly expressed as “ٽપ” in Hong Kong, it is sometimes expressed as “ٵٽ”, 
which is the term used in Mainland China for this concept. 

A set of semantically related legal terms was studied by Tsou and Kwong [2003] with 
respect to their usage in the legal domain and in general texts. The terms are “ဪ” (hold, 
convicted), “ဪެ” (determine, verdict), “ެܒ” (judgement, conviction), “ဪឰ” (find, 
finding), and “ဪܒ” (Magistracy)1, all of which have one or more senses referring to some 
aspects of “judgement”. Their uses were studied via a corpus of bilingual court judgments2 
and a general corpus of news articles from Hong Kong. From the corpus of bilingual 
judgments, it was observed that these Chinese terms were considerably polysemous, such that 
most of them were found as the renditions for multiple English terms, which are distinct 
though closely related in meaning. Even more varied usages were found for the Chinese terms 

                                                 
1 The English terms are the more common translations of the corresponding Chinese terms as observed 

from Hong Kong court judgments. They are included here for reference only and are not necessarily 
the absolute or correct translations per se. 

2 An explicit distinction between the use of “judgment” and “judgement” is drawn here, as the inclusion 
or omission of the “e” is not arbitrary. “Judgment” refers specifically to the concluding writing for a 
court trial, while “judgement” refers to the action of judging in general. 
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in the general corpus, and the sense boundaries appeared to be more ambiguous.  Although 
the confusion might be insignificant to the perception of the general readers, the subtlety 
therein could bear significant conceptual difference in the stricter legal domain, which is far 
less tolerable of impreciseness and ambiguity. Attempts were made to identify 
near-synonymous senses from the corpus examples, and to arrange them in terms of their 
semantic relatedness into a verb hierarchy and a noun hierarchy, in a way similar to WordNet 
[Miller et al. 1990]. 

The current work aims at expanding on the above study, to further explore and analyse 
the different usages and finely grained senses of the aforementioned Chinese legal terms, 
among news texts from various Chinese speech communities including Hong Kong, Beijing, 
Taiwan, and Singapore. Based on the usages of these terms in the corpus texts from different 
communities, we look for local differences in the lexicalisation, if any, and thus the perception 
of the corresponding legal concepts, which might be a result of the differences in social 
structures or legal systems. On the one hand, the different societies and legal systems might 
share similar legal concepts which are expressed in the same ways. On the other hand, in the 
case where they do not share similar lexical items, it is important to see what alternatives are 
used in different places to express related concepts. This is a necessary though preliminary 
step in the development of a Pan-Chinese lexico-semantic resource for legal terminology. 

Efforts have been made by researchers in lexical semantics on the study of semantic 
relations among Chinese lexical items, with a view toward organising the lexical items into 
semantic networks. Gao [2001], for example, proposed a quantitative measure for the 
closeness and differentiation of near-synonyms among verbs denoting physical actions from a 
range of lexical semantic features. Cheng [2001] discussed the differentiation of related words 
from their individual focus and orientation. Nevertheless, work on lexical semantics and 
corpus-based lexicography often only drew reference from one particular corpus. Huang et al. 
[2000] worked on verbal semantics and near-synonyms of Mandarin Chinese as used in 
Taiwan. Tongyici Cilin [ම 1984] is based exclusively on Chinese as used in post-1949 
Mainland. However, linguistic variation is significant and especially salient for Chinese 
language used in different communities [Tsou et al. 2004]. Our corpus-based, Pan-Chinese 
approach, beginning with a set of domain-specific lexical items, thus has additional 
advantages for its indigenousness, portability, and versatility. Such a Pan-Chinese lexical 
resource, when done in large scale, could contribute to natural language processing 
applications like machine translation and serve as a rich reference for legal and paralegal 
professionals. More importantly, the resource would capture the linguistic norms from more 
than one Chinese speech community. 

In Section 2, we first briefly review the polysemy of legal terms and the complexity of 
translating legal terms from English to Chinese. Then in Section 3, we present the details of 
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the corpus analysis done in the current study. Results are discussed in Section 4, and we will 
conclude with future directions in Section 5. 

2. Polysemy of Legal Terms 

Tsou and Kwong [2003] started with a set of Chinese legal terms, all with senses related to 
“judgement” or “the action of judging” in the legal context, to study how the preciseness of 
legal concepts lexicalised in English is captured in their Chinese translations as shown in 
bilingual court judgments in Hong Kong, and how the preciseness of the latter is in turn 
preserved in a general corpus. The set of “judgement” terms includes “ဪ” (hold, convicted), 
“ဪެ” (determine, verdict), “ެܒ” (judgement, conviction), “ဪឰ” (find, finding), and “ဪ
 They observed that in Hong Kong, despite the implementation of legal .(Magistracy) ”ܒ
bilingualism for several years, legal concepts are not as precisely lexicalised in Chinese as in 
English. Thus while a particular legal concept could be relatively unambiguously expressed by 
one term in English, the same concept may not have a direct one-to-one corresponding term in 
Chinese. The fuzziness is carried over from legal contexts as in court judgments to informal 
contexts as in news reports. For instance, “ဪެ” has been identified as the translation 
equivalent for “decision”, “verdict”, and “award” in the bilingual corpus of court judgments.  
Similarly, the word “decision” has been rendered as “ެ”, “ဪެ”, and “ެܒ”, among 
many possibilities. Such a complex correspondence (as further illustrated in Table 1 and 
Figure 1) between English and Chinese legal terms can be explained by the fact that the use of 
English is much more mature in the Common Law system in Hong Kong. Many legal concepts 
are thus lexicalised and can be precisely expressed in English, whereas this preciseness is 
greatly weakened when terms are translated into Chinese. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Interwoven mapping between English and Chinese legal terms 
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Table 1. Example of multiple renditions between English and Chinese legal terms 

English Chinese Examples 

Decision ဪެ In Mayson v. Clouet [1924] 
AC980 the Privy Council 
approved the decision in 
Howe v. Smith (1884). 

ᑐയೃڇMayson v. Clouet 
([1924]AC980) ԫூխኙ Howe 
v. Smith([1884]27Ch.D.89) ԫூ
ऱဪެ।قᢥٵΖ 

Verdict ဪެ The jury returned their 
verdicts on 2 September 1997.

ڣ1997 9ִ 2ֲΔຩᐉቸנ܂ဪ
ެΖ 

Award ဪެ This was followed by a 
request that the tribunal 
should postpone making an 
award for two months. 

ຍԫᒔᎁԱᔄֱᇿထᓮ٘ޣဪ

அᙈࠟଡִנ܂ဪެΖ 

Decision ެ None of these decisions assist 
the appellant. 

ຍެࠄհխڶԫኙՂ္Գ

 Ζܗᚥࢬڶ

Decision ެܒ The Court of Appeal, by a 
majority (Nazareth V-P and 
Liu JA, Rogers JA dissenting) 
reversed her decision, 
dismissing the claim to 
specific performance and 
holding that Douglas was 
entitled to forfeit the deposit. 

Ղ္ऄஅאՕֺᑇΰՂ္அ೫அ

९ᕟࡉ৳ښՂ္அऄኣࣔٵ

რΔՂ္அऄᢅໃݳฆᤜα

ංڔऱެܒΔᔭൎࠫᐌ۩ऱ

گᦞڶรԲፖֱဪࡉع

ૡ८Ζ 

Despite the complexity of multiple renditions, the morphemic structure of the individual 
Chinese terms might nevertheless indicate a core sense of the term, and thus suggest the focus 
of the relevant concept. For example, while the words “ဪ”, “ဪެ” and “ဪឰ” share an 
identical morpheme “ဪ” (to judge), they could be differentiated by their second morphemes, 
which focus on “conclusion”, “decision”, and “inference” respectively. This distinction is 
similar to Cheng’s [2001] discussion of word families where similar and related words could 
be differentiated by their individual focus and orientation, or meaning facets. 

In the current study, we are interested to see if the same kind of polysemy appears in the 
usage of the same legal terms in different Chinese speech communities. It is hypothesised that 
we may not find exactly the same usage of the same terms in the various communities, as their 
different social structures and legal systems might lead to different perception of the 
corresponding legal concepts, and the same concepts may not be equally salient for people in 
different communities. We will probe, using authentic corpus data, the perception of the 
various legal concepts in different communities, and see how the salience of “judgement” is 
reflected in the language used in different places; and if they do not use the terms in the same 
way, what alternative words are used to express similar concepts. 
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3. A Synchronous Corpus-Based Study 

3.1 Materials 
In this study, we further analyse three terms (called “target words” hereafter) which Tsou and 
Kwong [2003] studied, namely “ဪ” (hold, convicted), “ဪެ” (determine, verdict), and “ܒ
ެ” (judgement, conviction). We leave out “ဪឰ” (find, finding), as it was only found in the 
bilingual court judgment corpus but not at all in the general corpus (LIVAC, as introduced 
below), and “ဪܒ” (Magistracy), as it was found to mostly refer to the sense of “umpire” or 
“adjudication in a contest” when used in the general corpus. 

Sentential contexts for the target words were extracted from a subset of the LIVAC 
corpus [Tsou et al. 2000]. LIVAC (http://www.livac.org) is a synchronous corpus developed 
by the Language Information Sciences Research Centre of the City University of Hong Kong.  
The corpus contains newspaper articles collected synchronously and regularly from six 
Chinese speech communities. The subset we used in the current study consists of texts from 
Hong Kong (HK), Beijing (BJ), Taiwan (TW) and Singapore (SG), covering local news, 
international news, sports news, entertainment news, and financial news, collected over the 
same period of time (for two years, 1997-98 and 2002-03). Each sub-corpus, that is, texts from 
each of the four places, contains about 5M Chinese characters, which yields about 3M words 
upon segmentation. 

3.2 The Analysis 
For each target word, 30 samples of their sentential contexts (where there was sufficient data) 
were randomly selected from each sub-corpus, and assigned a sense from the sense inventory 
as in Tsou and Kwong [2003] where appropriate. New senses were recorded when found. 
Upon sense tagging, the samples from the various sub-corpora were further analysed with 
respect to the sense distribution of each word in each community, and the similarities and 
differences of such distributions across the various communities. As in the previous study, the 
assignment of senses took into account the collocation patterns of the different senses and 
subcategorisation patterns of the verbal usages where applicable. In addition, bi-syllabic 
words containing the morphemes “ဪ”, “”, “ެ” or “ܒ” were retrieved from the 
sub-corpora. The retrieved words and their relative frequencies were studied, to disclose any 
perceptual difference of the related legal concepts and any alternative expressions of such 
concepts in the different communities. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Relative Frequency Distribution 
The frequency of the target words from the various sub-corpora is shown in Table 2. The 
relatively low frequency of all the target words in BJ data is most notable. The small numbers 
readily indicate that court news does not receive as much attention in Beijing newspapers as in 
other places. 

Table 2. Frequency of the target words in the sub-corpora 

Word HK BJ TW SG 

ဪ19 80 38 122  

ဪެ 142 32 54 139 

 341 210 66 160 ެܒ

Just comparing the absolute frequencies, “ެܒ” ranked highest across the board. Its 
relative frequency is especially high for TW and SG. In the most dramatic case of SG data, 
there are 341 occurrences of “ެܒ” but only 19 occurrences of “ဪ”. This is very different 
from, for example, HK data, where the relative frequency of “ެܒ” and “ဪ” differs by less 
than 10%. To a certain extent, this difference in relative frequency suggests a variation of 
focus in news reportage in the two communities, assuming that the use of these words in them 
is not arbitrary. According to many legal dictionaries [e.g. πऄᖂဲࠢρᒳᙀࡡᄎ 1985; 
Ꮵ堚ན 2001], “ެܒ” and “ဪ” refer to different aspects of the ruling of a court. In 
particular, “ެܒ” is often associated with the final determination on the main issue in a trial, 
whereas “ဪ” usually refers to the conclusions to other factual disputes during a trial. 

4.2 Sense Distribution 
Sample sentences of the target words from BJ, TW and SG data were examined and each 
occurrence of the words was assigned a sense with reference to the sense set defined by Tsou 
and Kwong [2003]. The sense distributions were compared to those reported for Hong Kong 
data in the same study. The results are tabulated in Tables 3 to 5 for “ဪ”, “ဪެ” and “ܒ
ެ” respectively (the number in brackets below each place refers to the number of samples 
checked and all figures reported are percentages). The second and third columns refer to data 
gathered from a bilingual corpus of Hong Kong court judgments and a subset of the current 
HK data from LIVAC respectively as reported in the earlier study. In this subsection we focus 
on the sense distribution with respect to individual words, and in the next we will further 
explore the regional differences observed. 
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4.2.1 ဪ 
“ဪ” was earlier distinguished into four verb senses and two noun senses. No new sense was 
found from the data in the current study. The dominance of its verb usages is observed in all 
places except BJ. Over 70% of the samples for BJ were assigned sense 6 (as in “ึנ܂ᐉဪ
 etc.). This contrasts enormously not only ,”ऱဪܒऱച۩”, “ፂΕဪެܒॴᡶ“ ,”
with other places but also with data from the legal domain. It also contrasts dramatically with 
SG data where no nominal usages were found at all for “ဪ”. This may be a consequence of 
the small number of SG samples but is more likely a genuine difference in the usage of the 
word, as we will further discuss below. Another interesting observation is that in the legal 
corpus, “ဪ” is seldom used to state the order given by the court (sense 3) and the BJ data 
are more or less in line with this. However, over 25% of the samples from HK, TW and SG 
fall under sense 3. This thus raises interesting questions regarding the saliency of the concepts 
in individual places. 

Table 3. Sense distribution of “ဪ” 

Sense and Example Legal 
(30) 

HK 
(30) 

BJ 
(30) 

TW 
(30) 

SG 
(19) 

1. [v.] the court decides on the outcome of a case 
 e.g. ऄஅဪΞᆞمګټΖ 43.33 43.33 3.33 16.67 31.60 

2. [v.] the court resolves an issue in a case 
 e.g. ऄဪנ༽ࢬऱڶޣࠩየრΖ 36.67 20.00 6.67 30.00 26.30 

3. [v.] the court gives an order 
 e.g. ऄဪཽܛழᤩהଚΖ 3.33 26.67 6.67 26.67 42.10 

4. [v.] to judge on some issue to resolve dispute 
 e.g. ऄஅᏁဪᜯمᄎऱٽऄࢤΖ 0.00 6.67 0.00 3.33 0.00 

5. [n.] the resolution of an issue in dispute 
 e.g. …ဪڃլ౨חԳየრΖஂءᎁՂ૪ဪ

 ᒔྤᎄΖإ
10.00 0.00 6.67 6.67 0.00 

6. [n.] the decision on the outcome of a case 
 e.g. ݺᎁᑉࡡऄऱဪਢإᒔऱΖ 6.67 3.33 76.67 16.67 0.00 

4.2.2 ဪެ 
Sense tagging is notorious for its difficulty as the meaning in the new occurrence of a word is 
not always so clear-cut that a pre-defined sense could be unambiguously assigned to it. In this 
regard, the tagging for “ဪެ” was most difficult and confusing. The difficulty may be largely 
attributed to its relatively general meaning. For example, according to the hierarchies 
suggested by Tsou and Kwong [2003], the verb sense ဪެ/1 and the noun sense ဪެ/5 are 
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the top nodes3 in their respective hierarchies. Having the most general sense amongst others, 
it means that the word can be used in a relatively wide variety of contexts. When it comes to 
general news reports, they are not necessarily the correct and legitimate contexts. This is 
evident in two respects from Table 4. 

Table 4. Sense distribution of “ဪެ” 

Sense and Example Legal 
(30) 

HK 
(30) 

BJ 
(25) 

TW 
(30) 

SG 
(30) 

1. [v.] the court makes a decision based on evidence 
 e.g. ૉڶऄ৳ᨠរ։ࣴΔ່ึٌطऄஅຊ،Ζ 16.67 6.67 0.00 23.33† 33.33 

2. [v.] the court decides on the outcome/sentence/etc. 
 e.g. ऄຊ،…ނᘩවᆞ྇ᎄවᆞ… 0.00 3.33 0.00 23.33 20.00 

3. [n.] the court’s decision on the outcome of a case 
 e.g. ຩᐉቸሒ۟ᎄවऱຊ،Ζ 30.00 6.67 20.00 13.33 0.00 

4. [n.] the court’s decision on monetary compensation 
 e.g. …ࢴച۩ֆપຊ،… 23.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.33 

5. [n.] the court’s decision on a case and orders 
 e.g. …ᄎ༉ऄೃՂִဪཽᤩԼټ။তԳ

ऱຊ،Ղ္Ζ 
16.67 53.33 40.00† 30.00 23.33 

6. [n.] the resolution of an issue 
 e.g. …ᣂᢞᖕ൷ࢤऱຊ،… 13.33 20.00 40.00† 0.00 0.00 

7. [n.] religious orders, etc. 
 e.g. …ᦫࡎຍᣊඒຊ،… 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

*8. [v.] the court decides on the outcome of a case 
 e.g. ऄሁཎ૭ᤕޥຊ،הऱᆞمګټΖ -- -- -- 3.33 10.00 

*9. [v.] the court resolves an issue in a case 
 e.g. …ຊ،ჸড়ڶದ္অᙠֆऱᦞܓΖ -- -- -- -- 6.67 

*10. [v.] to judge on some issue to resolve dispute 
 e.g. Կؘႊຊ،ऱਢᣂএࠩֆฒܓ墿ऱऄ

৳ംᠲΖ 
-- -- -- -- 3.33 

*11. [v.] the action of judging by referee in sports events
 e.g. …܀Բឤᐉຶܒ؆ມ֫ਢ൷වΔྥ৵္ᓮ

ຊ،… 
-- -- -- 6.67 -- 

                                                 
3 In the verb hierarchy, {ဪެ/1} subsumes {ဪ1/ެܒ ,1/}, {ဪ2/ެܒ ,2/}, {ဪ3/, ဪެ/2, 3/ެܒ}, 

while {ဪ2/ެܒ ,2/} further subsumes {ဪ4/}. In the noun hierarchy, {ဪެ/5, 4/ެܒ} subsumes 
{ဪ6/, ဪެ/3}, {ဪ5/, ဪެ/6}, {ဪެ/4}, while {ဪ6/, ဪެ/3} further subsumes {5/ެܒ}. Senses 
within curly brackets belong to the same synonym set [Tsou and Kwong 2003]. 
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First, the use of “ဪެ” is almost abused in the SG data. Senses 8 to 10 in Table 4 were 
unexpectedly found from SG. They are essentially equivalent to individual senses identified 
earlier for “ဪ” and “ެܒ”. In particular, ဪެ/8 is apparently synonymous to {ဪܒ ,1/
ެ/1}, ဪެ/9 to {ဪ2/ެܒ ,2/}, and ဪެ/10 to {ဪ4/}. However, the low relative 
frequency for these senses of “ဪެ” and their absence from other regions suggest that these 
senses might more appropriately and specifically be replaced by the relevant senses of “ဪ” 
and “ެܒ” instead, as the examples for these senses in Table 4 sound slightly unnatural. 

Second, the loose restriction on “ဪެ” is also reflected in the BJ and TW data (marked 
with † in Table 4) as the word is often used to refer to the decisions (or the action of making 
decisions) made by non-judiciary units (e.g. “ط٤ݙ۩ਙᖲᣂဪެ” – TW, “၉ิ៣མ
 ဪެ” – BJ, etc.). Apart from this, an additional sense for “ဪެ” related to a referee’sנ
judgement (sense 11) was found from the TW data; while sense 4 (decision on monetary 
compensation) is so domain-specific and technical that it is rarely found outside legal 
documents. 

 ެܒ 4.2.3
As seen from Table 5, all regions show a similar sense distribution for “ެܒ”, where senses 4 
and 1 are the major senses. Sense 5 (i.e. conviction) is specific enough to appear only in the 
legal texts. Additional uses referring to a referee’s judgement in a sports event were observed 
from TW and SG data. 

Table 5. Sense distribution of “ެܒ” 

Sense and Example Legal 
(30) 

HK 
(30) 

BJ 
(30) 

TW 
(30) 

SG 
(30) 

1. [v.] the court decides on the outcome of a case 
 e.g. ஂءղ،Ղ္ऴΖ 13.33 20.00 20.00 36.67 16.67 

2. [v.] the court resolves an issue in a case 
 e.g. Ղ္ऄೃղ،࠹ಜԳڶᦞ༼ܧנᓮΖ 3.33 6.67 0.00 0.00 3.33 

3. [v.] the court gives an order or sentence 
 e.g. ഏᎾऄஅآᦞղ،ᆞ٩ڽحΖ 0.00 6.67 3.33 3.33 0.00 

4. [n.] the decisions made by court, and related orders 
 e.g. …ԫՂ္ூऱղ،… 56.67 66.67 76.67 53.33 70.00 

5. [n.] conviction, the judgment of being guilty 
 e.g. אՂਢԲႈᆞټᆞղ،ऱمΖ 26.67 0.00 0.00 3.33 0.00 

*6. [v.] the action of judging by referee in sports events
 e.g. ฒڍဪܒղ،ञᤜऱᒔམॴឫֺΖ -- -- -- 3.33 -- 

*7. [n.] the judgement of referee in sports events 
 e.g. …ڂլየဪܒऱԫଡղ،ۖኵ10.00 -- -- -- -- …ࣁ 
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4.3 Regional Variation 
An obvious difference among the three target words is that verb uses tend to dominate for “ဪ
 are used more often as nouns. However, from Table 3, it can ”ެܒ“ whereas “ဪެ” and 4”
be seen that BJ has a lot more nominal usages (sense 6) of “ဪ”. This observation is 
nevertheless in line with the findings of Kwong and Tsou [2003] on verb-noun categorial 
fluidity in Chinese, where in texts from BJ, about 18% of the verbs were found to undergo the 
verb-noun shift, compared to about 15% of the verbs in the TW and HK data. Hence this 
linguistic phenomenon might account for the dominance of sense 6 of “ဪ” in BJ data. 

 There remain some interesting questions regarding the differences in sense distribution 
across the various regions: 

1. Table 3 shows that “ဪ” is mostly used in SG to state the order given by the court, that is, 
sense 3. Does this tell us anything about the salience of court orders in SG reportage? 

2. Table 3 also shows that “ဪ” is least used in sense 3 in BJ, compared to other places.  
The frequency of its synonymous senses ဪެ/2 and 3/ެܒ is also extremely low in BJ 
data. So is the concept missing or expressed in another manner? 

3. ဪެ/3 is absent from SG data, and so is its synonym ဪ6/. Do SG news reports pay little 
attention to verdicts? Otherwise where has the concept been absorbed into other 
expressions? 

The difference in sense distribution across various regions is on the one hand a result of 
the different linguistic norms and styles of language use, as exhibited by the dominance of 
nominal usages in BJ. Hence even though BJ does not use ဪ3/ or its synonyms, the 
relevant concepts might have been expressed via nominal uses such as 4/ެܒ. On the other 
hand, it could reflect the varied approaches and perception in different communities regarding 
the concepts of judgement. For instance, these concepts are apparently less salient in BJ 
contexts given the relatively low frequency of the target words in BJ data. Moreover, since SG 
is found to use ဪ3/ heavily but not ဪެ/3, it suggests that SG news tends to treat the 
conclusion (verdict) and the consequence (sentence and order) as a whole. 

To further understand this Pan-Chinese variation, we have simultaneously, though only 
briefly, surveyed the use of more similar and related lexical items from various resources.  
For instance, among the words mined from the seed morpheme “ܒ” from the corpus materials 
used in this study, words like “ܒ“ ,”٩ܒ”, “ܒፆ”, “ܒ” and “ܒ” (all related to 
sentencing) are relatively more abundant in HK and TW than in SG, suggesting that HK and 
TW tend to distinguish between the verdict and the sentence more clearly. On the other hand, 

                                                 
4 In particular, sense 1 and sense 6 of “ဪ” both refer to the same meaning but differ in syntactic 

category. 
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a preliminary survey through some internet resources on legal documents (e.g. websites with 
PRC judgments 5  and Taiwan judgments 6 ) shows that terms related to “decision” and 
“sentencing” like “ܒ“ ,”ܒ”, “חܒ”, and “ެܒ” are shared by judgments produced in 
Hong Kong, Mainland China, and Taiwan region. However, a related but probably more 
specific term, “ࡎܒ” (which appears to combine decision, sentencing and order), is found 
only in Taiwan judgments. The variation and the subtle difference among such related terms 
would be useful and should be captured in a comprehensive Pan-Chinese lexico-semantic 
resource for the legal domain. Thus the use of these words, their relations with the target 
words, and their variation in the Pan-Chinese context all require further investigation. 

5. Conclusion 

Thus in this study we have further analysed the usage and sense distribution of a set of closely 
related legal terms pertaining to judgement in the Pan-Chinese context. Linguistic data reveal 
variation in the salience of these concepts in various Chinese speech communities and the 
distinctiveness of the SG data. Based on the subtleties among various uses, we have further 
probed the salience of these concepts in the various communities, and the differences therein 
might be a result of the difference in legal systems. For instance, the use of the target words in 
HK and SG might be more influenced by translation from English legal terms than in BJ and 
TW. Alternatives for expressing similar and related legal concepts should be further explored 
and the study should be expanded with other sets of closely related legal terms. 

 As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, the subtle differences among the target 
words may be insignificant to the general readers. However, when it comes to high quality 
translation, especially translations which bear legal implications, the preciseness therein will 
definitely be indispensable. Hence our analysis of the use of legal terms in various Chinese 
speech communities will provide useful information for the construction of a Pan-Chinese 
legal term lexical resource as we witness the growing maturity of the Chinese language in the 
legal domain. Such an enriched lexical resource would be useful to legal and paralegal 
professionals, and for legal document translation between English and Chinese, by machines 
or by humans, as well as for many other natural language processing tasks. 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 http://www.chinaiprlaw.com/wsjx/wsjx.htm 
6 ऄᄭऄ৳ጻ http://db.lawbank.com.tw/FJUD/FJUDQRY01-1.asp 
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πԳֲاρறټࡎኔ։ᣊऱઔߒ 

The Chinese Named Entity Categorization Based on the 

People’s Daily Corpus 

०ΕՊ௯Ε۫ມ֮Գ  

YingJuʳXia, Hao Yu and Fumihito Nishino 

ኴ 

ࡎছऱؾڇ֮ءኔऱԼ։ૹΖټࡎխΔشᚨ࠷ࢼॾஒᛀΕॾஒڇ

۩ኔऱา։ᣊၞټࡎ৫ኙߡऱ࠷ࢼࡉऱഗ៕ՂΔൕॾஒᛀߓኔ։ᣊټ

ԱԵऱઔߒΖ༼נԱټࡎኔऱ్ڍ։ᣊڢנԱޢԫ్ऱᇡา։ᣊΖԱ

ᛀ᧭ᇠ։ᣊߓऱኔᎾய࣠ΔݺଚڇԳֲاறՂၞ۩ԱॣޡऱᑑࣹΖࠌڢ

٨ऱߓறՂԱԫֲاԳڇኔᢝܑጩऄټࡎऱഗՊอૠᑓীऱشൄش

ኙֺኔ᧭Ζኔ᧭࣠।ࣔΚ૿ٻᖲᕴऱา։ᣊ౨ڶயچ༼ᢝܑߓอऱࢤ

౨ܗڶึ່ڢՊॾஒᛀ࠷ࢼࡉΖ 

ᣂڗΚټࡎኔΕ։ᣊΕறΕ۞ྥߢ 

Abstract 

Named entity recognition is a very important part of information retrieval and 
information extraction. Classification is also very important. This paper 
investigates the sub-classification of named entities from the point of view of 
information retrieval and information extraction. This paper also presents 
multi-classification and gives detailed information about each sub-class. We have 
manually annotated people’s daily corpus (1998) and conducted a serial of 
experiments using the statistical model of named entity recognition. The 
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experimental results show that the sub-classes presented by this paper can enhance 
the recognition system’s performance and aid information retrieval and information 
extraction. 

Keywords: Named Entity, Classification, Corpus, Natural Language Processing 

1. ছߢ 

ᙟထڂጻऱଆຒ࿇୶Δጻॾஒၦܧਐᑇᏺ९Ζشࠌ۶ڕૠጩᖲᚥܗԳଚൕ௧ၦऱᑇ

ᖕխڶயچᛧࢬ࠷Ꮑॾஒਢ۞ྥߢऱᑷរംᠲհԫΖڇຍԫᣊॾஒᛀ࠷ࢼࡉऱ

ᚨشխΔټࡎኔऱ۞೯ᢝܑਢᄕᣂऱޡᨏΖࠡආشऱֱऄڶঞֱऄΕอૠ

ֱऄࡉอૠঞઌٽऱֱऄΖطՊঞऱֱऄᏁԳՠ᜔ΕᒳᐊՕၦऱঞױڢ

ฝཬࢤរΔԳଚၲࡨലઔߒऱૹរฝࠩᖲᕴᖂֱऄՂ[Aberdeen et.al 1995; 
Sekine et.al 1998; Borthwick 1999; Sun et.al 2002; Bikel el.al 1997]ΖۖኙՊഗՊᖲᕴᖂ
ऱᢝܑߓอۖߢΔறದထ۟ᣂૹऱش܂[႓ኑ 2002; ႑ݳ 2001]Ζᖵࠩ࠹ࠐᖂ
ृଚऱ৫ૹီΔᙟထഗՊอૠऱ۞ྥߢઔߒऱլឰԵΔኙՊறऱᏁޣՈ

ֲ墿ൎ௺Ζ 

༄Փຏઔၲߒ࿇խ֨ૻڶֆፖࠇקՕᖂૠጩߢᖂઔࢬߒΕԳֲاॾஒխ֨ٽ

אΔ܂ 1998  ᐝࣔ ;2000 ԱՕᑓዧᑑࣹற[Փ܂ኙွΔ፹ֲاԳڣ
2002]ΔڢբലՂڣתຝ։Պ ڇΖشࠌࠩԱۯߒઔڍৰڇԱֆၲΔ۩ၞڣ2001 1998
ኔ։ټࡎኔऱᑑಖΔறխऱټࡎڶਔץᆠխΔᑑࣹறֲاऱԳڣ٤ڣ

ҁᣊ[Փ1998 ]ΚᖲዌቸټΕټچΕԳټΕࠡהറဲټشΖፖհኙᚨऱਢഏᎾՂ
ᦞऱေྒྷᄎᤜ Message Understanding ConferenceՊ ࡎمڻΰMUC-6αรԫڣ1995
αΕԮ՛ᣊΰԳۯᑇࡉᆠԱԿՕᣊΰኔΕழၴኔᢝܑေྒྷറႈΖMUCΰMUC-6αټ
 ኔΖټࡎ։ֺαۍࡉΕழၴΕֲཚΕຄኞټچΕټΕᖲዌټ

ᆖመڣڍऱኔᔌᢞࣔΔຍᑌऱ։ᣊኙՊᚨࠐشᎅ᧩መษΔլ౨ದࠩৰړऱᆠ܂

৫ኙߡऱ࠷ࢼࡉऱഗ៕ՂΔൕॾஒᛀߓኔ։ᣊټࡎছऱؾڇ༉ਢ܂ऱՠ֮ءΖش

Աנڢߓ։ᣊ్ڍኔऱټࡎԱנ༽Ζߒኔา։ᣊऱឍศ৫ၞ۩ԱԵऱઔټࡎ

ऱᏁΔԾߒᖂઔߢॾஒፖறߢਝᔞᚨޣᆠΖԺԫ్ऱᇡา։ᣊޢ

౨ႚอऱߢઔߩךࠎ༽ߒऱైޗΙਝᔞٽૠጩᖲऱ۞೯ΔԾঁՊԳՠீኙΖ

ऱร֮ءڇ 2ᆏല։ܑտฯኙԳټΕᖲዌټΕټچᣊ։ᣊߓΖڇร 3ᆏኙټࡎኔ
១ጠऱ։ᣊԱॣޡ൶Ζ່ڇٿร 4ᆏխנኔ᧭࣠֗ᓵڢ୶ඨࠐآऱՠ܂Ζ 

 ኔา։ᣊټࡎ .2

2.1 Գټ։ᣊ 
ڇ ؆ࡉټΔൕᑑࣹՂྤऄ։խഏԳڤอԫऱᑑࣹᑓشආټறխΔԳֲاԳڣ1998
ഏԳټΖຍᑌऱᑑࣹறᄎᖲᕴᖂࠐᕳᜢΖڂլٵഏ୮ऱԳټऱփຝᐛΰ

ਢԳڗشټႃαڇژለՕऱܑΖڕࠏΔֲءԳټऱൄش՞ءΕ֜ΕՕΕᢏض
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ΔאࢬΖڗ؍ிΕᕙΕΕΕشൄټΙᑛભԳڗཎΕഗΕشൄټΙᤕԳဲࡉڗ

ലהଚ։ၲᑑࣹࡉᢝܑലᄎ༼Գټऱᢝܑࢤ౨ΖഗՊຍᑌऱەᐞΔݺଚലԳټऱรԫ

్։ΚխഏԳټΕ؆ഏԳࡉټլᒔԿᣊΖࠡխլᒔᣊܑਢԱ྇֟ڇᖲᕴᖂऱ

ᕳᜢ֧ۖԵऱΔຍᑌऱ։ᣊ౨ᕣၦঅᢞٵԫᣊܑխऱᐛֺለႃխΖᅝྥڇ؆ഏԳټխΔ

ΔຍהΕࠡټΕᑛભԳټԳءΚֲڕऱഏܑΔֺٵႃ։լڗشټቫᇢᖕࠡԳאױ

ᑌၞאױԫࠌޡᐛႃխΖ 

αΔټխഏԳڕΰֺڗټԫՕᣊխऱٵਢঁܛଚࣹრࠩΚݺรԫ్։ᣊऱഗ៕ՂΔڇ

ࠡዌڗش֗ګՈڶৰՕऱլٵΔֺڕဲীΰࡩڶαΕ㡧ဲীΰټࡩαΕԿဲীΰ֛

ഡ㡧ࡩαΔאױຏመຍࠄᐛലԳၞټԫޡ։ᣊΖڼطΔݺଚࠩԱรԲ్ऱ։ᣊΖ

ګਊᅃࠡዌؘڶԱอૠΔ࿇۩ၞټଚኙறխऱԳݺ։ᣊऱഗ៕ՂΔڼڇٿ່

ᐛᤉᥛၞ۩า։ᣊΖֺڕဲীאױา։ڗীΕԲڗীΕԿڗীڗڍࡉীΖᏁਐ

܀ඨࠩऱൣउΔݦଚլݺऱਢ։ᣊ။าΔലᖄીᖲᕴᖂऱಝᒭᑇᖕ။࿕งΔຍਢנ

ਢەᐞࠩᑑࣹऱறਝየߩߢॾஒፖறߢᖂઔߒΕԾႚอऱߢ

ઔߩךࠎ༽ߒऱైޗΖݺଚᝫਢެၞ۩รԿ్ऱ։ᣊΖڇᖲᕴᖂऱழଢאױᖕಝ

ᒭறऱᑓ֗אᐛऱઌࢤۿലਬࠄᐛڇڢٽԫದΔֺ  ΖڢٽীڗڍࡉীڗലԿڕ

। 1נԱԳټऱา։ᣊޢ֗אԫ։ᣊڇறխऱנऱ᙮ᑇΖ 

। 1: Գټ։ᣊ 
᜔ᣊ ԫ్ᣊ Բ్ᣊ Կ్ᣊ 

ڗীΰ396α 
Բڗীΰ2141α 
Կڗীΰ96α 

ဲীΰ2673α 

 ীΰ40αڗڍ
ࡩټΰ6492α 
ࡩ㡧ټΰ29983α 
㡧ࡩټΰ57α 
㡧ࡩ㡧ټΰ105α 

㡧ဲীΰ36663α 

 ΰ26αהࠡ

խഏԳټΰ39372α

Կဲীΰ36α  

ԲڗԳټΰ495α 
ԿڗԳټΰ2824α 
 ΰ2083αټԳڗ

ဲীΰ9208α 

 ΰ3806αټԳڗڍ

؆ഏԳټΰ9227α 

㡧ဲীΰ19α  

  ጊৱΰ42αژ

Գټΰ48709α 

լᒔΰ110α 

றᙑᎄΰ68α  
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2.2 ᖲዌټ։ᣊ 
ᣂՊᖲዌ։ᣊΔؾছڶৰאױڍଗᦹऱ։ᣊߓΖֺڕਊᅃխဎԳࡉ٥اഏاऄຏঞऱ

Δലิ៣ᖲዌ։ٞᄐΕࠃᄐۯΕषᄎቸΕഏ୮ᖲᣂଡՕᣊΖڼڇՕᣊऱ

ഗ៕ՂԾᇡาऱቤ։ԱૉեᣊΔֺڕഏ୮ᖲᣂԾאױ։Κഏ୮ᦞԺᖲᣂΕഏ୮ᦞԺ

ᖲᣂ։֭ᖲᄂΕഏ୮۩ਙᖲᣂΕഏ୮۩ਙᖲᣂ։֭ΕנᖲዌΕഏ୮ऄᖲᣂΕԳاऄ

ೃΕԳاऄೃ։֭ᖲᄂΕԳاᛀኘೃΕԳاᛀኘೃ։֭ᖲᄂΕਙ᤻ᖲᣂΕਙิ࠰៣Ζ

ഗߓጟ։ᣊٺऱڶᐞەٽጵڇऱᏁΖ࠷ࢼࡉॾஒᛀٽਢຍᑌऱ։ᣊ᧩ྥլฤ܀

៕ՂΔݺଚኙறխऱᖲዌၞټ۩Աဲ᙮อૠΖࠫԱᖲዌቸऱԲ్։ᣊߓΖط

Պխ؆ᖲዌဲشڇټᐛՂࣔڶ᧩ऱܑΖۖڇՀԫ్ऱᣊऱቤ։ՂՈഗءઌ

ࡉխഏᖲዌڶאױᣊՂᑑࣔԱ᜔ڇਢຍԫ్Ζټഏᖲዌ؆ࡉቤ։խഏڶڢଚݺΖٵ

؆ഏᖲዌऱܑڢנԱࠡڇறխऱ᙮ᑇΖ 

รԫ్ऱ։ᣊڶ 23ᣊΔڇรԫ్ऱഗ៕ՂΔԾኙࠡխऱᆖᛎᖲዌᣊΕਙएิ៣ᣊΕ
ൈิ៣Εิ៣ΕߛᖲዌΕඒߛᖲዌၞ۩Աา։ᣊΖ 

ࠡࠠऱ։ᣊࡉ᙮ᑇอૠߠ। 2Ζ 

। 2: ᖲዌټ։ᣊ 
᜔ᣊΰᑑࣹα ԫ్ᣊΰᑑࣹα Բ్ᣊΰᑑࣹα 

֮ᖂᢌᣊΰart_ntαΰ2000α  

Ꭼ۩ΰbank_economic_ntαΰ1020α 

ഗ८ᄎΰfund_economic_ntαΰ296α 

ैปټጠΰstock_economic_ntαΰ623α 

ᆖᛎᖲዌᣊΰeconomic_ntα
ΰ3410α 

 ᆖᛎิ៣ΰorg_economic_ntαΰ1477αהࠡ

ਙएᜤᅩΰorg_political_ntαΰ1465α ਙएิ៣ᣊΰpolitical_ntα
ΰ1693α ਙ᤻ټጠΰparty_political_ntαΰ228α 

ֆΰcompany_ntαΰ7960α  

᠔ೃΰhospital_health_ntαΰ659α  ൈ ิ ៣ ΰ health_nt α
ΰ1477α ᠔ ᛭  ൈ ิ ៣ Δ ܀ լ ਢ ᠔ ೃ

ΰorg_health_ntαΰ818α 

૨ࠃᖲዌΰ military_ntα
ΰ2255α 

 

堩ΰhotel_ntαΰ39α  

Ֆ ࢤ ิ ៣ ΰ woman_nt α
ΰ142α 

 

ሽီΰtv_media_ntαΰ304α 

ᖲ ዌ ቸ 

ΰ41141α 
[խഏΚ32450] 
[؆ഏΚ8691] 

  ิ ៣ ΰ media_nt α
ΰ1696α ᐖᐾΰradio_media_ntαΰ183α 
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 ठषΰpublishhouse_media_ntαΰ967αנ

ሽᐙΰmovie_media_ntαΰ183α 

፹ທᄐΰmanufacturer_ntα
ΰ1977α 

 

ઔߒᖲዌΰ research_ntα
ΰ2156α 

 

ඒᖲዌΰreligion_ntαΰ73α  

ՠᄎΰlabourunion_ntαΰ156α  

ߛሎ೯ၷΰteam_sport_ntαΰ783α ߛᖲዌΰsport_ntαΰ1645α

 ៣ΰorg_sport_ntαΰ862αิߛהࠡ

ᖂீΰschool_edu_ntαΰ4035α ඒߛᖲዌΰedu_ntαΰ4400α

 ៣ΰorg_edu_ntαΰ365αิߛඒהࠡ

౨ ᄭ ຝ ॰ ΰ energy_nt α
ΰ1276α 

 

ਙຝ॰ΰgov_ntαΰ11133α  

ֆ ڜ ຝ ॰ ΰ police_nt α
ΰ1016α 

 

ᛀຝ॰ΰprocuratorate_ntα
ΰ260α 

 

ऄೃΰcourt_ntαΰ624α  

৳ஃࠃ೭ࢬΰ law_ntα
ΰ245α 

 

௧ᣂΰciq_ntαΰ164α  

៣ΰotherunion_ntαิהࠡ
ΰ2799α 

 

 ։ᣊټچ 2.3
ڕΖֺߓ։ᣊڶଗᦹऱאױڍৰڶΔՈۿᣊࠄڶ։ᣊൣउټ։ᣊऱൣउፖᖲዌټچ

٤ഏࡡټچᄎᒳऱπټچॾஒߓอᒤρ༉ټچނ։ΚഏټΕଈຟΕઊ్۩ਙ

ᕋچΕ్ؑچΕᗼ్ؑ٥ 76ᣊܑΔ܀ຍᑌऱ։ᣊڍޓਢൕ۩ਙቤՂەᐞऱΖኙՊ૿
ᐞॾஒᛀΕᖲᕴᖂֱ૿ऱᏁەٽᎅΔᏁጵࠐऱᑑࣹற৬࠷ࢼࡉॾஒᛀٻ

ቤ։ټچଚ່ึലݺΖޣ 46ଡԫ్ᣊΖٵᑌڶ։խഏࡉټچ؆ഏټچΔࠡࠠ
ऱ։ᣊߠ। 3Ζ 
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।  ։ᣊټچ :3
᜔ᣊ ԫ్ᣊ 

ؑΰmarket_nsαΰ418α 

ᎏ塢ΰhotel_nsαΰ266α 

Ꮳೃ៖ഘΰtheater_nsαΰ129α 

໑ढ塢ધ塢ΰmuseum_nsαΰ374α 

ᖲΰairport_nsαΰ255α 

߫ీΰstation_nsαΰ167α 

ֆႼΰpark_nsαΰ298α 

౻ΰgrassland_nsαΰ27α 

Օლᐊڗᑔΰmansion_nsαΰ126α 

 ΰarea_nsαΰ845αچ

ֆሁΰroad_nsαΰ62α 

՞౧ΰmountain_nsαΰ31α 

ဩሐΰstreet_nsαΰ113α 

ߛሎ೯ࢬΰsportplace_nsαΰ275α 

۩ਙΰdistrict_nsαΰ313α 

ልΰfarm_nsαΰ57α 

ᐖΰplaza_nsαΰ136α 

ؓΰplain_nsαΰ47α 

ᒘᙰΰdock_nsαΰ30α 

ၲ࿇ΰdeveloparea_nsαΰ166α 

ඒഘڝᐔΰreligion_nsαΰ51α 

 ՛ΰuptown_nsαΰ51αڛ۰

ችچສႼΰgrave_nsαΰ55α 

 ዣΰdesert_nsαΰ20αޥ

ΰbookshop_nsαΰ17α 

ሽీΰpowerplant_nsαΰ5α 

 ᒤΰdemonstratearea_nsαΰ20αق

ੌΰdrainagearea_nsαΰ35α 

 ΰnsαΰ5226αټچ
 
[խഏΚ3921] 
[؆ഏΚ1305] 

ֽ֮ీΰwaterinfostation_nsαΰ29α 
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೯խ֨ΰcenter_nsαΰ141α 

ഗچΰfundation_nsαΰ64α 

௧௧ΰseaarea_nsαΰ27α 

塊堬ࢬΰrestaurant_nsαΰ39α 

ᢐΰdrugstore_nsαΰ3α 

ࣥΰforestcenter_nsαΰ17α 

ಁΰteafield_nsαΰ4α 

ईضΰoilfield_nsαΰ5α 

ΰmine_nsαΰ20α 

ଃᑗᨚΰmusichall_nsαΰ14α 

 ठषΰpublishhouse_nsαΰ1αנ

ਙΰgov_nsαΰ29α 

ֆΰcompany_nsαΰ2α 

ཬढႼΰarboretum_nsαΰ17α 

ᥳሁΰrailway_nsαΰ3α 

 ΰother_nsαΰ349αټچהࠡ

ᄎᤜࢬΰmeetinghall_nsαΰ49α 

3. ១ጠ։ᣊ 

ࠇϙΕϘޕϙΕϘ՛്۔Ϙ ڕΖֺנڤݮ១ጠऱאኔਢټࡎڍటኔறխΔৰڇ
ᥳሁϙΕϘ੍ࠇຒϙΕϘקՕϙΕϘਙ࠰ϙΖڇ ࠄᑑࣹறխኙຍֲاԳڣ1998
១ጠऱᑑֱࣹூਢΚኙԳټऱ១ጠᑑګϘԳټΰnrαϙΔኙࠡהऱ១ጠঞٵԫᑑګϘ១
ጠΰjαϙΖֺڕΚϘ്۔/nrϙΕϘਙ࠰/jϙΕϘխ/j ભ/j ᣂএ/nϙΖຍᑌऱᑑࣹլ܀
Ա٤ጠࡉ១ጠऱܑΰԳټ១ጠαΔۖᑓᒫԱ១ጠհၴऱૻΰټچ១ጠࡉᖲዌټ

១ጠαΖ؆Δൕᆠߡ৫Εॾஒᛀ࠷ࢼࡉᚨߡش৫ᚨᇠਢലլٵᣊীऱ១ጠܑ

ऱᑑࣹړ৫ΔϘխભᣂএϙለߡᖲᕴᖂऱٻΚൕ૿ڕறխղᑑࣹΖֺڇڢࠐၲ

࣠ᚨᇠਢϘխ/aloc  ભ/aloc  ᣂএ/nϙΖΰࠡխ aloc।ق១ጠټچαΖ 

ഗՊຍᑌऱەᐞΔݺଚല១ጠଈ٣։Գټ១ጠΕټچ១ጠΕᖲዌټ១ጠהࠡࡉ១

ጠ༓ᣊΖڇຍ༓ᣊ១ጠխΔᖲዌټ១ጠऱൣउֺለᓤᠧΔՈ່ᣄᢝܑΖᆖڇறխอ

ૠ։࣫࿇Δᖲዌټ១ጠՕીڕڶՀऱ༓ጟڤݮΚຑᥛীΚϘᇞ૨ร 301 ᠔ೃΰ301
᠔ೃαϙΔլຑᥛীΚϘࠇקՕᖂΰקՕαϙΔ֗אٽীΚϘࣟଅ߫ሽᏚ।ैٝ

।ߠࠏऱࠠڍޓΰࣟଅሽᏚαϙΖֆૻڶ 4Ζຏመຍᑌऱ։࣫Δݺଚലறխ
ऱ១ጠਊ।  Աา։ᣊΖ۩ၞقࢬ5
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। 4: ᖲዌټ១ጠࠏق 
Ղ௧ဎᜤ၌ؑैٝૻڶֆ Ղ௧ဎᜤ 

Ղ௧ٞۂᄐႃቸैٝૻڶֆ ٞۂᄐ 

ᇞ૨ร 301᠔ೃ 301᠔ೃ 
ຑᥛ១ᐊ 

ࠇק 25խᖂ 25խ 

Ղ௧ᢞٌࠦࢬ Ղᢞ/Ղᢞࢬ 

 Օק Օᖂࠇק

ሽՠᄐຝรքઔࢬߒ քࢬ 
լຑᥛ១ᐊ 

ࣳዧᙓᥳႃቸֆ ࣳᙓ 

ຑᥛ១ᐊፖլຑᥛ១ᐊٽ ࣟଅ߫ሽᏚ।ैٝૻڶֆ ࣟଅሽᏚ 

। 5: ១ጠ։ᣊ 
Գټ១ጠΰAPERαΰ716α  

  ១ጠΰALOCαΰ24760αټچ

ຑᥛী១ጠΰAORG_SEQα 

լຑᥛী១ጠΰAORG_DISα ᖲዌټ១ጠΰAORGαΰ6378α 

ٽী១ጠΰAORG_OTHα 

4. ኔ᧭࣠֗ᓵ 

4.1 ኔ᧭࣠ 
Ա᧭ᢞา։ᣊࠐऱய࣠ΔݺଚڇԳֲاறՂၞ۩Աԫ٨ߓऱኔ᧭Ζኔ᧭ආشऱ

[Wu 2003]قࢬऱഗՊဲᣊࢤဲࡉᣊऱอૠᑓীټࡎ۩ၞࠐኔᢝܑΔಝᒭற 1998
ڣ 1~5ִٝऱԳֲاᑑࣹறΙྒྷᇢற ڣ1998 6ִٝऱԳֲاறΖݺଚشࠌ
ऱေྒྷਐᑑڶΚ壄ᒔΔڃ״ΔF-ଖ 

ᒔᢝ㤤ऱኔᑇإ
ᒔ

᜔ऱᢝ㤤ኔᑇ
Δ 

ᒔᢝ㤤ऱኔᑇإ
ڃ״

᜔ऱኔᑇ
Δ 

2* *F ڃ״ ᒔإ
ଖ

ڃ״ ᒔإ
Ζ 

ଈ٣ΔݺଚֺለԱร 2Ε3Ε4ᆏտฯऱԳټΕټچΕᖲዌټา։ᣊࡉ։ᣊߓհ
ၴऱܑΖྥݺٿଚֺለԱڇᄅ։ᣊߓՀΔشࠌፖլشࠌ១ጠᢝܑऱߓอࢤ౨Ζኔ᧭
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࣠ڕ। 6Ε। ।ࡉ7 Ζ।قࢬ8 6ਢڇ։ᣊߓՂၞ۩ಝᒭྒྷࡉᇢࠩऱ࣠Δ। 7
ਢ֮ءڇտฯऱา։ᣊߓՂࠩऱ࣠Δ܀ਢլشࠌ១ጠᢝܑΖ। 8 ਢڇᄅ։ᣊߓ
Ղشࠌ១ጠᢝܑऱྒྷᇢ࣠Ζൕ࣠ՂΔኙՊԳټᢝܑࠐᎅΔᄅ៱։ᣊߓऱܑৰ

ՕΖڇᄅऱ։ᣊߓՀߓอऱࢤ౨ࠩৰՕऱ༼ΖۖኙՊࡉټچᖲዌࠐټᎅΔڇᄅऱ

։ᣊߓՀΔߓอࢤ౨Ոڶ༼܀լڕԳټ߷ᑌ᧩ထΖࠡڂਢԳټऱา։ᣊڍޓ

ऱ۰ތԱԳټऱዌဲᐛΔֺڕխ؆ԳټऱܑΕڗীࡉԲڗীհၴऱܑΖຍᑌ

ऱቤ։ਢܓڶՊᖲᕴᖂऱᐛ࠷ࢼऱΖۖࡉټچᖲዌټऱቤ։ڇዌဲ৳Ղܑլ

ՕΔڍޓऱਢऄࡉᆠՂऱܑΔֺټچڕ։ᣊխऱϘᎏ塢ϙࡉϘՕლᐊڗᑔϙᣊհ

Ζࠡٵઌء৳Ղഗڗشຝ॰ϙհၴൕڜϘֆࡉຝ॰ϙ։ᣊխऱϘਙټᖲዌ֗אၴ

ऱܑਢ౨ՂऱΔຍբᆖ᥆ՊᆠऱᒤᡱԱΔؾڇছऱֽᄷՀΔᆠॾஒਢᄕ

ࠡܺᣄऱΖຍՈਢڇᄅऱ։ᣊߓՀΔࡉټچᖲዌټ։ᣊլڕԳټ։ᣊய࣠߷Ꮦࣔ᧩ऱ

ڂΖ 

ൕ।܀ ।ࡉ7 8ऱኙֺΔݺଚאױנΔ១ጠऱ։ᣊࡉᢝܑኙࡉټچᖲዌټᢝܑऱ
ԵԱ១ףՊࠡխطऱய࣠ΖᅝྥΔࠐᢝܑࡉ౨༼֒ৰࣔ᧩Ζຍਢኙ១ጠၞ۩า։ᣊࢤ

ጠᢝܑݾΖ១ጠᢝܑऱࢤ౨ՈലኙߓอขسᐙΖຍᑌऱኙֺڢլਢৰᣤΖ 

। 6: ։ᣊߓՀऱߓอࢤ౨ 
 ᒔ ڃ״ Fଖ 

Գ91.06 89.33 92.87 ټ 
 91.15 88.78 93.66 ټچ
ᖲዌ81.03 77.96 84.36 ټ 

। 7: ᄅ։ᣊߓՀऱߓอࢤ౨ΰྤ១ጠᢝܑα 
 ᒔ ڃ״ Fଖ 

Գ94.63 95.21 94.06 ټ 
 92.29 90.78 93.87 ټچ
ᖲዌ83.08 82.42 83.76 ټ 

। 8: ᄅ։ᣊߓՀऱߓอࢤ౨ΰڶ១ጠᢝܑα 
 ᒔ ڃ״ Fଖ 

Գ95.06 96.18 93.96 ټ 
 95.26 96.76 95.77 ټچ
ᖲዌ88.22 86.72 89.77 ټ 

4.2 ᓵࠐآࡉऱՠ܂ 
ኔऱาټࡎ৫ኙߡऱ࠷ࢼࡉऱഗ៕ՂΔൕॾஒᛀߓኔ։ᣊټࡎছऱؾڇऱ֮ء

։ᣊၞ۩ԱԵऱઔߒΖ༼נԱټࡎኔऱ్ڍ։ᣊڢߓנԱޢԫ్ऱᇡา։ᣊ

ᆠڢኙټࡎኔ១ጠऱ։ᣊԱॣޡऱ൶ΖڇԳֲا ᑑࣹறՂᖕᄅऱ։ڣ1998
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ᣊၞߓ۩ᑑࣹྒྷࡉᇢΖኔ᧭࣠।ࣔΚᄅऱ։ᣊܗڶߓՊ૿ٻॾஒᛀ࠷ࢼࡉऱᖲ

ᕴᖂΖຍᑌऱ։ᣊࠌאױߓ۞೯ᢝܑߓอऱࢤ౨ࠩՕ༏ऱ༼Ζ 

ൄऱټࡎኔᣊܑץਔԿՕᣊΰኔᣊΕழၴᣊࡉᑇڗᣊαΕԮ՛ᣊΰԳټΕᖲ

ዌټΕټچΕழၴΕֲཚΕຄኞۍࡉ։ֺαټࡎኔΖኙՊॾஒ༼࠷Ε֮ءਉൺΕጻ

փ୲ጥᚨࠐشᎅΔຍࠄᣊܑբᆖլ౨የߩᚨشऱᏁޣΔᝫڶԫټࡎࠄኔՈॺൄؘ

ΖڕࠏΚϘٙࠃᣊኔϙΰรԫխഏጻֆၲΕรնխഏഏᎾ़֚໑ᥦᄎΕ

ଈഏᚭᏣፘᝢᆏΕխഏଈጻઌᜢՕΕᖾՕࡌ֏֮ࠅܓαΕϘထ܂ᣊኔϙΰཎ

ᐚୂዿᐰᛩࣄֆપΕπխഏԳاᎬ۩८ᘜᖲዌ֘ੑᙒρΕπ壀ᙡংইραΕϘैป

ଚᏁኙᄅऱኔᣊীၞ۩ՕᒤݺጠϙΰᎬࣾ໌ᄅΕ༄ᚊᑷԺ Εᆄ՞ҝαΖټ
ऱᓳΔᏁឩךୌࠄᣊীऱټࡎኔΔ։ܑנڇୌࠄᏆΔൕۖ৬مದټࡎኔ

։ᣊࡉߓፖհऱᢝܑࡉᑑࣹՠࠠΔॾஒ༼࠷Ε֮ءਉൺΕጻփ୲ጥᚨش

ഗ៕Ζ 
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㡧ەٻኘࡉ᧭ᢞΚ 

ࡉ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএګ٨ڢ CCDऱ 

 1ߓᆠ։ᣊဲټ

Bidirectional Investigation: 

The Semantic Relations between the Conjuncts and the 

Noun Taxonomy in CCD 

ड़ΕՓޕ৬Εైޕճ॑Εܦ  

Yunfang Wu, Sujian Li, Yun Li and Shiwen Yu 

ኴ 

ԫֱ૿ഗՊխ֮ᄗဲࠢ CCD ऱ֮ءॾஒխऱᣄរΖߢ٨ዌਢڢ
ᆠ։ᣊەࠐߓኘ٨ڢࢤဲټዌګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএΔՕຝ։٨ڢ

ዌܧנᆠઌۿऱࢤΔ֟ຝ։٨ڢዌܧנᆠઌᣂΕᆠઌኙऱ

Δߓᐉီ CCD ऱᆠ։ᣊࠐ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএګ٨ڢԫֱ૿ຘመΙࢤ
ኙᆠ։ᣊߓխऱԫࠄᆠᣊΕ֗אᆠᣊհၴऱᣂএၞ۩ԱԵ৸ەΖຍ

ਢڤݮߢΰګ٨ڢ։խ֨αࡉߢრᆠΰᆠᣊࡉᆠᣂএαऱ㡧ەٻኘ

 ᢞΖ᧭ࡉ

ᣂ٨ڢ :ڗዌΕᆠᣂএΕᆠઌۿΕ։ᣊߓ 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a bidirectional investigation on linguistic form and meaning. 
On the one hand, based on the Chinese Concept Dictionary (CCD), this paper 
examines the semantic relations between the heads of the conjuncts of nominal 
coordination. Most of the conjuncts show semantic similarity, a few of them show 
semantic association, and a few of others show semantic opposition. On the other 
hand, the semantic relations between the conjuncts provide a new perspective on 
the noun taxonomy and suggest ways to improve the taxonomy. 

Keywords: ˖oordinate ˦tructure, Semantic Relation, Semantic Similarity,  
Taxonomy 

 ߢ֧ .1

ऱΔۿ։ਢઌګ٨ڢॾஒխऱᣄរΖԫᎁߢ٨ዌΰcoordinate structureαਢڢ
 Ζ[Okumura and Muraki۩ၞࠐࢤۿ։ऱઌګ٨ڢ٤ਢ៥༓ߒ٨ዌऱ۞೯ᢝܑઔڢ
 Δ[Kurohashi and Nagaoߒ٨ዌऱઔڢኙ [Agarwal and Boggess 1992] ࡉ [1994
1994] ኙֲ٨ڢዌऱઔߒΔ[ࡌൎ ࣥݛ୪] ࡉ [1996 2001]ኙዧ٨ڢዌऱઔߒΔ
ຟਢഗՊϘګ٨ڢ։ઌۿϙຍᑌऱߢᖂΔڼڇছ༼ՀૠঞࡉዝጩऄΖዧ

ΕዌઌٵઌࢤΔဲנਐ [ᑐ 1992܄Δඩژᤁܦ]ऱΔۿ։ਢઌګ٨ڢᑌᎁٵߒઔߢ
 ٨Ζڢ٨ਢ່უΕ່ᣤऱڢऱႈٵΕଃᆏᑇઌٵΕᆠᣊઌٵ

խ֨ΰheadαਢᅝזऄᓵխऱԫଡு֨ᄗΔឩ୶ऱዌ֮ऄΰGPSGαΕ
խ֨ᦀ೯ऱዌ֮ऄΰHPSGαຟނխ֨ឭڇԱૹऱۯᆜΖխ֨ਢࠡ׀ᘣᆏ
រऄᆠᐛऱႃխृΔ߷ᏖΔګ٨ڢ։ऱઌۿՈᚨᇠႃխګ٨ڢٺڇ։ऱ

խ֨ՂΖCCDΰChinese Concept DictionaryΔխ֮ᄗဲࠢαਢࠇקՕᖂૠጩߢᖂઔ
ՂऎԱWordNetऱᆠ։ءΔഗ[2002 ΕՓسۂՊ]ઔ፹ၲ࿇ऱዧᆠဲࠢࢬߒ
ᣊߓΖ 

ԫֱ૿ഗՊ֮ء CCD ऱᆠ։ᣊەࠐߓኘ٨ڢࢤဲټዌګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱ
ᆠᣂএΔԫֱ૿ຘመګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএࠐᐉီ CCDऱᆠ։ᣊߓΔຍਢԫଡ
㡧ەٻኘࡉ᧭ᢞऱመ࿓Ζ[Resnik 1993] ഗՊڰཚठءऱWordNetऱဲټᆠ։ᣊߓઔ
।ࣔΔ೯ဲߒ drinkऱऴ൷ᎏਢ beverageऱՀဲۯΙڇᄅठءऱ WordNetऱᆠ։
ᣊߓխΔ[Miller 1999] ֧ش Resnikऱઔࠐ࣠ګߒᢞࣔՂՀۯᆠᣂএڇژऱٽࢤΔ
ຍਢߢွࡉᆠ։ᣊߓऱ㡧ٻ᧭ᢞመ࿓Ζ 

2. ൕ CCD ګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএ 

ऎWordNetऱ։ᣊߓΔCCDऱဲټ։Ա 25ଡഗءᆠᣊ2ΖڇᆖመԱဲ֊։ࡉ

                                                        
2 ຍ 25ଡᣊਢΚ1) ೯ढ(animal), 2) Գ(person), 3) ཬढ(plant), 4) Գՠढ(artifact), 5) ۞ྥढ   

(natural object), 6) ߪ(body), 7) ढᔆ(substance), 8) ଇढ(food), 9) ᥆ࢤ(attribute), 10) ᑇၦ
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 ߓᆠ։ᣊဲټCCDऱࡉ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএګ٨ڢ

ڣρ1998ֲاᑑࣹऱπԳࢤဲ 1 ִ 1Ё10ֲறഗ៕ՂΔ֫ृ܂ՠᑑࣹԱறխנ
ऱڶᑑಖऱᐋ૿ऱ٨ڢዌ3Δൕխ࠷ࢼԱ 2101 ଡ٨ڢࢤဲټዌΔഗՊ CCD ኙ
٨ዌڢΖৱᇢ᧭ऱڼՊ۞࠷݁ࠏऱ֮ءኘΖەၦ։խ֨ᆠᣂএၞ۩Աګ٨ڢ

ຟਢࠟႈऱΔڍႈ٨ڢዌױ܂ਢڍଡࠟႈ٨ڢዌऱᦤףΔࠟࡉႈ٨ڢዌᚨᇠࠠ

Ϙڕ٨ዌΔڢऱဲټ։խ֨ਢګ٨ڢਔץ٨ዌႛڢΖৱᇢ᧭ऱޔऱᆠપٵઌڶ

[ክႨԺࡉຫ៱ᨠ]ޔࢬᗻϙΔϘ٤ຝਢط[ഏ୮Εႃ]ދᇷϙΖኙ٨ڢࢤဲټዌΔ
Ո༉ਢߪ۞ழΔࠡဲޝ։ਢ٠ګ٨ڢጤԫଡဲᚈᎁਢխ֨Ιᅝ׳։ऱ່ګ٨ڢٺ

խ֨Ζەኘࠟଡګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএΔࠡૠጩᖲᖙ܂መ࿓ױᄗچ㵮૪Κ1α
٨ዌڢ։ऱխ֨Δګ٨ڢ٨ᑑಖհছԫଡဲਢছڢ։ऱխ֨Δګ٨ڢଡࠟ࠷༽

ڇ։ऱխ֨Ι2αګ٨ڢٿԫଡဲਢٿ່ݠ CCDဲټᆠवᢝխኙᚨٺխ֨ऱ
ᆠᣊΔᅝဲਢڍᆠဲڍڶଡᆠᣊូ᥆ழΔطԳՠጉܑᙇᖗإᒔऱᆠᣊΙ3αګس
।ڕኘ࣠ە٨।Ζٵ։խ֨ᆠᣊګ٨ڢ  Ζقࢬ1

। 1Κ٨ڢࢤဲټዌګ٨ڢ։խ֨ᆠᣂএەኘ 
 ԫᆠᣊαΚ        1639      78иٵల٣ᆏរΰ᥆Պٵ٥ڶ

 ԫᆠᣊαΚ      462       22иٵల٣ᆏរΰլ᥆Պٵ٥ྤ         

         ᜔ૠΚ                                   2101      100и 

। 1 ڢᣊٵԫᆠᣊΔਢϘٵ։ऱխ֨᥆Պګ٨ڢ٨ዌࠡڢࢤဲټΔ78иऱق᧩
٨ϙΔܧנᆠՂऱઌࢤۿΰsemantic similarityαΙۖڶ 22иऱ٨ڢࢤဲټዌࠡڢ
٨ϙڢᣊٵऱϘॺࠏ٨ϙΖຍᏖՕֺڢᣊٵԫᆠᣊΔਢϘॺٵ։ऱխ֨լ᥆Պګ٨

ፖݺଚऱ٣᧭ཚৱլઌฤٽΔױ౨ࠟڇژଡڂΚ1αࢨਢ CCD ऱ 25 ଡဲټഗءᆠ
ᣊऱլٽᔞΔ۟֟ൕ٨ڢዌऱߡ৫ࠐլٽᔞΙ2αࢨਢ٨ڢዌࠐء༉լਢݺଚ
ࠐߡԱԫଡᄅऱီࠎ༽ଚݺ౨ױ٨ϙऱঞΖছԫጟڢᣊٵ٤ᙅൕϘݙუቝऱ߷ᑌࢬ

ᐉီ CCDऱᆠ։ᣊߓΙٿԫጟױ౨ݺޣଚૹᄅ։࣫ګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএΖ 

 ۿ։խ֨ᆠઌګ٨ڢ 2.1
Օڍᑇ٨ڢࢤဲټዌګ٨ڢ։խ֨ܧנᆠઌۿऱࢤΖCCD ਢشᑑಖᖫࠐ।ق
ᆠᣂএऱΔݺଚ༉شϘᖫϙऱࠐ༴૪ຍࠄᆠᣂএΚٵԫॣࡨᆠᣊՀ٨ڢऱᄗ

ጠݬכᆏរΙٵԫॣࡨᆠᣊՀऱՂՀۯᄗΔլᓵ၏ᠦ२ጠల୪ᆏរΙٵԫ

లࡉᆏរݬכګݮΰsynsetαΕլٽᆠဲႃٵԫٵլ᥆Պ࣠ڕᄗΔהᆠᣊՀऱࠡࡨॣ
୪ᆏរΔঞጠ၏ᠦᆏរΖᖕګ٨ڢ։խ֨ڇᆠ։ᣊᖫՂऱઌյۯᆜΔᆠઌ

։ױԾۿ 5ጟൣउΖ1) ဲݮઌٵΖڕϘᤁञᖲࠫࡉᖿᚐᖲࠫϙΔຍપ٨ڢዌ᜔ᑇ

                                                                                                                                                     
(quantity), 11) ᣂߓ(relation), 12) ຏॾ(communication), 13) ழၴ(time), 14) ᎁव(cognition), 15) 
ൣტ(feeling), 16) ೯ᖲ(motivation), 17) ۞ྥွ(natural phenomenon), 18) መ࿓(process), 19) ۩
(activity), 20) ٙࠃ(event), 21) ᆢ(group), 22) ۯࢬᆜ(location), 23) ڶࢬढ(possession), 24) 
 ण(shape), 25) णኪ(state)Ζݮ

3 ຍଡᑑࣹԱ٨ڢዌऱறൕ www.icl.pku.edu.cn ጻܿՂط۞ױՀሉΔࠎઔߒհشΖ 
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ऱ 7иΖ2) ٵԫଡٵᆠဲႃٽΔڕϘขڶ[20ଡՕᣊΕ1000ڍଡጟ]ϙΔຍપ٨ڢ
ዌ᜔ᑇऱ 3иΖ3) ݬכᆏរΖڕϘআၞᖞଡ[९ۂΕ႓ࣾ]ੌسኪᛩቼऱړϙΔຍ
પ٨ڢዌ᜔ᑇऱ 22иΖ4) ల୪ᆏរΖڕϘխഏᣋრףൎٵ[ᜤٽഏהࠡࡉഏᎾิ៣]
ऱ࠰ᓳϙΔຍપ٨ڢዌ᜔ᑇऱ 3иΖ5) ၏ᠦᆏរΖڕϘ[റ୮Εٺᨠฒ]Ո༼נ
ڍଥޏრߠϙΔຍપ٨ڢዌ᜔ᑇऱ 43иΖ 

 ։խ֨ᆠઌᣂګ٨ڢ 2.2
ᆠઌᣂΰsemantic associationαਢԫጟૹऱဲհၴऱᆠᜤᢀΖԳᆰ৸ፂխ୲
լ౨ڢᆠᣊٵᄗΔլٵԫਮΰframeαՀऱլٵࢨԫൣቼΰsituationαٵழᖿٵ
ϙٙࠃΔ૿ኙϘᄐڕࠏΰtriggerαΖڂᖿګאױߩਮࢨᡶຍጟᖿΔൣቼ
ຍԫൣቼழΔԳଚৰ୲ᜤუࠩ၇ΕᔄΕΕᙒΔ֗א၇Εᔄऱ۩[Fillmore 1982]Ζ
ԾڕΔ૿ኙϘ᠔᛭۩ϙຍԫൣቼழΔԳଚৰ୲ᜤუࠩ᠔سΕᥨՓΕ᠔ೃΕఏఐΕ၄

ઌᣂᄗ[ᇀࣟΕᇀൎش 2000]ΖٵԫൣቼՀऱઌᣂᄗڇԫऱቼխ༉ګݮױ
 Κڕࠏ٨Ζڢ

 

ΰ1α a  ܓڶՊ༼[ٞᄐࡉᇷ८]ሎ܂யΖ 

ΰٞᄐ[Ѐषᄎቸ]Δᇷ८[Ѐڶࢬढ]ΔൣቼΚα 

b  ൕຍ㠪נ࿇ऱ[߫ᔖࡉԳᆢ]ֽੋڕੌٻຽףΖ 

ΰ߫ᔖ[ЀԳՠढ]ΔԳᆢ[ЀԳଚ]ΔൣቼΚሐሁٌຏα 

c  আၞڍޓऱ[խ֮Εխഏ]ॾஒՂጻᎾጻሁΖ 

ΰխ֮[Ѐຏॾ]Δխഏ[Ѐۯࢬᆜ]ΔൣቼΚխഏα 

d  ᛩቼඒߛऱ[ஃᇷΕඒޗ]ຟॺൄΖ 

ΰஃᇷ[ЀԳ]Δඒޗ[ЀԳՠढ]ΔൣቼΚඒߛα 

e  ທ༉נԫޅޅ۞ൎլஒΕऴ૿ਗᖏऱ[ٞᄐٞࡉᄐ୮]Ζ 

ΰٞᄐ[Ѐषᄎቸ]Δٞᄐ୮[ЀԳ]ΔൣቼΚٞᄐα 

 

ຍࠄլٵᆠᣊऱဲٵڇڂԫଡൣቼՀ٨ڢګݮױۖژ٥Δ٨ڢऱဲຏመլٵऱֱ

ऱཏሙൣቼΖHowNetીԺՊ֘ਠٵਢϘದԱΰevokeαϙઌࢨϘਐ֧Աΰindexαϙڤ
ᄗհၴࡉᄗऱ᥆ࢤհၴऱٺጟᣂএΔٵԫൣቼՀऱլٵᄗհၴڇژထઌᣂᜤऱ༴

૪Δګ٨ڢ։խ֨ᆠઌᣂڇ HowNetऱ༴૪խՈױࠩຝ։᧭ᢞΖڕࠏΔኙΰ1αaΕ
dګ٨ڢ։խ֨ΔHowNetऱ༴૪ਢ4Κ 

 

                                                        
ऱਢەڼ 4 HowNet 2000ठءΔٻᇀس٣।قრΖ 
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ΰ2α a  ٞᄐΚInstitutePlace|ࢬ,*produce|፹ທ,*sell|ᔄ,commercial| 

         ᇷ८Κ$spend|क़၄Δ#money|ຄኞΔcommercial| 

d  ஃᇷΚhuman|Գ,*teach|ඒ,education|ඒߛ,mass|ฒ 

ඒޗΚreadings|ᦰढ,*teach|ඒ,education|ඒߛ 

 ։խ֨ᆠઌኙګ٨ڢ 2.3
 ΚڕࠏΖࢤᆠઌኙऱנܧ։խ֨ګ٨ڢழڶ

 

ΰ3α a  ൷۫ࣾگ᠔ೃ٤ຝ[Գࡉᇷข]Ζ        ΰԳ[ЀԳଚ]Δᇷข[Ѐڶࢬढ]α 

b  ደደࣾऱ[ڍኔࠃΕฒڍԳढ]Ζ     ΰኔࠃ[Ѐٙࠃ]ΔԳढ[ЀԳଚ] 

c  [षᄎ֨ΕԳଚൣტ]᧢֏ਢଖއᐊऱΖΰ֨[Ѐᎁव]Δൣტ[Ѐൣტ] 

d  ᤢԱᣪ၆ऱ[ழၴၴ़ࡉ]Ζ          ΰழၴ[Ѐழၴ]Δ़ ၴ[Ѐۯࢬᆜ]α 

e  ࠢীߪءऱ[టኔ٣ၞࡉ᠌ࠃ৸უ]Δ     ΰ᠌ࠃ[Ѐ۩]Δ৸უ[Ѐᎁव]) 

 

ΰ3αխ٨ڢऱᄗڇਬጟრᆠՂਢኙمऱΔ।ࠟقଡյᇖऱႃٽΔຍࠟଡႃٽઌڢ༉ݮ
ऱွࢼޓԫଡشଚᝫྤऄݺٽᖞऱႃݙΔኙຍଡٽᖞऱႃݙߢᎾٌۖߢԫଡኙګ

مխਢኙԳଚऱᎁवߢዧڇϘತϙࡉਐጠΖԳଚൄᎅϘԳತ़ࠟϙΔϘԳϙࠐဲ

ऱࡉյᇖऱΔڶڼڂԱ aऱ٨ڢΖٵᑌϘԳϙࡉϘࠃϙΕϘ֨ϙࡉϘൣტϙΕϘழၴϙ
յᇖऱΖeمϘ़ၴϙՈਢኙࡉ ਢϘᎁवϙᣊࡉဲټϘ۩ϙᣊ٨ڢဲټΖୃᖂՂൎᓳ
ᓵࡉኔᔌऱอԫΔڇԳଚऱ৸ፂխٵᑌࣹૹϘᎁवϙࡉϘ۩ϙऱᙃإอԫΔϘᎁवϙ

 ٨ዌΚڢګݮխᆖൄߢڇဲټϘ۩ϙᣊࡉ

 

ΰ4α a  ༼נԱ२  Ζ[ਙࡉൻਜ]ءփऱഗڣ15

ΰൻਜ[Ѐ۩]Δਙ[Ѐᎁव]α 

b  א۞աऱ[ᜣࣔթཕࡉኔᎾ۩೯]ΔᢜᐊॹਞհዚΖ 

 ΰᜣࣔթཕ[Ѐᎁव]Δ۩೯[Ѐ۩]α 

 ՈլઌᣂՈլઌኙۿ։խ֨ᆠਝլઌګ٨ڢ 2.4
ߢխ֟ڇژᑇऱ٨ڢዌΔࠡګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱᆠਝլઌۿՈլઌᣂՈլઌኙΖࠏ

 Κڕ

 

ΰ5α a  ౻ூᒔԱ֘எࢠ೯ᖏฃૠऱച۩[ᖲዌࡉᙄऄ]Ζ 

b  Ꮖᖄიຝࠩ࠹[Գࡉاऄ৳]ऱᅮΖ 
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ኙݺڼଚᝫྤऄၞ۩ڶயऱ༴૪ࡉᇞᤩΖ[ᚏᖻ壁 2002]ൕϘشᏁΕᆖᛎঞϙऱ
 ௫֗ऄᆠऱᇞᤩΖڶ܀Δٽऱॺൄᜤဲټ৫༴૪ࠟଡߡ

3. ൕګ٨ڢ։խ֨ᆠઌۿ CCD ऱဲټᆠ։ᣊߓ 

٨ڢΔ߷Ꮦࢤߢऱڇژਢԫጟড়ᨠ܂ۿ։խ֨ᆠઌګ٨ڢ٨ዌڢࢤဲټނ

ዌݺଚ༼ࠎԱԫଡৰړऱီࠐߡᐉီ CCDऱᆠ։ᣊߓΔຍጟᐉီኙࠡהऱᆠ
։ᣊߓՈৰࠠەᏝଖΖ 

3.1 ϘԳଚϙΕϘषᄎቸϙᆠᣊࡉဲټϘԳϙᆠᣊڢګݮױဲټ
 Եࠓᐞฝ೯ە—٨

CCD αΔ[ЀԳଚ]܂ϘԳଚΰpeopleαϙԫ՛ᣊΰಖڶϘᆢΰgroupαϙᆠᣊՀڇ
।قϘٚ۶ԫᆢԳΰany group of human beingsαϙΔۖ 25ଡഗءᆠᣊխԾڶϘԳ
ΰpersonαϙԫᣊΖזዧխΔ[ЀԳଚ]ࡉ[ЀԳ]ဲټᆖൄ٨ڢګݮΔڕࠏΚ 

 

ΰ6α a  ֲ墿[ٺᐋᏆᖄࡉषᄎֆฒ]ࢬᎁᢝΖ   ΰᏆᖄ[ЀԳ]Δֆฒ[ЀԳଚ]α 

b  ႁঋ٥ᓾΔᄕ࠹[റ୮ࡉԳاᆢฒ]ფΖ ΰറ୮[ЀԳ]Δᆢฒ[ЀԳଚ]α 

 

[ЀԳଚ]Ε[ЀԳ]ဲټ౨۞٨ڢګݮطΔۖאױլᓵਢܡਢϘᆢϙΔܛᑇऱ֟ڍΔຍਢ
ऱΖbګኪ᧢֏ۖທݮᑇऱڶՊዧط խ٨ڢዌૉګؘਢϘexperts and 
common peopleϙΖϘԳଚϙΕϘԳϙຍࠟଡᆠᣊڇዧխਢઌ२ऱΔᚨᇠڇࠓٽԫದΖ
ऱسኔՂΔᇀࣟ٣ࠃ HowNetΕࠇקՕᖂऱπᆠဲࠢρ[׆༡ 2003]ຟਢലϘֆฒϙΕ
ϘᆢฒϙຍᑌऱဲᆜՊϘԳϙᆠᣊՀΖڼڂΔڇ CCD խאױലϘԳଚϙ՛ᣊൕϘᆢ
ϙᣊխฝࠓנԵϘԳϙᆠᣊΖ 

CCD Ϙषᄎቸΰsocial_groupαϙԫ՛ᣊΰಖڶϘᆢΰgroupαϙᆠᣊՀڇ
 Κڕࠏ٨Δڢګݮဲټ[ЀԳ]ࡉᆖൄဲټαΔ[Ѐषᄎቸ][Ѐषᄎቸ]܂

 

ΰ7α a  [ޣृشࡉԳۯ]֘ਠ່ൎ௺ऱΔΰޣृ[ЀԳ]Δۯ[Ѐषᄎቸ]α
b  [ளড়ࡉ़ֆ]ຟࠩ࠹ჾ؈Δ     ΰளড়[ЀԳ]Δֆ[Ѐषᄎቸ]α 

 

[ЀԳ]ࡉဲټ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ဲټຟࠠڶϘਜࠃϙפ౨Δৰڍ೯ဲኙ،ଚࠠڶઌٵऱᙇᖗૻ
ࠫΰselectional restrictionαΖڕࠏΔϘ֘ਠϙऱאױਢϘޣृϙΔՈאױਢϘ
ګݮױڼڂϙΔۯ aऱ٨ڢΙϘࠩ࠹ჾ؈ϙऱאױਢϘளড়ϙΔՈאױਢϘֆϙΔ
ګݮױڼڂ b ऱ٨ڢΖೈԱԳࢬڶऱԫسࠄ೯܂[Ѐषᄎቸ]ဲټլ౨ٚΔڕࠏ
լ౨ᎅϘ**پۯϙΔϘ**ֆၒϙΔ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ךאױဲټᅝՕڍᑇ೯ဲऱਜ೯ृΔ
ཚϙΖឈྥ।૿Ղ[Ѐޣᓮᨃ႘ᦞϙΔϘ़ֆᢤಬᙘϙΔϘֆۯϘڕ
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षᄎቸ]ဲټլࠠࡎسڶΔࡎسڶࠠط،܀ऱԳګิࢬΔࠡطڢխऱז।ऄԳࠐኔਜ
ਬጟ۩Δڼڂऄפ౨Ղ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ࡉဲټ[ЀԳ]ڶဲټৰڍઌۿհΖπᆠဲࠢρ
ലϘषᄎቸϙᆜՊϘԳϙᆠᣊՀ܂ԫଡڻᣊ5ΔຍਢֺለٽᔞऱΖڼطΔڇ CCD
խאױലϘषᄎቸϙ՛ᣊൕϘᆢϙᣊխฝࠓנԵϘԳϙᆠᣊΖ 

 Κڕࠏ٨Ζڢګݮױဲټ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ࡉဲټϘᆢϙᆠᣊऱ[ЀԳଚ]ٵ

 

ΰ8α a  ޣ[ٺഏਙ٤ࡉԳᣊ]ආ࠷ጹ৺۩೯Δΰਙ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ΔԳᣊ[ЀԳଚ]α 

b  [ֱچਙࡉԳاᆢฒ]ᗨᄕ֭ຝၷΔ  ΰਙ[Ѐषᄎቸ]Δᆢฒ[ЀԳଚ]α 

 

 ԵϘԳϙᆠᣊΖࠓᔞᅝױᐞΔϘԳଚϙΕϘषᄎቸϙە৫ߡऱګݮ٨ዌڢΔൕڼڂ

3.2 ϘषᄎቸϙᆠᣊࡉဲټϘ۩ਙϙᆠᣊ٨ڢګݮױဲټ— 
 ᐞฝ೯ᔾ२ە

ϘᆢϙᆠᣊՀऱϘषᄎቸϙࡉဲټϘۯࢬᆜϙᆠᣊՀऱϘ۩ਙΰdistrictαϙ
षᄎᣂএࠄਬشਐጠ٥אױਝဲټ٨Ζ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ڢګݮאױα[Ѐ۩ਙ]܂ΰಖဲټ
ऱԳଚΔՈאױ।قຍࠄԳଚڇࢬऱۯࢬᆜΔڕࠏϘᎬ۩ϙΔڇΰ9αaխ।قϘᎬ۩
ऱᏆᖄृࢨԳଚϙΔۖڇΰ9αb խ।قϘۯࢬᆜϙհᆠΖ֘հΔ[Ѐ۩ਙ]ဲټਝױ
ΰ10αڇϙΔࠇקϘڕࠏਐጠઌᣂऱषᄎቸΔאױᆜΔԾۯࢬऱၴ़ԫڶق।א
a խ।قϘۯࢬᆜϙհᆠΔۖڇΰ10αb խ।قϘࠇקऱᏆᖄृࢨԳଚϙΖ।ڢڇ
٨ዌՂΔ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ࡉဲټ[Ѐ۩ਙ]٨ڢګݮط۞אױဲټΔڕΰ11αխऱࠏΖ 

 

ΰ9α a  ຍ 13୮Ꭼ۩Ոנ܂Աᗨᄕ֘ᚨΖ  

          b  ၞߨהԱ߷୮Ꭼ۩Ζ 

 

ΰ10αa  1921ڣ 9ִ  ΖࠇקՊس26ֲ

b  ࠇקਊᅃഏᎾᄎऱޣΔڕཚലعᙄء֮ܫಬٌഏᎾᄎᐉᔹΖ 

 

ΰ11α[ᢅཎקࡉપ]৬مᖏฃኃ۴ᣂএΖΰᢅཎ[Ѐ۩ਙ]Δקપ[Ѐषᄎቸ]α 

 

ዧխਢઌ२ऱΔᆠᣊᆜխڇϘ۩ਙϙຍࠟଡᆠᣊࡉΔϘषᄎቸϙߠױڼط

ᚨृࠟࠌᔾ२Ζ 

[Ѐषᄎቸ]ࡉאױဲټ[ЀԳ]٨ڢګݮဲټΔ[Ѐषᄎቸ]ဲټՈࡉאױ[Ѐ۩ਙ]

                                                        
5 πᆠဲࠢρലڼᆠಖ܂“ቸ(group)”Ζ 
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Δဲհၴऱߠױ٨Ζڢګݮဲټ[Ѐ۩ਙ]ࡉথৰ֟౨ജဲټ[ЀԳ]܀٨Δڢګݮဲټ
 ႚᎠऱΖױ٨ᣂএਢլڢ

3.3 Ϙွࢼढϙᣊᆠᣊ٨ڢګݮޓ—։ᣊษ 
Ϙኔΰentityαϙᣊᆠᣊ٨ڢګݮዌழΔࠡᆠᣊઌٵޓޣาΔۖϘွࢼढ
ΰabstractionαϙᣊᆠᣊ٨ڢګݮዌழΔࠡ ᆠᣊઌٵޣฃษΖࠃኔՂΔٵ᥆ՊϘࢼ

ွढϙᣊऱϘ᥆ࢤϙΕϘᣂএϙΕϘຏॾϙΕϘᎁवϙΕϘᆢϙΕϘणኪϙ6 ଡᆠ
ᣊհՀऱဲאױઌᅝ۞٨ڢګݮڼچطΖڕࠏΚ 

 

ΰ12αa  ഒլᖎޏ[سኪᛩቼسࡉขයٙ]Ζ ΰᛩቼ[Ѐणኪ]Δයٙ[Ѐ᥆ࢤ]α 

b  ױᥛ࿇୶ऱ[ᆠࡉփ୲]Ζ           ΰᆠ[Ѐຏॾ]Δփ୲[Ѐᎁव]α 

c  [ክႨԺࡉຫ៱ᨠ]ޔࢬᗻΖ       ΰႨԺ[Ѐ᥆ࢤ]Δᨠ[Ѐᎁव]α 

d  ڶထ[൝Նऱ֮ࣔࡉ᠆༄ऱ֮ႚอ]Ζ   ΰ֮ࣔ[Ѐᆢ]Δႚอ[Ѐᎁव]α 

e  ԫഏࠟࠫࠃᄐऱ[ࡉࢤ۩ױᔕᅇছན]Ζ    ΰࢤ۩ױ[Ѐ᥆ࢤ]Δছན[Ѐणኪ]α 

 

Գଚኙࠃွࢼढऱᎁᢝࠡኔڶڢ߷Ꮦ堚ཐऱ։ᣊრᢝΖڕംԫଡԳϘᛩቼϙΕϘႚ

อϙΕϘࢤ۩ױϙऱᆠᣊ։ܑਢչᏖΔࢨהᄎڃϘᛩቼϙऱᆠᣊਢϘᎁवϙΔ

ϘႚอϙऱᆠᣊਢϘຏॾϙΔϘࢤ۩ױϙऱᆠᣊਢϘणኪϙΖٺ୮ᆠ։ᣊߓኙ

ូچϘႚอϙᦨอࡉΖπᆠဲࠢρലϘᛩቼϙࢤऱլԫીڍ壆ڇژऱូᣊՈဲွࢼ

ԵϘࠃွࢼढϙΔലϘࢤ۩ױϙូԵϘ᥆ࢤϙΖHowNet ലϘᛩቼϙࡉϘࢤ۩ױϙូԵ
Ϙ᥆ࢤϙΔലϘႚอϙូԵϘఢϙΰઌᅝՊ CCDխऱϘᎁवϙᣊαΖۖኙࠠࠃढΰኔ
α༉ਢԫ྾٠ནԱΔڶԳᄎᎁϘோϙਢϘଇϙΔृࢨϘदϙਢϘԳՠढϙΖ

।ڇߢՂΔࠠࠃढΰኔαऱᆠᣊհၴլ౨ᙟრ٨ڢΔዿ٨ڢՈࠉᘸՊԫ

ቼऱ֭ᐶΖזዧ٨ڢዌऱګݮඔݺقଚΔኙሁஉ९৫ઌٵऱࠟኙᆏរΔϘࠠ

ढϙᣊՀऱࠟଡᆏរᆠ၏ᠦለ՛ΖࠃွࢼढϙᣊՀऱࠟଡᆏរᆠ၏ᠦለՕΔۖϘࠃ

ᔞᅝױޣࢤۿऱᆠઌဲټွࢼ٨ዌऱ۞೯ᢝܑመ࿓խΔኙڢڇवΔԫֱ૿ױڼط

ᐈΔۖኙࠠဲټऱᆠઌࢤۿޣᏁᔞᅝףᣤΙԫֱ૿ڇᆠᣊᆜመ࿓խΔኙ

 መาΖษۖլऱ։ᣊဲټᣊွࢼ

4. ൕګ٨ڢ։խ֨ᆠઌኙ CCD ऱဲټᆠ։ᣊߓ 

4.1 ৫ွࢼऱဲ୲—٨ڢګݮൕԫଡᄅऱߡ৫ၞ۩ᆠូᣊ 
Ղ֮ 2.3ᓫࠩΔ।قઌኙრᆠऱဲᆖൄ٨ڢګݮΖڕࠏΚ 
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 ߓᆠ։ᣊဲټCCDऱࡉ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএګ٨ڢ

ΰ13α  a  [षᄎ֨ΕԳଚൣტ]᧢֏ਢଖއᐊऱΖΰ֨[Ѐᎁव]Δൣტ[Ѐൣტ]α 

b  ᤢԱᣪ၆ऱ[ழၴၴ़ࡉ]Ζ       ΰழၴ[Ѐழၴ]Δ़ၴ[Ѐۯࢬᆜ]α 

 

ᏁࣹრऱਢΔΰ13αխګ٨ڢٺ։ڍਢᄗਔऱΕွࢼऱဲΔ،ଚլਐጠࠠऱᄗΔ
ԫ؟ലࠡխԫଡွࢼᄗངࠠ܂ᄗΔ٨ڢ༉լ౨مګΖຍጟွࢼᄗ༉ਢਬଡ

ᆠᣊऱϘᑑ᧘ϙΔࠡ ϘழၴϙڕࠏऄፖᆠᣊփຝࠠဲܑৰՕΖشࡉऱრᆠߪء

ऱᆠᣊਢ[Ѐழၴ]Δࠠࡉ܀ऱழၴဲϘվ֚ϙΕϘࣔڣϙشऄᆠܑৰՕΔאױ
ᎅϘվ֚ᖂϙΔ܀լ౨ᎅϘ**ழၴᖂϙΖϘழၴϙ౨ܑࡉऱᆠᣊऱဲ٨ڢګݮΔ
٨Δլ౨ڢ౨ᇿழၴဲ۞աऱழၴဲথࠠ܀ϙΔၴ़ࡉ壄ԺϙΔϘழၴࡉϘழၴڕ

ᇿܑऱᆠᣊऱဲ٨ڢګݮΔϘ**վ֚ࡉ壄ԺϙΔϘ**ࣔၴ़ࡉڣϙຍᑌऱڇ٨ڢ
ࠏტऱဲΰൣق।ࠠࡉ،܀Ϙൣტϙऱᆠᣊਢ[Ѐൣტ]ΔڕࠏऱΖԾڇژխਢլߢ
ݮڇϘᄵൣϙΕϘஎჩϙࡉऄᆠՂܑৰՕΔϘൣტϙشڇϘᄵൣϙΕϘஎჩϙαڕ

ࢤਢᐖᆠऱ᥆܂ױऱဲွࢼ৫ࠄរΖቝᆠᣊᑑ᧘ऱຍٵ٥ڶ٨ዌழធڢګ

ΰattributeαΔᆠᣊհՀऱࠠኔࠏ ΰinstancesαױ܂ਢ᥆ࢤଖΰattribute valuesαΔ
ڶଚݺ VALUE(ழၴ) = վ֚|ࣔڣΔVALUE(ൣტ)=ᄵൣ|எჩΖݺଚᡖጊΔᣊۿᆠᣊ
ᑑ᧘ऱຍࠄ৫ွࢼऱဲΔਢܡᚨᇠൕԫଡᄅऱߡ৫ၞ۩ᆠូᣊΖ 

5.  

ԫֱ૿ഗՊ֮ء CCDऱᆠ։ᣊߓΔەኘԱזዧ٨ڢࢤဲټዌګ٨ڢ։խ֨
ऱᆠᣂএΔܧנጟΚᆠઌۿΕᆠઌᣂΕᆠઌኙΕᆠਝլઌۿՈլઌᣂՈ

լઌኙΖᆠઌۿਢګ٨ڢ։հၴ່ऱᆠᣂএΔڢ܀լਢڶࢬऱګ٨ڢ։ຟܧ

ऱᣂۿਢᆠઌ։հၴऱᆠᣂএࠡխګ٨ڢԫֱ૿ΔຘመΖࢤऱۿᆠઌנ

এΔݺଚૹᄅᐉီԱ CCDऱᆠ։ᣊߓΔኙဲհၴऱᆠᣂএၞ۩ԱԵऱ৸ەΔ
ᆠᣊऱᆜ༼ࠎԱԫڶࠄᏝଖऱᅃஆᑑΖ֮ءኙګ٨ڢ։խ֨ऱᆠᣂএࡉ

CCD ऱဲټᆠ։ᣊၞߓ۩Ա㡧ەٻኘࡉ᧭ᢞΔຍࠡኔՈ༉ਢࡉڤݮრᆠऱઌյ᧭
ᢞΖ 

֮ە 
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Source Domains as Concept Domains in  

Metaphorical Expressions 

Siaw-Fong Chung , Kathleen Ahrens  and Chu-Ren Huang  

Abstract 

The use of lexical resources in linguistic analysis has expanded rapidly in recent 
years. However, most lexical resources, such as WordNet or online dictionaries, at 
this point do not usually indicate figurative meanings, such as conceptual 
metaphors, as part of a lexical entry. Studies that attempt to establish the 
relationships between literal and figurative language by detecting the connectivity 
between WordNet relations usually do not deal with linguistic data directly. 
However, the present study demonstrates that SUMO definitions can be used to 
identify the source domains used in conceptual metaphors. This is achieved by 
identifying the relationships between metaphorical expressions and their 
corresponding ontological nodes. Such links are important because they show 
which lexical items are mapped under which concepts. This, in turn, helps specify 
which lexical items in electronic resources involve conceptual mappings. Looking 
specifically at the concept of PERSON, this work also establishes connectivity 
between lexical items which are related to “Organism.” Therefore, the 
methodology reported herein not only aids the categorizing of lexical items 
according to their conceptual domains but also can establish links between these 
items. Such bottom-up and top-down analyses of lexical items may provide a 
means of representing metaphorical entries in lexical resources. 

Keywords: Concept, Ontology, Conceptual Metaphor, Source Domain, WordNet, 
SUMO 
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1. Introduction 

Many studies have found that metaphors are not represented separately in lexical resources 
[Alonge and Castelli 2002ab, 2003; Peter and Wilks 2003; Lönneker 2003]. When metaphors 
are found in lexical resources, they are most often represented using meaning entries in 
addition to non-metaphorical ones. WordNet [http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/; 
Fellbaum 1998] is one of the lexical resources that sometimes lists metaphorical meanings as 
different senses along with other non-metaphorical ones. 

However, where conceptual metaphors [Lakoff 1993; Lakoff and Johnson 1980] are 
concerned, there is no uniform representation of source (concrete) and target (abstract) 
domains in WordNet. Due to this fact, studies have been carried out which have attempted to 
represent figurative meanings by indicating the source-target domain pairing in addition to the 
literal meaning [Lönneker 2003; Alonge and Lönneker 2004; Peters and Wilks 2003]. In order 
to do so, these studies first established the relationship between the literal and figurative entry 
in the lexical resource. As a result, the mapping between the source and target domains could 
then be extracted. 

Researchers who have attempted to incorporate metaphors into WordNet include Eilts 
and Lönneker [2002], who created the Hamburg Metaphor Database, a database which 
provides French and German metaphors by creating links between metaphorical expressions 
and their related synsets in WordNet. Another possible way to establish the relationships 
between literal and figurative entries is to determine the semantic relations between lexical 
entries. For instance, Lönneker [2003] and Peters and Wilks [2003] suggested that the 
meronymic relations in WordNet can be used to identify the links between lexical items by 
establishing a connection between the event and its participants or the action carried out by 
the participants. However, neither of these studies used ontologies to link the concepts in the 
source or target domain. Alonge and Castelli [2003] were the first to suggest that the 
EuroWordNet Top Ontology needs to be extended with more concepts in order to deal with 
figurative language. The advantages of ontologies have been outlined by Navigli and Velardi 
[2004]; they include the fact that a) an ontology has a wide “coverage” of domain concepts; b) 
that it is a result of “consensus” reached by a group of people and c) that most importantly, it 
is easily accessible through electronic resources. 

Most of the above mentioned works, which tried to generate the underlying connectivity 
between synsets, have based their mechanisms on distributed models of processing 
[Rumelhart and McClelland 1986] or the coarse-coding of lexicons [Harris 1994]. Harris 
stated that the “representational units” in a coarse-coding mechanism “do not match the 
information represented…in a one-to-one fashion” [Harris 1994]. Rather, they are connected 
to one another, and when one unit is activated, the others will also be activated. It is through 
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these units that clusters of information (which contain one or more concepts) are built. This 
activation of concepts governs the generation of underlying relations between WordNet 
relations. 

Working within this framework, our aim in this work is to establish links between 
metaphorical items by identifying the shared concept carried by a cluster of lexical items. For 
instance, when one active concept (from a lexical item) such as “Growth” is activated, the 
related concept, such as “Organism” is also activated. This link between lexical items in the 
same domain is necessary to show which lexical items are mapped under which concepts; i.e., 
lexical items with the same shared concepts will be sorted into the same source domain of a 
metaphor. In this paper, the building of a “concept” involves the use of knowledge nodes from 
an ontology, which is a shared understanding of some domain of interest [Uschold and 
Gruninger 1996]. Keil [1979] stated that the knowledge representation in an ontology “has 
unique properties and is highly structured. Moreover, it constrains the nature of semantic and 
conceptual knowledge.” The particular ontology we use in this paper, SUMO, was developed 
by the IEEE Standard Upper Ontology Working Group. Huang, Chung and Ahrens (In press) 
applied SUMO to explore how an ontology can be used to predict metaphorical mappings. Our 
work herein extends that of Huang et al. (In press) by focusing on how the source domain of a 
metaphor can be determined via SUMO definitions. 

All metaphorical instances in this work are identified using the Conceptual Mapping 
(CM) model [Ahrens 2002], and data in this study come from both English and Chinese 
corpora. Searching for ontology nodes is facilitated by the Academia Sinica Bilingual 
Ontological Wordnet [Sinica BOW, Huang, Chang and Lee (2004) http://BOW.sinica.edu.tw], 
a system that integrates WordNet, the English-Chinese Translation Equivalents Database 
(ECTED), and SUMO. 

2. Conceptual Metaphor, Concept Domain and Ontology 

Ahrens [2002] suggested that the metaphorical expressions can be analyzed in terms of the 
entities, qualities and functions that can map between a source and a target domain. When 
these conventionalized metaphorical expressions have been examined, an underlying reason 
for these mappings can then be postulated. This particular study collected data from native 
speaker intuitions to determine the mappings from the source to the target domain. For 
example, in the three examples from the metaphor LOVE IS PLANT, given below, the 
Mapping Principle (MP) of “Love is understood as plant because plants involve physical 
growth and love involves emotional growth” was extracted based on the fact that all the 
examples in some way had to do with growth. 
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1. (a) ࠟ   Գ    ऱ  ფ    ્     ່२    թ   ଶ     နॕ 

liang  ren   de   ai   miao    zuijin   cai  gang   mengya 

            two   people MOD love seedling  lately  just  recently sprout 

            ‘Their love just begins to sprout lately.’ 

 

(b) ݺ ኙ  הऱ  ფრ    ዬዬ     ྗ९ 

wo  dui  tade  ai-yi    jianjian   zizhang 

    I    for  his   love    gradually  grow    

    ‘My love for him has grown gradually.’ 

 

  (c) ფൣ   Ꮑ  ߬Ⴇ       ऱ   ᥒ 

aiqing  xuyao  xinqin       de  quanqai 

  love   need    industriously     water 

    ‘Love needs to be watered industriously.’ 

[Ahrens 2002] 

 

Ahrens, Chung and Huang [2003] extended this study by proposing a corpus-based 
approach to establish the systematicity between source and target domain pairings (i.e. 
Mapping Principles (MPs)). They suggest that each source-target domain pairing will have a 
prototypical instance of mapping determined by the most frequent mapping, as compared with 
other mappings. In a later paper, Ahrens 2004, they use Suggested-Upper-Merged-Ontology 
(SUMO) in combination with WordNet to determine Mapping Principles when there is no 
highly frequent mapping. SUMO can be used to infer knowledge through automatic reasoning 
as well as to constrain the falsifiability of the MP. 

This study extends the previous works of Ahrens, Chung and Huang [2003, 2004] by 
using SUMO to define the concepts involved in source domains through the use of two major 
databases -- WordNet (1.6), and SUMO nodes along with their definitions. The integration of 
WordNet and SUMO by Niles and Pease [2003] enables us to examine the ontological nodes 
in SUMO that have hyperlinks to WordNet semantic definitions. 

3. Metaphor Analysis: CAREER IS A PERSON as a Sample 

In order to find conceptual metaphors in corpora, a single target word was used for the target 
domain. Four target domains were chosen, namely, CAREER, CULTURE, STOCK MARKET 
and ECONOMY, of which the latter two are composed Chinese-English data (see Table 1). 
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The target domains of STOCK MARKET and ECONOMY have been discussed by Ahrens et 
al. [2003] and Chung, Ahrens and Sung [2003], and in this paper, we further refine the 
previous findings. In this paper, also, the Chinese only CAREER and CULTURE target 
domains will be added to strengthen the methodology discussed herein. 

Table 1. The sources and frequencies of the corpora instances found 

Target domains Sources Number 
of hits 

Number of 
metaphorical 
expressions 

(Chinese) Shiye  
 ᄐ CAREERࠃ

Sinica Corpus 
(http://www.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus/) 

1062 84 

(Chinese) Wenhua 
֮֏ CULTURE Sinica Corpus 2000 335 

1997 Huashishingwen  
ဎီᄅፊྡྷរ 
1997 Gungshangshibao  
ՠழ [Chung, Ahrens and Sung, 2003] 

NA 135 

(Chinese-English) 
Gushi ैؑ 
STOCK MARKET 

1994 Wall Street Journal 
(Available at the Language Data Consortium 
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc/online/index.html)

500 130 

Sinica Corpus 2000 311 (Chinese-English) 
Jingji ᆖᛎ 
ECONOMY 1994 Wall Street Journal 500 215 

The four target domains were used to extract instances from the corpora. After all 
instances were extracted, they were analyzed manually for the instances of metaphors. A 
metaphor was identified when there was a source-target domain mapping. The following 
sentence shows a metaphorical instance for the target domain CAREER: ࠃהᄐऱࡎسԺֲ
ฐ “the life-force of his career is becoming exuberant day-by-day,” the concrete meaning 
of “life force” is mapped onto CAREER. In another example,ࠃᄐ໌႞ “the wound of 
career,” the more concrete source “wound” is mapped onto the abstract target CAREER. 
Through similar analysis, all metaphorical instances were marked and extracted. Once all the 
metaphorical instances had been identified, the next step was to define the source domains of 
these instances. In order to do so, the corresponding WordNet and SUMO nodes for each 
lexical item were searched for in Sinica Bow. Through this system, each metaphorical instance 
was keyed in at the WordNet page. This was done to extract the WordNet explanations which 
were linked to the corresponding SUMO nodes in the system. In order to obtain the WordNet 
explanation, a prior step was performed, i.e., the most appropriate meaning was selected from 
the list of senses available. This selection was done manually, but most often, the most 
appropriate meaning was found to be the most concrete meaning in the list. For example, 
when the Chinese keyword chuangshang ໌႞ “wound” from the target domain CAREER 
was searched for in Sinica Bow, the senses listed in Table 2 were extracted. 
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Table 2. The search result for chuangshang ໌႞ “wound” in Sinica Bow 
WordNet (1.6) WordNet Explanations Corresponding SUMO Nodes 

Sense 1:trauma an emotional wound or shock often 
having long-lasting effects EmotionalState(ൣፃणኪ) 

Sense 2:wound any break in the skin or an organ caused 
by violence or surgical incision Injuring(႞୭) 

Among these senses, the more concrete sense (i.e., the more concrete meaning that was 
mapped from the source domain) was selected. In this case, sense 2 was selected and then the 
corresponding node (the rightmost column in Table 2) was found. In this case, it is “Injuring.” 
The SUMO definition for “Injuring” is “The process of creating a traumatic wound or injury. 
Since injuring is not possible without some biologic function of the organism being injured, it 
is a subclass of biological process.” The keywords in the SUMO definition (shaded in the 
previous sentence) are the terms that helped us categorize the metaphorical instances. Through 
the collection of SUMO definitions for all the metaphorical instances, all the similar 
metaphorical expressions with the same related nodes are grouped into categories. For 
instance, all the metaphorical expressions related to “Organism” were grouped together. Then, 
from these instances, the source domains were decided. The expressions that were grouped 
under the same source domain formed a cluster of lexical items under a domain. In the 
following discussion, we will provide a detailed example using the CAREER domain. 

For the target domain CAREER, all 84 metaphorical instances are listed in Table 3. Each 
of the items in Table 3 was looked up using the Sinica Bow system to find their corresponding 
WordNet senses and, later, the SUMO nodes. 

Table 3. Metaphorical expressions related to shiye ‘career’ (tokens are in brackets) 
ᄅ໌(1) ฮኔ(1) ᄫၞ...հխ(1) ૩ሐ(1) რᢝ(1) ฆ૨(1) ኟ৵(1)פ ছຜ(2) 

໌ທ(5) ದگ (1)ޡದ(1)ࠐ ௺௺(2) ᄀߪԫ᧢(1) ޏ(1) नൾ(1) ދԵ(1) 

ฤ(1) Ղ(1) ໌႞(1)ߨ խ(1)...ߪދ (2)ٻߨ (1)໌ၲ  Օ(1)݇ (1)ٻދ

٥໌(1) รԫ(1)ޡ ഗ៕(5) ߫־ᙰ(1) ؚ(1) ছ࿓(1) ၲ࿇(1) ګ९(1) 

٦໌(2) ᠣ(2) ಳ(4)ޣ ಯ(2)נ අ(1) ᤁञ(1) ࿆Ղ...ۯ(1) (1)ۥߡ 

ਗᖏ(1) ᣂ(5) ଅᙠ(1) ᥬၞ(1) (1) ݼञ(1)   ာ(1)ץ

ฃ(2) ᣂࠎ (1)ᙁ(1) ֫(1) Օፘ(2) (1)ދ   

Ⴈ(3) መ࿓(1) ᔂ(1) ࡎسԺ(1) ၸඪ(1) ᓢ(1)ࠨ   

Table 4 shows how the SUMO definitions help us differentiate between source domains. 
However, due to limited space, only selected instances from Table 3 will be discussed. 
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Table 4. Defining source domains through WordNet and SUMO 

Expressions WordNet 
senses 

WordNet 
explanations SUMO nodes SUMO definitions 

ฃ ‘tactic’ 6: ambush

the act of concealing 
yourself and lying in 
wait to attack by 
surprise 

ViolentContest 
(ᑊԺࢤऱᤁञ)

A Contest where one participant 
attempts to physically injure another 
participant. 

૩ሐ ‘track’ 2: track 

a pair of parallel rails 
providing a runway 
for wheels 

Transportation 
Device 
(ሎᙁՠࠠ) 

A TransportationDevice is a Device 
which serves as the instrument in a 
Transportation Process which carries 
the patient of the Process from one 
point to another. 

For the expressions listed in Table 4, their SUMO definitions (the rightmost column) 
provide the keywords referring to the source domain to which these expressions might belong1. 
For instance, the keyword “Contest” for  ฃ  “tactic” might refer to WAR or 
COMPETITION, whereas “TransportationDevice” and “Transportation” for ૩ሐ “track” 
might refer to VEHICLE. When all the lexical items in Table 3 are looked up, the similarities 
of these items at the upper ontological levels can be established. In this paper, we will use 
CAREER IS A PERSON as an example. All items in (2) are found to have “Organism” as the 
shared concept2. 

 

(2)   რᢝ “consciousness” 

໌႞ “wound” 

֫ “let go” 

”Ժ “the force to liveࡎس

รԫޡ “first step” 

 ”९  “growګ

ದޡ  “start a step” 

 ”walk towards“  ٻߨ

 

Table 5 below shows the SUMO definitions for the items in (2). The original method 
produced the list of all instances in Table 3 in the form shown in Table 5; however, due to 
space limitations, this paper does not include the full list of all 84 items in Table 3. Only the 
ones related to “Organism” are shown. Among the SUMO nodes listed in Table 5, “Awake” 
and “Emotional State” are related to the upper node “State of mind” or a psychological 
process. The other nodes are related to a physical aspect of the organism, such as “Body 

                                                 
1 There are also underlined keywords in the “WordNet Explanations” column. Although these keywords 

might also contribute to determining the source domains of metaphors, what we wish to discuss is 
connectivity at the ontological level. 

2 Note that though an item like tousheng ߪދ “to throw oneself to” can be intuitively linked to PERSON, 
it is not listed in (2). This is because this lexical item is not found in the Sinica Bow. These items are not 
categorized in this paper. The limitation of the Sinica Bow will be discussed later. 
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motion” for “Walking.” 

Table 5. CAREER IS A PERSON: SUMO definitions 
Expressions WordNet senses SUMO nodes SUMO definitions 
რᢝ 
“consciousness” 1: consciousness Awake (堚ᙌ) Attribute applies to Organisms that are 

neither Unconscious nor Asleep. 

໌႞ “wound” 2:wound Injuring(႞୭)

The process of creating a traumatic wound or 
injury. Since Injuring is not possible without 
some biologic function of the organism being 
injured, it is a subclass of BiologicalProcess. 

֫ “let go” 1: let_go EmotionalState 
(ൣፃणኪ) 

The Class of Attributes that denote emotional 
states of Organisms. 

 Ժࡎس
“life force” 1: animation Living (ऱ) This Attribute applies to Organisms that are 

alive. 

(९س) ९ “grow” 3: mature Growthګ
The Process of biological development in 
which an Organism or part of an Organism 
changes its form or its size. 

ದ(ޡ) 
“start a step” 1: pace 

 ٻ(ߨ)
“walk toward” 1: foot 

รԫ(ޡ) 
“first step” 1: pace 

Walking (۩
 (ߨ

Any BodyMotion which is accomplished by 
means of the legs of an Organism on land for 
the purpose of moving from one point to 
another. 

Although the linking concept is found to be “Organism,” the concept of “Organism” is 
too broad, because it comprises all living things, including all plants and animals. For 
conceptual metaphors, preference is given to source domains that are in contact with human 
conceptualization, i.e., more concrete concepts which human can easily recall when describing 
an abstract idea. Furthermore, as indicated in Table 5, the type of organism should not only 
have the abilities to grow and to walk, but should also to have an emotional state. Based on 
these criteria, PLANT and ANIMAL are ruled out as possibilities, and HUMAN or PERSON 
is suggested. 

Table 5 also lists the keywords in SUMO that are related to “Organism” (shaded). These 
keywords are important because, as explained in the parallel distributed model, one active unit 
will lead to the activation of other representation units. If a semi-automatized program is to be 
generated for the purpose of metaphor extraction, one first needs to establish the link between 
active units. In this case, the active units can be these keywords, and in the future research, the 
links between these keywords can be established using a computerized program. However, at 
the present stage, the analysis of metaphors, the selection of WordNet senses, and the 
selection of keywords has to be carried out manually. 

In this paper, we incorporate more target domains to test the reliability of using SUMO 
nodes. If the same repeated SUMO nodes are found, then there is a systematic pattern that 
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links the lexical items within a similar source domain. In the following sections, we will skip 
the steps for obtaining SUMO nodes and focus more on comparing the different target 
domains which share the same source domain (of PERSON). 

3.1 CULTURE IS A PERSON 
The example CULTURE IS A PERSON is shown in (3) below. 

 

 ኔ     հխ     Μ    זԵ     ߨ    ֏֮   ড়୮    ࠌ (3)

           shi   kejia   wenhua  zouru    xiandai   xianshi   zhizhong  Exclam 

           cause hakka   culture  walk into  modern  reality    inside    Exclaim 

           “To make Hakka culture walk into the modern world!” 

 

In this example, CULTURE is seen as something that can “walk.” Comparing it with 
CAREER IS A PERSON, we find that the similarities and differences are those summarized in 
Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Categorizing the ontological nodes for CAREER and CULTURE 
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In this figure, the target domains CAREER and CULTURE are placed on the left side 
and the source domain PERSON on the right. All metaphorical instances in the target domains 
are related to their ontological nodes on the right side inside the circle of PERSON. Since all 
the SUMO nodes are related to “Organism” in one way or another, they can be subsumed 
under the ontological concept of “Organism,” which forms the outer circle of PERSON. As 
mentioned previously, the metaphor CAREER IS AN ORGANISM is not selected because 
some nodes in “Person” (especially those related to psychological ones) cannot be accounted 
for by the other subsets of “Organism” such as PLANT and ANIMAL. 

From Figure 1, we can see that a concept (i.e., PERSON) can be generated by looking at 
a cluster of lexical items (i.e., metaphorical expressions) and by looking at their SUMO nodes. 
The more general concept of “Organism” can be seen as the linking concept of all these 
lexical items. The overlapping area between CULTURE and CAREER (concepts such as 
“Growth” and “Walking”) are linked to lexical items that are more lexicalized, as these items 
can apply to more target domains than the other items can. In other words, lexical items within 
several overlapping source domains (such asګ९ “growth” and (ߨ)ٻ “walk towards”) tend 
to be lexicalized faster than the other lexical items. 

3.2 STOCK MARKET IS A PERSON in Chinese and English 
The application of SUMO to two knowledge systems (Chinese and English) was discussed by 
Huang, Chung and Ahrens (in press). The focus of this paper is to investigate which 
conceptual nodes will be similar or different when a similar source domain (PERSON) is 
created in two different languages. For example (4), the Chinese metaphor STOCK MARKET 
IS A PERSON is found. 

 
(4) ోપ       ैؑ        ༚ྼ    ऱ   Ժ     ᧫Գ 

           neuyue     gushi       fusu     de   huoli     jingren 

           New York  stock market  recovery DE   vitality   shock people 

           “The vitality of the recovery of the New York stock market is surprising.” 

 

An English example is the nervous stock market tumbled 67.85 points yesterday. A 
comparison of the Chinese and English data for STOCK MARKET is shown in Figure 2.  

Previous analysis of Chinese and English STOCK MARKET was reported by Chung, 
Ahrens and Sung [2003], who also re-evaluated Charteris-Black’s [2001] English and Spanish 
data. However, neither study incorporated ontologies in their analyses. 

In Figure 2, all the metaphorical instances of STOCK MARKET are linked to their 
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ontological nodes under PERSON. No overlapping metaphorical items that have the same 
meaning are found. However, the ontological nodes “BiologicalAttribute” and 
“OrganismProcess” overlap in the Chinese and English data. If one compares Figure 1 and 2, 
one finds that there are no overlapping metaphorical expressions in Chinese and that only 
three ontological nodes are repeated in both figures. These nodes are 
“IntentionalPsychologicalProcess,” “TraitAttribute” and “PsychologicalAttribute.” 

Figure 2. Categorizing the ontological nodes for STOCK MARKET 
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The few overlapping ontological concepts in Figures 1 and 2 suggest that the metaphorical 
items in CAREER and CULTURE are different from those in STOCK MARKET, even 
though all of them are linked to the concept PERSON. In the next section, the ontological 
nodes of ECONOMY will be examined. 

3.3 ECONOMY IS A PERSON in Chinese and English 
The example ECONOMY IS A PERSON in Chinese is shown in (5) below. 

 

 უ     ᑉழ       ፂ      լ    ᨃ     ᆖᛎ    ಐಯ    (5)

           zhi   xiang  zhanshi     weichi     bu    rang   jingji    shuaitui 

           only  think   temporary  maintain   NEG.  let    economy degenerate 

           “only want to temporarily maintain and not let the economy degenerate”  

 

An English example is the economy remains anemic in that period. A comparison of the 
SUMO nodes for Chinese and English ECONOMY IS A PERSON is shown in Figure 3. 

 From Figure 3, the Chinese and English data of ECONOMY overlap with the concept 
“Growth” in both languages. In fact, previous works [Ahrens et al. 2003; Chung et al. 2003ab] 
suggested that the meaning of “growth” is mapped most frequently in both Chinese and 
English ECONOMY metaphors3. As shown in Figure 1 earlier, the concept of “growth” is also 
found in the target domains CAREER and CULTURE, indicating that this concept can be used 
to describe not only ECONOMY but also CAREER and CULTURE. This repetition of the 
same lexical items in several target domains may mean that this lexical item is a common 
concept and that its frequency of occurrence as a metaphor is high, indicating that its 
metaphorical meaning is strongly conventionalized. 

In order to understand which aspects of PERSON are involved in all the target domains 
CAREER, CULTURE, STOCK MARKET and ECONOMY, a comparison of ontological 
nodes will be discussed in Section 4 below. 

                                                 
3 This paper only considers the types of lexical items and their related SUMO nodes (regardless of whether 

the items that appear many times will affect the number of times an ontological node will appear). This 
is so because the aim here is to extract the ontological nodes that form a concept, not their frequency. 
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      Figure 3. Categorizing the ontological nodes for ECONOMY 
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4. Discussion 

When ontological nodes are contrasted, they are found to fall into two main types, namely, 
physical and psychological. This means that both the physical and psychological aspects of a 
person are selected when a metaphor is created. 

 

(6)           Physical Psychological   

DiseaseOr Syndrome 

Growth 

Physiologic Process 

OrganismProcess 

Walking   

Living   

BiologicalAttribute 

Blood  

Death   

   Injuring  

   PathologicProcess 

   TraitAttribute  

   Awake   

   BiologicalProcess 

   BodyMotion 

   BodyPart   

   Damaging   

   Human   

   Subjective Assessment Attribute 

   Emotional State  

   Psychological Attribute  

   IntentionalPsychological Process 

   Proposition 

 

  
 

The distribution in (6) shows that many aspects of the physical concept of human are mapped 
when constructing metaphors. Comparing Figures 1, 2 and 3, one finds that the node 
“DiseaseOrSyndrome” comes from both Chinese and English ECONOMY and STOCK 
MARKET only (where more lexical items in ECONOMY have this node). A similar situation 
is found with the ontological node of “Growth,” where more types of lexical items come from 
the target domain ECONOMY (rather than the other three target domains). The preference for 
(both English and Chinese) ECONOMY for the physical aspect of PERSON shows that these 
two languages do not differ greatly in terms of the types of lexical items found. 

On the other hand, most of the lexical items that denote the psychological aspect of a 
person come from STOCK MARKET (refer to “Subjective Assessment Attribute” and 
“Emotional State” in Figure 2). Compared with English ECONOMY, which maps onto the 
physical aspect of a person, STOCK MARKET seems to be described more in terms of a 
psychological change of a person. This finding is interesting because as Ahrens [2002] noted 
in her discussion of the Mapping Principle Constraint, that “a single target domain must use 
different source domains for different reasons.” In this case, the selection of the single source 
domain by two different target domains in the same language occurs for different reasons. 
With this in mind, one can see the underlying motivation for the formulation of different 
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conceptual metaphors. That is, the motivation governing the selection of a source domain by a 
target domain is not ad hoc; rather, it is governed by principles. This is only reflected when 
the ontological nodes involved in the source domain concepts are extracted. 

5. Conclusion 

The results obtained from the WordNet lexical representation and SUMO searches prove two 
major points: First, the manual analysis performed using the CM Model in previous studies 
can be further automatized. Second, there is conceptual connectivity between the metaphorical 
expressions found within a source domain. As the philosopher Kamppinen pointed out, 
“representations do not operate in isolation,” they are “clustered into systems of 
representations, cognitive schemata” [1993]. In this case, this cluster of representations is 
connected through the overlapping concept or “Organism” in the lexical items found. This 
connectivity between lexical items can be established by using computational tools such as 
SUMO definitions, along with a linguistic model (i.e., the CM Model) to identify conceptual 
metaphors in corpora. 

Despite the usefulness of WordNet and SUMO for determining source domains, there are 
two limitations to this study. First is the process of selecting senses from WordNet, which has 
to be carried out manually. Second is the missing entries that are found in the Sinica Bow 
look-up (especially Chinese adjectives). Even though the few missing items do not affect the 
results of categorization as a whole, their inclusion would have made this study more 
complete. 

Nevertheless, the incorporation of an ontology helps pinpoint at which level of 
knowledge conceptual metaphors occur. The discovery concerning the motivation for using 
conceptual metaphors contributes to identifying cognitive differences across speech 
communities. From the perspective of anthropology and language processing, this study has 
provided linguistic evidence about how humans represent concepts mentally when using 
metaphors. It is hoped that the line of research discussed herein will stimulate more research 
on how computational approaches can help set parameters for determining metaphorical 
senses and point the way to creating a systematic relationship between literal and figurative 
synsets in WordNet. In addition, it may also be possible to conduct psycholinguistic 
experiments to verify the metaphorical expressions that have been extracted from corpora. 
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ኴ   

ڼਢԫጟ܂אױᆠࠩࠡឆᆠΔءխऱឆਢԫጟॺൄཏሙऱွΖൕګ

ᣊࠃढᆠਠ୴ࠩᣊࠃढऱᎁव೯Ζ֮ءኙ 2,347යឆګࢤၞ۩Աอ
ૠΔ։࣫Ա،ଚऱߢរΕऄዌΕऄפ౨Εऄዌፖऄפ౨ऱᣂ

এ֗אᆠᣊܑΖ։࣫Աឆګࢤխऱᆠਠ୴ऱᣊীΖՕڍᑇឆګࢤ

ຟਢطᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ࡉ༴૪ࢤᆠګ։ٵ٥ዌګΔࠡ խᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ਢኔ

᧩ࠃࢤढࠩឆࠃࢤढᆠਠ୴ऱഗ៕Δۖ ،ଚऱᣂᜤঞࠉᘸՊ༴૪ࢤᆠګ

։Ζ 

ᣂڗΚឆΔឆګࢤΔᆠਠ୴ 

Abstract 

Metaphors in idioms are universal in languages. The progression from conceptual 
meaning to metaphorical meaning is a cognitive activity of mapping from one thing 
to another. This paper, based on the analysis of 2,347 metaphorical idioms, their 
linguistic features, grammatical structures, grammatical functions, and semantic 
categories, tries to identify categories of metaphorical idioms. Most of the 
metaphorical idioms in Chinese are found to be composed of projective semantic 
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elements and descriptive semantic elements, among which the former are the basis 
for mapping from explicit to the implicit meaning, while the latter are the key to 
understanding the relevance of the two parts. 

Keywords: Idiom, Metaphorical Idiom, Semantic Mapping 

 ߢ֧ .1

ႚอऱឆᓵലឆ܂ਢԫጟߢွΔਢԫጟشՊଥ堸ᇩऱଥွΖྥۖΔ

ឆլႛႛਢԫጟߢွΔ،ޓૹऱਢԫጟԳᣊᎁवွΖ،ਢԳᣊലࠡਬԫᏆ

ऱᆖ᧭ࠐشᎅࣔࢨᇞԫᣊᏆᆖ᧭ऱԫጟᎁव೯ΖڇԳᣊࠡהऱ֮֏ࡉᢌ೯

መ࿓խΔݺଚࠩຟ౨ࠩឆऱ॑ޔ]ڇژ 1998]Ζ 

ዧګᖺԱխဎاග໑Օ壄ऱ֮֏ཕᐝΔਢխഏऱ֮֏ጇᣪΖ،ऱߢ壄

ᅂΔዌᣤ᠃ΔܶᆠࠥΔ༄ڶ।ԺΖګൕڤݮՂΔዌጹയΔྖྥԫΖൕრ

ᆠՂΔๅᠦ૿ڗऱრ৸ΔขسԱอԫऱᄗΔڶृࢨԱֺᆠΖขֺسᆠऱګլ

ᆠհၴऱᆠਠ୴Δֺࠩࢨᆠۼᆠ֧ࠩ૿ڗൕ֗אរΔګऱዌګࠄຍߒᑇΔઔ֟ڇ

ଗא᠆༄ᅝছឆઔߒऱ࣠ګΖ 

ڼΔݺଚᙇ࠷ԱઔߒऱறΔԫଡਢπ։ᣊዧګՕဲࠢρΔ׆ႧΕ್ഏՅΕ

إցΕ୪د✱ᒳထΔ՞ࣟඒנߛठषΔ1988ڣ 11ִΔڶ 9,507යګΖԫଡਢπԿ
वګဲࠢρΔڶ 13,768යګΔਢൕጻՂՀሉऱࠆ٥ຌٙΖ 

ࠟଡဲࠢ༴૪ګऱ᥆ڗࢤ֟ڶڍڶΔԱࠟࠌଡဲࠢॾஒյᇖΔ༉ނ،ଚऱٌ

ႃຝ։܂อૠऱഗ៕Δࠟଡဲࠢٵ٥ऱຝ։ڶ 7,105 යګΖൕխֺڶܶנބᆠऱ
ګ 2,347යΖ 

2. ឆګࢤ 

ګࢤឆࠄຍנ۶ਗڕΖࠠࠩൕᑇᖕխګࢤឆګឆრᆠऱڶܶނଚݺ

ࠐΔݺଚආ࠷ऱֱऄਢΔ࣠ڕᤩᆠխנϘϙΔֺڕϘֺΞϙΕϘଗΞϙϘ៱

ൄΞϙϘאٿΞϙϘϙΔ༉ਗࠐנৱၞԫەޡኘΖᅝྥΔᤩᆠխܶڶϘϙ

ϘڶऱϘΚΞϙ༉լਢΔᝫڗᇞᤩϘϙڕၦլ᥆ՊឆრᆠऱΔֺ֟ڶऱՈڗ

ڕᤝۖϙΖߔϙϘۖߢϙΕϘ୮֪ᖠϙΕϘլױϘլګࠄೈຍװϙΖق

ΔࠩࠐਗᙇՀڼ 2347යឆګࢤΖ 

 រߢࡉᄭࠐ 2.1
ឆګࢤࠐᄭՊࠢᤄΔขسՊࡉזײ२זΔזለ֟Ζࠄڶๅ઼ՊঋΕᘦΕ

ᄢٿΖֺࠐڕᄭՊᖵऱڶΚᣃඨᇋΔᑗլ৸ᇋΕিᦫਙΖࠐᄭՊࠢᤄऱڶΚᔤ

Գ၇ᐌΔۣࠥޣᏦΖࠐᄭՊ༅ߢਚࠃऱڶΚधॡΖࠐᄭՊঋऱڶΚྤۏհछΕࠉ

ᑌΰαᆹᤓΕؓچԫᜢሼΕԫᏗ֞נΕ݄՞ᨠॡΕԫᢕլڕԫᢕΕᨯլኙ್ᏯΕ

մֽլֽࣾحΕছࢢΔࢢٿॡΖ 
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ឆګࢤխਊਢֺڶܶܡဲ։ࠟᣊΚ 

1αܶڶϘڕϙΕϘۿϙΕϘૉϙΕϘွϙΕϘֺϙΕϘٵϙΕϘྫϙဲऱΖ 

ڕΔ֨ێధڕΔႨߩ֫ٵۚΔൣٵ՞Δኂֺত՞ΔൣڕΚചऄנᄭ݁ء

ᥳفΔൕ࿆ڕΔൕ༞ڕഽΖ 

 ᐌᜳ٧ΖڕΔྐۿ墋ڕֽΔູڕΚנլء

2αլܶڶϘڕϙΕϘۿϙΕϘૉϙΕϘွϙΕϘֺϙΕϘٵϙΕϘྫϙဲऱΖ 

 ᆩ՛உΖےΚנᄭ݁ء

 ᣪᏦΔᣇᣇհଃΖֱԳΔ۔ΚִՀנլء

2.2 ऄዌ 
ൕឆګࢤփຝऱऄዌࠐอૠΔڶᜤڤٽΕᘯڤΕೣڤإΕຑ೯ڤΕ೯ᎏ

 Հ।ΚڕጟൣउΖ 10 ڤΕᓤᠧڤךΕᇖڤΕଫڤΕጹڤΕᓤڤ

। 1: ឆګࢤऱऄዌ։܉ 
ዌ ᑇၦ ֺ(и) ࠏق 
ᜤߢ݄ 31.21 616 ڤٽದ۩ 
 ըၲ׳ؐ 22.14 437 ڤᘯ
 ᨵᙰᜓ 19.30 381 ڤإೣ
ຑ೯9.22 182 ڤ ᇶ֨ဠ 
೯ᎏ7.35 145 ڤ ݄ՊჁ 
ᓤ5.42 107 ڤ ݄՞ᨠॡ 
ጹ3.70 73 ڤ ထ֫ګਞ 
ଫ0.81 16 ڤ ज֫ױᑷ 
ᇖ0.61 12 ڤך ሎְګଅ 
ᓤᠧݠ 0.25 5 ڤՕլൾ 

ൕՂ।אױנΔឆګࢤփຝዌګਢᜤڤٽΕᘯڤإೣࡉڤΔࠡխᜤڤٽ

ࠩԱ 31.21иΔֺڢᘯڤנല२ 10иΖᜤڤٽਢ NPЀNPΕVPЀVPڤݮΖ 

2.3 ऄפ౨ 
ΕΕᘯΕᎏΕڕ։Δګऱٚ۶אױԫଡᖞΔ܂ګࢤឆނ

णΕᇖΔՈױᗑګΖ 

2.4 ऄዌࡉऄפ౨ऱᣂএ 
ᅝऱךאױΕګփຝऱऄዌګਔץऄΔشऱګଡޢवᢝխΔᇡา༴૪Աګڇ

ऄפ౨Δ֗אᓥ၈ᆠۥΖڶࢬຍݺࠄଚຟאױຏመอૠנ࣠Δၞۖ։࣫،ଚ
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հၴऱٺጟᣂএΖՀ૿אᜤڤٽឆګࢤࠏΔอૠࠐנऱऄዌፖऄפ౨հၴ

ऱᣂএڕՀ।قࢬΖࠡהዌฃװΖ 

। 2: ᜤڤٽឆګࢤऱऄפ౨ 
ऄዌ ᑇၦ ֺ(%) ऄפ౨ ࠏق 
ᜤ23.70 146 ڤٽ ᘯΕ ⡽◙լছ 
ᜤ11.85 73 ڤٽ ᘯ ݄ᜲᣬᜬ 
ᜤ11.36 70 ڤٽ ᎏΕ ᏼ౼ᆵ✹ 
ᜤ8.77 54 ڤٽ ᎏ ݄ߢದ۩ 
ᜤ6.01 37 ڤٽ ᘯΕᎏ ؐ᎖༘׳ 
ᜤ5.84 36 ڤٽ ᘯΕᎏΕ ᇘ壀ݫ 
ᜤ5.68 35 ڤٽ ᘯΕΕण ۞ܬ۞ᖘ 
ᜤ 4.06 25 ڤٽΕᎏ ၺਞػຳ 
ᜤ 3.25 20 ڤٽΕᎏΕ ؐሐல॰ 
ᜤ 2.76 17 ڤٽ ᤪᨋᄦߐ 
ᜤ1.79 11 ڤٽ ᘯΕΕᇖ ఇႽدᑮ 
ᜤ1.46 9 ڤٽ ᘯΕᎏΕΕण ॐءດأ 
ᜤ1.30 8 ڤٽ ᘯΕᎏΕण ధೀިۣ 
ᜤ1.14 7 ڤٽ ᘯΕण ്গޕᚮ 
ᜤ 1.14 7 ڤٽΕण ٦൷٦Ꮹ 
ᜤ0.97 6 ڤٽ ण ྤᜢྤ౬ 
ᜤ0.81 5 ڤٽ ᘯΕᎏΕ։ڽࠜ ध༟ 
ᜤ0.65 4 ڤٽ ᘯΕΕ։ٷ ਚᄅ 
ᜤ0.65 4 ڤٽ ᘯΕᇖ ଇدछெ 
ᜤ 0.65 4 ڤٽΕᇖ ۵Ց֨ 
ᜤ0.49 3 ڤٽ ᘯΕᎏΕᇖ ֚ࣖچᄆ 
ᜤ 0.49 3 ڤٽΕ։ ሉۣۣ 
ᜤ0.49 3 ڤٽ ᎏΕण ߗࢶᡥᜬ 
ᜤ0.32 2 ڤٽ णΕᇖ ԫնԫԼ 
ᜤ 0.32 2 ڤٽΕᘯ ᡖᒀ༽ᅜ 
ᜤ 0.32 2 ڤٽΕ ااፏ 
ᜤ0.32 2 ڤٽ ᘯΕणΕᇖ ༼ጼᏆ 
ᜤ0.32 2 ڤٽ ᘯΕ։ ངྏլངᢐ 
ᜤ 0.32 2 ڤٽΕणΕᇖ سᚊॡ 
ᜤ0.32 2 ڤٽ ᇖ ᆵक़ੌֽ 
ᜤ0.32 2 ڤٽ ᎏΕΕण ळԳᒍ್ 
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ᜤ0.16 1 ڤٽ णΕ։ ԮᖛԮ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕᘯΕᎏΕ ֚ᆖچᆠ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕᘯΕᎏ ጥᗭᥢྒྷ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕΕण ዓ್ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕᇖΕ։ ጼᜰ്ؾ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕᇖ ܑᦊᩂ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕᎏΕण ဥ್ᇾ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕᎏΕଫ ᓚᢕല 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽΕᎏΕ։ ֮⻯ᆏ 
ᜤ 0.16 1 ڤٽ ႆػᘣॐ 
ᜤ0.16 1 ڤٽ ։܄ ዚፘ 
ᜤ0.16 1 ڤٽ ᎏΕΕᇖ क़ྲִྀ 
ᜤ0.16 1 ڤٽ ᎏΕᇖΕ։إؚੁ ထ 

Ղ।।ࣔΔᜤڤٽឆګࢤਝ܂אױᘯԾ܂אױऱᑇၦ່ڍΔڶ 146යΔ
Աࠩ 23.70иΖࠡڻࠉה܂ᘯΔ73යΔ 11.85иΙ܂ᎏࡉΔ70යΔ 11.36
иΖ 

ኙאՂᜤڤٽឆګࢤࢬ౨ךᅝऱऄפ౨Δਊᅃٺऄګ։։ิႪ᜔Δൕࠩڍ

֟ඈ٨ΔࠩՀ।Ζ 

। 3: ᜤڤٽឆګࢤऱऄפ౨։܉ 

ऄפ౨ ᘯ  ᎏ ण  ᇖ ։ 
 ᑇၦ 386 371 279 85 58 35 19ګ
ֺ(%) 31.31 30.09  22.63 6.89  4.70  2.84  1.54  

ൕ। 3խנΔᜤڤٽឆګࢤ܂אױऱٚ۶ګ։Δᝫאױ։Ζ܂
ᘯΕࡉᎏΔԿृࠩԱ 84.02иΖ 

2.5 ᆠᣊܑ 
ຍګࠄەπ։ᣊዧګՕဲࠢρΔਊᅃګࢬ।ሒऱრᆠ։ګԱ 48 ଡՕᣊΔ290
ଡ՛ᣊΖຍ 48ଡՕᣊΔਊဲࠢႉݧඈ٨Δ։ܑਢΚ01 ഏ୮ᣊΕ02 ਙएᣊΕ03 ऄ৳
ᣊΕ04 ૨ࠃᣊΕ05 ՠ܂ᣊΕ06 سขᣊΕ07 ᖂᣊΕ08 ᖂംᣊΕ09 ඒߛᣊΕ10 ߢ
ᣊΕ11 ֮ີᣊΕ12 ᢌᣊΕ13 چᣊΕ14 ۩ளᣊΕ15 ଅ٠ᣊΕ16 क़ֵᣊΕ17 ழח
ᣊΕ18 ழၴᣊΕ19 ૠᘩᣊΕ20 ؈ᣊΕ21 פᆞᣊΕ22 ၝᣊΕ23 ᙒತᣊΕ24 ༄ᇛ
ᣊΕ25 ຆᒡᣊΕ26 ᑇၦᣊΕ27 ࿓৫ᣊΕ28 ৬ᗰᣊΕ29 ԳթᣊΕ30 ֖ᓩᣊΕ31 ଥߪ
ᣊΕ32 ᐚᣊΕ33 ൣტᣊΕ34 რݳᣊΕ35 ཕჟᣊΕ36 ୲ᎎᣊΕ37 ኪᣊΕ38 Ꮪ।
ᣊΕ39 ៖ᐜᣊΕ40 ഡՖᣊΕ41 ფൣᣊΕ43 ୮அᣊΕ44 堬ଇᣊΕ45 ۔سᣊΕ46 ఏఐ
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ᣊΕ47 壂ጞᣊΕ49 ڽՋᣊΕ50 ࠡהᣊΖࠡխΔ42 ദৗᣊΕ48 ಮॾᣊΔݺڇଚऱอૠ
।խנآΔڼڂլە܂ᐞΖ 

3. ឆऱᆠਠ୴ 

3.1 ឆऱءᔆ 
ឆൕءᔆՂᝑΔਢԫጟᎁव೯ΔਢԳᣊᇞࡌऱტवګݮࡉᄗऱՠࠠΖ

 Ζ[1998 ॑ޔ]խऱឆਢԳᣊᎁव೯ऱ࣠ፖՠࠠߢ

ਊᅃ౿ऱյ೯(interaction)ᓵΔឆਢࠟଡຝ։Ϙءϙ(Tenor)ࡉϘᄭ
2ϙ�(Vehicle)հၴऱյ೯Δឆߪءਐࠟܶץଡຝ։ऱᖞ[݇᧵ 2004]ΖڼڂΔឆ
௫֗ࠩࠟଡᏆΔࠡشխԫଡᏆ A ࠐᎅࣔԫᏆ B ΖࠟଡᏆխΔᎅࣔऱᏆ
ΰܛ BαጠؾᑑᏆ(target domain)Δԫଡΰܛ AαጠᄭᏆ(source domain)Ζࠟ
ଡᏆڶլٵऱᆠጻΔᆠዌᐛࠠڶઌฆࢤΖ܀ਢΔءࡉᄭհၴհאࢬ౨

ജյ೯Δਢڂ،ଚհၴڶϘٵ٥រϙ(ground)ृࢨϘઌࢤۿϙΖઌۿΔࠌឆګױ౨Ι
ઌฆΔࠌឆףޓធࣔΔࠌᎁवޓԵΖ 

3.2 ឆऱᆠਠ୴ 
ឆრᆠਢࠟଡᆠᏆհၴऱᆠਠ୴Ζឆਢאᄭءࡉհၴऱઌ܂ࢤۿრᆠ

ฝऱഗ៕ऱΖאϘA ਢ B ϙዌנऱਠ୴ਢലڶᣂᄭ B ऱᔞᅝऱवᢝዌ
ऱԫຝ։ਠ୴ࠩؾᑑዌ A ՂΖԱאᄭऱဲࠐᇞؾᑑΔԳଚؘႊࠠڶ
ኙᄭऱᔞᅝऱवᢝΖ 

 ՀΚڕள۩(Love is a journey)ϙΔ։࣫ڻΚϘფൣਢԫڕࠏ

 

    ფൣ          ਢ   ԫڻ   ள۩Ζ 

     A          ਢ          BΖ 

        Target domain            Source domain 

 ᑑᏆ                  ᄭᏆؾ         

           Tenor                    Vehicle 

                      ᄭء            

ਠ୴Κ  ء     ΰਠ୴α      ᄭ 

F:     A           B 

F: B A 

 

                                                 
 Ϙ”Ζृࢨ 2
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ՊਢΔϘფൣਢԫڻள۩ϙឆਢലϘள۩ϙዌਠ୴ࠩϘფൣϙΖ 

ᆠਠ୴ऱঞਢΚൕࠠࠩွࢼΕൕᑵ൜ࠩ૽سΕൕ១ࠩᓤᠧΖᆠਠ୴ࠠ

 Ζࢤٻֱڶ

3.3 ឆګࢤխऱᆠਠ୴ 
ߢխऱឆਢԫጟဲאࢨྡྷរΔאቼਮऱشွΖمऱဲᣤრ

ᆠՂᝑլ౨ጠឆΖࠠڇڶऱቼխթ౨ܒឰԫଡဲਢ܂شܡឆ[॑ޔ 
1998]Ζ܀ਢΔګঞլྥԱΖګਢԳଚ९ཚࠐאክشऱীဲิࢨΔๅᠦԱ૿ڗ
ऱრ৸ΔᛧԱอԫऱᄗֺृࢨᆠΖڼڂΔឆګࢤൕឆ࿓৫ࢤՂࠐᎅΔګ

ᚨᇠጩڽ܂ഭឆ(dead and buried)ृࢨਢॺᥬឆ(inactive metaphor)3Ζ 

ឆ௫֗ࠩᆠऱฝΔຍԫฝࢤٻֱڶΖԫൣउՀΔᄭऱڶᣂᐛ

ฝࠩءՂ[1998 ॑ޔ]ΖኙՊឆګࢤࠐᎅΔฝࠩءՂऱრᆠբᆖࡐՀ
 ऱឆᆠΖګܛΔࠐ

ឆګࢤऱᆠਠ୴אױ։אՀࠟᣊΚ 

1) ൕϘढϙਠ୴ࠩϘढϙΙ 

 ᜱᙠऱᖵ࿓Ζࡉᖿ௺ऱञֺࠐشΚ[ՕଅՕ] ਐ۞ྥऱՕऱଅΖڕࠏ

[堚ݹ৳] ਐ۵ඒஈࢬᙅښऱঞݹࡉයΖֺޔᗻԳऱጅլٽऱີࠫ
৫Ζ 

 ऱԳΖۯچࢨඨټڶΖֺऱ՛ټנΖլழਐՓײΚ [՛ټྤ]

2) ൕϘࠃϙਠ୴ࠩϘࠃϙΖ 

ΖΖቝଅႆ߷ᑌ᧢֏լႨΙ᧢֤Κ᧢֏լݝΚ[ଅႆ᧢֤] ଅႆΚֺ᧢֏೯ᛯऱڕࠏ
ֺݝႨᓤᠧΔ᧢֏߰ຒΔᣄאቃறΖ 

[ሉۣۣ] اฒྫֽڕΔࢭאױሉํΔՈאױႜํΖֺԳاਢެഏ୮ᘋՋऱ
 ԺၦΖ

[ࣔᢴᣬ] ႚᎅࡨڶԫ૿ᢴΔ౨ᅃԳ֨ᜬΖֺܒூֆإკࣔΖ 

[༺ౕᣄଆ] ༺ՂౕፎՈᣄଆߨΖֺະԵܺቼΔ৻ᏖՈಲլԱΖ 

ս౨ᤘٿԼԲᛩᆏΔ֊ឰڶΔ⌗್ࢨຬ್ټΔԾټΚߩۍ [լᏜۖڽհΔߩۍ]
೯ΖֺႨ୮ᎌගΔឈբಐඓΔڂ܀ႨԺՕΔഗ៕দΔᝫլી٤ݙధขΖ 

[ࣟଅᚘଙ۫ଅ] ਐ৬Օ୮அ㠪ኙمऱֱࠟΔԫֱᚘଙԫֱΖֺࡎԺၦ
ኙՊ֘೯ႨԺᚘଙऱᚌႨΖ 

                                                 
3 ॑ޔߠΔᓵឆऱءᔆ֗ᆠᐛΔሉՊπ؆ഏρ1998ڣร 6ཚΖ֮խ༼ࠩឆ࿓৫ࢤΔ  
ش֧ Goatlyऱឆ։ᣊΚ 1)ڽ(dead metaphor)Ι 2)ڽഭឆ(dead and buried)Ι 3)ॺᥬឆ
(inactive metaphor)Ιࠡ խԾ։ިጕڤឆ(sleeping metaphor)ࡉຫ៱ឆ(tired metaphor)ࠟጟΖ 4)
ᥬឆ(active metaphor)Ζ 
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[֚ྤԲֲ] ֲΚ֜ၺΔֺ׆ܩΖ֚Ղࠟڶଡ֜ၺΖ៱ԫഏլ౨ٵழࠟڶଡഏ
 ΖژڢᚨอՊԫΔլ౨ࠟՕࠃΖֺՅܩ

ᏦΔޣᔞᐌΔۣࠥߩΔচߩΔ־Κᜲඑڕࠢਚ᥆ՊຍԫᣊΖګࠄΔԫ؆

ळԳွΔ݄մᨠ֚ΔښৱࠜΔতᝧק᠐Δ્ܗ९ΔᒴֵູޣΔՋےᇖ߂Δܼ⅍ܟ

འΔຏመਚࠐࠃᎅሐΖ 

3.4 ᆠዌګ։Ј༴૪ࢤᆠګ։Ѐᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ 
 ᆠਠ୴መ࿓Ζ֗ګऱዌګࢤឆࠐ৫ߡԫଡ؆ଚൕݺ

Κᆠܛ։Ζګࢤ։Δԫਢᣂ௫ګࢤຝ։Δԫਢ༴૪ګଡิࠟڶᆠዌխΔڇ

ዌګ։Ј༴૪ࢤᆠګ։Ѐᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։[ਜਞ2003 ݛ]Ζ 

ឆګࢤऱᆠዌՕીڶԿጟڤݮΚ 

1)ࠟጟᆠګ։ຟڶΔ।Κ༴૪ࢤᆠګ։Ѐᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ΔڕϘݩٵฆኄϙΔ
ϘմհဢϙΔϘॹנՊ៴ϙϘ؆հଃϙϘࣤףᆺϙΔϘՏۍᅂϙΔϘ壄ᙡาࠥϙΖ

ࠡխऱ ϘݩϙΕϘኄϙΔϘմϙΕϘဢϙΔϘॹϙΕϘ៴ϙΔϘϙΕଃϙΔϘࣤϙΕ
ϘᆺϙΔϘϙΕϘᅂϙΔϘ壄ϙΕϘࠥϙਢᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։Δۖࠡה༴૪ګࢤ։Ζ 

ڕ։αΔګᆠࢤ։ΰЀᣂ௫ګᆠࢤ։Δ।Κ༴૪ګᆠࢤᒔऱᣂ௫ࣔڶ (2
Ϙᥡᥡ೯ϙΔϘᣌᐴլధϙΔϘྤױඑᢐϙΖ 

Ϙᦖڕ։Δګᆠࢤ։Ѐαᣂ௫ګᆠࢤ։Δ।Κΰ༴૪ګᆠࢤ༴૪ڶ (3
堩ϙΔϘၺਞػຳϙΔϘܦՀॳ፞ϙΰܦՀΚۂᤕ९אۂতΙॳ፞Κਐ፞ܨΖܦ

Հԫၻऱ፞ܨΖֺԳᖂᢝαϘඣᤪᑈቔϙΔϘભԳଉ౻ϙΔϘଅक़ຳִϙΰࠐءऑ

ਐழནۥΖՈਐ௬ऑऱᐊནൣߢऱᇣ֮ᠲޗΖԾਐߊՖհၴऱფൣΖڍࠐٿਐ֘ਠᆵ

৸უൣᓳΔഔકᤏۖփ୲़ऑऱᇣ֮αΖ 

ᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ਢኔ᧩ࠃࢤढΰᄭαࠩឆࠃࢤढΰءαᆠਠ୴ऱഗ៕Δۖ

،ଚऱᣂᜤঞࠉᘸՊ༴૪ࢤᆠګ։Ζ֖אᓩᣊឆګࢤࠏᎅࣔΖ 

 
ࠏ 1Η᭦ଅፘᑮΚ᭦Κቔ༳ΙᑮΚॸֽΖڕᗊڇଅխଆΔွےΰ຺ټαڇॸ

խದፘΖਐٵᣊࠃढઌյტᚨΖֺٿრઌٽΖ 
ᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ΚଅΔᑮ  ٵᣊࠃढ 

༴૪ࢤᆠګ։Κ᭦Δፘ 

 

ࠏ 2Η߫ภհᅩΚภΚ֯ภΖֺদऱ֖ᓩΖߠ“ଊ߫ᚮภ”Ζ 

ᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։Κ߫ภ  ढࠃᣊٵ

༴૪ࢤᆠګ։Κᅩ 
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ࠏ 3Ηଊ߫ᚮภΚଊΚ݄ΙภΚ֯ภΖଊ߫ழΔᚮ֯ภऱΖֺ֖ᓩদΔլڂ
ຆ༄լޏࢬڶۖٵ᧢Ζ 

ᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։Κ߫Εภ  ढࠃᣊٵ 

༴૪ࢤᆠګ։ΚଊΔᚮ 

 

ࠏ 4ΗᕡઌࠉΚࠉΚࠉᔾΖွ׃ᕡࡉᏯԫᑌઌࠉᔾΖֺઌյᣂএയ֊Δյ
ઌژࠉΖ 

ᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ΚΔᕡ  ढࠃᣊٵ 

༴૪ࢤᆠګ։Κઌࠉ 

 

ࠏ 5ΗՋᕡ༃ΚᏯڶԱΔ׃ᕡՈᑊڇ؆ᢰტࠩ༃ܐΖֺᣂএയ֊Δܓ
୭ઌٵΖ 

ᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ΚΔᕡ  ढࠃᣊٵ 

༴૪ࢤᆠګ։ΚՋΔ༃ 

 

ࠏ 6Η֨ڶᨋྪԫរຏΚᨋྪΚႚᎅྪׄਢԫጟᨋᡬΔߡխڶයెػຏٻᙰᆰΔ
ტᚨᨋඕΖֺ᧐ფထऱߊՖ㡧ֱ֨֨ઌٱΖՈऑਐ֨֨ڼઌٱΖ 

ᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։Κ֨Δᨋྪ  ԳՖԳऱ֨ߊ

༴૪ࢤᆠګ։ΚڶΔԫរຏ 

 

։Δွรګᆠࢤ᧩༴૪։Δۖګᆠࢤᒔऱᣂ௫ࣔڶխګ࣠ڕ  2ጟൣ
उΔኔᎾՂΔࠡᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ኔᎾᤖܶࠡխٌۖᎾࢬᚈᎁΖڕΚ 

 

[ᥡᥡ೯] ᥡᥡΚझᤘ೯ऱᑌΖֺᑅԳቤၞࢨސᡏԳᄷໂᄁ႖ధᡏΖ 

[ᣌᐴլధ] ᣌΚၓଙΙᐴΚΕؚࣁΖྤᓵ৻ᑌኵؚຟլᄎధΖֺߢᓵࢨᖂᎅ
ฤٽড়ᨠ৳ΔةլᄎංΖ 

 ᢐΚए᛭ΖఐႨᣤૹΔྤऄ᠔एΖՈֺᡏࠩᄕរΔྤऄனඑΖ [එᢐױྤ]

 

Ϙᥡᥡ೯ϙऱᣂ௫ࢤᆠګ։ឈլګڇխΔࢬ܀ਐਢৰࣔᒔऱΔਐझΔฝ

ࠩԳΔۖਢᑅԳࢨᡏԳΔঁګݮԱឆᆠΔֺᑅԳቤၞࢨސᡏԳᄷໂᄁ႖ధᡏΖ

Ϙᣌᐴլధϙऱᣂ௫ढٙਢढٙΔრ৸ਢྤᓵ৻ᑌኵؚຍଡढٙຟլᄎధΙଗਐߢᓵࢨ

ᖂᎅΔრߢᓵࢨᖂᎅةլᄎංΖϘྤױඑᢐϙऱᣂ௫ኙွਢԳߪՂऱఐΔྤ

ऄ᠔एΔଗਐԳ৸უՂऱᙑᎄࠃࢨኪऱ༞٭࿓৫բᆖᣤૹࠩԱᄕរΔྤऄனඑΖ 
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3.5 ឆऱڍᑌࢤ 
ឆࠠڍڶᑌࢤΔՈ༉ਢᎅΔشԫଡឆऱᄭፖլٵऱءઌאױٽขسլٵऱრ

ᆠΔࢬܛᘯऱϘֺհࠟਲ਼(handles)ϙွΰ֧۞ᙒᤪπጥᙗᒳραΖ֘መࠐΔԫଡ
 ΖڍԫढܛጟᄭΔڍڶאױढՈࠃ

ൕګवᢝխΔאױਉൺࠩϘᄭϙፖϘءϙհၴڍኙڍऱᣂএΖၞԫޡ

ឩࠩךటኔ֮ءխΔ۞೯࿇ဲऱឆشऄࢨឆᆠΔૠጩᖲ۞೯ᆠؚՀഗ

៕Ζ 

4.  

Եઔޡৱၞԫڶਢᝫ܀։࣫ΔࡉอૠچԱาᒯ܂ଡֱ૿ڍխऱឆွൕګՂኙא

౨ߒऱઔګࢤଚኙឆݺᇞऱԵΔઌॾߢലᄎං೯۞ྥߒΖኙឆऱૠጩઔߒ

ኙឆᓵऱઔ֗אߒኙխ֮ॾஒઔנ܂ߒಥΖ 

ી 
ტᘳ၂୲ٵᖂΕᐝࣔ۔ஃࡉՓ۔ஃኙ৬ګवᢝऱՕԺ֭ࡉᚥܗΔტ

ټေᐉ۔ஃ༼נऱᣪ၆რߠΖ 

֮ە 
ठषΔ՞נߛՕဲࠢρΔ՞ࣟඒګᒳထΔπ։ᣊዧ✱دցΕ୪إႧΕ್ഏՅΕ׆

ࣟΔ1988ڣΖ 
ԿवګဲࠢΔጻՂຌٙ“़֚ຌీ” http://www.skycn.comΔ2004ڣΖ 
ᆠᐛ”Δπ؆ഏρรאᔆءΔϘᓵឆऱ॑ޔ 6ཚΔ1998ڣΔpp.10-19Ζ 
᎓֒ΔϘֺ——ሀᒤᡱऱᆠਠ୴መ࿓”ΔπႆতஃᒤՕᖂᖂρร 35 ร࠴ 2 ཚΔ

2003Δpp.119-121Ζ 
ਜਞݛΔϘֺᆠऱګسഗ៕֗ᇞฃ”Δπ֮ઔߒρร 4ཚΔ2003ڣΔpp.19-24Δ

ሉՊԳՕᓤٱᇷறΔπڗ֮ߢᖂρ2004ڣร 2ཚΖ 
݇᧵ΔπᎁवឆᖂρΔࠇקՕᖂנठषΔࠇקΔ2004ڣΖ 
ᣤ堚ΔπឆᓵρΔᤕڠՕᖂנठषΔᤕڠΔ2000ڣΖ 
 ΖڣΔ2002ࠇקठषΔנஃᒤՕᖂࠇקᐖΔπឆᓵፖ֮ᖂႚอρΔ
ᏥᑥଥΔπګρΔ೭ٱ塢ΔࠇקΔ1985ڣΖ 
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Grammatical Knowledge-Base of  

Contemporary Chinese 
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ZhiminʳWang, Xuefeng Zhu and Shiwen Yu 

ኴ 

Δഗߓ᧯༴૪ࢤዧऄॾஒဲࠢऱဲ᥆זᐛԵࢤലൣტေᏝ᥆֮ء

ՊԳֲاഗءᑑࣹறΔ൶ಘࡉࢤאၦઌٽऱֱڤኙዧဲऱൣ

ტᑑࣹၞ۩ઔߒΖᖕటኔ֮ءኔࠏऱอૠΕូΔኙဲࠢխဲऱൣტႜٻ

መءऱૠጩኙ֮ࢤΖဲऱൣტေᏝ᥆֏ڤݮխࠢဲڇٿ༴૪Δྥאף

ៀΕॾஒ࠷ࢼΕጻေᏝڶૹऱەᏝଖΖ 

ᣂڗ: ဲൣტေᏝΕᆠᣉ৳Εჸ৳ 

Abstract 

This paper introduces the attributes of emotional evaluation in the Grammatical 
Knowledge-base of Contemporary Chinese. Lexical emotion tagging is studied by 
means of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. Based on the statistical 
results from the People’s Daily tagging corpus, lexical emotional trends are 
described and formulated in our Knowledge-base. Lastly, we also discuss potential 
applications of emotion tagging in related tasks such as text filtering, information 
retrieval and web page evaluation. 
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Keywords: Evaluation of Lexical Emotion, Semantic Prosody, Collocation 
Regulation 

 ߢ֧ .1

ᙟထॾஒᏆϘॾஒᛀΕ֮ءመៀΕ۞೯֮ኴΕጻေᏝϙݾऱլឰ࿇୶Δ

ઔဲشܓࡨၲृߒࢬ।ࠐנऱൣტ᥆ࠐࢤ༼ኔߓشอऱཕ౨֏ֽᄷΔנԱאጻ

ေᏝΕขေᏝؾᑑऱൣტ։࣫ઔߒΖڕࠏ: [T'sou et al. 2005] ሎဲشऱൣტ᥆ࢤ
ปؑऱေᏝΙ[ᷨદै࠷Գऱֆฒऄ: [Sanjiv et al. 2001] ൕैปॾஒࣨჇᛧټᘝၦࠐ
 2003]ᣂՊټԳጻऱઌᣂ৫ေᏝઔߒΖဲڼڂ।ࠐנऱ૿إΕ૿ऱൣტ
ေᏝ᥆ࢤᐛ။ࠐ။ࠩ࠹ᖂृଚऱᣂࣹΖ 

ᆖઔߒΔݺଚ࿇ဲᤖොऱൣტ᥆ࢤኙࠡխ٥ऱဲڶৰՕऱૻࠫΔࠡ٥

ဲՈڶࠠޣอԫऱൣტႜٻΖڕࠏΚאϘᑭಲϙࠏΔϘᑭಲϙਢଡ၈ᆠဲΔ

ᅝ،ၞԵխፖࠡ٥ऱګ։Օຟਢܶڶ၈ᆠऱᡏԳΖڕࠏΚᑅ૨ДΕସ૨ДΕ

֘೯ДΕՒସДΕᡏДΕᆞحДΕحߏߨДΖፖࠡ٥ऱणګ։Ո।ق၈ᆠऱܶ

ᆠΖڕࠏΚପ༬ДΕ ఀДΖՈڶյ٥ऱဲ।נլԫીऱൣტႜٻΖڕࠏΚϘឭ
ๅϙլਢ၈ᆠဲΔ܀ຏൄፖ।قᄕൣტႜٻऱဲ٥ΔڕΚДܺᣄΕДܺቼΕДຆ

ܺΕДլ࿇ሒणኪΕДฺࡉᗑΕДٲᖲΕД۔ΕДޔᗻΕДٲᙠΕДࠫဪΕД

ܺឫΖឈྥࢬ૿ٿऱဲຟਢ।قᄕΕ૿ऱΔ܀ਢᖞଡথ।ԫጟᗨᄕΕ्

 Ζۥऱ૿إϘឭๅϙՈՂԱᗨᄕΕڼطΖٻऱൣტႜ

ΔۖኙۥऱൣტဲشሎچශྤኘᤚऱൣउՀՀრᢝڇਢዧऱխഏԳՈئ

؆ഏఎᖂࢨسૠጩᖲঞᏁᖂթᄎᇞΖຍࠄ৳࣠ڕ౨ജൕటኔறխ༼࠷Δྥ

वᢝխΔྤᓵኙխ֮ॾஒᝫਢኙ؆ዧࠩ֏ڤݮၦऱ։࣫Δ۩ၞ৳ࠄኙຍٿ

ඒᖂຟਢৰڶᏝଖऱΖ 

ဲൣტေᏝૻ࠹ڇᏆբᆖڶԱԫࠄઔࡉߒ൶ΖڕࠏΚ[ᤕدම 2004]༼נԱ
߫Ꮖጻᓥ၈ઌᣂ৫ေᏝᑓীΖᇠᑓীኙጻኔ᧯ၞ۩ᓥ၈ኪ৫ေᏝΔࠡխܶץԱԫ

อΔߓ৫ټጻव֚ࠩشᓥ၈ዌΕᏆᑑᄷᣂֱऄΖᇠᑓิᚨڕ٨ေᏝైΔߓ

ࠩԱৰړऱᇢ᧭ய࣠Ζ 

ኙՊዧຏشᏆऱဲൣტۥေᏝઔߒΔؾছᝫڶԳشܓՕᑓ֮ࠐءຍ

ᑌऱࠃΖࠇקՕᖂૠጩࢬߢ९ཚીԺՊխ֮ॾஒഗ៕ᇷᄭऱઔၲࡉߒ࿇Ζࠡૹऱઔ

ᑑࣹறֲاԳࡉዧऄॾஒဲࠢρΰ១ጠπऄॾஒဲࠢραזπ࣠ګߒ

ဲൣტေᏝઔࠎ༽ߒԱॺൄړऱഗ៕ᇷᄭΖऄॾஒဲࠢ٥ૠဲگ ය2Ζᇠဲڍ73000

ΕॾஒᛀΕᄗဲࠢ࠷༽խ֮ॾஒऱ۞೯։ဲΕဲᑑࣹΕᖲᕴΕॾஒڇࠢ

৬ֱ૿࿇ཀԱለՕऱش܂[Փ2003 ] Ζ 

ຍࠟקڣՕૠጩࢬߢԾࠩԱ 863ႈؾऱ֭གΖቃཚሒࠩऱؾᑑਢڇડధᣂݾ
ഗ៕ՂΔઔ፹ฤٽሎڍߢॾஒࣚ೭ᏁޣऱՕᑓຏشഗ៕ᇷᄭΔࠀ৬ጵٽী

                                                 
2 ຍਢπऄॾஒ兟ࠢρ2003ڣऱဲයᑇၦΔኲַࠩ ڣ2004 12ִΔဲයᑇၦբᆖᏺ۟ࠩ 8ᆄයΖ 
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ڇޣࠡխԫଡٚ೭Δ܂ךवᢝΖऄॾஒဲࠢऱឩߢ ᏺ۟ࠩڣڣ2004 8ᆄဲ
යΔشܓຍࠢဲڻឩךऱᖲᄎΔᚵലൣტေᏝᐛԵऄॾஒဲࠢऱ᥆ࢤ༴૪᧯ߓΖ 

2. ൣტေᏝ᥆ࢤऱ 

ᣂՊဲऱൣტေᏝΔխഏߢᖂጠհဲऱტൣۥΰဲऱᓥ၈αΖઌᣂऱဲნ

ᖂထڶ܂መᓵ૪[ฤॹ 1985; Ꮵ࠸ᄅ 1990]Δה܀ଚਢ១چᎅࣔဲტൣۥऱ
ᆠ࣭ࡉᜰઌᚨऱࠏΔऄॾஒဲࠢऱൣტေᏝ᥆ࢤ༴૪ࡉႚอߢᖂऱဲტൣۥ

ઔڶߒԫܑΖԱ౨ജࡉߢᖂऱტൣۥઌܑΔݺଚٿאڇऱ༴૪խشࠌϘൣ

ტေᏝϙຍԫΖ 

Ζဲۥᓥ၈ኪ৫ऱقॵऱ।ࢬਐဲᆠۥΚტൣנਐ[1997]ޗዧඒזՕק
ऱტൣۥဲٵऱრᆠᣂএയ֊Δဲᆠኙড়ᨠࠃढ्ڶေᏝऱΔԫڶᓥཆۥΖڕΚ

ႂΕটՓΕஙۘΕ༄墌ΞΔဲᆠኙড়ᨠࠃढܡڶေᏝऱΔԫڶ၈؞ऱტൣۥΖ

࿓قਢԫጟ।ۥऱᓥ၈ဲנאױᆠᇶΕᔂஈΕອᙠΕؓΞΖൕՂ૪ऱڑΚڕ

৫ৰऱൣტေᏝΔຍຝ։ဲڇኔᎾߢᅝխֺࠀࠏլਢৰڍΔՕڍᑇဲឈྥྤऄ

ᎅנ،ଚऱᓥ၈Δڇ܀ߢᛩቼխאױ।נᗨᄕࢨᄕΰࢨ૿إ૿αऱൣტႜٻΖ

ຍဲࠄڇխ।ࠐנऱൣტႜဲࡉٻ٥ࢬ।ࠐנऱჸ৳ৰ֟ڶԳᣂ

ࣹΔۖຍຝ։ॾஒኙՊ֮ءመៀΔॾஒ٤ڜΕጻေᏝڶৰૹऱᚨشᏝଖΖݺଚאϘະ

ԵϙࠏΔϘະԵϙڇტൣۥֱ૿ྤࠀ၈ᆠۥΔ܀ਢࠠڇ᧯ऱߢᛩቼխޣ

ࠡ٥ဲܶ૿ΕᄕऱైڂΖڼطϘະԵϙՈ।נᄕΕ૿ऱൣტႜٻΔຍរ

༛ᛩणኪΕДે༠ᢰᒴΕДܺቼΕД८ᘜࢤխࠩԱ᧭ᢞΖະԵ(Д༞ࠏՀ૿ऱڇଚݺ
ΕۯچගऱاᙠΕД࿖ቼΕДᚘ૰ٲΕДܺឫΕДݝᖲΕД८ᘜᅀΕД೯ΕДᏜٲ

Д༞ࢤ༛ᛩΕДԫຑۭऱಳවհխΕДݯ༜ΕДԳऱ՛എ㠪ΕДԱԫଡሼΕД

ಐಯΕД᧻ጏΕД႖ΕДԱچጂΕД܅ᑪΕДᣤૹऱ։ါΕДمणኪΕДྥДΕ

ԫଡࢡഎΔԫଡᎄΕДߣ܅ΕДஎჩΕДૹૹץΕДި৸ΕДᕩૹऱި৸)Ζ 

 ϘະԵϙऱشࠌ᙮ৰΔႛႛࠟଡִऱԳֲا༉נԱ 33 ૿ॾנΔ।ڻ
ஒऱڶ ڇΚДި৸ΔϘި৸ϙڕᒔᎁΔړ૿ေᏝլࠏԫڶࠩᒔᎁΔאױࠏ32
ዧխਢϘ৸ϙհᆠΔ।قԫጟխܶࢤᆠΔࠏ֮ڕՀΚϘܦಖઍᙰዬዬ᠙ጹΔ

ະԵԱި৸Ζϙࠩڃ֮༉ױ࿇Ϙި৸ϙڇࢬऱቼࢬ।ࠐנՈਢԫጟღેऱᑌ

ΔՈᚨᇠਢ૿ܶᆠΖٵழᝫࠩބԱԫϘᕩૹऱި৸ϙΔՈਢ।قԫጟլړऱ֨ፃΖ

ᆠऱٵᄕΕ૿ऱေᏝΖፖϘະԵϙقԫଡᓵΔϘະԵϙຏൄ।נאױଚݺڼא

ᝫڶϘၓԵ ΕະΕະᆵϙ,،ଚڇխऱ٥ဲՈٵᑌ।قᄕΕ૿ऱტൣۥ
Ζ೯ဲऱխ֨೯ဲϘະԵϙ٥ࢬ૿ٿࠡࡉऱဲټऱൣტᑑࣹՊԫીΔ

ԱϘະԵϙ٥૿ٿࠡࡉဲऱൣტ᥆ࢤΔᖲᕴ༉ܒאױᣂဲڇࢬࢬ༴૪ٙࠃ

ऱړᡏΖڼڂऄॾஒဲࠢኙဲऱ༴૪ࠀլૻՊᓥ၈ऱေᏝΔٵழᝫኙဲၞ۩إ

૿Ε૿լٵ࿓৫ऱေᏝΖ 

ߢਢ೯ኪऱΔᙩኪဲ㠪ऱဲڇኔᎾऱߢᚨشխᄎࠡࠩ࠹ჸဲऱᐙΔ

ԫଡ֟ڍڶࠐءᓥ၈რᆠऱဲၞڇԵਮױٿ౨ᄎ।נൎ௺ऱൣტႜٻΖຍ
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ֱ૿ऱઔߒΔഏ؆բᆖၲࡨࠩૹီΖהଚጠհᆠᣉ৳Ζ[Partington 1996]ലᆠᣉ
რᆠऱឩ୶ϙۥᆠϘ၌။ଡဲૻऱ৳ (Semantic prosody refers to the 
spreading of connotational coloring beyond single word boundaries) Δᆠᣉ৳طଃᣉᖂՂ
ऱϘᣉ৳ϙᄗ֏ۖࠐΔଃᣉᖂՂऱᣉ৳ွਢࠐشᄗਔଃઔߒխ֊։ګ։ڇੌ

խࠠڶ၌֊։ᐛΖଃᣉᖂխऱٵ֏Εฆ֏Εຑᦰຟ᥆Պᣉ৳ऱઔߒᒤᡱΖ࠹ຍጟွ

ऱඔ࿇Δ[Sinclair 1987Δ1991]ނᣉ৳אףංᐖΔᎁຍጟွٵᑌڇژߢऱဲნᐋ૿Δ
 ΖߒՕᑓऱறᇷᄭኙဲऱᣉ৳ၞ۩Աჸრᆠֱ૿ऱઔشܓழٵ

ጵٽഏփ؆ऱઔ࣠ګߒΔဲऱൣტေᏝᚨᇠൕࠟଡᐋ૿ەࠐᐞΖԫֱ૿ᚨᇠਢᙩ

ኪဲნᐋ૿ऱઔߒΔဲܛڇᙩኪဲխࢬ।ࠐנऱᓥᆠΕ૿إΕ૿Ε၈ᆠൣტ

᥆ࢤΔຍࠄ᥆אױࢤऴ൷ڇऄॾஒဲࠢխ༴૪Ζԫֱ૿ဲऱൣტॾஒၞڇԵ

ਮՀᄎ࿇ൣტೣฝွΔဲܛေᏝ᥆ࢤऱ೯ኪऄઔߒΖဲൣტေᏝऱ೯ኪઔ

ᎁव֨ߢޣ৳Δ൶ߢழኙՊ༴૪ٵՊ࿇ဲհၴऱ೯ኪჸ৳Δܗڶലᄎߒ

ڶৰړऱඔقΖ 

3. ऄॾஒဲࠢऱေᏝᣊܑ 

ዧխऱဲࠠൣڶტေᏝऱဲࠀլૻՊဲټΕݮ୲ဲΔࠡဲהᣊऱဲՈڶᣊۿऱ

ൣტေᏝႜٻΖऄॾஒဲࠢխףאױՂൣტۥ༴૪ऱڶ 12ᣊΖࠠ᧯ဲᣊڕՀΚ 

 (n)ဲټ

   (1) ਞ٠ ს׀ ׄؑ ႂ টՓ ᑓ 

    (2) ᛮาઽ ფྗఐ ༟ዚ ኤጤ ྲྀᙼ ኰጞ ዼؑ ႕ጢ ࿄ 

೯ဲ(v) 

    (1) ᅂ ࿇ࣔ ࿇ཆ ַ ࡚ ޏ ტ ቔᚐ ᥒ ᖿ࿇ ᑻᚐ 

   (2) ᑊ ᡨ࿇ ᡨ੦ ၈܅ ᡦᜯ ྲྀව ႞ ᣌ ݊ݲ ့ ᡶ 

 ୲ဲ(a)ݮ

    (1) ભᣝ ᜣᗩ ஐᄃ ᛞᥓ ٠ᄶ ొ 

    (2) ႙ኬ ᑊ ༟ේ ⮨༠ ި࿀ ൪ 

णኪဲ(z) 

    (1) ጘईई ٠ᛞᛞ ก ֽޫޫ ભྗྗ ᑷᑷᕕᕕ 

    (2) ༟ኰኰ ᡴܤܤ ఐੁੁ ༞੮੮ ግᣌᣌ ᢱ㠪ᢱᎡ  

ܑဲ(b) 

    (1) ᙘ៧(ДխဎДଅ٠Дছ࿓) ࿕(ДੴᣪДੴДհᣪДࣧ܂) 

    (2) Ⴤᚅڤ(Дඒᖂ)٭ᔆ(Дଇ) ೕ٭(Дข) ሔᆃ(Дढ)কྨ(ДຄДၲ࿇) 

೫ဲ(d) 

(1) ଊᘋ(Дಳᚰ) ޡ(Д࿇୶ДංၞД༼Д֘ᐘДᏺ९ДՂཆД֒ଖ)ྥ(Дၲ
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ி) ጣᇨΰДࣚ೭αខޡ(Дছၞ) ᔲრ(Дၞ࠷) ඍߪ(Д჻ДඑԳДഏ)  

    (2) Օᆥ(ДᗈවДࠎД࠷گᙒढДၞ۩։ါలഏऱ೯Дၞ۩࿋᧗) 

ֆྥ(Дኙᔣഏ֣ഗཎၞࡖ۩ౡД֣ڇՕᆥၞ۩ഏ୮எࢠᆠ೯Д့ၲנ
֚ᏝДࢴД୲ࠡၞ۩፹ທϘࠟଡխഏϙΔДທΔೕທᖵ֮)  

ଊᖲ(Дᄁ႖ДᨵۖԵД࿇ਜ਼Дץصာ) ᙈᙈ(ДآኘᤚДլ।ኪ)  

լ؏(Дխഏᙇ֫ڍٿֲࠐԳ൛ტকДࣟࠇऱ᥎क़ၲڰ)  

լშ(ДൾࠩچՂኵګૹ႞Д၇Աೕ٭ข)֨ګ(Дނऐလᔪ۔Ա) 

ቮဲ(e) 

    (1) শশ(ДΔݺᡂᜬڶඑԱΔᜬᝫױՕԫរ) ړّ(ДΔᅝழݺរᄉመװ) 

 (ࠐ༉ࠐДΔ༉)࠻࠻

(2) Ⴖࡅ(ДΜڔլڽՊ࿋ସհ֫ۖڽՊᘣԳհՑΔటਢ֚ՀรԫՕ༟ԱΜ) 

            (ДΔ࣠ڕԳ֨ፖԳ֨հၴຟထᇶऱ᠙Δ߷ۯᝫسڶႯΛ) 

 (i)ګ

 ᧫ᜬ֨ ᡒಫլߧ ຏվײ៖ ໑ڶᐒଟᘋ ֺᜠᠨଆ ٰܑࠠ֨ ۍ (1)     

     (2) ᄆᒢ႞Գ ᦎྥ➾ ۥ؈ມ มᏯۡࢿ ሙ᧯᧲႞ լᖗ֫ ጠ׆ጠ 

ክش(l) 

    (1) 堷ณ壂 ᡨܐ॰ ᔄԺ Ꮣլؓ ᕕᄅࢪ Ղᚾڻ 

    (2) լԵੌ پᗑଇ پ֣ ઠ՛ᕀ ࿇֨ ቔଙ༳ ༠ᆹᤓ Ղᇶํ હץာ 

១ጠ(j)  

    (1) նᝑભ ᠨᖑ ࠟᐘԫਣ 

  ࢪ៱ٲ  ٭இఐྲྀ কೕ۔ ᒷڽ (2)    

 (r)ဲז

    (1) ൞ ߩՀ 

    (2) ᎤԳ ܠᔘ 

ᚵᜢဲ(o) 

    (1) ᏮᏮ শশ  

    (2) ໔〙 ႷႷ 

(1)।قϘࢨ૿إᓥᆠϙऱဲΔ(2)।قϘ૿ࢨ၈ᆠϙऱဲΖ 

ऄॾஒဲࠢऱൣტ᥆ࢤμᓥᆠ|૿إ|խࢤ|૿|၈ᆠνնଡ్ܑΖ 

�

�
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ΚϘኰጞϙڕࠏᨠኪ৫ΖଡԳऱܶץ૿ေᏝਢဲნփ୲।ऱড়ᨠေᏝΔլإ

ਐᣤૹऱ߀ጞΖឈྥ߀ጞਢਐԳլࢴݼױऱٺጟ߀୭ΔࠠڶᄕΕ૿ऱႜٻΔ܀

ԫֱΔߪءᆠဲ۞ࠐԫֱ૿ڤឰऱֱܒ૿/૿إᨠൣፃΖ၈ჾऱࢨ۶Գᓥཆٚڶ
૿Ոࠐ۞ဲᆠऱՂՀ֮ᛩቼΖဲऱμ૿إΕ૿νڇ।૿Ղլ୲ܑܒΔᏁຏመࡉ

ჸဲऱ٥ᛧਬጟൣტႜٻΔڕࠏ ϘొϙΔ࣠ڕᎅ ΔొԫਐొᑥΔ

।૿إေᏝΙ࣠ڕᎅૠጩᖲొΔਐऱ༉ਢૠጩᖲ৸უԫΔᙰᆰ១Δॆ࿇ሒΔ

।قऱਢԫጟ૿ေᏝΖ 

μᓥᆠΕ၈ᆠνࡉߢᖂऱᓥ၈ഗءઌᅝΔဲऱᓥ၈ေᏝൕဲნߪءՈאױנΔ

ΚϘᑅڕࠏΖైڂᨠԳऱڶऱਢΔμᓥᆠΕ၈ᆠνऱဲٵ૿ေᏝլإࡉ

Գࡉൎ࿋ϙ༉ףԵԱԳଚኙᡏԳऱԫጟေᏝኪ৫Δڂൕဲᆠݺߪءଚ༉אױឰຍࠟ

ଡဲਢ၈ᆠΖೈڼհ؆ΔμᓥᆠΕ၈ᆠνՈႜٻՊڇԫิ२ᆠဲ֘ࢨᆠဲխܒΖڕϘࡐ

ചࡉቄࡐϙຟ।ق૿ۥΔڶृࠟ܀լٵ࿓৫ऱܑΔϘቄࡐϙઌኙՊϘࡐചϙ၈ᆠ

ऱ࿓৫ޓԫࠄΖאױڼڂΚ ࡐചμЀ૿νΙቄࡐμЀ૿ Ѐ၈ᆠνΖ 

ᖕՂ૪ᑑᄷΔݺଚאױ(2)(1)ဲټނאױา։Κ 

 

μ૿إνਞ٠�

μᓥᆠνსؑׄ�׀�ႂ�টՓ�ᑓ�

μ૿νᛮาઽ�ფྗఐ�༟ዚ�ኤጤ�ྲྀᙼ�ኰጞ��

μ၈ᆠνዼؑ�႕ጢ�࿄�

�

ဲऱμᓥᆠΕ၈ᆠν।ࠐנऱൣტႜֺٻለࣔ᧩ΔኔᎾՂאױጩ܂μ૿إΕ

૿νऱڤݮΖຏൄൣउՀΔൕဲऱμᓥᆠΕ၈ᆠνאױංᖄဲנऱμ૿إΕ

૿νေᏝΔ܀ਢμ૿إΕ૿νေᏝࠀԫ౨ංᖄဲנऱμᓥᆠΕ၈ᆠνေᏝΖኙՊ

μᓥᆠΕ၈ᆠνຍࠟጟڤݮΔࠀլᔞٽ༴૪Ղ૿٨ᜰऱ٤ຝဲᣊܑΖڇڼڂ

ኔᎾჄᐊመ࿓խဲᣊऱ᥆ࢤՈฃڶܑΖڕࠏΚᚵᜢဲ(o)Εቮဲ(e)μ૿إΕ
૿ΕխࢤνԿଡ᥆ࢤᙇᖗΔۖଡܑᝫࢬڶᓳᖞΔֺဲזڕ(r) ϘᎤԳΔܠᔘϙਊᅃ

 凔૿ ૿إ

凡㠼 

ᓥ㠼 
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Ղ૪ᑑᄷլړܒנΔڼڂေᏝ᥆ࢤᆠμᄃ|ᝐνΖ 

4. ഗՊऄॾஒဲࠢऱဲေᏝᓳ 

ဲൣტေᏝլႛႛ௫֗ࠩࢨဲፖࠡჸऱߪءΔᝫ௫֗ࠩࠟृհၴઌյش܂

ۖขسპݎऱൣტრᆠΖᆠ।ࠐנऱࡉ૿إ૿ऱტൣۥຏመऴᤚ࿇Δ܀

ਢຍጟᖇऴᤚ࿇ဲڶࠠࢬऱტൣۥྤऄ᧭ᢞΔۖഗՊՏᆄڗၦ్ऱዧഗءᑑࣹ

றࡉऄॾஒဲࠢ༼ࠎऱवᢝߩജݺࠌଚނຍࠄွຏመอૠ༿ࠐנقΖڕࠏΚ

ऄॾஒဲࠢ༼ࠎऱൄဲشნϘڶϙࡉϘ࠺ϙຟਢխဲࢤΔ܀ਢ،ଚၞԵਮٿথ

।ࣔڶࠠנ᧩ऱൣტေᏝႜٻΖ،ଚڇటኔறխڶչᏖᑌऱൣტ।Λ،ࢬ।ऱ

ൣტႜٻऱᄗਢ֟ڍΛຍࠄംᠲݺଚຟאױຏመՏᆄڗၦ్ऱԳֲاறאף᧭

ᢞΖอૠ࿇אڶՀࠟጟൣउΖ 

รԫጟൣउΔϘ࠺ڶϙᗑנمΔڶழ૿ٿՈࠝף֏Δԫڶ٥  ࠏ12

1ΕڇဩሐՂഀΔֆႼ㠪ዝΔ᨟ࠝ࠺ڶΖ 

2ΕԳڜᙩՀࠐΔ။။ფΔ။။࠺ڶΖ 

3ΕࠌܛਢࢺᠪۛृΔՈᄎሐϘଇհ࠺ڶΔඵհྤ៖ϙΖ 

4ΕᦫՂԱᐖᐾΔֲਢ။መ။࠺ڶԱ 

5ΕࠩటኔױॾΔᘣ֊࠺ڶΔ֧ԳԵ 

6ΕԳၴ࠺ڶਢ堚ᦟ———Օীםπխഏێՠᢌρᓾ࣫ 

7Εאױ֏ፍڷ壀࡛Δ᧢ྤ࠺࠺ڶΖ 

8Ε٣ཚᦰࠩπሼሒཋ֮ρऱԳՓΔຟኙሼሒऱཋ֮ေᏝΔᎁሼሒऱཋ֮۞ྥ
 Ζ࠺ڶۖ

9Εٵ㠪Գ۞աঞᎅΔٵ㠪ऱᖯڶᣉΕ࠺ڶΔᖯਢٵ㠪ऱࢤΔ 

10Εڔଚᄨထ۞ྥ֚ګऱൣࢤભΚ۞ॾΔၞ࠷ΔԺ୴Δ٠ᅃԳΔڶ࠺ڶޓΖ  

11ΕᦰԫֲΔ༉ڶԫֲհ墿ΖϘᦰ۔ݱߪ࠺ڶΖϙຍਢᦰൕϘેᦰϙၞࠩϘᑗ
ᖂϙቼऱ।Ζ 

12Εଊᤞ߲ํழํڇᘍփፊߠ࠺ฆൄΔ߫࠺ڶࠩބऱ߫Δ߫٣ᝒጠਢଇף
ᕪΔٿԾጠਢ֏ՠΖ 

รԲጟൣउԾࠟܶץଡ՛ᣊΖรԫ՛ᣊϘ࠺ڶϙ܂ࡐऱԫຝ։נΖנ

ڶࠏϙऱ࠺ڶϘ੍੍ڇ ϙ٥ऱ೯ဲԫຟਢϘᦫΕΕᔹᦰΕ࠺ڶϘ੍੍ࡉΔࠏ36
໘ΕᝑΕᓫದΕቫΕپΕᣥΕտฯϙΖڕࠏΚ 

1Εუࠩڶࢬ୮९ຟᦫ੍੍࠺ڶΖ 

2Εཎቹࢮཏԫऴ൹ထԫټءπࠉ֨ݺ៱ρऱ՛ᎅᦰ੍੍࠺ڶΖ 

3Εԫᢰஞထԫءᓻඈऱխ֮چ࠺ڶ੍੍ڇᔹᦰΖ 

4Εإᅝچ࠺ڶ੍੍ݺᛴထழΔྥႚࠐϘᅝϙऱԫᜢΔ 
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5Εঁൣլ۞ᆃڇ݄چᦝছΔႪԵ੍੍࠺ڶऱଇড়۩٨Ζ 

รԲ՛ᣊΔϘ࠺ڶϙנࡐڇϘ࠺ڶྗڶϙऱࠏڶ 28 ϙ࠺ڶྗڶΖϘࠏ
ԫڇխᇖΖፖࠡ٥ऱ೯ဲڶϘΕ໘ΕپΕΕᎅΕ࠺ΕسΕመΔᤚΔ

ഀΕᅝΕեΕؚ࿇ϙΖ 

1ΕܑլਢറᄐዝנΔױၢᘣଚྥࠉ࠺ڶྗڶΖ 

2ΕڔຟഒൎچመࠐԱΔۖس࠺ڶྗڶΖ 

3Εឭक़ۏسΔ༉چ࠺ڶྗڶאױ໘ದࠐΖ 

4ΕسՈؘྥᄎ࠺ڶྗڶΔ壄壄壀壀ΔךየྤᒡᑗᔊΖ 

5ΕϘຟຟϙسړߜΔپچ࠺ڶྗڶԱֲسᗶΖ 

ᝫڶԫנڇϘ࠺ڶൣڶϙխΖڕࠏΚ 

7Εהऱਢڶ࠺ڶൣڶᙰࡉᆖದྲᗣऱΖ 

ࠏڶࢬऱנڇϙຍଡ࠺ڶறΖϘֲاऱԳתڣՊԫ۞ࠐࠏڶࢬՂऱא

խΔ76 ڶ 75 ڶᓥᆠऱტൣۥΔપנڶࢬࠏऱ 98.7иΖᖞଡ।
ࠏΚรԫጟൣउխऱܛᆠΖܶچ૿قԫਢ।ڶΔٻऱൣტႜ૿إנ 12ϘΞ࠺ڶ
߫ΞϙΖϘ߫࠺ڶϙխऱϘ࠺ڶϙਢਐլړऱ࠺ΔᚨᇠਢϘڶ࠺ϙऱ១ᐊΔڶࢬڇ

ऱறᅝխڶԫࠏᎅऱਢ߫Ղ࠺ڶऱܶᆠΔ।נᄕऱ૿ေᏝΖۖ।૿إقΕᓥ

ᆠൣტႜٻऱϘ࠺ڶϙਢਐϘ࠺ڶሐϙऱܶᆠΖݺଚڇறխࠩބԱ 15ଡຍᑌऱࠏΖ
 Κڕࠏ

1ΕՈլᓵਢᝑ૪س೯ڶᔊऱΕፖ堬ଇڶᣂऱਚࠃΔ᜔հ࠺ڶሐΔ࠺ڍנऱسΖ 

2Ε܀ᇠᏣऱפګΔࢨᎅ່ՕऱۥΔܛਢፕဲৰ࠺ڶሐΔߢ壄Ζ 

،ଚឈྥݮڗઌٵΔ܀ਢࢬ।قऱრ৸ਢլԫᑌऱΖء֮ڇ۶ڕխ۞೯ܑܒϘڶ

 Ζߒઔޡϙ᥆Պୌጟᣊীଖၞԫ࠺

5. ૠጩᖲऱڤݮ֏ઔߒ 

ऄॾஒဲࠢආګشᑵऱᣂএᇷறݾΔဲऱေᏝ᥆܂ࢤဲࠢऱԫଡឩךႈՈ

ऎڼشጟዌ༴૪ΖؾছऄॾஒဲࠢբᆖނϘ੍੍࠺ڶϙΕϘ࠺ڶྗڶϙگԵဲࠢΔ

ۖϘ࠺ڶϙլ܂ԫଡဲයΖԳֲاഗءᑑࣹறอԫ܂ԫଡ֊։ۯΖڇຍֱ

૿ࠟृਢլ٤ݙٵऱΖ 

1Ε။/d  /v  ။/d  ფ/v  /v  Δ/w  ။/d  /v  ။/d  ࠺ڶ/a  Ζ/w 

2Ε/d  უࠩ/v  ڶࢬ/b  ୮९/n  ຟ/d  ᦫ/v  /u  ੍੍࠺ڶ/i  Ζ/w 

3Εױ/c  ၢᘣ/n  ଚ/k  ྥࠉ/z  /v  /u  ࠺ڶྗڶ/l  Ζ 

ᖕຍጟൣउΔଈڶܶࠢဲނ٣Ϙ࠺ڶϙऱڗᑑࣹՂေᏝ᥆ࢤΖኙՊϘڶϙ

ᔆΕڶ৸უΕڶΚϘڕࠏΔڍৰڶऱൣउᝫۿ։ၲΔᣊشଚආݺϙΔࠝ࠺|࠺Ϙࡉ
ଚݺڼڂܑऱΔڶਢٻ।ऱൣტႜࢬٽϙิڶϘࡉဲټऱٵϙΖլߠრڶᙰᆰΕڶ
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ኙϘڶЀNϙऱڤݮ֏༴૪ૹរ૿ٿڇऱNՂ,ᖕNࡉϘڶϙڇறխऱటኔ।
 ᄗଖΖࢤଚऱൣტ᥆הנ

ऄॾஒဲࠢڤݮ֏ऱ༴૪ॾஒڕՀΚΰՀ।խ᙮ᑇଖᖕԫתڣԳֲاอૠ

ࠩα 

ဲ ଃ ဲࢤ ᓥ၈ 
ေᏝ 

 ૿إ
ေᏝ ჸဲ ᄗ 

 ૿إ Jin1jin1you3wei4 i ᓥᆠ ࠺ڶ੍੍

ᦫΕΕᔹ

ᦰΕ໘ΕᝑΕ

ᓫದΕ

ቫΕپΕᣥΕ

տฯ 

1.0 

You3zi1you3wei4 ࠺ڶྗڶ l ᓥᆠ ૿إ 

Δ໘ΕپΕ

ΕᎅΕ

ΕسΕ࠺

መΔᤚΔഀΕ

ᅝΕი

Εؚ࿇ 

1.0 

 0.917 ࠝ࠺Ε࠺ ૿إ ࢤYou3 v խ ڶ
 0.917 ڶ ૿إ ࢤWei4 n խ ࠺

ᅝྥϘ࠺ڶϙՈאױᅝ܂ԫଡဲයگԵऄॾஒဲࠢΔຍழኙϘ࠺ڶϙऱ༴૪༉ࡉ

Ϙ੍੍࠺ڶΕ࠺ڶྗڶϙઌᣊۿΖլመڇലϘ࠺ڶϙ։ၲΔ༉ਢൕჸऱߡ৫

৫ဲऱൣტჸߡऱൣტ᧢֏Δൕֱऄᓵऱࠐנ।ࢬٿኘဲၞԵऄᛩቼհە

ઔࠎ༽ߒԫጟᄅ৸ሁΖ 

6. ဲൣტေᏝऱᚨشᏝଖ 

ဲऱൣტေᏝઔߒਢᖲᕴᇞዧऱᄅࢷ୶Δᨃᖲᕴటإᇞ۞ྥߢԫऴਢઔृߒ

ԫଡऱኄუΖৰڍᖂृኙڼຟᤚݦඨྒΔࠡխԫଡԼ։ૹऱڂਢΔᖲᕴڇ

۞೯։࣫ழਢ១ऱᑓڤΔءᓫլՂᇞΔۖؾছشܓױऱᆠᇷᄭՈԼ։ڶ

ૻΔဲऱൣტေᏝᇷᄭലਢԫଡૹऱᇖךΖֺڕᅝݺଚᦫࠩϘᆖᛎಐಯΔैؑՀᄶϙ

ऱᄅፊᖄழΔݺଚ༉ᄎܒڼطឰ່२ᆖᛎլནΔۖ ᖲᕴྤऄܒឰΔ܀ਢ࣠ڕ Ϙಐ
ಯϙࡉϘՀᄶϙࠠڶ૿ൣტႜٻऱ᥆ࢤᐛΔݺଚ༉شܓאױᖲᕴቃྒྷैؑऱ࿇୶Ζ

ဲऱൣტေᏝઔ࣠ڕߒ౨ജشܓڶறऱ᠆༄ᇷᄭΔנၦ֏ࢤࡉ։࣫Δլႛ

ኙ֮ءመៀΔॾஒ٤ڜΕጻေᏝऱཕ౨֏ઔڶߒᑨڇऱᚨشᏝଖΔۖኙߢᖂृ

ՈਢԫଡৰૹऱॾஒΔ،౨ജᚥܗᖂृڇኔᎾشࠌߢխᙇᖗإᒔΕ৾ᅝऱဲΖ

ܑਢኙՊئॺዧऱ؆ഏఎᖂߢۖسΔ࣠ڕլᇞဲऱൣტေᏝ᥆ࢤॾஒΔ༉ᄎ

ԫֱ૿ຏመኔᎾऱٌੌᛧٻऱൣტႜࠐנ।ࢬဲࠄᙑᎄΔۖຍנኔᎾٌᎾᅝխڇ

Δԫֱ૿ࠐᄭՊՠࠠՂऱॾஒΖ܀ਢᐙ່Օऱπזዧဲࠢρࠎ༽ڶຍֱ
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૿ऱ᥆ࢤΖڼڂऄॾஒဲࠢऱဲൣტ༴૪ઔߒՈᄎ؆ഏఎᖂޓسࠥچᇞዧ

ဲ༼ࠎԫଡૹऱߢەᇷᄭΖ 

 Ղ૿ൕૠጩᖲኔߡ৫ኙဲ।ࠐנऱൣტႜၞٻ۩Ա១։ᣊΔۖࠉᖕՕ
ᑓறऱᢞᖕղԱૠၦऱ।قΔຍဲऱՂՀ֮ᛩቼኙဲऱൣტܒದࠩᣂ܂

 ൶ΖޡଖၞԫߒՂՀ֮ऱൣტေᏝઔٽڼڂΖش

ᅝྥवᢝ֫ՠൣტᑑࣹທᏝৰΖറ୮ଚᇢቹ༈ٺބጟ۞೯ֱڤऱൣტ։ᣊ

ऄΖֱߒ։ᣊऱઔ్ڍൣტဲ࠷ࢼխ۞೯ءԫጟൕ֮נ༽[Pang 2005]ڕࠏΖݾ
[Takamura et al. 2005] شܓሽᄕᝅඝᑓীΰspin modelαΰઌᅝՊဲൣტऱإᄕαࠐ
܂ཚ֫ՠᑑࣹՠॣߒઔڇΖൣტေᏝ։ᣊਢ۞೯։࣫ऱഗ៕Δߒऱൣტᄕऱઔဲ࠷ࢼ

ᝫਢؘऱΔࠐآऱՠەאױ܂ᐞشܓᖲᕴᖂֱऄኔഗՊՕᑓறऱൣტဲ

ऱ۞೯࠷ࢼΖ 

ી 
ृڇઔߒመ࿓խΔࠇקՕᖂૠጩࢬߢན၅ٵᖂΕᘳ၂ዊٵᖂΕܨᖂൎ໑ՓΕܦճ

॑໑Փ༼נԱৰړऱ৬ᤜΔהٻڼڇଚ।ق֨ऱტΔٵழՈܑტ႓ոඒ

৬ᤜΖޏኙ֮ີऱଥ֗א֮ەऱૹࠎ༽                                                  
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